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ABSTRACT
The original contribution of this study resides in its exploration of the way in which various
traditional and modern tangible and intangible factors have contributed to Iran’s intellectual
and political transformations from past to present. The focal question of this thesis is: “which
factors have played the dominant role in Iran's intellectual orientations and political
transformations, in general, and democratisation in particular? And can these factors be
explained methodically and theoretically?” This thesis claims that Iranians, in order to
proceed with a genuine home-grown democratisation1, need to enhance their intellectual
capital of democratisation (ICOD) 2. To this end, Iran's intellectuals need to overcome their
shortcomings in the three key areas of historical consciousness 3, understanding of modernity,
and undertaking democratic orientation.
This study employs a qualitative approach and a textual analysis method to provide a multiprincipled (history, philosophy, and socio-political science), multi-causal (tangible and
intangible) explanation of the multidimensional state of Iran’s tradition, modernity and
prospect of democratisation. While taking into account a multi-task of modern, secular and
democratic orientation; it is conducted from both insiders and outsiders' perspectives. The
proposed method of explanation employs the algebraic term of factorisation to classify the
dominant contributing factors to Iran’s intellectual and political transformations from both
phenomenological (into tangible and intangible factors) and chronological (into traditional
and modern) orders. The traditional tangible factors include geography, climate and invention
of Qanats4 that have played vital roles in the success of Persian civilisation in the past. The

1

A home-grown democratisation refers to a transition that develops within the frame of local context, by local
actors and in response to local demands. Dr. Moazzem Hossain (2006) writes of "home grown democracy" that
has evolved out of democratic practices since 1991 in Bangladesh. This model of democracy, to him, is different
from liberal democracy, as it develops in the context of local actors and factors.
2

Intellectual capital of democratisation (ICOD), which is introduced in this thesis, tries to convey a new
perception about the overall intellectual capacity, readiness or consciousness of a society for democratisation.
(more details in Chapter Two)
3

Historical consciousness is about the way people understand the past. It incorporates the cognitive and cultural
factors which shape those understandings as well as their relations to those of the present and the future. The
study of historical consciousness differs from historiography, which examines only how historians look at the
past. (CSHC, 2015) (more details in Chapter One)
4

Qanats are constructed as a series of well-like vertical shafts, connected by gently sloping tunnels. Their water
comes from mountains, driven by gravity, and travelling across sloping plains to farming areas. Most qanats are

4
critical modern tangible factors in Iran’s modern history include discovery of oil, colonial
powers interventions, modernisation programs and communication technology. While ancient
Persians benefited from the traditional intangible factors effectively and successfully (by
establishing the first multicultural (tribal, ethnic, and religious) empire, these achievements
were forsaken as soon as the rulers inclined toward tribal, ethnic and religious preferences.
The subsequent ethnic/religious systems then have imposed various types of discrimination,
which have led to internal conflicts and made the society susceptible to external influence,
intervention or occupation (Saleh, 2013, pp. 111-113).
It is discussed throughout this thesis that colonial powers, conservative Shiite Ulama and
local tyrant rulers have almost cooperatively prevented the prospect of democratisation. To
challenge these powerful forces and in the absence of democracy, Iranian intellectuals have
found radical ideological orientations. They have inclined toward various ideological
paradigms including Westernisation, constitutionalism, nationalism, modernism, socialism
and Islamism. Only during the last two decades, have a great majority of Iranian intellectuals
found a democratic orientation (Azimi, 2008, p. iX). This phenomenon has played a crucial
role in accelerating the pace and scope of a non-violent civil resistance movement for
democratic change. The extent of popular and intellectual support for this paradigm, such as
the Green Movement in 2009, reflects the promising achievement of the society in the road of
democratisation (Khosrokhavar, 2011, pp. 48-58). It can be argued that despite the presence
of a considerable number of internal and external obstacles, the society has gained a
promising level of intellectual capacity and popular support to proceed with a genuinely
inborn democratisation. It is, however, anticipated that for succeeding with democratisation
in Iran, in addition to intellectual capabilities, other socio-economic, cultural and political
parameters are necessary, which their detailed explanation requires further studies.
Keywords: historical consciousness, understanding modernity, democratic orientation,
tangible and intangible factors, intellectual capital of democratisation (ICOD), home-grown
democratisation.

sourced in a well, but some have springs as their origin. The tunnels allow water to flow long distances in hot,
dry climates without losing a large amount of the source water to seepage or evaporation (Cavendish, 2006a,
pp. 261-262). (more details in Chapter Three)
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INTRODUCTORY CHAPTER

Introduction
Transition to democracy in Iran, as a Middle Eastern, Muslim, developing and oil producing
country, with a long history of civil life and rich culture, is not all about shifting politically. It
requires transformation of society’s culture and collective identity from traditional to
modernity, from religiosity to secularity, and from ideological dependency to intellectual
self-efficiency (Jahanbegloo, 2004, p. xxii). Since the early 19 th century, several reform
movements and two major revolutions (1905 and 1979) in Iran have failed to modernise and
democratise the society (Ashraf, 2012, pp. 522-530). Many Iranian intellectuals5 have been
asking themselves questions as to why, despite the success of ancient Persia, the society has
been left behind especially in modern times and as to how they should respond to the
challenge of the West, both intellectually and politically. If the knowledge of democracy
needs to be borrowed from and supported by the West, where should they start, what should
they borrow, and what types of support should they expect? Should they, as a developing and
Muslim society, also pass through the channels of renaissance, political secularity and socioeconomic liberalisation? Should they wait until the Islamic leaders endorse the tenet of
religious freedom and separation of state and religion? (Gheissari, 1998, pp. 35-83) There has
been an insufficient amount of critical studies addressing these questions in relation to
democratisation in Iran.
In response, this thesis develops a new method of explaining Iran’s traditions, modernity and
prospect of democratisation. This thesis claims that for Iranians, in order to proceed with a
home-grown democratisation, it is necessary for the society to maintain a viable level of
intellectual capital of democratisation (referred in short as ICOD). The concept which I
develop at some length of intellectual capital as it relates to democratisation derives primarily
from the experience and research into the Iranian political and social process. Intellectual

5

Intellectuals can be regarded as nerves of consciousness in every society. To Richard Rorty, intellectuals "see
things with the eyes of a stranger"; to Max Weber, they articulate" cultural values" in building "cultural
community"; and to Edward Said, intellectuals represent, embody and articulate a message, view, idea or
opinion to and for a public (quoted in Boroujerdi, 1996, pp. 20-21)
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capital can be seen to have much in common with Bourdieu’s concept of cultural capital
(Bourdieu, 1984, 1986, 1988; 1992) in which that framework of ideas which are held in
common in a society serve to provide value. The term has been taken up in business
management circles to refer to the capacity for an organisation to create and manage various
inovative capabilities (Subrimaniam & Youndt, 2005), however, the concept of ICOD has
been utilised in this thesis in a specific and unique way. I argue that for Iranian society to
acheive an adequate level of ICOD, it is important that Iranian intellectuals and the advocates
of democracy to overcome their shortcomings in the three areas of historical consciousness,
an understanding of modernity, and undertaking a democratic orientation. Addressing these
shortcomings establishes the primary intention of embarking on this research project.
Accordingly, this introductory chapter begins with a brief historical background to articulate
a justification for starting this research project. It provides an overview of the significance,
the proposed hypothesis, the methodology, the structure and the statement of the thesis.
Through this approach, it is expected that the purpose, scope and objective of this research
project can be made clear.
Background Reflection
Engagement in democracy is neither a ‘zero-sum’ game nor limited to a single route or
corridor (Haynes, 2001, p. 40). It is the outcome of an extremely complex set of
compromises, which in most cases leads to a type of democracy that few might have wanted
in the first place. In other words, neither the original preferences of any particular actor, nor
the magnitude of any single factor, can push democratisation towards a pre-planned destiny.
Each transition paradigm is a by-product of contributing mix of local, regional, and
international forces and factors. According to Charles Tilly (1991, p. 59), successful
democratic transitions happen in quite different ways and through pursuing of multiple paths.
As the era of the third wave of democratisation have already passed, the advocates of
democracy have begun to move beyond the previous theoretical framework, debates, and
even transition paradigms (Carothers, 2002, p. 2).
Democratising Iran faces multiple and deep-rooted socio-cultural, economic and political
challenges (Zibakalam, 2007, pp. 112-128). The society has a complicated political history so
that even a basic understanding of its politics today requires having a fair amount of
knowledge about the factors and forces that have affected the society over time. Five
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identical forces of Iran's politics are identified in this thesis as the country's pre-Islamic
heritage, ethnic diversity, Islamic tradition, modern ideologies, and the aspiration of
democracy in recent decades. The Pre-Islamic identity mainly cherishes the glory of ancient
Persia with figures such as Cyrus the Great who is known for his religious tolerance,
abolishing slavery and maintaining ethnic diversity. That heritage still has some considerable
implication to modern life and democracy. When it comes to the post-Islamic era, despite the
intellectual contribution of some pro-Mutazalite caliphs of the early Abbasids, the state of
ethnic and religious discontents have made the society susceptible to tyrannical rules and
consequent internal conflicts and external wars and occupations.
Iran entered the modern era in the early nineteenth century during the colonial - Russian and
British - expansionist rivalries in the country (Fayazmanesh, 2008, p. 64). These colonial
powers were accustomed to treating the ruling regimes of their dependent countries as their
agents rather than allies. This was once expressed in the words of the British Prime Minister,
Winston Churchill, when he stated that “Great Britain has many strategic interests in Asia,
not any strategic friends” (Mirfartoos, 2006, p. 3). During this period, several attempts to
modernise the society during the Qajar dynasty (1785-1925), were dismantled by direct
interference of colonial powers (details in following chapters). In reaction, the prime
objective of Iranian intellectuals became either adapting to the Western ideological influences
or resisting concurrent colonial interventions. Hence, they, in practice, were seeking
independence rather than democracy (Burnell & Randall, 2008, p. 36).
Next, under the bipolar system of the Cold War era, Iran, similar to many other developing
countries, became the battleground of ideological rivalries between the West's capitalism and
Soviet’s communism (Gheissari & Nasr, 2006, p. 46). During this period, reactionary
responses to the challenge of the West, as noted by Hamid Dabashi (2006, p. xxxiv), have
been the source of ideological radicalism and religious fundamentalism in modern Iran.
During the Cold War period, the United States and its allies in the West preferred to maintain
stability and security rather than promoting democracy in the Middle East (Janzekovic &
Silander 2014, p. 93). After the mid-1960s, in order to contain communism and nationalism,
they supported political Islam throughout the region. It was in this context and during this
period that Khomeini found the opportunity to become the leader of the Shah's opposition in
Iran (Saikal, 2003, p. 49). On the other hand, the former Soviet bloc, via its allied political
force of Tudeh Party, in the absence of a strong industrial working-class movement in Iran,
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encouraged ethnocentrism and supported separatist groups in Azerbaijan and Kurdistan
(Ladjevardi, 1985, pp. 105-109). It can be argued that the three dominant intellectual
paradigms of nationalism, socialism and Islamism in modern Iran, have reflected the three
reactionary feelings of anti-colonialism, anti-capitalism, and anti-Communism.
Following the 1979 Revolution, Iranian intellectuals have also been divided in the way they
responded to political Islam. The revolutionary, fundamentalist and discriminatory
orientations of the ruling Mullahs have raised various types of radicalism among both
traditional (religious and ethnocentric) and modern (ideological) forces (Gheissari & Nasr,
2006, pp. 66-68). In the post-Cold War era, the collapse of the ideological socialist camp, the
introduction of new communication technology and the failure of political Islam in many
fields have brought about the new paradigm of democratisation among Iranian intellectuals
and opposition groups. This new democratic orientation has produced many uncertainties,
disagreements and debates surrounding the application of particular methods of transition and
models of democracy. The prime challenge facing Iranian intellectuals and the advocates of
democracy, in these debates, has been the absence of a comprehensive and applicable
theoretical explanation that can address the society’s various cultural and political burdens as
well as potentials in relation to democratisation. Addressing these intellectual and political
shortcomings is the prime objective of this thesis.
Research Question
The focal question of this thesis is: “which factors have played dominant roles in the
society’s intellectual orientations and political transformations from past to present?” it aims
to develop a general method and a hypothesis to classify and explain the relationship between
political tradition, intellectual trends and prospect of democratisation in the society, both
methodically and theoretically. As the title of this thesis conveys, this project emphasises the
significance of Iran's intellectual capabilities in relation to democratisation. It argues that for
Iranians, in order to proceed with a genuine home-grown democratisation, it is very important
that they achieve a sufficient level of intellectual capital of democratisation (ICOD). In this
regards, the society’s intellectual lagging has mainly been due to shortcomings in the three
key areas of historical consciousness, understanding of modernity, and democratic
orientation. In response, this research project seeks to offer an innovative method of
explanation for understanding the causes and effects of the country’s major intellectual and
political eras including the ancient Persia, the post-Islamic period, the modern age of
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ideological rivalries, and the latest endeavours for democracy (more details throughout the
thesis).
Significance of the Thesis
The driven motivation that has become the prime purpose of undertaking this thesis has been
to develop a viable grand theory and method for critically studying and understanding Iran's
history from past to present. A theory according to which not only the state of Iran's
intellectual and political transformations, from ancient to modern times, can be explained, but
the implication for democratisation can also be emphasised and understood. My personal life
experience (with more than four decades of political activism - since 1977 - and more than
two decades of writing commentary articles in politics of Iran, since 1990) has convinced me
that the absence of such a grand theory has been the prime cause of failure of Iranian
intellectuals and political activists in making substantial and sustainable progress towards
modernity, secularity, pluralism, multiculturalism, development, democracy and human
rights in modern Iran. However, among all these objectives, this thesis's emphasises its
potential contribution to the current intellectual and political debates on democratisation in
Iran. It aims to facilitate an understanding of Iran's history that signifies the critically
importance of proceeding with a home-grown democratisation in the society.
Nonetheless, democratisation in Iran carries serious local, regional and international
implications. Locally, after the 1979 Islamic revolution, the regime’s violent response to
internal diversity has polarised the political landscape of the country by creating an
ideologically dominated radical opposition. The opponents of the regime have also been
divided due to their own varied ethnocentric, religious, and ideological affiliations. Over the
last two decades, as much as the intellectual debates have found a democratic orientation,
there has been a slow but visible transition from the typical ethnic, religious, and ideological
radicalism towards democracy and human rights within the opposition groups. Along with
these shifts, democracy and human rights have begun to receive a greater level of public
debates and political attentions in recent years.
Regionally, democratising Iran can be an instrumentally important development for
promoting peace, stability and democracy in the Middle East. Following the fall of the
Taliban in Afghanistan, the ruling regime in Iran has become the main radical Islamic regime
in the region whose orbit of influence is not confined within its borders. The dominant
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hardline faction of the regime, think of their religious system as a model for the rest of the
Islamic world. With this stance, they not only clandestinely support and enflame Islamic
extremism, both Sunni and Shiite, but also consider any progress towards peace, stability and
democracy as a menace that undermines their influence in the region (Alexander & Hoenig,
2008, p. 64). Internationally, in the context of the post 9/11/2001 (terrorist attack to the USA)
era, the success of the democratic movement in Iran establishes a critical step towards
containing Islamic extremism and terrorism in the Middle East and throughout the world
(Alexander & Hoenig, 2008, p. 111).
The second area of critically importance of this study rests on its endeavour to contribute to
the society's current intellectual debate of democratisation. In modern Iran, the repressive and
discriminatory attitude of the ruling regimes has encouraged the rise of radically oriented
opposition groups. In the absence of political freedom under the dictatorial rules, many local
intellectuals and political activists have either inclined towards ethnic, religious and
ideological paradigms or looked to the West as the ultimate solution. Three major intellectual
paradigms of modern Iran, namely nationalism, liberalism and Marxism, are clearly
influenced by the West (Taqavi, 2005, p. 54). The early Iranian modern intellectuals, in
nineteenth century, like Mirza Malkom Khan, Mirza Aga Khan Kermani, and Amin al-Dawle
were the transmitters of Western ideas (Parsinejad, 2003, p. 143). The next generation of
intellectuals was predominantly influenced by the Marxist ideologies of the Eastern bloc.
This orientation was first introduced by “the Caucasus and Iranian guest workers in Russia”,
which after its failure to form a revolutionary coalition government in 1920-1 in the province
of Gilan, the communist group of Fifty-Three Persons (Panjah wa Seh Nafar) was formed
and followed by the establishment of the Tudeh Party in 1941 (Taqavi, 2005, p. 56). With the
failure of utopian socialist block and the Islamic political ideology in recent years, many local
intellectuals have begun to aspire to democratic paradigm. As the success and failure of any
political paradigm depends highly on the credibility of its theoretical explanation, the
proposed grand theory in this thesis tries to contribute to the theoretical foundation of
democratisation in Iran.
Meanwhile, this thesis seeks to address shortcomings of the current literature on
democratisation in Iran. Most of the current literature is produced in the West, and mainly by
the US academia that may lack sufficient local experience or concern. Some of them may
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even favour an American style of transition, which emphasises economic liberalisation rather
than a home-grown democratisation. According to Maja Mikula (2005, p. 20):
Developing nations everywhere have grown sceptical of Americanstyle democratisation and suspect ulterior motives – such as the quest
for their natural resources and for control of their economies under
the guise of global free trade.
However, when it comes to professional writing on democratisation, many Iranians tend to
rely on Western theories rather than producing new ideas. There are numerous free writers,
both in exile and inside the country, such as Akbar Ganji and Mohammad Ghoochani, whose
works’ academic credibility is dubious at best. This intellectual incompetence has largely
been due to the rulers' attitudes that have suppressed academic freedom and free intellectual
debate within the society. Both the previous and the current regimes have rejected the
principle of academic freedom and have placed intensive restrictions on published and media
content in the field of human rights and democracy (Mohammadi, 2002, p. 123). Political
writers and activists in these fields have almost always run the risk of losing jobs, going to
jail, being assassinated or being forced to leave the country. For instance, more than one
hundred Iranian intellectuals, journalists, and leading members of opposition groups were
assassinated in a Chain of Killings (Qatlhaye Zanjirei) that was carried out by an agency
within the regime’s intelligence ministry in the 1990s (Noghrekar, 2008). Since the 1979
Revolution, in addition to the thousands of the Iranians who have been imprisoned, executed
or assassinated for political reasons, more than five million people have left the country,
many of them with high qualifications and skills (Mohammadi, 2003, p. 199). According to
the International Monetary Fund (IMF) (quoted in Entezarkheir, 2005), Iran faces the highest
rate of brain-drain among 61 developing countries.
Another reason for the significance of this thesis rests on the lack of sufficient study in
relation to the topic of this project both inside and outside the country. Despite the presence
of a great deal of literature on the history, modernity and democratisation of the Middle East
and Iran, there have been insufficient studies on the significance of intellectual capabilities
for democratisation. The current literature in the West, in particular, stays clear of
emphasising the importance of internal factors. For instance, Samuel Huntington (1991, p.
38) believes that “the search for a common, universally present independent variable that
might play a significant role in explaining political development in different countries is
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almost certain to be unsuccessful if it is not tautological", while this study, in contrast,
emphasises internal intellectual capabilities as an identical factor in promoting a genuinely
home-grown democratisation.
These considerations make the task of working on this project a demanding, challenging, and
hopefully, a valuable contribution to the current level of knowledge and literature on
democratisation.
Premises of the Thesis
This thesis, for various reasons and via comparison between different methods of
democratisation, demonstrates that the intellectually-based approach is more accommodative
for democratising Iran. The key theoretical presupposition of this thesis is that Iranians, in
order to master their own destiny and proceed with a home-grown democratisation, need to
enhance their intellectual capital of democratisation. As noted by Hann and Dunn:
If we had a clearer basis for our agreements, our disagreements might
be both easier to tolerate and to transcend. The lack of a consensual
baseline makes for intellectual incoherence which inevitably aids
extremists, whose simple messages become the more attractive.
(1996, p. 60)
To achieve this objective, Iranian intellectuals and advocates of democracy have to overcome
their shortcomings and reconcile their differences in the three fields of historical
consciousness, understanding of modernity and democratic orientation. These three areas are
referred to as the pre-requirements for the society's ICOD (as illustrated on the graph 1). The
shortcomings in these three areas have undermined the ability of local intellectuals to reach a
general agreement over a theoretical explanation that draws valuable lessons from the past
and clarifies their key modern challenges in relation to democratisation. The proposed thesis
seeks to contribute to the above mentioned three shortcomings via undertaking an innovative
method of explanation.
Preview of the Study
In recent years, the quest for democratic transition has become the main topic of many public
and intellectual debates among Iranians both inside and outside the country. In order to
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contribute to these debates, this thesis seeks to explore and explain the impacts of diverse
internal and external tangible and intangible factors on the country’s intellectual trends,
political transformations, and the prospect of democratisation both methodically and
theoretically. The significance of these factors during six stages of Iran’s history including:
(1) the ancient Persia, (2) the dark age of ethnic/religious dominance and conflicts, (3) the
modern age of colonial and superpowers’ dominance, (4) the ideological rivalries of the Cold
War, (5) the consequent rise of religious fundamentalism, and (6) the recent wave of
aspiration for democracy and human rights is explained through consecutive chapters of this
thesis. Through providing a practical and viable analysis of Iran’s ancient, medieval and
modern history, this thesis seeks to emphasise the significant role of local intellectuals for
succeeding with a home-grown democratisation.
Methodology
A viable methodology is the one which is wisely chosen, effectively applied and continuously
modified along with the progress of the project (Abdalla, 2003, p. 63). In practice also, as
noted by Mruk (2006, p. X) "the best practical tools come from a good theory" and "the best
theory comes from good research" and methodology. Similarly, the best sensible approach to
democratisation is the one which is nurtured by a viable philosophical outlook, undertakes
right strategy and proceed in a right direction. This normative logic if being applied in
practice, as Boyer (quoted in Abdalla, 2003, p. 60) puts it, can produce knowledge or perhaps
wisdom from a given set of information. The conceptual epistemic model, illustrated in the
table below, demonstrates a rational framework of the logical interconnection between
different methods of study and their sensible practical implication.
Table 1: The conceptual four dilemmas epistemic model
Branches of knowledge

Representation

Methodology

Practical
implication

I. Imaginative
(intellectual) knowledge

Realised picture
Comparative studies
(subjective image) (culture and history)

Right direction

II. Philosophical
(rational) knowledge
III. Scientific
(technical) knowledge

Relative picture
(adjective image)
Real picture
(objective image)

Right position

VI. Empirical

Reliable picture

Literature/ Textual review
(philosophy)
Empirical studies
(qualitative &
quantitative)
Data analysis &

Right approach

Right
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(practical) knowledge

(projective image) discussion, drawing final
ideas, plans & hypothesis

information

This framework conceptualises the importance of benefiting from multilayered principles and
different branches of knowledge according to which this thesis attempts to explain Iran’s
tradition and modernity methodically. This study employs a qualitative approach with a mix
of a multi-level analysis and a multi-causal explanation method to explain the implication of
various factors in the prospect of democratisation in Iran, from an insider's perspective.
Through this approach it attempts to suggest a grand synthesis to provide a contextual basis
for explaining the multidimensional state of Iran's intellectual and political transformations
over time, both methodically and theoretically.
To this end, the thesis makes benefit from two distinct methods of study and analysis. First,
as a method of study, among the three common analytical methods (empirical studies,
comparative studies, and literature/textual review), this thesis has undertaken a qualitative
approach that principally leans upon critically reviewing the relevant literature. The primary
sources of data collection have been the most relevant books and journals as well as some
official sources of information available online. Because of undertaking a multi- disciplinary
approach, reference to relevant sources of expertise and information has varied as the project
has evolved or the topic has changed.
Second, as a method of analysis, this thesis undertakes a multi-disciplinary approach to
explain the multi-dimensional impacts of various factors and actors on the multi-faceted
features of Iran's history. This implies utilising a multi-causal explanation for addressing the
extent of contribution of those critical factors in the state of the society’s intellectual and
political transformations over time. For this purpose, it benefits from an algebraic technique
of expression known as “factorisation” to identify, extract, classify and explain the most
significant contributing factors in shaping different stages of Iran’s history. Factorisation is
an algebraic expression method according to which the highest common factor is taken out
and placed in front of the brackets. For instance, in the expression 5x + 15 = 5(x + 3), the
common factor is 5 that has been taken out and placed in front of the brackets. Likewise, this
thesis attempts to identify, extract, classify and explain the most identical contributing factors
to Iran’s intellectual and political transformations from past to present in both
phenomenological (tangible and intangible) and chronological (traditional and modern)
orders.
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Respectively, while the dominant traditional tangible factors hold for geography, climate and
invention of Qanats that have played important roles in the success of ancient Persia in the
past. The most influential modern tangible factors in shaping Iran’s modern history include
colonial interventions, discovery of oil as well as the impacts of industrialisation and
communication technology. On the other hand, the main traditional intangible factors (as
sources of socio-political and cultural identity) include tribal, ethnicity and religion; the most
important modern intangible factors include various ideological and philosophical
preferences. Over the last two centuries of modern Iran, in particular, local intellectuals have
inclined toward various ideological paradigms such as Westernisation, constitutionalism,
nationalism, modernism, socialism, Islamism, and finally democratisation.
By utilising this method, the thesis can explain how traditional tangible and intangible factors
contributed to the success of ancient Persia, namely the establishment of the multicultural
empire of Achaemenid in the past; and how those achievements were forsaken as soon as the
rulers inclined toward a particular source of identity. Religious preferences of the rulers, in
particular, have led to various forms of discrimination and consequent internal conflicts,
which have made the society susceptible to foreign influence, wars and occupations.
One of the main challenges throughout this research project was that travel to Iran for
conducting a first-hand observation was not feasible for me. This limitation is compensated
for: first, by making use of personal direct experience in the field; and second, by critically
reviewing the most relevant literature in both Farsi and English languages; and third,
benefiting from the latest communication technology and online resources. Personal direct
experience (as a political activist since the Islamic revolution and a political analyst during
the last two decades), are utilised without compromising the merits of integrity and
objectivity.
Statement of Thesis
The key arguments of this thesis can be summarised into two following premises: First,
Iranians, who have learnt that they cannot blindly copy Western modernity over the last two
centuries, now would or should know that they cannot mindlessly duplicate Western methods
or models of democracy either. Neither, they can rely on foreign support, nor wait until
Western powers bring them an ideal democracy on a golden plate through a coup or
occupation. Those powers, during the past two centuries, have almost always given their
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priorities to their own national interests and agendas in the region and Iran (Gasiorowski,
1991, p. 20). As noted by Carothers (Carothers, 2002, p. 17): "...a country’s chances for
successfully democratizing depend primarily on the political intentions and actions of its
political elites without significant influence from underlying economic, social, and
institutional conditions and legacies". The recent forceful democratisation programs in
Afghanistan, Iraq (and Libya), as once noted by Mehdi Parvizi Amineh (2007, p. 470), are
not favoured by the advocates of democracy in Iran. These foreign military interventions
have given rise to various types of ethnocentric and religious radicalism, which, in practice,
have undermined internal integrity, stability and security; let alone the prospect of
democratisation.
These considerations lead to the second argument that for Iranian intellectuals it is critically
necessary to undertake a viable home-grown democratisation that progressively addresses the
diverse and complex nature of the society via an ideally modern, secular, plural, federal and
democratic political system. To proceed with this mission, the society needs to attain a
sufficient level of intellectual capital of democratisation (ICOD); for which Iranian
intellectuals have to become proficient in the three areas of historical consciousness, an
understanding of modernity, and having democratic orientation. In order to theoretically and
methodically explain these two interrelated statements, this thesis proposes a new method of
explanation for Iran's political and intellectual transformations from past to present. To this
end, the factorisation method of expression is employed so that the dominant contributing
factors to the state of Iran’s intellectual and political transformations throughout history are
identified and classified chronologically into traditional and modern as well as
phenomenologically into tangible and intangible groupings.
Structure of the Thesis
This brief introduction outlines the framework and the extent that each chapter contributes
toward accomplishing the thesis. According to the proposed hypothesis; a genuine homegrown democratisation in Iran requires a viable level of intellectual capital. In order to reach
that stage, the advocates of democracy and Iranian intellectuals need to be proficient in the
three areas of historical consciousness, an understanding of modernity and democratic
orientation. Explaining this presupposition methodically establishes the main objective that
the first two chapters attempts to cover. Accordingly, an algebraic technique of expression
known as “factorisation” is employed to extract and classify the dominant contributing
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factors in shaping different stages of Iran’s history both chronologically - traditional and
modern - and phenomenological (tangible and intangible) orders. The second chapter is
dedicated to discussing this proposed new theory and method of explanation.
The following chapters are designed to addressing the contribution of those major tangible
and intangible factors in Iran's intellectual and political transformations in chronological
order. Among the tangible factors, the impacts of geography, climate, and invention of
Qanats (or Ghana'ts) are grouped as traditional, while the significance of oil, modern army,
the level of economic development, and the state of new technology regarded as dominant
modern tangible factors. The third chapter discusses the impacts of these tangible factors on
the country’s intellectual trends and politics from past to present. The rest of the thesis is
dedicated to discussing the impact and influence of intangible factors on the country’s
intellectual and political transformations. Among the dominant intangible factors,
tribal/ethnic and religious systems are considered as traditional, while various ideological
inclinations and democracy are classified as dominant modern methods of thought and
governance. Of the following six chapters, two discuss the traditional factors, and the next
four chapters cover the impacts of modern ideologies and the latest democratic orientation of
the Iranian intellectuals and political groups.
Conclusion
This introductory chapter begins with a brief background reflection to provide a justification
for embarking on this research project. It includes an overview of the research specifications,
the significance, the proposed hypothesis, the methodology, the statement and the structure of
the thesis. The proposed thesis is cantered on the argument that democratisation has become
the prime political paradigm of intellectual debate in Iran and local intellectuals increasingly
favour a genuinely home-grown democratisation. In order to proceed with this model of
transition, it is necessary for the society to obtain an adequate level of ICOD; and to this end,
it is critically important for Iranian intellectuals to overcome their shortcomings in three areas
of historical consciousness, understanding of modernity and democratic orientation. For
addressing these three areas, this thesis benefits from the algebraic method of expression,
known as factorisation to classify the dominant contributing factors (in Iran’s intellectual and
political transformations) into phenomenological (tangible and intangible) and chronological
(into traditional and modern) groupings. This hypothesis establishes the theoretical
foundation that can explain the significance of dominant contributing factors in Iran's
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intellectual and political transformations from past to present. It also provides the framework
according to which the rest of the thesis is structured. With this overview, it is expected that
the scope and intentions of undertaking this research project are made clear. It is notable that
this thesis only provides an alternative theoretical method of explanation rather than a
detailed description of Iran’s history or prospects for democratisation.
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CHAPTER ONE
Theoretical Discussion (1):
Intellectual Capital of Democratisation (ICOD)

Intellectual growth should commence at birth and cease only at death.
Albert Einstein

Introduction
After disputing Iran’s presidential election results in July 2009, which brought Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad to power for the second term, a revolutionary court was held in Tehran. The
conservative faction of the regime, led by the supreme leader Ali Khamenei, brought more
than one hundred supporters of reformer candidates to a trial that was broadcasted on national
television. In this propagandised show, the prosecutor accused the detainees of launching a
“Velvet Revolution” and referred to some renowned Western intellectual names such as
Jürgen Habermas6, John Keane7, Gene Sharp8, and George Soros9 in the indictment, as the
Western masterminds of this revolution. For the hardliner faction of the regime, the influence
of these intellectuals was considered as evidence of Western involvement in destabilising the
ruling regime. (B.B.C., 2009)
Among the various methods, models, factors and forces of democratisation (as illustrated in
Appendix 1, p: 312), this thesis embarks on emphasising the significance of intellectual

6

Contemporary German philosopher Jürgen Habermas is known in Iran for his emphasis on public sphere, civil
society, discourse, and civil disobedience. He was invited to Iran during Khatami’s term and met with some
reformer scholars (Nikfar, 2009).
7

John Keane is a renowned professor and author in the field of democracy. He also made a trip to Tehran but
was not much known until mentioned in that indictment (Mohamadpour, 2005).
8

Gene Sharp is known in Iran by his “Centre for the Study of Strategic Nonviolent Defence” website.

George Soros is known in Iran for his idea of “Reflexivity” and his support for open society institutions and
velvet revolutions, especially, in Eastern Europe. A number of Iranian-Americans like Kian Tajbakhsh were
arrested and imprisoned having been accused of working with the Soros’ Open Society Institute (Khalaji, 2009).
9
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capital of democratisation (ICOD) as the key factor, and that of public intellectuals10, as the
most influential actors. Public intellectuals have played a crucial role in shaping the spirit of
change in politics modern of Iran. Over the past two centuries, they have been actively
involved

in

introducing

modern ideological

paradigms

including

Westernisation,

modernisation, constitutionalism, socialism and Islamism (Mirsepassi, 2000, pp. 177-180).
Through this journey, they have passed a long way and have paid a heavy price, especially
under the Islamic regime, to arrive at the current stage of politically democratic orientation
(Taghavi, 2007, pp. 216-255). In recent years, they have widely debated political ideas such
as democracy, human rights, civil society, pluralism, secularism and federalism within the
society (discussed in Chapters 6-10). The main theoretical premise of this thesis is that
Iranians, in order to master their own destiny and be able to proceed with a home-grown
democratisation, need to attain a sufficient level of ICOD.
This chapter attempts to provide the conceptualisation, definition and theoretical ground for
the notion of ICOD. Through this term it aims to emphasise the crucial role before and
critical challenges ahead of Iranian intellectuals in their endeavours for democratisation.
After providing a general background and defining the term ICOD, based on the relevant
literature, its prerequisites and components are outlined and their significance for succeeding
with a genuinely home-grown democratisation in Iran are discussed in more details (the
practical implication of ICOD is discussed in the Chapter Ten).
Background Reflection
In the democratisation literature, a wide range of cultural, social, economic and political
factors are identified as prerequisites for democratisation. According to Yi Feng and Paul J.
Zak (quoted in Vanhanen, 2003, p. 13) “democratic transitions are less likely when the level
of development is low, income inequality is high, [and] citizens are poorly educated”. They
believe that “a country’s chances for successfully democratising depend primarily on the
political intentions and actions of its political elite”. Axel Hadenius (quoted in Vanhanen,
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An intellectual is someone who engages in critical study, thought, and reflection about the current affairs of
society and thus influences public opinion. Public intellectuals are "free-floating and unattached generalists
speaking out on every topic that come their way... They might be journalists or academics... At the most
fundamental level, ideas for them were not a building block to a career. Rather career is the material foundation
that allowed them to define and express their ideas". (Gewen, 2008)
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2003, p. 12), through the use of a step-wise regression, identifies seven variables that have
significant associations with the level of democracy, including “literacy, commodity
concentration, trade, capitalism, percentage of Protestants, military expenditures, and average
fragmentation”. Larry Diamond (1999, p. 161) defines the significance of political culture as
a central factor and argues that democracy “requires a distinctive set of political values and
orientations from its citizens” such as moderation, tolerance, civility, efficacy, knowledge,
and participation. He contends that the prospects for a fourth wave of democratisation are
gloomy, because almost “all of the countries that had favourable economic, social, and
cultural conditions for democracy have [already] democratised”. He provides testimony that
in 1999, for most of the 53 ‘not free’ states the prospect of democratisation appears less likely
because they share one or more of the following three characteristics: (1) they have a
majority Muslim population and often strong Islamic fundamentalist opposition; (2) they
have deep ethnic divisions without a single, dominant ethnic group; or (3) they have neocommunist or post-Communist regimes with a single-party domination (Diamond, 1999, p.
264). This clearly conveys that democratisation is less likely to succeed in societies where
forces of ethnocentric, religious and ideological radicalism prevail. The constraint of these
arguments, however, rests on the fact that these explanations are not grounded in a viable
theory. Tatu Vanhanen regards his “evolutionary resource distribution theory" as the most
powerful theoretical explanation of democratisation because:
Political struggle for power constitutes a part of the universal struggle
for existence in which participants tend to resort to all available
resources. This explains the tendency of political power to become
divided among several competing groups as soon as important power
resources are sufficiently distributed within a society. (Vanhanen,
2003, p. 183).
Vanhanen (2003, p. 183) argues that “economic and intellectual power resources are usually
more widely distributed in economically highly developed countries than in less developed
countries”. This may convey that a combination of development (for increasing resources)
and socialism (for resource distribution) is necessary for democratisation. This explanation,
however, merely emphasises distribution of economic resources, which are regarded as
tangible factors in this thesis. In current Iran, both development and justice have been
emphasised by the authorities, at least ideologically. In practice, however, their religious
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stance (as an intangible factor) and reliance on oil revenue (as a tangible factor) have helped
the rulers to avoid bargaining their power with citizens (Rahnema & Behdad, 1995, pp. 120123). The term ICOD, which is introduced in this thesis and discussed in this chapter,
emphasises the significance of both tangible and intangible factors (addressed in the next
chapter) in the prospect and process of democratisation.
Definition and implication of ICOD
The term intellectual capital in business management refers to "the sum of all knowledge
firms utilise for competitive advantage" (Subrimaniam & Youndt, 2005, p. 451). Meanwhile,
as abserved by Van de Ven (quoted in Subrimaniam & Youndt, 2005, p. 451) “while the
invention or conception of innovative ideas may be an individual activity, innovation
(inventing and implementing new ideas) is a collective achievement”. Pierre Bourdieu in his
article The Forms of Capital (1986), speaks about different forms and applications of cultural
and social capitals. He (1986) identifies three forms of capital including "the embodied state,
in the form of long-lasting dispositions of the mind and body; in the objectified state, in the
form of cultural goods (pictures, books, dictionaries, instruments, machines, etc.), and in the
institutionalised state" and accordingly he discusses about three forms of cultural, social,
symbolic intellectuals. Nahapiet and Ghoshal (1998, pp. 242-260) explain how
"organisations, as institutional settings, are conducive to the development of high level of
social capital"; how "social capital facilitates the creation of new intellectual capital"; and
how this type of intellectual capital can create competitive advantage for an organisation.
The term intellectual capital of democratisation (ICOD), which is introduced in this thesis,
has rather political implication and tries to convey a new perception about the overall
intellectual capacity and capabilities of a society for proceeding with democratisation. As
Thomas Kuhn, in his seminal work The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, puts it, a new
paradigm “emerges only when the old one can no longer resolve the puzzles and anomalies
specified by its own terms” (quoted in Mashayekhi, 2005). According to Daniel Andriessen
(2004, p. 2) “the new use of words creates a new perspective on reality”. It allows for a new
way of defining problems or finding solutions. He refers to an intellectual capital community
as “a group of practitioners and scientists who help to promote the intangible perspective and
provide tools for valuing and measuring intangible factors”. He regards the information and
communication technology and the growing trends of globalisation as the driving forces
behind the rising importance of intangible factors such as intellectual capital community
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(Andriessen, 2004, pp. 6-8). Richard Griffiths (2010, p. 275) regards "freedom" as
"democratisation of contribution to society and thus the explanation for the upward thrust in
the intellectual capital curve".
It can be argued that proceeding with any socio-economic and political paradigm including
modernisation, secularisation, development and democratisation, in any society, requires
mental groundwork and intellectual capital. Intellectual community plays a critical role in
influencing public opinion and thus the prospect of democratisation. Sisodia and Behuria
(2007, p. 20), when talking about the burdens facing West Asia towards peace and prosperity,
contends that the region is either "underrepresented" and "ignored" or "intellectual capital is
in short supply". Madhoushi and Sadati (2010, pp. 391-399) regards Knowledge management
(intellectual capital) as an antecedent of organisational innovation and competitiveness. As
illustrated in Appendix 1 (page 312), this thesis claims that in this age of information and
communication revolution, after sovereign state, intellectual capital of democratisation
(ICOD) stands as the second antecedent 11 factor for proceeding with a home-grown
democratisation. This proposition contradicts Samuel Huntington’s argument (1991, p. 38)
that “the search for a common, universally present independent variable that might play a
significant role in explaining political development in such different countries is almost
certain to be unsuccessful if it is not tautological”.
The prerequisites of ICOD
This thesis claims that Iranians, in order to proceed with a home-grown democratisation, need
to have a sufficient level of ICOD. In order to maintain that level, Iranian intellectuals and
advocates of democracy have to overcome their shortcomings and reconcile their differences
in the three main areas of historical consciousness, understanding of modernity and
democratic orientation. These three areas are referred to, in this thesis, as the prerequirements for the society's ICOD. Mastering these three areas is necessary for
understanding the extent to which traditional and modern tangible and intangible factors have
contributed

to

the

society's

intellectual

and

political

transformations,

including

democratisation, from past to present or in the future. The shortcomings in these three areas,
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Madhoushi and Sadati (2010, pp. 391-399) regards Knowledge management (intellectual capital) as an
antecedent of organisational innovation and competitiveness.
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on the other hand, undermines the ability of local intellectuals to reach a general agreement
over a theoretical explanation that draws valuable lessons from the past and clarifies their key
challenges in relation to democratisation in modern time. As Rahimi (2011, pp. 25-45)
argues, it was mainly due to the absence of a viable democratic orientation by Iranian
intellectuals and opposition groups that the public and political space was readily hijacked by
religious and ideological radicalism during the 1979 revolution in Iran. The substantial
importance of these three pre-requisites for Iran's ICOD is explained with more detail below:
1) Historical Consciousness
Historical Consciousness is about how people see and understand the past, the cognitive and
cultural factors which contribute to those understandings, as well as the relations of historical
understandings to those of the present and the future. The study of historical consciousness is
distinct from both historical research and historiographic research. While historiography
examines only how historians look at the past, historical consciousness rather concerns
individual and collective understandings of the past. (CSHC, 2015) Historical consciousness
is critically important for self-awareness of citizens in any society. As the Spanish
philosopher George Santayana (quoted in Latif, 2005, p. 2) puts it "those who cannot
remember their past are condemned to repeat it". Without understanding the past, it is almost
impossible to fully comprehend the state of the present or to establish a viable direction for
the future. Eugene Garfield (quoted in Abdalla, 2003, p. 1) argues: “The past cannot be
separated from the present without grievous loss. The present without the past is insipid and
meaningless; the past without the present is obscure.” The German philosopher Georg
Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (quoted in Latif, 2005) remarked in his Philosophy of History that
"what history and experience teach us is this: that people and government never have learned
anything from history or acted on principles deduced from it." This was famously
paraphrased by the British statesman Winston Churchill as, "the one thing we have learned
from history is that we don't learn from history" (quoted in Latif, 2005).
The other implication of historical consciousness is an understanding of the process and
stages that a society has so far gone through (Barnes, 2004, p. viii). A viable understanding of
Iran’s history requires “an effort to analyse the driving forces, the roads and directions” (Lane
& Redissi, 2004, p. 20) that have contributed in shaping the society over time. In the absence
of historical consciousness, it is almost impossible to understand how Iran has been affected
by several foreign attacks and occupations in its long history. Or why, as soon as the ruling
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authorities have attached their power to a particular ethnicity, religion or ideology, they have
submerged into a regressive path of internal conflicts, external wars and finally foreign
invasions; particularly how, after the Arab-Islamic conquest and invasion, Iran has survived
the religious and linguistic assimilation policies of the Arab-Islamic caliphs; or how, in
modern times, Iranians have resisted colonial occupations and interventions. This thesis
argues that understanding of history can be constructive if that consciousness is perceived
methodically and theoretically in the mirror of modernity and from a democratic perspective.
Otherwise, the matter of having a long history and a rich cultural heritage would constitute,
as noted famously by Thomas Jefferson (Boylan, 2013, p. 143) "a dead hand of the tradition"
that would "hold sway over the present" to resist the birth of new idea, and thus suspend the
prospect of modernity, development and democratisation. As Harry Elmer Barnes (2004, p.
viii) puts it:
An intelligently conceived and forcefully expounded body of
historical material should be able to disabuse our minds of this fatal
worship of an inadequate and archaic past, and that gives aid in lifting
the weight of the “dead hand” from the backs of our own and
succeeding generations.
In relation to historical consciousness, this thesis proposes a new method of understanding
Iran's history from ancient to modern times. This method benefits from the algebraic
technique of “factorisation” to extract and classify the dominant contributing factors in
shaping different stages of Iran’s history in both chronological - traditional and modern - and
phenomenological (tangible and intangible) orders. The proposed method, which is discussed
in the next chapter, establishes the framework according to which Iran's tradition, modernity
and prospect of democratisation are explained throughout the rest of this thesis.
2) Understanding Modernity
Understanding modernity here refers to the intellectual and political aspects of modernity,
which includes all ideas and achievements that make modern ways of thinking, life and
governance different from traditional ones. Political principles such as separation of religion
and state, democratic governance, secular constitution, separation of powers, checks and
balances, civil society, human rights, anti-discrimination and equal opportunity laws,
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pluralism, and federalism are among the most cherished ideas and achievements of modern
politics.
One of the main barriers of modernisation and democratisation in modern Iran has been the
impotency of local intellectuals and advocates of modernity and democracy in dealing with
the three powerful opposing forces - colonial powers, tyrant rulers, and traditional (tribal,
ethnic and religious) forces and groups. Over the last two centuries, the society’s intellectual
discourses and political landscape have predominantly been shaped by either resisting the
Western interventions and adapting their influences or dealing with local tyrant rulers and
traditional religious and ethnic groups (Jahanbakhsh, 2001, pp. 50-52).
In relation to cultural modernity as noted by Ronald Inglehart (2003, p. 95) “culture plays a
much more crucial role in democracy than the literature of the past two decades would
indicate”. He argues that cultural democratic shift “makes mass publics increasingly likely to
want democratic institutions and to be more supportive of them once they are in place”.
These statements clearly contradict Huntington’s stance, which considers culture as static and
blames it for the failure of democracy in Muslim societies. He says that this “failure has its
source, at least in part, in the inhospitable nature of Islamic culture and society to Western
liberal concepts” (Huntington, 1996, p. 114). According to Daniel Lerner (1958, p. 64), the
process of modernisation arrives at different times, but follows a similar pattern in different
societies, starting from urbanization and followed by increased literacy and rising media
participation. To him, “democratic governance comes late, historically, and typically appears
as a crowning institution of the participant society”. However, if Iran and some other Asian
and Muslim societies have left behind in their strive for democratisation, part of the blame
should be laid upon the types of societal development, political governance and intellectual
orientation they have gone through rather than being directed merely towards culture, religion
or even the economy of oil. Blaming merely cultural values traces back to an old-fashioned
occidentally oriented argument of rationalising oriental despotism in supporting the Western
dominance. (Vanhanen, 2003, p. 14)
The loss of wars with colonial Russia in the early 19 th century is regarded as the turning point
from which Iran’s modern history began (Rubin, 1998, p. 52). After the war, the country’s
first modernisation program, which was launched by Abbas Mirza and followed by Amir
Kabir, was blocked by the Qajar royal family under the influence of the Russians and the
local traditional tribal and religious groups (Moaddel, 2005, pp. 172-174). The second wave
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of political modernisation started during the Constitutional Revolution (1905-1911), which
aimed at establishing a modern constitutional parliament and government in Iran (Mirsepassi,
2000, p. 107). Most Iranian intellectuals of the time, however, were striving for political
independence and the rule of law rather than democracy. This generation of intellectuals “did
not fully apprehend the complexity of the Western modernity and assumed that tradition and
modernity could easily be fused” (Behnam, 2004, p. 4). (Detailed discussion in Chapter 6)
Next, the Pahlavi dynasty (1925–1979) tried to promote socio-cultural modernisation and
economic industrialisation in the absence of democratisation. The rulers ignored the fact that
in practice, there is a strong positive correlation between socio-cultural modernity, economic
development and political openness. These three areas constitute a triangular polygon where
neither of its angles can sustain without the existence of the others. The Martin Lipset and
Larry Diamond (quoted in Vanhanen, 2003, p. 8) argument that “oil-rich countries present
deviants to demonstrate strong correlation between development and democratisation” might
make sense in the short term, but in the long-run, development as well as modernisation
without democratisation could lead to the rise of ideological radicalism or even sociopolitical collapse. Tatu Vanhanen (2003, p. 189) regards social reform (modernisation) as the
best strategy “to strengthen the social basis of democracy”. As happened in the case of Iran
during the Pahlavi dynasty; the rulers' modernisation and development programs, in the
absence of political reform, inevitably gave rise to radical religious and ideological
opposition groups that paved the way for the 1979 Islamic Revolution (Guerrero, 2016, p.
xx). This revolutionary backward shift was partly due to the absence of viable intellectual
foundation and political determination in supporting democratisation. (Detailed discussion in
Chapter 7)
After the 1979 Revolution, the confrontation of traditional versus modern forces has made the
mission of rapprochement between Iran and the West, once again, a rather challenging task.
The rulers of the Islamic regime have adopted a selective approach to modernity according to
which they have only chosen those aspects of modernity that have been considered to be
beneficial for the survival or success of their regime. Jamshid Behnam (2004, pp. 10-11)
identifies four major groups with different attitudes towards modernity in the post-Islamic
Revolution Iran. They include (1) the conservatives (mainly clerics) who totally oppose
modernity on religious grounds; (2) the reformers, within the establishment, who oppose
isolationism and theocracy; this group undertakes a critical rapprochement with Western
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modernity through which they aim to ensure the survival of their Islamic regime; (3) religious
modernists who try to reconcile Islam and modernity so that they can upgrade local traditions
in agreement with democracy and human rights; (4) secular modernist intellectuals who
understand the philosophy of modernity from a merely Western perspective (discussed in
Chapter 8).
This thesis argues that a productive rapprochement with the Western modernity implies
encouraging a constructive dialogue between both traditional and modern intellectuals.
Through undertaking this approach, four major sources of Iranians’ identity including their
ethnic/cultural diversity, Persian heritage, the Islamic tradition, and Western modernity can
be reconciled constructively. By establishing a bridge between these sources identity, firstly,
it will be possible to incorporate the local (cultural, social and political) dynamics into the
current level of knowledge and experience of modernisation and democratisation elsewhere.
Second, undertaking this type of rapprochement not only paves the way for updating the local
tradition, but also enables the society to foster a modern identity in agreement with principles
of human rights and democracy (Bessis & Camiller, 2003, p. 219). In practice, however, most
of these endeavours have been resisted, distorted, prevented or at least, misrepresented under
the ruling Islamic regime, which is dominated by conservative clerics.
3) Democratic Orientation
Political scientists refer to democracy as a universally appealing ruling system, and to our
contemporary era of information technology as the age of proliferation of democracy in many
parts of the world (Jafri, 2010, p. 23). During the last few decades, despite the resistance of
some traditional and modern authoritarian regimes, democracy has emerged as the leading
intellectual and political trend in developing countries. Since the mid-1970s, through three
waves of democratisation, many countries have moved towards this system of governance
(Huntington, 1991, p. 15). In the post-Cold War era, democratic polity has become the
dominant alternative paradigm for religious and ideological politics in developing countries.
If in the mid 1960s there were only 40 democracies by the end of the 20th century that
number had almost tripled (Diamond, 1997, p. 1). According to the “Map of Freedom 2010”
(Puddington, 2010), electoral democracies represented 116 of the 194 existing countries; the
"Map of Freedom 2016", however shows that during the past decade, the level of freedom
has declined in 72 countries, but has improved in only 43 countries. The worst rating has
been recorded for the Middle Eastern Muslim societies including Iran (freedom house, 2016).
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This trend has been accompanied with some other local, regional and global relevant
agendas, such as combating international crimes and terrorism, preventing proliferation of
nuclear arms, and reducing the violation of human rights. These developments clearly
conveys that for the developing countries of the Middle East, in which diverse types of
ethnic, religious and ideological extremism have lost their intellectual credibility and political
legitimacy, there is no a better alternative than democratisation.
In the case of Iran, in particular, if the intellectual landscape of the country during the
colonial period was dominated by nationalism and modernism, and then during the Cold-War
period by ideological radicalism, namely socialism and Islamism, in recent years it has found
a democratic orientation (Azimi, 2008, p. 317). Even within the regime itself, the failure of
the religious rulers in establishing their utopian Islamic model has produced an
unprecedented level of support for political reform (Brumberg, 2001, p. 124). The prevalence
of this democratic orientation among majority of Iranian intellectuals and opposition groups
is a clear indication that the prospect of democratisation has become increasingly defendable
both publicly and politically. (Detailed discussion in Chapters 9 &10)
The Components of ICOD
As discussed earlier, the concept of intellectual capital of democratisation (ICOD), which is
introduced in this thesis, has mainly political implications and thus its components
incorportates both tangible and intangible factors that contribute to political progress and
competitiveness of a society. The components of ICOD comprise the means of distributing
democratic ideas, resources, rules and institutions within the society. The graph below
conceptualises four main components of the ICOD, including intellectual freedom, civil
society, public (modern) education system and democratic resources, together with their subcategories. Given that these parameters are sufficiently provided, then one can speak of the
significant role of ICOD for succeeding with a home-grown democratisation. In this graph,
intellectual freedom takes in freedom of thought, belief, and information; or the overall
growth of civil society depends on the rule of law, respect for human rights, and valuing
modern identity. In this context, modern education system if cherishes academic freedom can
produce modern professionals who value the tenets of democracy and human rights (Hossain,
2006, p. 15). By contrast, traditional education systems, in most of religious seminaries, in
the absence of academic freedom, have almost always produced fundamentalist mentalities
and personalities. Aiming at improving in these factors would improve the effectiveness of
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civil society, unity of opposition and even encouraging external support for democratisation.
In this context, the key instrumental institutions for promoting democratisation are public
intellectuals, civil society and democratic opposition.
Graph 1: Conceptual Graph of the Components of ICOD
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These stocks of ICOD, however, can more favourably flourish in societies where
preconditions for democratisation are administered. Jeffrey Haynes (2001, p. 27) argues that
"democracy will only take root and prosper when certain democratic criteria are fulfilled".
Four key pre-requirements for a home-grown democratisation, identified in this thesis and
illustrated in appendix 1 (page: 312), are: (1) sovereignty of the state is granted; (2) the threat
of undemocratic foreign intervention or occupation is not prevalent; (3) the rule of law is
administered; and (4) internal tribal, ethnic, racial, religious, and ideological radicalism,
segregation and conflicts do not prevail. In the case of Iran, Professor John Keane argues
(quoted in Mohamadpour, 2005), the worst strategy against democratisation in a country is to
impose a military threat or pressure against the population or national borders; to him, this is
exactly what the United States has pursued in its relations with Iran since the 1979
Revolution. In relation to social variables, such as “low degree of ethnic fragmentation”
(Vanhanen, 2003, p. 14) or having a nationally dominant ethnicity and religion (such as the
state of Persians and Shiites in Iran) can be regarded as conducive factors to democratisation.
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It can also be argued that it was mainly due to the absence of democratic orientation of
Iranian intellectuals that modern Iran has been caught up in the trap of radicalism in various
forms of ethnic nationalism, Islamic fundamentalism and ideological idealism. A viable level
of ICOD enables the society to overcome this state of radicalism by improving the degree of
cooperation and unity within advocates of democracy.
Overall, the culmination of the combined effects of the above mentioned parameters provide
the basis in which public unity, awareness, participation and support for democratic transition
can strive. Prevalence of these features in a society can intensify the amount of pressure on
the rulers to admit popular demands for democratic transition. Greater levels of political
engagement among citizens, for instance, accelerate the magnitude and influence of civil
society and coalition building among opposition groups, which is vitally important for
maintaining cultural diversity and promoting political decentralisation in Iran.
The Significance of ICOD
Critical reviews of major approaches to democratisation over the past three decades make the
significance of an ICOD based home-grown democratisation even more appealing. The postCold War era has seen three distinct models of democratisation driven from: (1) military
intervention, (2) a free market economy, (3) and international relations. From the first
perspective, military victory is regarded as a pre-requirement for replacing a tyrant with a
transitional state via a nation-building strategy (Watson, 2008, p. 130). Professor John Keane
(quoted in Mohamadpour, 2005) asserts that among the eighteen occasions of military
intervention by the United States since 1945 in the name of democracy, only three cases have
produced democratic systems. Jeffrey Haynes (2001, p. 27) argues that:
[Foreign powers] cannot for long impose their choices of political
systems on unwilling countries or precisely dictate political outcomes.
Short-term external intervention may – for a while – tip the balance in
favour of democratisation, and its absence can certainly be an
advantage for the forces of authoritarianism.
Any externally favoured project of democratisation, as noted by Shirin Rai (2000, p. 79), may
be considered as an imported or imposed program. According to Mehdi Parvizi-Amineh
(2007, p. 470), forcefully imposed democratisation programs are not supported by most of
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Iranian intellectuals and opposition groups. He argues that cases such as Iraq and Afghanistan
have produced internal problems that put local or regional peace, security and stability at risk.
As Emerson and Aydin (2005, p. 2) contend, any exogenous approach undermines the
proposition that democratisation can be seen as a home-grown process.
The second approach is based on the presupposition that democratisation happens as a result
of embracing a free market economic model and after achieving a certain level of economic
growth. This approach assumes that “the invisible hand of free trade”, as termed by Adam
Smith12, accelerates economic growth that, as observed by Martin Lipset (1969, p. 70), would
eventually lead to political openness and democracy. Economic growth, according to Robert
A. Dahl (1989, p. 251) produces:
...a long-run growth in per capita income and wealth, a high level of
urbanization, a rapidly declining or relatively small agricultural
population, great occupational diversity, extensive literacy, a
comparatively large number of persons who have attended institutions
of higher education.
In this model, the key contributing players are middle and higher class as well as local and
trans-national corporations (TNCs). This approach attracted extensive intellectual and
academic debates during the 1990s and has seen substantial levels of success in the newly
industrialised economies of the east and south Asian countries such as South Korea, Taiwan,
Hong Kong, Malaysia and the Philippines. Larry Diamond (1989, p. 294) refers to a survey in
1987 that demonstrates around 65 percent of Koreans who regard themselves as members of
the middle class provide “a social base upon which democratic politics can be built”.
The chance of success for this approach, especially in the former socialist camp of Eastern
Europe and Muslim countries of the Middle East, has been challenged. This approach has
been perceived by some scholars as imposing economic liberalisation rather than
democratisation. Tatu Takes Photopoulos (1997, p. 135) criticises the ideology of liberal
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Adam Smith in The Wealth of Nations (1776, p. 400) argues that if people were set free to better themselves,
it would, "as if by an invisible hand," actually benefit the whole society.
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democracy that tries to justify the connection between development and democracy in the
third world. He argues that:
The

economic

oligarchy of the

500

TNCs

(Transnational

Corporations) which control the world economy (70 percent of world
trade, 80 percent of foreign investment and 30 per cent of world
GDP) is presented as a ‘market democracy’, ... ignoring the fact that,
although TNCs are nationally based, still they are not committed to
any given community but to their worldwide networks. Therefore,
both democracy and the environment are easily expendable in their
calculations.
Vanhanen (2003, p. 37) contends that even in poor countries, “structural reforms which
further the distribution of economic and intellectual power resources would make democracy
possible”. In the case of Iran (discussed in Chapter Seven), undertaking this approach by the
Pahlavi regime proved to be ineffective. Under the Pahlavi, Iran’s economy experienced a
period of industrialisation and development by relying on its oil’s revenue. In the absence of
political openness, however, the political and intellectual mindset of opposition groups
became dominated by ideological radicalism in the left and religious fundamentalism in the
right, which together paved the way for the 1979 Islamic Revolution (Gewen, 2008, p. 315).
The next approach accentuates the role of external powers and the forces of change in
international relations. This perspective assumes that in the post-Cold War era, promoting
democratic reforms in developing countries has become one of the main objectives of
Western democracies, namely the United States and her allies. It maintains that an alliance
between the world’s powerful democracies has already accelerated the prospect of
democratisation around the globe (Gaubatz, 1996). Foreign intervention through various
pressures, conditions and incentives in Central and Eastern European countries, which have
been under the influence of the European Union, has shown to be highly effective (Haynes,
2001, p. 27). Alina Mungi-Pippidi (quoted in Emerson & Aydın, 2005, p. 2) contends that
“the process of negotiating accession to the European Union virtually guarantees successful
transformation of political and judicial systems to the point of meeting high European
standards of democracy”. The Copenhagen political membership conditions require candidate
countries to achieve stability of institutions guaranteeing democracy, the rule of law, human
rights and respect for and protection of minorities. Yanacopulos and Hanlon (2006, p. 141)
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affirm that pressures from foreign donors who conditioned their aid to multi-party elections
has also encouraged multi-party electoral democracies in the post-Cold War era.
This type of democratisation has also received some level of publicity and support from the
United States administration. The immediate posture on the “New World Order” in the postCold War, and the post- 9/11’s “Greater Middle East Plan” was aimed at promoting political
reform and democracy. Nonetheless, the United States and Europe’s foreign policies are
critically important for promoting democratic reforms throughout the Middle East. But, a
great majority of Muslims in the region are still preoccupied with the previous undemocratic
interference of these powerful democracies, which during the Cold War under the pretext of
maintaining security and stability in the region supported tyrant rulers. Further, unconditional
support of Israel has given extra weight to the unpopularity of the US’s new democratic
posture in the Middle East. These have faced the US’s new approach towards the region with
substantial doubts among most of the local Islamists, nationalists, leftists, and even liberal
democrat groups. Richard Young (2004, p. 33) argues that the United States and the
European Union in recent years, instead of pressing for immediate institutional reform, have
stressed their desire to encourage democratic “potentialities” by promoting democratic
values. Many believe that “the pursuit of a gradual evolution of identities and norms” is the
most realistic approach for democratic reform in the region (Youngs, 2004, p. 33).
This thesis, however, emphasises the importance of each society’s internal capabilities for
democratisation. From this perspective - given that the sovereignty of the state is granted and
forces of radicalism are confined – the country’s ICOD play a significant role in proceeding
with a genuinely home-grown democratisation (see Appendix 1, p: 312). Iran presents an
appealing case in this regard as dealing with its deep-rooted cultural and religious challenges
requires a viable intellectual base. The implication of this model of democratisation is
discussed further in Chapter Ten of this thesis.
Conclusion:
Among the various methods, models, factors and forces of democratisation, this thesis
embarks on the significance of intellectual capital of democratisation (ICOD) in Iran. It
argues that Iranians, in order to master their own destiny and proceed with a home-grown
democratisation, need to maintain a viable level of ICOD; and to reach that level, it is
important that local intellectuals become proficient in three areas of (1) historical
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consciousness, (2) an adaptation to modernity, and (3) a democratic orientation. Providing an
analytical and theoretical explanation that makes these objectives more apprehensible
establishes the principal assignment that this thesis tries to accomplish.
In this chapter, after providing a general background and defining the term of ICOD and
reviewing the relevant literature, the prerequisites and components of ICOD are outlined and
their significance for succeeding with a genuinely home-grown democratisation in Iran are
discussed in more details. It is explained that each society, based on its unique circumstances,
develops a distinct type of ICOD. The capacity of ICOD in a society depends on the level of
recognition of democratic resources such as intellectual freedom, civil society, modern
education, rule of law and democratic opposition. It is argued that the weakness (or even the
absence) of these parameters has been among the major causes of the lack of democratic
orientation among majority of Iranian intellectuals during the Pahlavi era and the consequent
dominance of ideological radicalism and religious fundamentalism in the politics of this era.
The next chapter proposes a theoretical discussion for understanding history, which is
necessary for historical consciousness. The implication of ICOD is discussed in the
concluding chapter ten.
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CHAPTER TWO
Theoretical Discusstion (2):
Suggesting a Theory of Human Intellectual and Civilisational
Development: A New Method of Explaining and Understanding Iran's
History
Introduction
As discussed in previous chapter, for proceeding with a genuinely home-grown
democratisation in Iran, it is critically important that the society have a viable level of ICOD.
To achieve this objective, Iranian intellectuals and advocates of democracy would need to
overcome their shortcomings and reconcile their differences in the three main areas of
historical consciousness, understanding of modernity and democratic orientation. In relation
to the understanding of history, although Iran’s history, both tradition and modernity, is not a
new subject of study, but the need for a viable theoretical of explanation has always appeal to
most of intellectuals and academics. The advent of information and communication
technology, the migration of a large number of Iranian scholars and public intellectuals to the
West and the mass uprising of the democratic demands such as the “Green Movement” add
extra weight to the implication of this appeal. A viable theoretical explanation is necessary
for understanding the impacts of various factors and actors on the fate of the society
overtime. It makes possible to draw valuable lessons from the past, understanding the root
causes of ideological failures in modern Iran, or even identifying the fittest method and
model of democratisation for the society. Over the last three decades, distinguished figures
such as secular philosopher Aramesh Doostdar, academic historians such as Ehsan
Yarshater13, Abdolhossein Zarrinkoob, Homayoun Katouzian, Ervand Abrahamian, Homa
Nategh, Hamid Dabashi, Abbas Milani, and Sadeq Zibakalam, Islamic expert Sayyed
Hossein Nasr and secular writer Ali Mirfaroos (whose works have been widely discussed
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Ehsan Yarshater is the founder and director of The Centre for Iranian Studies, and Hagop Kevorkian
Professor Emeritus of Iranian Studies at Columbia University. In addition to his key role in editing the
Encyclopædia Iranica, he edited the third volume of the Cambridge History of Iran, another volume
entitled Persian Literature and a sixteen-volume series named History of Persian Literature.
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throughout this thesis) have produced useful insights and explanations about different aspects
or particular stages of Iran’s history. As yet, however, the assignment of producing a viable,
consistent, unified and functional grand theoretical explanation for Iran’s ancient, medieval
and modern history has remained an unfulfilled task.
In response, this chapter seeks to elucidate a new method of explanation according to which
Iran’s intellectual and political transformations can be explained methodically both
phenomenologically and chronologically from past to present. This approach helps to
understand how in modern Iran, for instance, a combination of tangible and intangible factors
has prevented the prospect of democratisation in the society. A theoretical explanation of the
causes and effects of various contributing factors is critically important for the
“understanding of the disintegration and decay of an area which had been the cradle of
culture, religion and civilisation” (Hershlag, 1980, p. 2).
Background Reflection
Recording and studying history has been a crucial step towards understanding the process of
human societal and civilisational developments. The ancient Greek historians, Herodotus14 (c.
484 – c. 425 B.C.) and Thucydides (460 – c. 395 B.C.), who are known as the “Fathers of
History”, are probably the earliest known figures who understood the importance of
recording and recalling history. The Arab-Islamic thinker, Ibn-Khaldun (1332–1406), was a
pioneer in the development of methodical approaches to the study of history. In his famous
work known as Muqaddimah or Prolegomenon (published in 1377), he referred to the various
psychological, economic, environmental and social factors that contributed to socio-political
shifts in his concurrent Arab-Islamic empire (Abdalla, 2003, p. 90). According to Yves
Lacoste (quoted in Sreedharan, 2004, p. 77), “if Thucydides (460-395 B.C.) is the inventor of
history, Ibn Khaldun introduces history as a science”.
Three predominant ways of explaining civilisational shifts of history include religious,
philosophical and scientific methods. The religious approach employs a metaphysical logic
that emphasises the divine soul, mind, source and goal of civilisations. It mainly concentrates
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Herodotus “enquiries” record a narrative account of four Persian Achaemenids’ kings (Cyrus, Cambyses,
Darius and Xerxes).
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on the role of enlightened minds, divine leaders and heroism. Thomas Carlyle 15 believed that
“Great Men” are:
the best symbols and representatives on earth of that Divine Mind
which alone can completely satisfy the infinite aspirations of man’s
soul, and which alone can meet those infinite possibilities which in
imagination we can realise, but which in this life we have not found
and shall not find. (quoted in Crozier, 2008, p. 149)
John Beattie Crozier 16 (2008, p. 88) terms this notion as divine “organon” or “the laws of
unity” that connect each part with every other and with the whole universe. He regards “the
power of detachment” as the best index of measuring the intelligence of an individual, group
and nation. For him, “the general diffusion of this power throughout a society or a nation
[indicates] the stage of civilisation it has reached” (Crozier, 2008, p. 103). He rigorously
asserts that “we are obliged to discard... intellectual standpoints” of great classical historians
such as Edward Gibbon17, David Hume18, Macaulay19, Grote20; and the purely philosophical
works of the sociologists such as Montesquieu 21, Buckle22, and Comte23 “because in the
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Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881) was a Scottish historian who wrote about the French Revolution.
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John Beattie Crozier (1849-1921) was a British philosopher who has published The Religion of the Future
(1880), Civilization and Progress (1885), and History of Intellectual Development (1897-1901).
17

Edward Gibbon (1737-1794) was an English historian who is best known for his history of the Roman
Empire.
18

David Hume (1711-1776) was a Scottish historian and philosopher whose sceptical philosophy restricted
human knowledge to that which can be perceived by the senses.
19

Macaulay (1800-1859) was an English historian noted for his history of England.
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George Grote (1794-1871) was an English classical historian, best known in the field for a major work, the
voluminous History of Greece.
21

Charles Louis de Secondat Montesquieu (1689-1755) was a French political philosopher who advocated the
separation of executive and legislative and judicial powers.
22
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Henry Thomas Buckle (1821–1862) was an English historian, author of History of Civilization in England.

Auguste Comte (1798-1857) was a French philosopher who is regarded as the founder of positivism; he also
established sociology as a systematic field of study and proposed the idea of the religion of humanity.
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absence of enlightened mind, instead of throwing light on the present, they derived all their
credibility and value from the present” (Crozier, 2008, pp. 83-84). He argues:
Comte takes his stand on sentiment as represented by religion, and on
the understanding as represented by science; Buckle on the
understanding as represented by science, and on the senses and
appetites as represented by material and social conditions; Carlyle, on
the imagination as represented by heroes, and the spiritual nature of
man as represented by religion; Hegel on the logical evolution of the
ideal in the mind. (Crozier, 2008, p. 88)
However, to Henry Thomas Buckle (1880, p. 158), the metaphysical method “is one by
which no discovery has ever yet been made in any branch of knowledge”. Since the time of
the ancient Greeks, the scientific study of history has begun by rejecting the metaphysical
interpretation of history, attempting to systematically attest and explain the real-world
circumstances as methodically and objectively as possible. In this method, for any particular
theoretical framework or approach “there are usually a number of alternatives, sometimes
even contradictory interpretations” (Katouzian, 2003, p. 4).
There are also several classical and conventional philosophical explanations about the history
of civilisational development. Some of these philosophical theories have been relatively
successful, “in the sense of having a large number of adherents among scholars, and hence
having generated a large amount of work based on them” (Katouzian, 2003, p. 4). Most of
these theories, however, fall short in addressing or explaining the circumstances in Asian and
Middle Eastern societies. The German historicist philosopher Friedrich Hegel 24 (1770–1831)
described “the Asiatic society”25 as “Eastern or oriental despotism... almost static, and
unchangeable”, which has not reached its renaissance and industrialisation and thus has not
yet entered its “millennium of Freedom and Reason” (Katouzian, 2003, p. 8). The socio-

24

Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1770-1831), was a German philosopher whose dialectic procedures for
settling opposites had an influence on Existentialists and Marxists. His “three stage process of dialectical
reasoning” was adopted by Karl Marx.
25

The communal mode of production and lifestyle that developed around the economy of qanats has been the
distinct feature of “the Asian way of production” as termed by Karl Marx (quoted in Kulmar, 2003, p. 1).
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political postulation of Charles Darwin’s26 (1809 -1882) theory of organic evolution has
produced a substantial amount of racial and political discrimination during the last century.
Whilst, as Katouzian (2003, p. 4) noted, most of the “differences between societies arise from
geographic and climatic conditions, culture and political system rather than race or blood”.
Adam Smith (quoted in Brewer, 2008) in his Wealth of Nations, from a determinist economic
stance, envisioned history as having four stages, including the Age of Hunters, the Age of
Shepherds, the Age of Agriculture, and the Age of Commerce. This approach fails to address
the significance of intellectual, cultural and socio-political factors. Karl Marx, (1770-1831) in
his Communist Manifesto27, mainly accentuates the importance tangible means of production.
His theory of social development outlines the developmental shifts from primitive
communalism, ancient slavery, feudalism, and capitalism versus socialism before arriving at
communism. He employed a social class theory to explain socio-political circumstances in
modern societies (Forbes, 1990, p. 55). Katouzian (2003, p. 8) argues that:
Marx (and Engels) did not offer a systematic theory of ‘the Asiatic
society’. Marx himself did not think that his theory of social
development – especially the transformation from slavery to
feudalism, and from feudalism to capitalism – had universal
application. To him it was a theory pertaining only to European
developments. The ‘Asiatic society’ was just Asiatic, and apparently
would remain ‘Asiatic’.
Conventional development theories of capitalism versus communism put heavier emphasis on
political-economic denominators such as private versus public sectors, individualism versus
collectivism and working class versus middle and upper class demands. These types of
theories that emerged following the Second World War tended to emphasise:
... things (that) were not themselves the cultural constructs of a
particular kind of civilisation rather than concepts and institutions of

26

Charles Darwin (1809-82) was a British scientist, originator of the theory of evolution through natural
selection, author of "The Descent of Man" and "Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection".
27

Communist Manifesto pamphlet published in 1848 in which the principles of communism were first stated by
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, laying the foundation for modern communism.
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universal validity. So development analysts and practitioners
commonly ignored religion, kinship, ethnicity or the arts, and thought
of their economic and political models as acultural. To some extent,
this was a healthy reaction to racist ideas prevalent in colonial times,
but it meant that the complexity and diversity of human social life
was lost. (Worsley, 1999, p. 30)
This approach has lost its credibility in the post-Cold War era. Seymour Martin Lipset (1985,
p. 329) explains:
If in the late forties and fifties we were convinced that social science
had finally broken through the methodological and theoretical barriers
that had kept it in a pre-scientific state; it was ready to take off
intellectually to make breakthroughs that would transform society.
Four decades later that promise is largely unfulfilled.
Some scholars emphasise concepts such as “feudalism versus oriental despotism”, “the
Asiatic society”, and – in Marxist jargon – “feudalism versus the Asiatic mode of production”
(Katouzian, 2003, p. 6). These concepts are not theoretically and practically functional
because they produce a simplified and over-generalised interpretation of the Asian societies.
There is also a revolution-based explanation of history that counts on revolutionary shifts in
the means of production, ranging from the Eolithic/Stone age, the Bronze/Iron Age, the
Agricultural Revolution, the Industrial Revolution followed by the scientific and
technological revolution. This view tends to envision the Middle Eastern societies as being
the cradle of ancient civilisations, which may have still remained closely bonded to that
ancient time of agricultural revolution (EGS, 2011, p. 139).
In recent years, some anthropologists have attempted to study the history of civilisation
through its physical (biological), archaeological, linguistic, cultural and even anthropological
aspects (Erickson & Murphy, 2008, pp. 15-20). This new approach is mainly used for
interpreting the history of Western civilisation. Overall, the absence of viable theoretical
explanation about the rise and fall of civilisations in the Middle East and Iran, in particular,
accentuates the importance of proposing a new theory and method of explanation in this
thesis.
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Why a New Method of Explanation?
Referring to the common drawbacks of the above-mentioned theoretical explanations, two
questions might be raised in relation to the suggestion of a new method of elucidating Iran’s
history. Firstly, what are the implications of suggesting a new method and theory? And
secondly, what makes this theory and method different from the available theories? In
response, the first implication arises from the issue of relevancy of any particular method or
theory. Three major factors of time, place and context challenge the relevance, validity and
credibility of existing theories. Pertaining to ‘the unchangeable law of change’ 28, as the realworld circumstances or the level of human knowledge changes, the validity of past theories
diminishes. In this context, a social theory may fit a particular part, aspect or stage but cannot
comprehensively explain various factors and forces that have shaped the whole history over
time. Even in natural science “a theory may be generally true for a certain phenomenon or
event on the earth, but untrue for innumerable places elsewhere in the universe” (Katouzian,
2003, p. 4). As Umpleby (2002) argues, although some theories might explain a large range
of phenomena, none of them can elucidate “the way the world really is”. These limitations
make constant verification of available theories of history inevitable.
The second implication concerns the issue of applicability of a general theory to a particular
society. John Beattie Crozier (2008, p. 149) argues that humanity has no universal knowledge
and character, and therefore, no explicit relationship exists between individuals, groups and
societies. The conventional and classic theories of history and social science, due to their
objective relevance to the physical world and subjective fondness to particular ideologies,
may not necessarily appeal to a society with a different locality, environment, history, culture
and stage of development. Due to fluctuations in these tangible and intangible factors, a
theory that is functional for a Western society, for instance, may not necessarily applicable to
Iran. Umpleby (2002) contends “theories of social science inescapably reflect the social
environment from which they arise”; and therefore, an inborn intellectual idea is more likely
to take local factors into account and to fit local environment.

28

Different from natural law, " Positive law is subjected to change, it is essentially mutable or changeable, both
historically (from a chronological point of view, i.e. considering here the evolution of a certain legal order) and
geographically (from a spatial point of view, i.e. considering here several legal orders). As long as justice is
concerned, “all of it is changeable [kineton]”. (Vega, 2010, p. 7)
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Thirdly, the scientific study of the Middle East region, in general, and Iran, in particular, has
many unexplored areas. Historians such as Ehsan Yarshater, Abdol Hossien Zarrin-Koob,
Homa Katouzian, Abbas Milani, Aramesh Doostdar and Ali Mirfartoos have produced
numerous academically viable interpretations of Iran’s history. Each of these works may
explain a particular part, stage or aspect of the country's history from certain perspectives but
are not providing a comprehensive analysis of whole history of Iran within a unified
theoretical framework. For instance, the well-known Iranologist, Professor Ehsan Yarshater,
in his extensive encyclopaedic project Iranica, has mainly concentrated on discovering the
facts rather than proposing some general or specific patterns and theories about Iran history.
Secular philosopher, Aramesh Doostdar (Haeri, 2002), has attempted to criticise the society’s
religious tradition from a purely secularist perspective. Secular writer Ali Mirfartoos (2001)
highlights the tribal/ethnic basis of most internal rivalries and conflicts (between Persians, the
Turks and Arabs), mainly in the post-Islamic era from a nationalist/secular point of view.
Among well-known Iranian religious thinkers, Sayyed Hossein Nasr (1979) and AbdolKarim Soroush (2000) put heavier emphasis on the spiritual aspect (mainly theosophy) of
Iran's cultural tradition rather than offering a scientific or philosophical explanation.
There have been few attempts in producing a theoretical interpretation of Iran's history.
Homa Katouzian, for instance, proposes the “theory of arbitrary rule”. According to this
theory, Iran is “characterised by the cycle of the arbitrary state, ending with rebellion and
being replaced by disorder and chaos, until a new state brings it to an end and restores
arbitrary rule” (Katouzian, 2003, p. 50). He regards this cycle of change as “more of
oscillation than of development” and interprets it as “the cycle of arbitrary rule - chaos arbitrary rule” (Katouzian, 2003, p. 104). This theory seems to be functional, mainly for
explaining the state of politics under the ruling monarchs such as the Qajars and the Pahlavi
regimes. He argues that towards the end of the Qajars “the most important and immediate
programme of (Iran’s) modernising intellectuals was to abolish the traditional arbitrary rule
(estebdad), and replace it by the rule of law (Qanun)” (Katouzian, 2003, p. 117). This theory,
however, fails to take into account inevitable changes in the significance of main pillars of
power such as tribal leaders, ethnic groups, religious Ulama, the privileged elite (merchants
and landlords), and the growing importance of modern intellectuals, ideological groups and
foreign (colonial) powers. A viable theoretical explanation, if be able to take into account
(define and specify) the significance of these factors as inclusively and methodically as
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possible, then it can convince and encourage majority of the intellectuals and political
activists to cooperate towards pursuing common goals such as democratisation.
Finally, there are also some ideologically-oriented public intellectuals on the left wing of
political spectrum, such as the Tudeh party, who mainly from a socialist (Marxist-Leninist)
perspective has produced some ideological interpretation of Iran’s history. These types of
ideologically oriented views and groups, have not found enough opportunity to put their ideas
into practice in modern Iran (discussed in Chapter Seven). Overall, each of the abovementioned approaches can explain certain aspects or particular stages of Iran’s long history.
But, they fall short of producing a method of analysis that can explain various stages of Iran's
history coherently, consistently and methodically. These parameters make the task of
searching for a new method of explaining Iran’s history more appealing. In response, this
thesis proposes a new method of explanation according to which the key challenges that
Iranian intellectuals and advocates of democracy have been facing in their struggles for a
home-grown democratisation can be identified, classified, and explained.
The Proposed Theory
Before proposing the theoretical framework, it is necessary to explain the key premises that
provide reasonable justification for that hypothesis. As Homa Katouzian (2003, p. 4) asserts,
for both natural and social sciences, observation of facts would only lead to knowledge “if
there is a priori question... [and] the facts are sought for reasons”. Over the last two centuries,
many Iranian intellectuals have been seeking an answer to the dearly-held question of why
their society, despite the glories of ancient Persia, has been left behind in its quest for
modernity, development and democracy in modern time. There is no general consensus
among Iranian intellectuals over a particular explanation for this retardation. Aramesh
Doostdar argues that the religiosity of the society prevents critical thinking that is vitally
important for modernisation and democratisation (Haeri, 2002). Ali Mirfartoos (2001)
considers the multiethnic character of the society as the main source of perpetual tribal
conflicts. Abdul-Karim Soroush, a Muslim reformist philosopher, emphasises Iran’s Islamic
and Gnostic cultural heritage (Ghaffarian, 2008). Academic Muslim scholar Sadeq Zibakalam
(2008) sees the country’s physical geography and climate, notably the issue of water
shortage, as the prime responsible factor for the religiosity of the society. Baqir Momeni
(2003) contends that "the unfortunate condition of modern Iran" is closely associated with
“the misfortune of local intellectuals”. Some political economists identify the economic
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reliance on oil and foreign interventions as the main causes of the prolonged dictatorship in
modern Iran. Brenda Shaffer (2009, p. 150), for instance, regards the ruling regime in Iran as
"a classic oil rentier state: [where] political power is sustained by massive government
spending derived from the revenues from the energy exports". In order to explain the varied
significance of these factors in the society's intellectual and political transformations, this
study seeks to classify and explain them both objectively and methodically.
The suggested theoretical premise in this thesis is based on three presuppositions. First, all
the above-mentioned factors - geography, climate, ethnicity, religion, oil, foreign powers,
modern ideologies, and aspirations for democracy - have, in one way or another, affected
Iran’s intellectual and political transformations in one way or another. These factors represent
common denominators such as means of production (food, goods and services), sources of
identity (tribal, ethnic, religious, ideological and democratic), and systems of thought
(monism, dualism and pluralism), which neither exist in isolation nor operate in a vertical or
horizontal order. They rather operate in a deeply interrelated and overlapping manner. Their
significance, however, varies over time and differs between societies, depending on the stage
of development in different fields.
The second premise maintains that there is a reciprocal interconnection between the means of
production, formation of identity and methods of thought in the history of human
civilisational development. Major stages of civilisational transformations - from the huntinggathering, the Agricultural and the Industrial revolutions until the recent scientific and
technological revolution - have occurred as a result of radical shifts in the significance of
these factors. As Reilly and Schweihs (1999, p. 12) argue, any changes in the value of a
tangible asset would affect the significance of its associated intangible factor and vice versa.
Another fundamental assumption behind the proposed theory is that human civilisation is
neither destined towards establishing any ethnic and religious systems nor is aimed at
fulfilling a particular classic ideological utopia of communism or capitalism. Distinctive from
Francis Fukuyama’s29 (2006) stance, even liberal democracy does not represent the

29 Francis Fukuyama’s 1992 work "The End of History and the Last Man" was published around the time of
the collapse of the Soviet Union. His thesis is that liberal democracy stands as the final stage of ideological
evolution, as the most nearly perfect form of human governance; though the triumph of liberal democracy across
the world means the end of history. (Williams, Sullivan, & Matthews, 1997, pp. 2-45)
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culmination of history. It can be argued that the survival of the Western political system after
the Cold War is rather due to its multi-ideological and multicultural character featuring a mix
of multi ethnic/ethnic people with political elements from liberalism, socialism, secularism,
federalism, environmentalism, feminism etc. As R.B. Herath (2012, p. 183) contends:
An amalgamation of many different features of a community
characterises its cultural identification. History, art, music, dance,
cuisine, and costume are among these features. Customs and
traditions, language, and other community-specific tangible and nontangible aspects are also among them. At the same time, no two
people, communities, or nations may fully agree on the ideological
front, political or otherwise. These multi-racial, multi-ethnic, multitribal, multi-religious, multi-linguistic, multi-cultural, and multiideological features of the human society only make it widely
sophisticated, diverse, and magnificent. Every state across the globe
has its share of this human heritage; indeed, it is a heritage worth
celebrating.
In its most general sense, however, human civilisation pursues a common path of advancing
means of production, sources of identity and systems of thought, especially in relation to
human values, knowledge and rights. It maintains a sequence of twisting, but still orderly and
developmental shifts, from an exclusive stage of (tribal and ethnic) monism and a
discriminatory (religious and ideological) dualism towards a more inclusive state of
(democratic) pluralism. This, inevitably, implies evolving from geographical locality,
traditional (racial or religious) values, and ideological oriented systems towards the fulfilment
of human universal rights and democratic governance. This type of developmental view of
history was first envisioned by Friedrich Hegel. He "understood human history as a coherent
evolutionary process" that will gradually lead to the expansion of human reason and freedom
worldwide (Fukuyama, 2006, p. 2). From this perspective, history is rather destined to end
any exclusive ethnic, religious and ideologically dominance and discrimination. This outlook
invalidates the Samuel Huntington’s stance of the post-Cold War era as manifesting “the
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clash of civilisations30”. By contrast, this era, despite the resistance of traditional
undemocratic forces, has witnessed an augmentation of the prospect of democratisation in the
Middle East, especially in the light of the "Green Movement" in Iran followed by the "Arab
Spring" in the region.
The proposed theoretical method in this thesis endeavors to be rational, developmental and
inclusive. It seeks to develop a scientific method derived from five philosophical approaches
to the study of history. It benefits from Max Weber's 31 conception of the relationship between
ethics, ideas and interests (Janzekovic, 2014, pp. 16-17), Ibn-Khaldun’s conceptual theory of
“Assabiyeh32”, Vico’s33 theory of “historical knowledge” (Sreedharan, 2004, p. 100), Hegel’s
idea of “history as a developmental process of knowledge” (Sreedharan, 2004, p. 148), and
Buckle’s views of the history of civilisation as “a continually diminishing influence of
physical [and metaphysical] laws and increasing influence of mental [intellectual] laws”
(Buckle, 1880, p. 156). Buckle’s stance (1880, pp. 152-168) that “the mental [intellectual]
laws cannot be discovered by the metaphysical method” through the introspective study of
the individual [religious] mind, seems particularly pertinent to the case of Iran. He argues that
the mental or intellectual law can be discovered only by using scientific methods that
eliminate physical and metaphysical disturbances.

30 The Clash of Civilizations is a theory, proposed by political scientist Samuel P. Huntington, that
people's cultural and religious identities will be the primary source of conflict in the post-Cold War world. The
theory was originally formulated in 1993 in a Foreign Affairs article titled "The Clash of Civilizations?", as a
reaction to Francis Fukuyama's 1992 book, The End of History and the Last Man. Huntington later expanded
his thesis in a 1996 book The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order. The term itself was first
used by Bernard Lewis in an article in the September 1990 issue of The Atlantic Monthly titled The Roots of
Muslim Rage. (Keddie, 1971, pp. xi-xvii)
31

Different from Karl Marx who provides us with an account in which religion serves merely as social opiate
and agent of social control, to Max Weber religion can in some instances be an independent variable and, a
source of social change. Weber's program "can be described as the attempt to demonstrate the limitations of the
materialistic as well as the idealist interpretation of history". He distinguishes: "(1) The relationship among
ideas themselves ...; (2) the relation of ideas and interests ...; and (3) the relationship between ideas (or interests)
and social organisation...". (John Janzekovic, 2014, pp. 16-17)
32

Ibn-Khaldun’s conceptual theory of “Assabiyeh 32” translated as “social solidarity” by Fuad Baali (1988, p.
44), while this thesis refers to it as means of societal identity, which link individuals and groups together and
create social unity and solidarity.
33

Giovanni Battista (Giambattista) Vico or Vigo (1668 – 1744) was an Italian philosopher, rhetorician,
historian, jurist and critic of modern rationalism and apologist of classical antiquity. He is often referred to as
someone who has inaugurated modern philosophy of history.
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However, unlike Marx’s theory of “historical materialism”, which mainly emphasises the
tangible factors such as means of production and class struggle, the suggested method of
explanation accentuates the importance of both tangible and intangible factors
simultaneously. Furthermore, dissimilar to exclusive dualistic ideological outlooks of
secularism versus religiosity and modernism versus traditionalism, the proposed theory
attempts to redefine these factors methodically so that their right place and position in the
history of civilisation in general, and Iran, in particular, can be apprehended more
objectively.
The proposed method of explanation utilises the algebraic technique of expression known as
“factorisation”. According to this method, the dominant contributing factors to intellectual
and political transformations in Iran's history are trisected into phenomenological (into
tangible and intangible factors), epistemological (monism, dualism and pluralism) and
chronological (into traditional and modern) categories. This method is conceptualised in
Table 2 below.
Table 2: A conceptual framework of key contributing factors on human civilisational
development
Factors

Tangible (sources of economy)

Intangible (Socio-cultural &
political systems)

Timeline
Traditional

Geography & climate, Land & Tribal, ethnocentric and
water
religious monistic systems

Modern

Fossil energy, modern industries,
Information & communication
technology (ICT)

Ideological dualist vs.
democratic Pluralistic systems

The dominant tangible factors are considered as the main sources of physical survival, which
represent the key elements in the conventional developmental theories. The common
intangible factors, on the other hand, constitute universal sources of civilisational identity,
which incorporate both intellectual (knowledge-based) as well as cultural and political
(identity-based)

variables.

This

classification

technique,

together

with

an

interpretative/hermeneutic method of explanation, establish the theoretical framework
according to which the contribution of major factors and forces to Iran's intellectual and
political transformations from past to present are to be explained through this thesis.
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Tangible Factors
Tangible factors here refer to substantial sources of energy (geography and climate), means
of (food, goods and services) production and economic systems. These factors are vitally
important not only for the physical survival or socio-economic progress but also intellectual
and political development of a society. As noted by Buckle (1880, p. 31):
Climate, soil, food, and the aspects of nature [geography] are the
primary causes of intellectual progress, the first three indirectly,
through determining the accumulation and distribution of wealth, and
the last by directly influencing the accumulation and distribution of
thought [intellectual]. The imagination being stimulated and the
understanding subdued when the phenomena of the external world are
sublime and terrible.
Early civilisations were heavily dependent on tangible factors such as geography, climate,
and food as the most instantaneous natural sources of survival. This makes Buckle’s idea
(1880, p. 45) that “the great division between European and non-European civilization turns
on the fact that in Europe, man is stronger than nature, and that elsewhere nature is stronger
than man” an unconvincing argument. In fact, climatic change has been making an
undeniable impact on the development of different modes of production, the way of thinking
and the resultant speed of societal progress in different parts of the world. Different climatic
conditions, for instance, have affected the prospect of socio-political developments
differently between the Middle East and the West. The better climate and different
geographic condition in Europe has contributed to the formation of more secure and
advanced modes of production. This has been instrumental in the development of a more
stable feudalist system under which power rivalries between local traditional ethnic and
religious groups were relatively better tolerated or survived. These circumstance resulted in a
range of “cumulative change in the long run, including accumulation of wealth of social,
political, economic and intellectual capital in a much quicker pace” (Katouzian, 2003, p. 4).
This, in turn, played a crucial role in the rise of modern social class rivalries, which have
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paved the way for the advent of the Renaissance, the Enlightenment 34 followed by industrial
and French revolutions, and democratic systems (Synott, 2004, pp. 200-203).
By contrast, in the Middle Eastern societies, including Iran, the harsh climatic condition led
to severe methods of socio-economic survival that have negatively affected the process of
intellectual and political progress. Economic hardships have produced political instabilities,
which have prevented the development of a viable economic (feudalist) system; whose
social-class rivalries - as envisioned by Martin Lipset 35 and Larry Diamond (1999, p. 161) –
could, in a similar way to Europe, lead to industrialisation, modernisation and
democratisation. As a result, in the Middle Eastern societies, internal conflicts have occurred
more frequently and violently between traditional (tribal, ethnic and religious) groups so that
even in modern times traditional groups have remained stronger actors in shaping the culture
and politics of the region.
Moreover, the general pattern of civilisational development in history manifests a gradual
shift in the significance of tangible factors. With the industrial revolution, for instance, the
former agrarian economic system, which was closely depended on geography, climate, land
and water, was replaced with industrial methods of production and the growing importance of
minerals and fossil sources of energy. This was followed by the advent of the science and
technology revolution, the application of renewable sources of energy and the growing
importance of information and communication technology. These industrial progresses have
since created the most advanced denocracies among those best equipped with the latest
technology. Nonetheless, with advancements in means of production throughout history,
sources of human socio-political identity have also shifted accordingly. In other words,
transformations in the significance of tangible factors have inevitably affected the dominance
of their associated intangible variables as well.

34

A philosophical movement in the 17th and 18th centuries that emphasized man's ability to reason, also known
as the Age of Reason and most commonly associated with the philosophers Locke, Descartes, Newton and
Rousseau (Outram, 2005, p. 1).
35

S. Martin Lipset (1960, pp. 45-46) contends that “economic development, producing increased income,
greater economic security, and widespread higher education largely determines the form of class struggle by
permitting those in the lower strata to develop longer time perspectives and more complex and gradualist views
of politics”.
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Intangible Factors
Intangible factors here refer to various non-material variables namely cultural and intellectual
aspects that cannot easily be quantified or substantially valued but play an undeniable role in
the development of all societies. An intangible standpoint, as noted by Daniel Andriessen
(2004, p. 6) “focuses on resources that are not material”, but has seen the growing importance
in various aspects of life within a society. In a socio-political sense, intangible factors
attribute common denominators such as shared heritage, beliefs, values, rights and ideas that
provide common ground for binding individuals, groups and societies in different stages of
societal development. These variables refer to cultural values, collective beliefs and
intellectual pursuits that influence the socio-political stance of a society. According to
Sztompka (Sztompka, 1999, p. 15), the whole set of complex qualities that are necessary for
improving “civilisational competence” of a society are heavily influenced by socio-cultural
intangible factors. To him, intangible factors such as:
…cultural predispositions embracing a readiness for political
participation and self-government, work discipline, entrepreneurial,
spirit, educational aspirations, technological skills, ethical principles,
aesthetic sensibilities ... [are] indispensable for full deployment and
consolidation of democratic polity, market economy, and open
circulation of thought. (Sztompka, 1999, p. 9)
In academic and professional fields, while the cost-benefit analysis concentrates on tangible
factors, risk-based analysis emphasises intangible factors (Mays, 2007, p. 149). Reilly and
Schweihs (1999, p. 36) assert that “intangible assets have value separate and distinct from
tangible assets, even though the intangible asset may require the use of tangible assets in
order to realise its full value”. They recommend that for the analysis of intangible assets one
may need intellectual or professional advice “to both identify and interpret the appropriate
purpose-specific definition” (Reilly & Schweihs, 1999, p. 4). Douglas North (quoted in
Worsley, 1999, p. 38) contends that “we [economists] need to know much more about
culturally derived norms of behaviour and how they interact with formal rules” of political
governance. Worsley (1999, p. 38) argues that “true development should be measured not just
in terms of economic criteria, but in terms of who gets what, and whether what they get via
the market is really what they need to enrich their quality of life”.
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Three premises are drawn the above definition: first, any socio-political system is based on a
shared intellectual foundation or as Emile Durkheim 36 (1912, p. 57) calls it, a “common
conscience”, that provides its members with a sense of belonging (Shortell, 2001). Struggling
for survival and protecting or promoting values, ideas and interests have always been
amongst the main motivations behind human collective actions. Accordingly, these intangible
factors are referred to as sources of human societal identity in this thesis.
Second, Intangible factors play critical roles in the cultural sustenance, social coherence and
political governance of any society. if as argued by Harrison (quoted in Abdalla, 2003, p. 51),
“knowledge is transmitted through the use of agreed-upon symbols”, referred here as
intangible factors, then these sources of human societal identity stand as the driving forces of
civilisational transformations throughout history.
Third, each stage of civilisational development in history (as illustrated in Appendix 3, p:
314), has been dominated by particular intangible factors or sources of identity. One might,
based on our current level of understanding, be critical or even oppose some tribal/ethnic,
religious or ideological inclinations. We should, however, neither ignore nor underestimate
the significance of these sources of identity in different stages of development of any society.
Even in this age of democratic governance, the growing level of coexistence, cooperation,
competition and even conflicts between and within different methods of thinking and modes
of life inevitably contribute to the development of a more plural, inclusive and multi-cultural
democratic systems.
Forth, in view of that analysis, this thesis proposes that human societal development has
evolved through five major stages of tribal, ethnocentric, religious, ideological and
democratic systems in history. The figure below (Figure 1) conceptually illustrates the way
these factors have evolved via five consecutive stages of societal development over time.

36

David Émile Durkheim (April 15, 1858 – November 15, 1917) was a French sociologist. He formally
established the academic discipline and, with Karl Marx and Max Weber, is commonly regarded as the principal
architect of modern social science.
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Rivalries between Democracies
Ideology vs. Ideology
Religion vs. Religion
Ethnic vs. Ethnic
Tribe vs. Tribe

Figure 1: A conceptual sequence of developmental shifts in the nature of human identity,

conflicts and governance systems
Fifth, the process of human societal development almost follows a pattern similar to human
cognitive growth. Referring to human cognitive development, Plato 37 (427– 347 B.C.)
suggested that:
[The] human soul was made up of three important elements:
appetites, spirit, and reason. The appetites, which appeared at
childhood years, were the basic physical and emotional needs of an
individual. The spirit developed during later and early adolescence,
representing a person’s assertiveness, courage, and convictions.
Finally, with maturity, the rational and intelligent component of the
soul might become most prominent. (quoted in Watson, 1978, p. 30)

37

Plato (427 B.C.-347 B.C.) is a Greek philosopher, student of Socrates and teacher of Aristotle (famous for his
work "The Republic")
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Likewise, along with changes from primitive to advanced methods of production, the
significance of their associated intangible factors and type of political governance (as
conceptualised below in Table 3), have also shifted throughout history.

Table 3: Conceptual sequence of human intellectual and political identity development
P R O C E SS
Conflicts

S

Outcome

Next Rivalries

(1) Tribe vs. Tribe

(2) Ethnic

(3) Ethnic vs. Tribe

(4) Ethnic vs. Ethnic

(5) Religion

(6) Religion vs. Ethnic

(7) Religion vs. Religion

(8) Ideology

(9) Ideology vs. Religion

(10) Ideology vs. Ideology

(11) Democracy

(12) Democracy vs.
Ideology

(13) (National)
Democracy vs. Democracy

(14) Regional
Democracies

(15) Regional vs.
National Democracies

(Regional)
Democracy vs. Democracy

Globalisation of
Democracy

Global vs. Regional
Democracy

T
A
G
E
S

Contrary to Anthony Smith’s (1986, p. ix) argument that seeks “the origins and genealogy of
nations” within “their ethnic roots”, ethnocentric systems were neither the first nor the last
methods of socio-political governance. Ethnocentric civilisations, which followed the tribal
systems, dominated the Middle East from the Agricultural Revolution up to the invention of
the Qanats and the consequent rise of the Achaemanids in ancient Persia. The introduction of
qanats, like an industrial revolution in the region (Christensen, 1993, p. 129), paved the way
for the rise of religious empires, which dominated the world during the medieval era until the
end of the First World War. The decline of religious systems gave rise to modern ideological
nation-state systems whose ideological rivalries lasted until the end of the Cold War. Almost
all these ethnocentric, religious and ideologically oriented systems have failed to
accommodate ethnic, religious and ideological diversities and demands within their realm of
power democratically. Only the most advanced democracies such as Canada and Australia
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have been able to develop multiculturalism to celebrate the diversity of their citizens through
democratic, secular and federal systems (Mahajan, 2002, pp. 23-25).
Sixth, transformations in these intangible factors and sources of human societal identity
depict a sequence of developmental shifts. They have evolved from exclusive traditional
(tribal, ethnic and religious) systems towards more inclusive modern, ideological 38 and
finally plural democratic modes of life and methods of governance. Different from
tribal/ethnic conflicts that were mainly for physical survival by searching for more fertile
land and water, the religious conflicts have almost always been about promoting different
values and social identity. This has evolved into competition and conflicts between various
philosophical views and methods of thinking in modern times. It can be argued that
persevering traditional values have almost left the Middle Eastern societies, including Iran,
with fewer opportunities to thrive intellectually in modern time.
Seventh, these intangible factors or sources of identity are common across all societies; in the
sense that their dominance in an identical stage of development produces almost similar
socio-political outcomes across different societies. Likewise, similar changes in these sources
of identity most likely produce similar shifts in human intellectual, cultural, economic and
socio-political systems. For example, tribal, ethnocentric, religious, ideological and
democratic systems have been very similar in the way they operate and the outcome they
produce among different societies throughout the world. In the Middle East, for instance,
similar to the last climatic change that put pressure on its ancient ethno-centric civilisations,
the introduction of the information and communication technology has intensified the amount
of pressures on traditional and authoritarian systems and has heralded a new wave of conflict
between forces of tradition and modernity.
This explanation has three major implications for understanding the chronological sequence
of societal identity development throughout Iran's history. First, it provides an alternative
method of explaining the relationship between the traditional and modern sources of identity
in their historical context. Second, a combination of these traditional and modern tangible and

38

According to the Cambridge English Corpus (Dictionary, 2015), ideology is "a set of beliefs or principles,
especially one on which a political system, party or organisation is based". In this thesis, ideology refers to a set
of philosophical ideas, theories and paradigms such as capitalism, communism, liberalism, and socialism, which
have played a dominant role in shaping the world's modern politics.
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intangible factors contributes to the way the society operates even today; and third,
understanding the significance of these factors plays a crucial role in seeking constructive
solutions for the society's historically rooted hurdles for democratisation.
Conclusion
This chapter proposes a new theoretical framework for explaining human civilisational shifts
in history, in general, and that of Iran, in particular. It outlines an inclusive, developmental
and open-ended hypothesise according to which various factors and forces that have affected
Iran’s intellectual and political transformations from the past to the present can be explained.
The suggested grand theory provides a viable method of studying and understanding Iran's
(ancient, middle age, and modern) history. This method of explanation derives benefit from
relevant conventional and classic theories to incorporate dominant traditional and modern
approaches to the study of history and democratisation both methodically and
chronologically. It benefits from the ideas of well-known classic historians such as Ibn
Khaldun, Vico, Hegel, Max Weber, Karl Marx and Buckle as well as well-known
contemporary Iranian historians.
Different from other approaches, however, this thesis emphasises the causes and
consequences of both tangible and intangible factors on human intellectual and political
developments. To this end, it utilises the algebraic expression technique of “factorisation”,
according to which the driving forces of human civilisational development in history are
subdivided phenomenologically (into tangible and intangible) and chronologically (into
traditional and modern) factors. This approach incorporates philosophical, scientific and
historetical methods of study. Tangible factors represent the physical sources or means of
survival including geography, climate and method of production, which are usually used for
scientific reasoning. The intangible factors constitute the dominant means of societal identity
including tribal, ethnic, religious, ideological and democratic systems that are identical
elements in philosophical reasoning. Chronological sequence of transformation in these
factors provides a viable method of understanding the history of human societal development.
It is argued that the major means of survival (geography, climate, introduction of qanats) and
modes of economy (hunting-gathering, agricultural, industrial, and new technology) have
been closely associated with transformations in systems of thought (monism, dualism, and
pluralism) and sources of identity (tribal, ethnic, religious, ideological, and democracy) (see
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Appendix 2 p: 313). Two defining arguments are drawn from the outlined general
explanation of transformations in human civilisation:
1. The process of changes in human civilisation can best be explained by taking into
account the significance of both tangible and intangible factors to incorporate reasons
from history, philosophy and science.
2. Changes in tangible factors have been almost always in concert with transformations
in intangible factors, which conveys the correlation of progress between science and
philosophy in the history of human civilisational development.
The proposed method of explanation seeks to open new perspectives for the study of history
in general, and Iranology, in particular. However, similar to all other suggested methods and
theories, it is open to revision and criticism from different perspectives and principles.
Explaining the society's tradition and the crucial rule of intellectual community in the
prospect of modernity and democratisation is the mission that this thesis aims to accomplish
through the following chapters.
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CHAPTER THREE
The Significance of Tangible Factors in Iran’s Intellectual and Political
Transformations from Past to Present

Introduction
According to the proposed hypothesis in this thesis, the contributing factors towards Iran’s
intellectual and political transformations are subdivided phenomenologically into tangible
and intangible, and chronologically into traditional and moder categories. This chapter is
dedicated to discussing the significance of dominant tangible factors from past to present.
The key arguments of this chapter can be summarised as follows: first, dominant tangible
factors, namely geography, climate, and the introduction of qanats, have contributed to the
ethnic and religious diversity of Iran; they have also played a role in the religiosity and
political instability of the society over time. Second, if the introduction of qanats played a
progressive role in the success of ancient Persia, the discovery of oil in modern times, by
contrast, has proven to be the source of foreign interventions and the sustenance of dictatorial
rules. Third, in modern Iran, geographical landmarks have lost their former effectiveness in
protecting local resistance groups. Fourth, the current religious rulers, in spite of opposing
modern intangible factors such as modern ideologies and democratic governance, have
selectively engaged in utilising those aspects of modern tangible factors that are considered to
be instrumental for the survival of their regime. Fifth, Iranian intellectuals and advocates of
democracy have benefited from the introduction of new technology in publicising and
promoting the spirit of democracy.
Major Tangible Factors
In order to address the significance of tangible factors in the prospect of democratisation in
Iran, they are chronologically bisected into traditional (geography, climate, qanats) and
modern (oil, industrialisation of economy, and the application of communication technology)
aspects. The significance of these factors, as John Anderson (2006, p. 91) argues, adds extra
dimensions to the complexity of the task of democratisation in Iran. This thesis argues that
while the traditional tangible factors, namely qanats, were highly instrumental in the success
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of ancient Persia and the establishment of Persian empires in the past, the modern tangible
factors, especially oil, have had negative impacts on the prospect of democratisation in
modern Iran.
1) Traditional Tangible Factors
Dominant traditional tangible factors refer to immediate natural resources such as land and
water, which are heavily dependent upon geography and climate. Three traditional tangible
factors of geography, climate and qanats have profoundly influenced the way Iran’s culture,
religion, and politics have been shaped over time. The Persians’ particular modes of
production, firstly, have developed under their distinct geographic and climatic conditions,
and secondly, have led to their specific religious and cultural tradition. This tradition has
established a foundation for the society's cultural elasticity and its inner strength of being able
to survive several foreign invasions throughout their long history (Milani, 2004, p. 16).
1.1) Geography
Topographically,

Iran's

distinct

geographical

features

provide

the

country with

“multiregional” terrestrial and climatic conditions. Iran’s plateau is a mountainous tableland
that is situated between the Valley of Sind in the east, the Tigris-Euphrates in the west, the
Caspian Sea in the north and the Persian Gulf in the south. This geographic location has made
Iran a dynamic commercial and cultural hub of the region. Before transit routes became
dominated by the sea and the sky, ancient Persia was an important gateway between the east
(India and China), the south (the Arabic peninsula and North Africa) and the west (Europe).
In Avesta, the holy book of Zoroastrianism (Persia’s main pre-Islam religion), Iran is referred
to as ‟Khonirce”, which means “the land of golden bright (silk) road” (Mofrad, 2005, p. 1).
The construction of the Silk Road turned the region into the crossroads of ancient
civilisations, with famous cities such as Susa, Babylon, Nineveh, Ecbatana, Persepolis and
Ctesiphon (Mofrad, 2005).
Geographic factors have contributed to the multicultural nature of many societies. In Europe,
for instance, the major mountains of the Alps, the Apennines and the Urals, with their
surrounding rivers, lakes and forests, provided shelter and established boundaries between
numerous tribes, ethnic and religious sects throughout the medieval centuries, which
subsequently evolved into modern nations (Cole, Cole, & Cole, 1993, pp. 255-265). More
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specifically in Italy, “the physical geography of its backbone peninsula, elongated and with
much indentation and high relief, and much ready access to the sea, encouraged a measure of
cultural diversity”, which laid the foundation for the Renaissance (Brown, 2009, p. 71).
Similar geographic features in Iran have been instrumental in preserving the country’s ethnic
and religious diversity.
The geographical boundaries of current Iran cover around 62.8 percent of this plateau
(Kiyani-Haftlang & Rajabi, 2003, p. iii). Iran’s highland rims include two major mountain
chains of the Alborz in the north and the Zagros in the west. In the centre there are several
basins and the two salt deserts of the Dasht-e Kavir and the Dasht-e Lut, which were once
lakes (Pollack, 2004, p. 562). These boundaries contributed to ethnic diversity of Iran in
different ways. First, in pre-modern eras, they acted “as difficult-to-penetrate frontiers” and
thus played a crucial role in defending the locals against foreign invaders or internal conflicts
(Messerli & Ives, 1997, p. 27). In ancient defence systems, the mountain fortifications and
battlements, such as castles and caves, were more effective than built ramparts such as walls,
gates and moats around towns and villages (Pazouki, 1995, pp. 32-38). Mountain castles such
as the Alamoot fort in the Alborz and Babak’s Castle in the Zagros allowed nonconformist
Iranians to forge successful resistance movements in the past. Babak Castle, established by
Babak-e Khorram-Din and his red-dressed (Sorkh-Jamagan) followers, was the base of the
formation of one of the greatest nationalist rebellions (816 - 837 AD) against the Arab
occupiers - the Islamic Caliphate of Baghdad (Yosofi, 2008). The “Old Man of the
Mountain” known as Hassan-e-Sabbah (1034 – 1124) and his Esmailite (an Islamic sect)
Assassins or Fadais built the Alamoot Castle. This group had enormous influence on the
politics of the region during the conservative religious rule of the Seljuks, until the arrival of
Mongols in the twelfth century (Lewis, 1980 pp. 129-130). Even in modern times, these
geographic landmarks have been widely used by some leading local and national resistance
groups. During World War I, rebel leaders such as Qazi Mohammad in Kurdistan and Mirza
Kuchek Khan Jangali led their armed resistance movements mainly from those mountains
and leafy jungles, against either colonial occupiers or the tyrant rulers (Zingiber & Hewston,
1846, pp. 51-55).
However, those strategies of castle/forest-based resistance have gradually lost their
effectiveness. Iranian dissidents have no longer been able to survive the onslaught of modern
armies equipped with advanced weapons. In early 1971, for instance, the Marxist-Leninist
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“Jungle Group” from Fadaiyan-e-Khalq-e-Iran (FKI) organised a guerrilla war from the
leafy mountains of Siah-kal village in the northern province of Gilan. Soon after their first
armed attack against the local gendarmerie (police) station, the group was obliterated within
19 days (8th - 27th February, 1971) (FKI, 2005). Also, following the 1979 revolution,
Ayatollah Khomeini, in order to establish his absolute reign of “Valayat-e Faqih”, began to
repress all traditional and modern opposition groups, including Mojahedin-e-Khalq-e-Iran
(MKI), Fadaiyan-e-Khalq-e Iran (FKI) and the Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP). These
groups, in response, moved their armed resistance to the mountainous jungles of the Northern
provinces (Gilan and Mazandaran) and Kurdistan in 1982. They incurred heavy losses during
combat with the regime’s modern air and ground forces and finally were forced to abandon
their bases and move to the Iran-Iraq borders by 1985 (Emadi, 2001, pp. 67-69).
Second, as people who settled in individual valleys had little contact with their neighbours,
their "physical segregation” enabled them “to preserve their distinctive traditions and
customs” (Libiszewski & Bachler, 1997, p. 109). Much of Iran’s ancient cultural legacy
derives from its north and northwest areas – not deserts – which stretch from the Caucasus
and Anatolia to Central Asia, “a region from which the original Persians and Medes hailed”
(Farrokh, 2007, p. 8). In these areas, the major mountains of the Alborz and the Zagros, with
their surrounding rivers and jungles, provided strong bases for local ethnic groups and their
resistance movements.
In modern era, however, changes in socio-cultural field have weakened the geographic
relevance of such cultural divides in the world. The identical role of geography in Iran has
gradually shifted from dependence on physical geography and geographic location to
geopolitical factors. There have been some traditional Western views that categorise the
Middle East as a predominantly authoritarian Islamic region and thus to be a geopolitically
different from the Western Judeo-Christian democratic pole (Lyons, 2012, pp. 43-45).
According to Clarke and Foweraker (2001, p. 148):
From the early modern period to the late nineteenth century [during
the colonial era], geography could in principle be neatly meshed with
sites of political power, authority and accountability. Today, this is no
longer the case, in the context of intensifying regional and global
relations; questions are raised about the limits and efficacy of national
democracies.
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This geopolitical significance modern Iran has been the cause of several undemocratic
foreign interventions, which have prevented the prospect of political progress and
democratisation in modern Iran. The first factor has been the emergence of the ocean as a
commercial transit route. It is believed that the Tsarist Russian Emperor Peter the Great
(1682-1725) in his famous testament dreamt of conquering Iran in order to reach “the warm
waters of the south” (Dabiri, 2007). It is widely believed that this objective was pursued by
his successors through Russian colonial expansionism and the consequent loss of several
parts of northern Iran. Next, the discovery of oil and gas added further dimensions to the geopolitical significance of the country. Since the discovery of oil in the region, protecting and
securing the Persian Gulf has become one of the prime objectives of the superpowers’
(British and the United States) regional policies. This relevance became discernible once
before the 1979 Revolution, when the moral-politikers (liberal-minded) in the Carter
administration in the United States considered the Shah of Iran to be “a tyrant who was
building up the military by using anti-Soviet rationale” and concluded that he “had to be
removed” (Seliktar, 2000, p. 54). Then, the real-politikers (conservatives) in the State
Department and the CIA Directorate of Operation argued against the administration, saying
that “Iran’s geopolitical importance overrode the human rights imperative, adding that
military sales helped to recycle petro-dollars and help[ed] to defray research and development
costs” (Milani 1988, quoted in Seliktar, 2000, p. 54).
The advent of the information and communication revolution and the growing role of civil
society have, in particular, undermined the former geopolitical polarisation and strengthened
the impetus of cosmopolitanism and democratisation throughout the world. In Iran, the
growing popularity and influence of modern intellectuals and political groups have weakened
the significance of traditional boundaries between different parts of the country. As Mica
Nava (2007, p. 117) contends:
[The] shift towards the cosmopolitanism of the present ... was
accelerated, yet simultaneously interrupted ... in the 1970s and 1980s
... [especially] as a consequence of the organisation and militancy of
the new social (notably Women) movements and, to a lesser extent,
the left.
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1.2) Climate
In addition to geography, early civilisations were heavily dependent on a favourable climate,
fertile land and sources of water for survival. Any climatic change could affect the people's
livelihood, causing wars, mass-migration and a consequent shift of civilisations from one
region to another. Only after the last glacial period, which occurred from approximately
110,000 to 10,000 years ago, early human civilisations in Africa began to evolve (Kusimba,
2003, p. 51). By the end of this period, due to natural fluctuations in the Earth’s orbit, the
monsoon system changed and the “African Humid Period” came to an end (Peiser, 2003, p.
193). This climatic change forced many people from parts of Africa to areas with more water,
pasture and fertile land. As a result, riverbanks in North Africa, the coast of the
Mediterranean Sea, the banks of Mesopotamia rivers, and the Iranian plateau became
favoured destinations for migrant settlers. During that period, Iran’s plateau received more
rainfall than it does today (Claiborne, 1970, p. 324). Water from excessive rainfall and the
melting of accumulated ice in the Alborz and Zagros mountains merged into rivers flowing
through the plateau and poured into large lakes that are now deserts. It was during this
optimal climatic condition that the region experienced the Agricultural Revolution and the
consequent augment of ancient ethnocentric city-state civilisations (Nazmi-Afshar, 2006).
According to climatologists, with the next climatic change (3000 – 1000 B.C) when Europe's
Optimal Climatic period arrived, the Middle East region, including the Iranian plateau, began
to dry and its major lakes turned into deserts. Many people who were living in pastoral
villages and agricultural towns began to migrate to wetter lands elsewhere. Historians and
archaeologists attribute the failure of the ancient civilisations in the Middle East to the lack of
an adequate water-supply system in the face of that intense drought (Koeller, 2003). This
climate change, in particular, contributed to the downturn of the ancient ethnocentric citystate civilisations and the rise of religious empires (Issar & Zohar, 2004, pp. 164-165).
According to Koeller (2003), this climatic change was also responsible for the disintegration
of the Akkadian Empire in Mesopotamia around 2200 B.C., and the extinction of the
Harappan civilisation in the Indus valley around 1500 B.C.. Karl W. Butzer, a participant in
an international workshop sponsored by NATO in 1994 at Kemer in Turkey to discover the
reasons for the historical calamity affecting the Near East towards the end of the second
millennium B.C., asserts that following the third millennium’s climatic change:
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Many, if not most urban sites from the Balkans to Mesopotamia and
Palestine were abandoned, destroyed or much reduced in size. Early
states such as the Akkadian Empire and Old Kingdom Egypt
collapsed around 2230 B.C. Troy II was destroyed and the Indus
Valley Civilisation came to an end. (quoted in Issar & Zohar, 2004, p.
34)
It was during this period that Persians effectively adapted to the hot and arid weather by
inventing the irrigation system of qanat (Kareez).39
1.2.1) The Significance of Qanats
After the latest climatic change, except for the north and northwest, the rest of Iran’s plateau
has turned into deserts. At this stage, the introduction of qanats provided local people with a
reliable source of water and survival in the region. According to Ali Farazmand (2001, p.
536), ”among the major administrative achievements of Elamite Iran were the development
and management of a gigantic system of underground irrigation, qanats, an earlier Iranian
invention turning an unworked country into an agricultural land”. In fact, the invention of
qanat in the Persian Plateau was a revolutionary industrial achievement in shifting the
relationship between humans and nature. It was from this point, long before the Industrial
Revolution, that in Buckle’s words (1880, pp. 31-45) “man subdued [some forces and
resource of] nature to his service”.
Before the introduction of qanats, the rise and fall of (ethnocentric) civilisations was mainly
contingent upon the climatic cycles of nature. The theory of “environmental determinism”40
can explain civilisational shifts of that period. According to this theory, human civilisation
“was an accidental by-product of unplanned adaptation to catastrophic climate change”

39

Qanats are constructed as a series of well-like vertical shafts, connected by gently sloping tunnels. Their
water comes from mountains, driven by gravity, and travelling across sloping plains to farming areas. Most
qanats are sourced in a well, but some have springs as their origin. The tunnels allow water to flow long
distances in hot, dry climates without losing a large amount of the source water to seepage or evaporation
(Cavendish, 2006a, pp. 261-262).
40

According to this doctrine, human growth, development and activities are controlled by the physical
environment (Hughes, 1985, p. 97). "In the late 1800s and early 1900s the concept briefly enjoyed the status of a
dominant paradigm in western geographical thought, especially as it provided some ideological motives for
colonialism." (Boylan T., 2013)
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(Brooks, 2006). With the introduction of qanats, the previous pattern of environmental
determinism (in the survival and development of civilisations) was shifted forever.
Thereafter, gradual scientific and technological progress and consequent improvements in
means of production has enabled many societies to survive a certain level of climatic change.
The following societal changes can be explained by employing an interdisciplinary approach
and multi-level analysis method.
The economy of qanats became the driving force of agricultural, religious, and political
transformations in ancient Persia. Prior to the introduction of qanats, the people of the Iranian
Plateau were mainly tribal herdsmen (Boardman, 2002, pp. 29-30). Their religion was
Mithraism and their god, Mithra, was regarded as the god of light and protector of their
pastoral lands (Winn, 1995, pp. 205-208). After the invention of the qanat, Persians started to
combine two modes of pastoral and agricultural production by using the lowlands for farming
and the highlands for grazing their animals, thus benefiting from crop growing and livestock
herding at the same time (Pollack 2004, p.6). It can be argued that this dualist character of
their economy encouraged the development of the dualistic41 theological ideas of the world’s
first known monotheist religion of Zoroastrianism in ancient Persia. The prophet of this
religion, Zoroaster (circa between 18th to 10th B.C.), encouraged his followers to build qanats
and settle in agricultural villages (Balali & Keulartz, 2010). Thereafter, the qanat system
changed the occupation of the majority of the population from animal husbandry to farming,
their religion from Mithraism to Zoroastrianism, and their political system from an
ethnocentric kingship to the multi-ethnic and multi-religious kingdom (Shahanshahi) system
of Achaemenids. These changes brought about a period of cultural, socio-economic and
political growth for ancient Persians from Achaemenids to Sasanian empires.
The technology of qanats later spread via the Silk Road throughout the rest of the Middle
East, China in the east (Needham, Wang, & Lu, 1971, pp. 333-335), North Africa and
southern Europe in the west (Ruggles, 2008, pp. 111-114). The communal mode of
production and lifestyle that developed around the economy of qanats represents one of the
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Within dualism, reality consists of two basic opposing elements, often taken to be mind and matter (or mind
and body), or good and evil.
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main features of “the Asian way of production” as termed by Karl Marx (quoted in Kulmar,
2003, p. 1).
In Iran, even today, nearly 60,000 qanats in central Iran deliver much of the water used for
irrigation and consumption in this region (Cavendish, 2006a, pp. 561-562). Almost 800,000
hectares of Iran's agricultural land depended on qanat-reservoir systems for irrigation.
According to the latest statistics (quoted in Arefian & Moeini, 2016, p. 12), there are 36,888
active qanats producing some seven billion cubic metre of groundwater for almost 800,000
hectares of Iran's agricultural land (Ehlers, 2009). In recent decades, three factors of
mismanagement of the country's water reservoirs, mistreatment and abandonment of qanats
in favour of water engines and pumps, and decreasing in the amount of rainfall, have
undermined the significance of qanats in the country's economy. These parameters indicates
that from a merely climatic perspective, Iran's multiregional (arid -desert- and semi-arid Mediterranean) condition appears to be unconducive to economic growth and prospect of
democratisation.
2) Modern Tangible Factors
In modern times, the dominance of traditional tangible factors has been challenged with the
growing waves of industrialisation and application of new information and communication
technologies. Along with these changes, the dominant means of socio-political identity have
also been shifting from tribal/ethnocentric and religious towards ideological (such as
liberalist and socialist) systems and democratic governance. Dominant modern tangible
factors that have affected Iran’s intellectual and political transformations include temporal
waves of industrialisation of economy, economy of oil and a certain level of application of
new technology.
2.1) Modernising Economy
Iran is traditionally known as a rural and agricultural society (Keddie, 1966, p. x). Three
distinct features of Iran’s modern economy have been livestock ranching, agriculture of
qanats, and reliance on oil. During the last century, however, the growing importance of oil
and gas revenues has undermined the significant role of qanats in Iran's economy. In the
1960s and 1970s, with the rise of oil prices, the country experienced a considerable level of
economic industrialisation. According to Hossein Bashiriyeh (1984, pp. 87-89) “between
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1973 and 1975 the number of private companies in Tehran alone increased from 1700 to
2700”. The industrialisation program led to a sharp fall in the level of rural agricultural
production and resulted in vast migrations of villagers to large cities. As a result, “between
1967 and 1976 the urban population increased from 37.7 percent to 46.7 percent of the total
population… in 1975 (alone) the inhabitants of 8,000 villages had all left for the cities”
(Bashiriyeh, 1984, p. 89). According to Bashiriyeh, these unskilled migrants were then joined
traditional religious networks and became the driving force of the 1979 Islamic revolution
(Bashiriyeh, 1984, p. 89).
Logically, a country with abundant natural resources and a youthful educated workforce
should be able to flourish economically. However, due to the traditional religious orientation
of the rulers, the current political system in Iran does not follow this kind of modern
rationale. Following the 1979 revolution, over-dependence on oil and gas revenues has
increased the level of government subsidies and imports. The other factors such as high level
of corruption and mismanagement within the regime as well as the Iran-Iraq war (1980-1988)
and the U.S. sanctions since 1995, have resulted in a sharp fall in foreign investment
(Alikhani, 2000, pp. 289-292). As a consequence, despite (sometimes even a tenfold)
increase in oil prices and more than doubling in Iran’s population (from 37.5 to 77.5 million
between 1979 and 2016 42), the country’s position in the international economy has declined
significantly (Maloney, 2015, p. 6). In recent decades, Iran’s economy is facing the dilemma
of water crisis due to multiple issues of water scarcity and water stress resulting from
environmental degradation, reduction in rainfall and river flows, groundwater overdraft, and
mismanagement of water for agriculture and urban users (Masih, 2011).

Iran’s two other major economic problems are high level of population growth and
unemployment rates (as illustrated in Appendix 4, p: 315). In 2002, the country was ranked as
the 18th largest country in terms of population, while by 2050, the nation is expected to have
reached the ranks of the top ten most populated nations (Cavendish, 2006a, p. 560). The
statistics portal (2016) that shows unemployment rate of Iran from 2010 to 2015, with
projections up until 2020, estimated this amount to 11.29 percent in 2016. Despite the official
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Live online statistics for population of Iran from Countrymeters website (countrymeters.info/en/iran)
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figures indicating 11 to 17 percent, the unemployment rate remains at more than 30 percent
(including hidden-unemployment and under-employment) (Weldon, 2005, p. 46). According
to 2016 population data (countrymeter, 2016), almost two-thirds of nearly 80 million Iranians
were below 30 years of age . To find jobs for a youthful population of this extent, the country
needs to create around one million new jobs every year. Job creation on this scale could only
be possible via political reforms and by attracting foreign investment.
Iran also faces the dilemma of the “brain-drain” and the subsequent issue of shortage of a
skilled labour force. Factors such as the huge gap between Iran and developed societies in
terms of technological infrastructure, job opportunities, level of income and living standards
have contributed to encouraging this high rate of skilled migration (Burke, Elliott &
Mohammadi, 2004, p. 46). Some reports indicate that almost 25 percent of Iranians with
college degrees are now working outside the country. In 2002 alone, around 420,000 of Iran’s
top educated young people left the country in search of better jobs and more satisfactory
living conditions. The United States, Canada and Australia are among the most favoured
destinations for unemployed qualified Iranians. (Cavendish, 2006a, pp. 559-560)
However, different from modern societies, the main issues facing Iran’s economy are not
limited to familiar challenges such as population, unemployment, inflation and foreign
investment. Iran’s economy, under the Islamic regime, suffers from serious systematic and
structural impediments such as mismanagement, lack of accountability and high levels of
corruption (Beheshti, 2004, pp. 150-153). For instance, oOne of the main features of Iran’s
economy is the monopolistic and clandestine nature of its private sector. Over 30 percent of
the country’s economy is governed by religious charity foundations called Bonyads that are
controlled by the highest ranking clerics. The monopolistic involvement of the Ayatollahs in
many sectors has provided them with vast economic powers; they are neither accountable nor
responsive to the government and the public. In most cases, they are not taxed because they
operate outside government rules and regulations (Bakhtiar, 2007).
Furthermore, the involvement of the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) or Pasdaran
in the country’s economic sectors has seen an enormous increase in recent years. The IRGC’s
main economic operative agency known as Gharargah-e Sazandagi- Khatam al-Anbia has
since become one of Iran’s largest contractors in industrial and development projects. The
agency is highly active in the oil sector and is said to be operating “as the sole contractor for
Iran’s gas industry” (Wehrey, 2009, pp. 59-64). According to IRGC sources, the agency with
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25,000 engineers and staff has so far completed 1,220 projects and holds 247 ongoing
industrial and mining projects. Frederic Wehrey argues that as the IRGC agencies are
interested in monopoly rather than open competition, they prefer a closed economy for Iran
that operates under their tight control. He continues “if this is the case, U.S. and international
sanctions may not weaken the IRGC, but instead enhance its formal and illicit economic
capabilities” (Wehrey, 2009, p. 79).
The lack of transparency and accountability in the Bonyads and the IRGC’s agencies is a
clear indication of the absence of a viable economic system in Iran. As a consequence, Iran
has been facing a high level of corruption among authorities in recent years. According to the
Corruption Perception Index, Iran was ranked as 78th out of 133 countries in 2003; by 2005,
this ranking increased to 88th out of 158; and in 2006 Iran occupied 105th place out of 163
countries (quoted in Bakhtiar, 2007). This trend has continued through the next decade as
Iran's corruption is ranked 130 out of 168 countries in 2015 (Transparency, 2015). This level
of corruption is happening in a religious system which its authorities claim to be ethically
capable and morally concerned. The growing level of corruption has negatively affected the
productivity and efficiency of local industries (Bakhtiar, 2007). A combination of these issues
has been responsible for huge losses in economic opportunities, resources and capital.
Nonetheless, lack of economic growth, transparency and accountability appear to have
diminishing effects on the prospect of democratisation. As the bulk of support for the
hardliner faction of the regime comes from the disadvantaged poor masses, economic
hardship has been partly responsible for strengthening the hard-liners’ position within the
regime. President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, for instance, who belongs to this faction, won the
presidential election in 2005 (and 2009) partly by promising Iran’s poor that he would put the
oil income on their tables (Moubayed, 2006).
2.2) Oil in Iran’s Modern Politics
During the past century, Iranian oil has been the most influential factor in the country’s
turbulent politics. The discovery of oil was a turning point in the nature of relations between
the Western colonial powers and Iran. Iranian oil played an important role in the success of
the British Empire for more than four decades (1908 – 1953). This story began in 1901, when
with the help of the British Embassy in Tehran, William Knox D’arcy obtained the
concession for all Iran’s oil, excluding the northern provinces, which were claimed by Russia
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(Elton, 2001, p. 119). After the British government gained the monopoly on Iran’s oil
industry, by purchasing most of the shares of the Anglo-Persian oil company in 1914, the
British Royal Navy converted its ships’ fuel from coal to oil (Bill & Louis, 1988, p. 4). The
Constitutional Revolution in the 1920s disrupted that arrangement for a short time, but
similar concessions were granted again by Reza Shah, and were continued until the
nationalisation of the oil industry by Mosaddeq in 1952 (Keddie, 1980, p. 212).
Concerning the significance of oil, in a 1944 United States’ State Department memo, oil was
regarded as “a stupendous source of strategic power and one of the greatest material prizes in
world history” (quoted in Everest, 2007). George Kennan, a Middle East planner in the State
Department, once commented that controlling Middle Eastern oil reserves would provide the
United States with “veto” power over its rivals in many fields (Everest, 2007). From the early
days of extracting oil in Iran, colonial powers, in order to have more control over oil,
preferred to install and support autocratic ‘oil-rentier’ regimes in the country. According to
Noam Chomsky (2004, pp. 163-166) in 1958, the Eisenhower administration identified the
Middle East, North Africa and Indonesia as the three areas that challenged United States’
domination the most. All of these regions were developing, oil-producing and Islamic states.
At that time, the Algerian independence movement, President Nasser in Egypt, Mosaddeq in
Iran and Sukarno in Indonesia were representing nationalist movements that were considered
as threats to the United States’ vital interests. In Iran, the coup against Mosaddeq reinstalled
the Shah; in Indonesia, the Suharto regime came to power; and in the Middle East, the United
States made a strategic alliance with Israel against Arab nationalism. Many Iranian scholars
believe that British and United States’ regional policies during the past century have been
responsible for reinstalling and upholding undemocratic petro-rentier regimes in modern Iran
(Boroujerdi, 1996, p. 256).
It is estimated that Iran holds around 11 percent of the world’s proven oil reserve and 20
percent of its natural gas (Cavendish, 2006a, pp. 560-561). Before the economic sanctions
against the Islamic regime after the 1979 Revolution, by producing more than four million
barrels of oil a day, Iran used to be OPEC's second biggest oil producer after Saudi Arabia.
Oil revenues have played a critical role in enabling local governments to modernise the
national army and underwrite dictatorship during both the “petro-rentier" regime of Pahlavi
and the current “petro-Islamic” regime.
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2.2.1) Oil and Modernised Army
In Iran’s modern history, both the Tobacco Movement (1891 – 1892) and the Constitutional
Revolution (1905 – 1911), similar to classic European revolutions, took place through a
popular uprising rather than guerrilla fighting or military coups. In both cases, the absence of
a strong repressive central army was an instrumental factor in the success of those mass
movements (Keddie, 1980, p. 212). After the First World War, however, oil revenue and
British support enabled Reza Khan to unify the country and establish a strong centralised
government. He was the first ruler who increased oil income and used it for his modernisation
programs (Keddie, 1980, p. 213). He established a unified national army by mixing the South
Persia Rifles (a force raised by the British during World War I) and the gendarmeries that
were created by (American) Morgan Shuster as the Cossack Brigade. The suppression of
tribes by Reza Shah gave the central government a monopoly on the internal revenue from
Iran’s major resources. Then, he modernised the country's national army by utilising modern
training, resources, equipment, and military hardware. (Sharif, 2004, pp. 1534-1535)
The oil money also has enabled his successors, Mohammad Reza Shah and the current
Islamic regime, to equip Iran’s army with modern weapons. The super powers were selling
arms to Iran to absorb the oil money into their markets. Large expenditure on armaments has
impacted on the society by an increase in inflation through the higher cost of imported goods
and reduced investment in infrastructure. Under the last Shah of Iran (1941-1979), especially
after the coup against Mosaddeq, the Iranian army benefited from American and Israeli
training. This training was grounded in (British and the US) policy to secure Iran’s oil
resources and its revenues (Keddie, 1980, p. 230). Modernisation of the national army and
security forces has been instrumental in suppressing any government opposition (Keddie,
1980, p. 214). These circumstances provided a rare opportunity for religious opposition
groups. Ayatollah Khomeini, in his sermons from exile in Iraq and Paris, repeatedly blamed
the United States for plundering Iran’s oil revenues to build a modern army. He said:
They (the Shah and his regime) have betrayed us…they are giving our
oil to America…in such a rate that in 30 years we will have no oil
left… the nation gets nothing but scrap iron in exchange. They take it
away and in return build military bases for themselves. They give us
arms … which are intended for American use (quoted in Bakhash,
1982, p. 4).
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During the popular uprising of the 1979 Revolution, the mass movements in Iran withstood
even a strong modern army, especially after the Black Friday (September 8, 1978, or 17
Sharivar in Iranian calendar) both the Shah and his army commanders refused to rule by
killing the masses (Hiro, 1987, pp. 73-78). By taking that experience into account, the Islamic
regime has established its own religious security forces alongside the formal national army.
The oil revenue has enabled the rulers to nurture their fundamentalist views, missions and
forces both inside and outside the country. The regime’s IRGC and its militia (Basij), despite
their modern training and weapons, are religiously motivated and ideologically oriented. Both
groups are heavily involved in Iran’s domestic and regional affairs. This has clearly made
them different from classic armies in terms of structure, motive and mission. If the Shah sent
Iran’s army personnel to defeat Dhofar rebels in the Sultanate of Oman in 1972
(Fayazmanesh, 2008, p. 12), the Islamic regime has been recruiting, training, funding and
arming Islamic fundamentalist militants throughout the region. IRGC’s agencies have
invested heavily in Islamic radicalism across the region from Palestine and the south of
Lebanon to Iraq, Syria, Yemen and Afghanistan (Morgenstern & Falk, 2009, pp. 176-177).
2.2.2) Oil Revenues Underwrite Dictatorship
The critical impacts of oil in Iran's politics have not limited to foreign interventions and
modernising national army. According to Oystein Noreng (2002, pp. 210-214), the single
factor of oil provides a reasonable explanation of the question of why the three waves of
democratisation in the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s touched the Middle East only to a limited
extent. Noreng (2002, p. 210) argues oil revenue provides a substitute for democracy. Larry
Diamond (1989, p. 269) contends that oil revenue “underwrites dictatorship” in two ways.
Firstly, it provides the financial requirement for a strong state and military force to suppress
the population. Secondly, these regimes reduce the people’s political demands and
participation by funding repression and buying support within the society through distributing
part of the oil revenues among their citizens in a paternalistic manner (Yanacopulos &
Hanlon, 2006, pp. 141-142).
Petro-dollars have made the survival of the dictatorial rules of Pahlavi and the current Islamic
regime possible in various ways. The oil revenue has provided the rulers with the financial
resources to maintain their survival in the absence of popular support and participation. With
the existence of oil revenue there has been no need for the rulers to raise funds via taxes.
Taxation establishes the fiscal basis which induces citizens to demand a voice. This, in turn,
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improves the level of citizen consent, which then increases the quest for a higher level of
participation, transparency and accountability. By contrast, without taxation, there is no need
for transparency and accountability to the people. This was expressed in the United States’
slogan for independence: “no taxation without representation” (Carothers & Ottaway, 2005,
p. 41).
In conventional politics, the four factors of material capital (money), power, religion and
ideology can be considered as vital means of governing a population or controlling a society.
After 1981, the advocates of Khomeinism, by bringing these factors under their control, have
been able to establish an Islamic-petro-police state with theocratic, authoritarian, and
paternalistic characteristics. As Khalil Ahmad (quoted in Ayubi, 1996, p. 233) argues,
“petro-dollars” have provided “petro-Islam” or “petro-theocracy” with a safe haven in Iran.
Because of oil revenues, the Islamic regime and its security agencies have become the
nation’s largest employer throughout the country. The excessive demands of large
government-owned sectors and the cost of subsidies for many basic goods including food,
fuel and medicines can only be possible by controlling oil revenue (Shaffer, 2009, pp. 149150). Most of the people become directly or indirectly dependent on the ruling regime for
either their occupational or economic sustenance. According to Tatu Vanhanen (2003, p. 37),
although national wealth can be instrumental in economic reform and democratisation, in the
case of oil-rentier states such as Iran, ”where capital and power are highly concentrated… it
is extremely difficult to carry out such reforms”. Furthermore, overdependence upon oil
revenue has, in practice, hampered any long-term plans for economic restructuring and
development (Cavendish, 2006a, p. 559).
John Bacher (2000, pp. 19-22) even relates the lack of democracy in the Islamic states of the
Middle East to oil revenue rather than religion. He argues that while all Islamic oil-producing
states of the Middle East are not free, there are many Islamic countries such as Albania,
Bangladesh, Bosnia and Turkey, which have no oil but are considered semi-democracies by
Freedom House standards. It can be argued that in other Muslim countries without oil
reserves, the level of foreign intervention has been lesser and different. In Iran, the role of
external powers in installing and protecting the petro-rentier regime of the Pahlavi and the
current petro-Islamic regime has been instrumental in preventing the prospect of
democratisation in Iran.
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2.3) Introduction of New Information and Communication Technology
The Islamic regime in Iran have selectively utilised the tangible aspects of modernity, but has
overtly repressed its intangible aspects such as modern ideologies and democracy. The rulers
have confined the application of science and technology to areas that they consider to be
useful for the survival or the success of their regime. These areas include the country’s oil
and gas industries, army and security forces, intelligence agencies, correctional services, and
nuclear energy programs (Shabani, 2005, pp. 142-143).
Over the last two decades, the introduction of new communication technology, in particular,
has significantly improved the way Iranian intellectuals and advocates of democracy operate
and interact inside and outside the country. Since 2003, when the hardliners (headed by the
supreme leader Ali Khamenei) started to close reformist newspapers and other print media,
the trend of using the internet and creating various weblogs has accelerated in Iran. In recent
years, the purchase of internet service, in particular, has become affordable for middle class
Iranians. According to InternetWorldStats - country profile:Iran - (2008), by early 2008 more
than 23 million (32.8 percent) of Iranians were using the internet. It was estimated that
Iranian internet users have over 700,000 weblogs, of which more than 100,000 are active
(Srebeny & Khiabany, 2008). Due to the persistence of harsh repression and censorship by
the regime, these weblogs and social networking websites such as Facebook and Twitter have
created the most attractive and interactive democratic forums for dissident voices. These
online networks also offer an up-to-date archive of Iranians’ views about their country,
culture, religion and the rest of the world. Despite the imposed rule of what Alavi (2005, p.
88) calls “mutant Islamists”, these weblogs demonstrate the extent of passion that exists for
building democracy and improving human rights within the society. They represent the voice
of the young liberal and freedom-seeking segment of the society and stand as an agent for
building public opinion and the intellectual base for socio-political change. These weblogs,
further, provide an alternative source of reference for Iran’s recent history. Since 2005, when
the ultra-conservative President, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, came to power, the regime has
repeatedly targeted the bloggers to suppress free expression. These repressive measures have
been accelerated since the rise of the “Green Movement” after the 2009 presidential election
(Kamrava, 2011, p. 168).
The excessive official control and censorship of the press have also encouraged the majority
of Iranians to divert their attention towards external sources of information. In addition to the
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internet, satellite TV and mobile phones have also become the most desired and growing
mediums of communication among dissident Iranians. Television, for instance, stands as a
popular source of both information and entertainment in Iran and TV viewers count for more
than 80 percent of the population ("Country Profile: Iran" 2008). Despite a legal ban on
owning satellite dishes and also the blocking of many opposition TV programs, it is estimated
that more than four (out of 70) million Iranians are using dishes to watch satellite TV
channels. As Negar (quoted in Sanati, 2006), a student of medicine at Tehran University says
“we have no private television or radio stations (in Iran). All we know is what the
government decides is good for us. It's natural that people will be attracted to other voices.”
There are several TV channels run by opposition groups in exile (from republicans to
monarchists) whose programs play an important role in publicising opposing views and news
from inside and outside the country.
Another case of introduction of new technology that has seen growing popularity in Iran is
the widespread use of mobile phones with video clips, voice and text messaging. These new
means of communication give Iranian users a more individual space for building public
awareness and political protest. For instance, one of the text messages that widely circulated
during the 2004 parliamentary elections was, “We will not take part in the funeral for
freedom” (Beeman, 2005, p. 186). During the popular protests of the “Green Movement”,
following the disputes over the 2009 presidential election results, numerous video clips were
recorded by mobile phone cameras. One of these clips showed a young female protester,
Neda Agha Sultan, being shot dead by a member of the militant Basij unit ("RIP NEDA",
2009). Circulating and broadcasting such clips in popular media and on TVs and websites
such as YouTube altered the public image of the regime across the world. These new means
of communication and information have made it almost impossible for the regime to rule the
society behind closed doors. The widespread use of these means of information and
communication by the advocates of democracy in the “Green Movement”, has demonstrated
the effectiveness of cyber-resistance - rather than “cyber-war” as it has been termed by
Benjamin Joffe-Walt (2010) - in promoting democratisation in Iran.
Conclusion
This chapter discusses the impacts of the dominant traditional and modern tangible factors on
Iran’s politics and prospect of democratisation from past to present. The findings indicate that
these tangible factors (geography, climate, qanats, oil, and application of new technology)
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have contributed to Iran’s distinct political tradition. The invention of the qanat in Iran
plateau, for instance, has not only enabled the survival of the local people in the face of
climatic change, but also has played a vital role in the success of the ancient Persian
civilisation. It is further illustrated that the introduction of qanats was a revolutionary turning
point from which the local people have learnt to adapt certain levels of climatic changes and
environmental limits through technological progress. Different from the contribution of
qanats to the success of ancient Persia, the discovery of oil has rendered negative effects on
the prospect of democratisation in modern Iran. During the last century, the state of oil has
been a source of foreign intervention and underwriting dictatorship in the country.
The significance of these tangible factors, however, has shifted over time. For instance,
although geographical landmarks played a crucial role in preserving Iran’s ethnic and cultural
diversity in the past, they have lost their effectiveness in providing resistance bases in modern
time. Under the current Islamic regime, the contradiction between the traditional system of
governance and the challenges of modern life has produced paradoxical outcomes. Under this
religious regime, changes merely in tangible factors, such as in oil prices or the state of
economy do not necessarily convey a prospect of democratisation. The regime, in spite of
selectively obtaining some tangible aspects of modernity, has decisively prevented the
application of modern intangible factors, especially in areas of modernity, human rights and
democracy. Therefore, despite providing some level of access to modern science and
technology, the ruling system has in many respects – namely culturally, socially and
politically - remained traditional and closed.
The introduction of new information and communication technology, namely the internet,
mobile phones and satellite TV, has radically affected Iranians' awareness and quest for
political oppeness and democratisation. They have significantly improved the quality, extent
and speed of interaction and influence of Iranian intellectuals and opposition groups to the
wider Iranian public. Through these new means of information, they have effectively
publicised opposition news, views and activities that, in turn, have accelerated the prospect of
democratic change within the society. The next chapter is dedicated to discussing the
significance of traditional intangible factors in Iran’s intellectual and political transformations
from past to present.
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CHAPTER FOUR
The Dominant Traditional Intangible Factors (1):
Tribes and Ethnic Groups in Iran from Past to Present

Diversity in the world is a basic characteristic of human society, and also the key condition
for a lively and dynamic world as we see today.
Jinato Hu (quoted in Herath, 2012, p. 188)
Introduction
The foundation of this thesis is based on an inclusive theoretical framework that attempts to
take into account the significance of both tangible and intangible factors on the history of
human intellectual and civilisational developments. While the last chapter discussed the
significance of prominent tangible factors, this chapter focuses on the most fundamental
intangible factors namely tribal and ethnic diversity (the Fars, the Kurds, the Turks, the
Arabs, the Baluchis, and the Turkmen etc.) on Iran’s intellectual and political transformations
from past to present; it sketches the current state of ethnic minorities under the Islamic
regime, and finally, it discusses the state of ethnics' issues and demands in the contemporary
intellectual debates on democratisation.
Overall, ethnicity in Iran has gone through six distinctive phases during the country's long
history. They include (1) an early stage of tribal/ethnic dominance and ethnocentric city-state
civilisations after the Agricultural Revolution, which happened approximately 10,000 years
ago in the region (2) the maintenance of ethnic diversity through self-autonomous territories
under the Persian Empires from the Achaemanids to the end of Sasanids' empires (550 BC 651 AD) (3) cultural assimilation under the Arab-Islamic Caliphs' occupation under
Islamisation and Arabisation programs (7th - 8th centuries AD), (4) ethnic power rivalries
and conflicts after the Mongol invasion (1219-1221), (5) the establishment of centralised
nation-state system and the consequent rise of ethnic minorities’ resistance in modern Iran
under the Pahlavis (1921 -1979), and (6) growing demands and resistance for democratisation
and federalism since the Islamic Revolution in 1979.
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The analysis provided in this chapter demonstrates that tangible factors such as geography
and climate, economy of qanats, foreign invasions and interventions, and the discovery of oil
have critically contributed to the state of Iran's ethnic profile. This thesis asserts that: (1)
partly due to the multi-ethnic (and multi-religious) character of the society, Iranian
intellectuals have always been varied in their intellectual and political orientations; (2) the
country's ethnic diversity has also been a key factor in resisting any type of cultural
assimilation, religious unification or political centralisation programs. This chapter proposes
that this multi-ethnic feature of the society can be effectively and constructively
accommodated through proceeding with a non-violent civil resistance strategy for
establishing a federal democratic system.
Sources of Iran’s Ethnic Diversity
Ethnic diversity has been a founding feature of Iranian society from ancient times. This
character differs Iran from its neighbouring (Arabic and Turkish) societies (Stewart, 2008,
pp. 30-31). According to David Menashri:
Iran has always been a multicultural society, divided into a number of
ethnic minorities inhabiting mainly the peripheral areas; Azeri Turks
in the northwest, Kurds in the west, Arabs in the southwest, Baluchis
in the southeast, and Turkomans in the northeast. About half of Iran’s
population is made up of [ethnic and religious] minority groups.
(1999, p. 113)
Several tangible and intangible factors have contributed to the foundation and continuation of
this feature throughout history. They include: (1) the settlement of various ethnic groups
during the period of optimal climatic condition in the region, (2) the economy of qanats, (3)
Persian religious tradition, (4) the legacy of Cyrus the Great and Persian empires, (5) foreign
wars and invasions, and (6) migration. These factors are explained in more detail bellow.
The earliest contributing factor in Iran’s ethnic diversity was geography and climate. With the
first climatic change, tribal hunter-gatherers groups began to occupy almost every habitable
corner of the Middle East. During the optimal climatic condition of the region, Iran’s plateau
became a favoured destination for tribal wanderers who entered the area from every direction
(Claiborne, 1970, p. 324). The ancient nomadic clans and tribes bound up together by blood,
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shared land, sources of water, custom and language. Tribal systems dominated the region in
antiquity from the early hunter-gatherer tribes until the Agricultural Revolution in the Middle
East around 10,000 to 12,000 years ago (Adler & Pouwels, 2007, pp. 5-11). After the
Agricultural Revolution, the region witnessed the rise of the ethnocentric city-state
civilizations within the vicinity of the Fertile Crescent, from the valley of the Nile in Egypt
and the Mesopotamians in southern Iraq to the Jiroft civilization in Iran (Goudie, 2006, p.
14). Ethnocentric city-state systems dominated the region for more than almost five
millennia, from the ancient cities of Eridu (ca. 5400 B.C.), Uruk (ca. 4000-2000 B.C.), Ur
(ca. 2100 B.C.), and Akkad (2400 – 2200 B.C.) until the more advanced cities of Babylon,
Nineveh and Susa (ca. 500 B.C.).
Archaeological findings confirm the existence of civilization on Iran's plateau dating back to
8000 B.C. or earlier (Nazmi-Afshar, 2006). The Kassite people settled in the area about 6000
B.C. and then the Guti and the Lullubi invaded Elam and Babylon around 3000 B.C. (Frye,
1984, p. 46). Under the ancient ethnocentric systems, as David Wippman (1998, p. 76) puts
it, “land [was] tied to blood, because it [was] both the land of one’s ancestors and the land of
one’s descendants”. Thus, the victory or dominance of a particular ethnic group, in most
cases, was achieved through ethnic cleansing or the subjugation of the defeated ethnic
groups. With the next climatic change (3000 – 1000 B.C.), the drier weather condition
increased the levels of pressures and conflicts among the region's ethnocentric civilisations.
In the face of this climatic change, many of these ethnic-based city-states entered into a cycle
of self-destructive wars, in which they burnt each other’s cities to the ground. Unlike the
small tribal insurgencies of the past, heavy-handed ethnic armies of this period used to
destroy all signs of different ethnic civil life in their way (Pollack, 2004, p. 5). An example of
these tragic wars is expressed in this Sumerian poem about the city of Ur:
Ur is destroyed, bitter is its lament. The country’s blood now fills its
holes like hot bronze in a mould. Bodies dissolve like fat in the sun.
Our temple is destroyed; the gods have abandoned us, like migrating
birds. Smoke lies on our city like a shroud. (quoted in Spielvogel,
2008, p. 9)
During this epoch of history, Iran became a patchwork of ethnic and tribal groupings, “all of
whom seemed to find constant reasons for conflict with their neighbours” (Pollack, 2004, p.
4). It was during this era that the two Indo-European Aryan groups (the Medes and the
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Persians) migrated to the region from the north and came into contact with native ethnic
groups such as the Elamites, the Assyrians and the Babylonians (Pollack, 2004, p. 5). Recent
archaeological excavations have revealed that ethnocentric states existed on the Iranian
plateau from the time of the Jiroft 43 (Sadigh, 2006 ) and the Shahr-e-Sukhteh44 up to the
Elamites’45 and the Medes46 civilisations (Majidzadeh, 2007).
The next contributing tangible factor to the ethnic mix of the Persian Plateau was economy of
qanat, which was invented after the latest climatic change in the region. People from diverse
ethnic and religious backgrounds were sometimes needed to work and live together in the
same qanat. The destruction of any qanat could deprive the local villagers of their livelihood.
The delicate nature of the qanats could only survive via cooperation, a skilled workforce,
coexistence and collective ownership. Building, maintaining and securing the fragile
economy of qanats encouraged tolerance and specialisation. These obligations encouraged
more interaction and integration within different ethnic groups. (Keddie & Richard, 2006, pp.
39-40)
The communal and fragile lifestyle of the qanat economy induced cooperation and
maintaining security that necessitated establishing central authority. This transition in the
society's economy and lifestyle provided the foundation for the rise of Zoroastrianism and the
Persians’ early kingdom systems under which religious tolerance and cultural diversity were
maintained (Binder, 1962, p. 169). A combination of these factors led to the rise of Cyrus the
Great who, without attempting "linguistic, cultural, or religious unification”, established the
first modern world multicultural empire of the Achaemenids (Butler & Cheng, 1997, p. 113).

43

The Jiroft civilisation is claimed to be the earliest known oriental civilisation during early Bronze Age (late
3rd millennium B.C.). It is located in what is now Iran's Sistan and Kerman provinces (Majidzadeh, 2007).
44

Shahr-e Sookhteh (meaning "Burnt City") is the archaeological site of a sizable urban settlement, associated
with the Jiroft civilisation and located in Sistan and Baluchistan province, in the southeastern part of Iran, on the
bank of the Helmand River, near the Zahedan-Zabol road (Christensen, 1993, p. 225).
45

Elam (c.3200 – 539 B.C.) was an ancient civilization centred in the far west and the southwest of modern-day
Iran. Elam was part of the early urbanisation during the Chalcolithic period. The Old Elamite period (Middle
Bronze Age) centered in Anshan, and from the mid-2nd millennium B.C., it was centered in Susa in the
Khuzestan lowlands (Potts, 1999, pp. 1-9).
46

The Medes were ancient Iranian people (known as the ancestors of the Kurds) who lived in the northwestern
portions of present-day Iran. They entered this region with the first wave of Aryan tribes, in the late second
millennium B.C. By the 6th century B.C., after defeating the Neo-Assyrians and the Babylonians, the Medes
established their empire, which lasted for about sixty years (Boardman, 2002, pp. 6-11).
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Considering the political environment in which Cyrus the Great came to power can be
instrumental to apprehend the significance of his achievements. In 647 B.C., the Assyrian
king, Ashurbanipal47, after defeating the Elamites and destroying their capital city of Susa
(Shush), in the Battle of Ulai, declared: “I levelled the whole of Elam and sowed salt on their
lands” (Boardman, 1924, p. 59). The Aryans took advantage of these conflicts to defeat their
common rivals. The two main Aryan factions of the Medes (the ancestors of the Kurds) and
the Pars (Persians) were united in a treaty. This enabled the Medians (728-550 B.C.) to defeat
the Assyrians and destroy their capital of Nineveh in 612 B.C. (Burke, Elliot, & Mohammadi,
2004, p. 25).
It was in this political climate that Cyrus led a rebellion against the Median king, Astyages
(his wife's grandfather), and after capturing the Median capital city, Ekbatan (modern
Hamadan) he consolidated a Persian/Median coalition. Then, after Babylon fell into his hands
without resistance, he extended the coalition to the Babylonians (Boardman, 2002, pp. 3738). In contrast to the previous pattern of destroying other ethnic cities and civility, Cyrus
proclaimed on his coronation day in Babylon on October 29, 535 B.C:
…with the help of (Ahura) Mazda, I announce that I will respect the
traditions, customs and religions of the nations of my empire and
never let any of my governors and subordinates look down on or
insult them until I am alive... Today, I announce that everyone is free
to choose a religion. People are free to live in all religions…provided
that they never violate other's rights… I prevent slavery and my
governors and subordinates are obliged to prohibit exchanging men
and women as slaves within their own ruling domains. Such a
tradition should be exterminated the world over…(CAIS, 2009) 48
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Ashurbanipal (b. 685 B.C. – d. 627 B.C.) (reigned 668 – ca. 627 B.C.) was the last great king of
ancient Assyria. He is regarded as one of the few kings in antiquity who could read and write. Under his rule
Assyrian sculpture reached its apogee. He built a magnificent palace and the world first library at Nineveh.
(Healy & McBride, 1992, p. 54)
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The charter of Cyrus the Great, in a baked-clay cuneiform cylinder, was discovered in 1878 during the
excavation of the site of Babylon. It is now kept in the British Museum and is considered to be one of the
world’s most precious historical records (CAIS, 2009).
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Similar to Zoroaster’s influence on world religion, Cyrus rendered the same contribution to
world politics. His political performance was so influential in ancient times that the Greek
historian, Xenophon, in his Cyropaedia recommended the system of education and
management of Persian monarchy to his countrymen (St. John, 1844, p. 269). His
administrative achievements of ruling the world’s first modern multi-ethnic, multi-religious
and multi-city empire, and issuing the declaration, which has been recognised as the first
declaration of human rights49 - especially at a time when ethnocentric city-states were the
dominant mode of politics from Athens to Babylon - has made him among the most
influential political leaders in human history (Fischer, 2004, pp. 3-4). Because of him, the
ideal Persian society (Arman-Shahr) has always been a city with a “God enlightened just
king” (Shariyar-e Dadgar with Farr-e-Eizadi). According to the well-known Iranologist,
Professor Ehsan Yarshater (2009):
The Persians themselves called him their father (Herodotus, 3.89).
The priests of Babylon recognized him as the appointed of Marduk
and the Jews as a messiah sent by Yahweh. Even the Greeks
considered him a great conqueror and a wise statesman (e.g., Plato,
Laws 3.694A-D); Xenophon, in his Cyropaedia, portrayed him as an
ideal ruler (Avery, pp. 529-31; Hirsch, pp. 84-86).
Cyrus’s code of conduct and ethical governance was far ahead of his time, and his principles
have remained among the most cherished tenets of democratic governance (Eberly, 2005, p.
98). Because of Cyrus, celebrating ethnic diversity, religious freedom and political
decentralisation have become among the contributing prinicples of the Achaemenids’
governance (550 – 330 B.C.) to world politics50 (Wilber, 1963, p. 21). Josef Wiesehofer
(2001, p. 59) proposes that:
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In 1971, the United Nations published translations of the Cyrus cylinder in all official U.N. languages. In
1992, the UN Assembly officially recognised Cyrus’ mandate as the first declaration of human rights issued by
a ruler in history (Ghasemi, 2009). It predates the British Magna Carta (1215 A.D), the U.S. ‘Bill of Rights’
(1776), and the French Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen (1789) by more than a millennium
(Hunter & Malik, 2005, p. 8).
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Among ancient Persia’s major contributions to the worlds’ civilisation are the introduction of qanats, the
religious impacts of Mithraism and Zoroastrianism on the world major religions namely Christianity and Islam,
the administrative experience of ruling the first world-empire and the tradition of ethnic diversity.
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In the Achaemenids Empire, local autonomy and decentralisation of
jurisdictions led to stabilising rather than undermining the system,
especially since both proceeded under constant and solid supervision
from the centre. At no time was the great king’s empire a ‘colossus
with feet of clay’.
Politically, with the rise of the Achaemenids around the fifth century B.C., as the first multiethnic, multi-religious and multi-city world empire, the dominance of ethnocentric systems in
the region came to its approximate end (Farrokh, 2007, p. 47). Under the Achaemenids,
ethnic minorities had a considerable level of administrative, cultural, religious and linguistic
autonomy (Craig et al., 2002, p. 121). According to Chapin Metz (1989, p.7), the
administrative units of the Persian empires were organised as geographical units called
Satrapy. These Satrapies (today known as states - Ostans in Farsi - such as Kurdistan,
Baluchistan, Turkmenistan, Afghanistan, Uzbekistan, etc.) were autonomous ethnic states
ruled by the satraps or local kings (Shah) who were subordinate to the King of the Kings
(Shahanshah). According to Abbas Milani (2004, p. 16), because of this tradition, cultural
diversity stands as “the key defining characteristics of the Persian spirit and a clue to its
historic longevity”. This legacy has been a powerful source of inspiration that has established
Iran, from its very inception, as a multicultural society (Farrokh, 2007, p. 8). The
Achaemenids celebrated some cultural and political principles by virtue of religious
tolerance, ethnic diversity and political decentralisation, which have become known as the
tenets of human rights, multiculturalism and federalism in advanced democracies of the
modern era (Curtis, et al., 2005, pp. 153-155). After the Achaemenids, two pre-Islamic
Persian royal dynasties of the Parthians (250 B.C.–224 AD) and the Sasanids (224-633 AD),
claimed adherence to this legacy (Farmer, 1986, p. 188). Even the Sasanids, despite some
cases of religious intolerance, maintained the country’s multi-ethnic tradition via autonomous
states (Mamalek-e-Mahrooseh) (Pourshariati, 2008, p. 54). This legacy has since become one
of the sources of resistance against ethnic/religious unification or discriminations and
political centralisation (Ashraf, 2012, p. 33). Even today, it highly appeals to the prospect of
democratisation in Iran. In recent years, Cyrus’s legacy of maintaining ethnic and religious
diversity has been widely debated in Iran.
In addition to the above mentioned factors, ancient Persia lived through several foreign wars
and invasions, which affected the ethnic mix of the society. The early period of religious
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tolerance in Persia, similar to Greek’s ancient democracy, lasted only for a short period. The
successors of the Achaemenids, despite preserving the tradition of tribal/ethnic diversity,
failed to tolerate religious freedom. They either pursued foreign expansionism or, like the
Sasanids, identified their empire with an official religion to establish a more centralised
political system. As a result, the country was engulfed in cycles of internal ethno-religious
conflicts that made it susceptible to foreign wars and invasions. Each invasion added a new
ethnic group to its population. Iran was invaded by the Greeks (331-221 B.C.), the Arabs
(651–873 A.D.), the Mongols (1220–1335 A.D.), and several Turkic Il-khanate warlords (14th
century). These invasions, according to Ali Gheissari (1998, p. 99), have weakened “the
Iranian collective spirit”. For instance, in 334 B.C. when Alexander of Macedon married an
Iranian girl (Roxana, or Roshanak) he ordered his commanders and 10,000 of his solders to
marry Iranian women (Metz, 1989, p. 9).
The Arab-Islamic occupation of Iran, in particular, rendered remarkable effects on Iranian
unity, identity, language, culture and socio-political tradition, both positively and negatively.
As Elton (2001, p. 64) puts it:
There was certainly nothing new about Iran being enriched by the
other cultural traditions of the Near East, and the Arab invasion, not
unlike the earlier Greek or Assyrian invasions, served as much as a
creative stimulus as a destructive calamity.
The first stage of the Arab-Islamic conquest was accomplished by slaughter, enslavement,
looting and destruction. After the time of the Prophet and his four succeeding caliphs,
Arabian tribal traditions re-emerged in the Islamic world. Under the Umayyads, assimilation
programs of Arabisation, Islamisation, enslavement and tribalism were pursued and thus
Iran’s multicultural tradition was abandoned. This was pursued through the imposition of
various forms of restrictions on non-Arabs and non-Muslims in Iran. There were no limits to
the forceful conversion and humiliation. Iranians were treated as booty (Mawalis) Ajams and
were forced to abandon their own religion, culture and language (Mirfartoos, 2001).
During this period, many advanced cities with sophisticated libraries and schools, such as
Nishabour and Marv in Khorasan, were razed to the ground. In 709 AD, when Umayyad
Commander Qutaibah-ibn-Muslim attacked Khorasan and Khawrazm, he killed all the local
scholars, and their books and libraries were destroyed. According to Abo-Rayhan-e-Birooni,
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a well-known Iranian philosopher, after that attack “the scholarly heritage of the people of
Khorasan and Khawrazm was forgotten … people of Khawrazm were left uneducated so that
for their everyday vital needs they had to refer to their memories” (Mirfartoos, 2006, p. 1). In
another count:
… Qutaiba-ibn-Muslim thrice forced citizens of Bukhara to convert to
Islam, but they repeatedly apostatized and became infidels [remained
in their own religion]. The fourth time he seized the city and
established Islam there after much difficulty…Qutaiba ordered people
of Bukhara to give one half of their homes to the Arabs. He built
mosques and eradicated traces of unbelief [non-Muslims]. He built a
grand mosque and ordered the people to perform the Friday prays
there. That place had been a temple (quoted in Price, 2001b, p. 1).
Mass-audi, another historian who visited the city of Istakhr in the ninth century, describes
how the once magnificent city with its temple complex and massive library was laid waste
and deserted. Some 40,000 local people, including most of the noble and learned families,
had died because of defending the city and resisting the Arab conquest (Price, 2001b). The
Arab-Muslim commanders forced newly-converted males to undergo mass circumcision to
ensure they had truly become Muslims. Once, the Arab governor of Sogdia discovered 7000
males reconverting to Zoroastrianism, after circumcision was imposed on them. Tabari, a
well-known historian, records that Arab tax collectors were mistreating Zoroastrians in the
eighth century by tearing off their sacred girdle in public and hanging it around their necks in
ridicule (Price, 2001b). These courses of conduct were considered instrumental in
maintaining and securing the caliphs’ rule in Iran (Armajani, 1972, p. 60). Another way of
securing their dominance was through Arab settlement. According to Marvin Lapidus (2002,
p. 40):
...at Isfahan, Marv, Nishapur and Balkh, the Arab garrisons were
settled in villages and rapidly became landowners or peasants. Of the
50,000 families initially settled in Marv in 670, only 15,000 were still
in active military service by 730 A.D.
These forced assimilation measures, however, despite being successful in making Islam the
dominant religion in Iran, failed to abandon Iranians culture and language. Under the
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Umayyad dynasty, the use of Middle Persian writing in Pahlavi script was banned. This
forceful replacement of Pahlavi by the Arabic language separated Iranians from their past
even further. In response, some Iranian scholars such as Ibn Mugaffa51 (720-756) and Ibn
Khudadbih (820-912) attempted to save some of the pre-Islamic Persian literature by
translating Pahlavi books into Arabic. Ibn Muqaffa, who was a Zoroastrian apostate, provided
the Arab-Islamic literature with some of its most celebrated works. He translated important
works such as the Kalila wa Dimna52 and the Khudai-nama from Middle Persian into Arabic.
In his works, there were also references to Pahlavi literature such as the Jamasp-namah and
Zarthusht-namah (Khanbaghi, 2006, p. 31). Then, a new generation of Persian scholars with
figures such as Abo-Rayhan-e-Biruni53, Roudaki54, and Firdowsi, began to resist this
Arabisation program by reinvigorating the distinct Iranian identity and culture by means of
language. Firdawsi, for instance, translated the Khudai-nama into modern Persian and titled it
Shahnameh55 to preserve this record of Persian ancient history. This movement played a key
role in the revival of the Persian language and the subsequent flourishing of modern Persian
literature, art and philosophy. Through the next stage, noble poets such as Omar Khayyam,
Sa'adi, Hafiz, Attar and Mawlawi (Mawlana) made the Farsi language a vital instrument for
distinguishing Persian culture from Arab and Mongol influence. As a result, Iran has become
one of the rare Muslim societies in the region that preserved its language and culture after
Arab-Islamic occupation; while by contrast, other civilisations under the Arab-Islamic
caliphs, such as the Egyptians, Syrians, Assyrians and Babylonians, have lost many aspects
of their identity, notably their language, religion and culture (Elton, 2001, p. 64).
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Abdellah Ibn Mogaffa (Persian Rouzbeh) (760 -796) a prominent writer and translator of many Middle
Persian texts to Arabic language among them Kalīlah wa Dimnah, Tajnameh Anushirvan, Aa-in-nameh (code of
Conduct), Sokhanvari (public speech). He was murdered by order of the Abbasids Caliph Mansour Davanigi.
52

Ibn al-Moqaffa’s Kalīla wa Demna is the Arabic translation of the Pahlavi version of an animal story written
in Sanskrit, called The Fables of Bidpai (Danner, 2009).
53

Five hundred years before the Renaissance, Abu Rayhan al-Biruni (973 – 1048), Persian Muslim polymath of
the 11th century, made experiments and discoveries as significant and diverse as those of Leonardo da
Vinci or Galileo. He wrote numerous books in both Arabic and Persian (Bosworth & Asimov, 2003, p. 308).
54

Abdullah Jafar Ibn Mohammad Rudaki (859-c.941) was a Persian poet, and the first great literary genius of
modern Persian language, who composed poems in the "New Persian" Perso-Arabic alphabet script. Rudaki is
considered a founder of Persian classical literature (Tabatabai, 2010, pp. 1-4).
55

Shahnameh is regarded as a cultural icon and one of the most important works in Persian literature.
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However, the Arab-Islamic occupation and their assimilation programs became the source of
destructive conflicts between diverse tribes, ethnic and religious groups in Iran. Ali
Mirfartoos (2006) believes that the post-Islamic tribal/ethnic clashes were chiefly the legacy
of Arab invasions. After the Umayyads, the early Abbasids caliphs, who were thankful to the
support they received from Persians in Khorasan to overthrow the Umayyad dynasty,
appointed several Persians as their viziers. Before long, however, distrust rose against the
Persians, and the caliphs began to employ Turkic slaves and prisoners in their army. The
Abbasid Caliph al-Mutasim Ibn Harun brought 3,000 Turkic captured prisoners of war to
Baghdad as his personal guard (Gordon, 2001). Ali Mirfartoos (2001) argues that by the ninth
century, when the power of Arab caliphs declined in Iran, the Abbasid caliphs, Motavakkel
(847–861) in particular, dismissed his high-ranking Persian commanders and replaced them
with mainly Turkish tribal warlords. This undertaking led to the rise of Turkish commanders
in the Abbasids court and paved the way for the triumph of the Turkish dynasties (the
Mamluk, the Seljuks and the Ottoman empires). Accordingly, the end of Arab-Islamic
occupation in Iran also witnessed the rise of subsequent Turkish dynasties. During the
interval between the post-Arab occupation and the arrival of the Mongols, between the ninth
and twelfth centuries, Iran was torn between numerous tribal, mainly strong Turkic Muslim
warlords, who operated as independent vassals of the caliphs. Among them, the Turkic tribal
Ilkhanates of Samanids (874-999 CE), the Ghaznavids (962-1186 CE), the Seljuks (10381153 CE) and the Khawarezmids (1053-1219 CE), ruled Iran for nearly four centuries.
Greatest among them was the Seljuk Turks, who dominated Iran until the Mongols’ invasion
in the twelfth century.
The decline of the Abbasids allowed Iranians to assert some degree of independence. This
period also witnessed the rise of other non-Turkic local independent dynasties in the eastern
parts of Iran. Among them, the Tahirians (821-873 CE) in Khorasan, the Saffarians in Sistan
and Bluchistan, (868-908 CE), and the Aal-e Ziar (928-1077 CE) claimed independence from
the Abbasid caliphs. From this group, the Aal-e Booye (932-1055 CE) that established in
Gylan and Mazandaran succeeded capturing Baghdad in 945 CE. Most of these dynasties had
their roots from the former self-autonomous ethnic dynasties of the Persian empires that
started acquiring their self-assertion and even independence towards the end of the Abbasid
era. (Price, 2001a)
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By the twelfth century, the Mongols’ invasion became yet another catastrophic disaster with
huge impacts on Iran’s ethnic feature. The Mongols committed, in many cases, permanent
damage on their way. Initially, they slaughtered the whole population including women and
children. They destroyed the fragile underground water system of qanats and exterminated
many Iranian males so that the topography and demography of Iran’s five biggest northeastern provinces were radically changed (Goodman, 1996, p. 429). After Genghis Khan (ca.
1162 – 1227), his grandson Hulagu Khan (ca. 1217 – 1265) extended these conquests further
west and captured Baghdad in 1258. A second wave of attacks followed under Tamerlane (or
Timur-e Lang) in the fourteenth century, which caused the bloodiest destruction in the great
cities of Isfahan and Shiraz. Many stories have been told about Tamerlane’s building of skulltowers in these two cities out of the severed heads of war captives. Due to his passion for the
arts, crafts and architecture, however, skilled artisans were the only people who survived this
slaughter. This dynasty failed to unify Iran and thus two other tribal Turcoman Khanates, the
Kara-Koyunlu, or ‘Black Sheep’ (1275-1468), and the Ak-Koyunlu, or ‘White Sheep’ (14341514) also came to power in Iran (Mirfartoos, 2006).
Overall, in the post-Islamic era, tribal, mainly Turkic, ilkhanates ruled Iran for almost nine
centuries from the Samanids (819-999) to the Qajars (1781–1925) (Mirfartoos, 2006).
According to Ali Mirfartoos, more than ninety percent of these dynasties were Turkic tribal
herdsmen from the mountainous areas whose intellectual acuity was far less than that of those
living in agricultural cities. These tribal warlords, after capturing cities, would kill many
scholars and destroy many civil institutions, including schools and libraries, even sometimes
using them as stables for their horses. (Mirfartoos, 2006) Their rule was based on an arbitrary
type of self-autonomous system in which the local tribal khanates were the most powerful
groups.
Mirfartoos believes that because of several foreign invasions and continuous internal
tribal/ethnic conflicts, the history of post-Islamic Iran is a collection of disconnection and
discontinuation. The collapse of each dynasty brought further devolution for Iranians,
disconnecting the society from its past, and pressing the remaining people to rebuild
everything from the beginning again. These perpetual cycles of discontinuity resulted in
several major breakdowns and partitions in the society’s intellectual tradition. Mirfartoos
(2006) argues that these cycles of internal ethno-religious conflicts yielded a state of
‘cyclical’ rather than ‘historical’ conditions in Iran. He terms this pattern of political rivalries
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and conflicts between tribal/ethnic groups versus religious elites in this phase of Iran’s
history as the state of precedence of “il-ha wa a'l-ha”(tribalism vs. elitism) (Mirfartoos,
2006). This pattern of cyclical breakdown and change not only suspended the society’s
intellectual and political development, but also paved the way for further ethnic and religious
conflicts, which made the society more vulnerable to foreign interferences and influences.
Ethnic Issues in Modern Iran
Explaining the historical background of Iran's ethnic diversity, so far, has provided the basis
for perceiving the sources and consequences of ethnic diversity in the past. The following
assessment will demonstrate how transformation in various factors in modern time has
affected the society's ethnic character. Contrary to David Levinson’s argument (1996, p.
xxxvii) which regards the Middle Eastern societies as an “ethnic mosaic”, Iran’s ethnicity
does not reflect such a clear-cut division. Iranian ethnic groups, despite their geographical,
linguistic and religious differences, share a long history of cultural heritage and social
integration that predates their ideological or religious (Islamic) affiliations. For most of Iran’s
history, this feature of the society has been preserved by upholding a high level of selfautonomy among local ethnic groups.
Iranian ethnic groups vary in terms of origin, number, strength and their political significance
(Menashri, 1999, p. 114). Correspondingly, six distinct features of modern Iran include:
1) The society is a multilingual nation in which the first language of nearly 50 percent of its
population differs from the official language, Farsi. Other languages include Arabic, Kurdish,
Luri, Armenian, Assyrian, Azeri (or Turkish), Baluchi, Gilaki, Mazendarani, Qashqa'i and
Turkmen (Raymond, 2005). (See Appendix 5, p: 317)
2) Besides Israel, Iran has one of the most ethnically diversified populations in the region
(Raymond, 2005). Compared to the United States, Iran, in spite of having a lower number of
ethnic groups, has a higher percentage of ethnic mix across the country. According to the
Ethnologue country index, where index 0.0 refers to a uniform population and 1.0 refers to an
equally mixed ethnic background, the diversity index of Iran is estimated to be 0.71, while for
the US is 0.35 (Raymond, 2005).
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3) A distinct language and religion can create a burden among Iranian ethnic groups. The
Persians, who are mostly Shi’a Muslim, are mainly concentrated in the central provinces of
Tehran, Isfahan, Fars, Khorasan, Kerman, and Yazd, while most of the other ethnic groups,
who are predominantly Sunnis, live in the peripheral provinces (ICS, 2001). The prominent
Iranian ethnicities are the Azeris (Turks) concentrated in Azerbaijan, the Kurds in Kurdistan,
the Baluchis in Baluchistan, the Arabs in Khuzestan, the Turkmans in Golistan and the Lurs
in Lurestan. This means that unlike the modern multiethnic migrant societies of Australia or
the United States, whose people, with different background, are integrated and spread across
the country, Iranian ethnic groups, despite internal migration and integration over centuries,
hold the majority in certain provinces.
4) There are also a number of tribes and clans among Iran’s ethnic groups. According to the
1987 census, Iranian ethnic groups were spread across 96 tribes with some 547 independent
clans. The Turkish speaking Qashqaie tribe and the Lurs of Bakhtiyari are the two major and
most well known tribes in the south and south-west of the country (Raymond, 2005).
5) As Iranian ethnic groups are mainly concentrated in the peripheral areas, they have
historical relations with their fellow ethnic groups across the border. For example, the Azeris
have close ties with the people of the Republic of Azerbaijan; Kurds share borders with the
Kurdish people of Iraq and Turkey; Arabs live next to the Arab-Gulf states; the Baluchis in
the south-east of Iran border Pakistan and Afghanistan; and the Turkmen share a border with
Turkmenistan (Menashri, 1999, pp. 114-115). This feature provides potential opportunities as
well as risks for cross border influence and intervention.
6) Iranian ethnic groups have commonly suffered from similar issues of economic, social and
cultural deprivation and political discrimination in modern Iran (Menashri, 1999, p. 114).
They have almost been subjected to discriminatory treatment, because of their different
language and religion, under the predominantly Persian and Shiite rulers (Menashri, 1999, pp.
140-142). These burdens have been the source of continual internal ethno-religious
discontents which have left the society susceptible to internal sectarian conflicts as well as
foreign and cross-border intervention. As a result, relations between ruling states in the centre
and tribal/ethnic groups have been so volatile that almost every significant event that has
influenced the politics of modern Iran has also affected the fate of its ethnic groups. The
following sub-sections provide a more detailed analysis of these events under the three
specific eras of Qajars, Pahlavi, and the Islamic regimes.
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1) Iran’s Ethnicity under the Qajars
The major political events that have affected the state of Iran’s ethnic groups under the Qajar
dynasty were the loss of wars with Russia, colonial powers’ occupation and intervention, the
Constitutional Revolution, the discovery of oil, and the advent of the First World War. The
impacts and consequences of these political events on the ethnic groups can be summarised
as fallow: 1) During this period, tribal chiefs and religious leaders had a much stronger
presence, power and popularity than modern intellectuals and political groups, especially in
the rural and peripheral areas. As a result, the monarch and colonial powers were competing
with each other in manipulating the tribal leaders to further their influence or maintain their
control.
2) It is widely believed that Iran’s modern history began after the loss of two consecutive
wars with Russia (Jami & Khalaji, 2005). These defeats also changed the balance of Iran’s
ethnic mix. According to the two treaties of Golistan (1813) and Turkmanchai (1828) Iran
lost important parts of its richest northern territories to Russia (Jami & Khalaji, 2005). With
this annexation, the people of 13 tribal/ethnic groups - mainly Georgian, Armenian and Azeri
khanates were forced to accept Tsarist Russian citizenship (Atabaki, 2007, p. 36).
3) The Qajars dynasty, in the absence of strong central government and control, gave rise to
internal rivalries between different tribes. This arbitrary rule, especially at time of political
unrest, allowed for incursions and the looting of villages in the northwest of the country.
Such incidents forced tens of thousands of Armenian and Assyrian Christians to migrate to
Russia. According to Nafisi (quoted in Atabaki, 2007, p. 34), during the first half of the
nineteenth century more than 60,000 Armenian Christians left Iran.
4) The next major tangible factor that affected the fate of Iran's ethnicity was the discovery of
oil. The discovery of oil, unlike the discovery of qanats, which contributed to Iran’s ethnic
diversity and the success of ancient Persia, has become a critical source of foreign
intervention, political centralisation and dictatorial rule in modern Iran. The D’Arcy oil
concession for the British in 1901, which was followed by the Russo-Iran commercial
concessions, signalled the start of colonial involvement in Iran's ethnic issues (Marcel &
Mitchell, 2006, p. 16). Following these concessions, both foreign powers started to take
advantage of local ethnic groups as a means of putting pressure on the central government or
pursuing their own interests (Ahmadi, 2008, pp. 29-30). As noted by Nikki Keddie (1980, p.
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212), “to secure their interests in oil, after buying most of the Anglo-Iranian petroleum
company in 1914, both the British government and the D’arcy company started to support
and fund local tribes of Arabs and Bakhtiaris in the south of the country”. This approach led
to the signing of a different treaty with the head of, for instance, Arab tribes Shaikh
Khaz’al56. In exchange for receiving payments, tribal leaders promised to protect the oil areas
and the pipelines. Similarly, in the north, the Soviet Union was dealing with the local
khanates in Kurdistan and Azerbaijan (Forbes, 1996, p. 262).
5) Under foreign occupation, intervention or influence, while intellectual movements – such
as Constitutional Revolution and Republican Movement - were repressed by political coups
(1908, 1921), but regional tribal/ethnic uprisings were encouraged and supported. Moreover,
if ideological rivalries and intellectual activities were only accelerated at the time of political
openness (such as the early years of the Constitutional Revolution), the power rivalries
among tribal leaders in the rural areas were escalated at the time of foreign occupation. For
instance, during the power vacuum between the Two World Wars, the Soviet Union,
encouraged and even supported the annexation of its occupied territories in three major
ethnically concentrated provinces of Kurdistan, Azerbaijan and Gilan (Aqayi & Diba, 2003,
p. 110). Therefore, those externally supported ethnic uprisings used to be pacified as soon as
either foreign occupation ended, an agreement between external powers and the central
government was reached, or a strong central government in Iran was formed.
It is notable that tribal/ethnic groups, as the traditional defence force of the country, played a
crucial role in the success of the (intellectual) constitutionalists in 1909. Following the
Anglo-Russian pact in 1907 - according to which Tsarist Russia and Great Britain divided
Iran into spheres of their influence and as a result, the first constitutional parliament of Iran
was bombarded by Russian Liakhoff’s troops in June 1908 - tribal leaders such as Sardar
As’ad Bakhtiari, Sattar Khan, and Haj Baba Khan-e Ardabili led armed rebellions in support
of the constitutionalists, and recaptured Tehran, in less than two years, in 1909. The problem
of tribal rivalries, however, worsened after 1913 when the leading Khans suddenly ended
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Sheikh Khaz'al Khan ibn Haji Jabir Khan (1863-1936) was the British affiliated ruler of a virtually
autonomous sheikhdom (officially called the Sheikhdom of Mohammerah) in the Khuzestan province
of Iran under Qajar from 1897 to 1925 (Ghani, 2001, p. 335).
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their political role in Tehran and returned to their traditional home-towns (Burke &
Yaghobian, 2005, pp. 112-113).
Between the Constitutional Revolution and the rise of Reza Shah (1911-1925), several
mainly ethnic separatist/nationalist movements began to emerge under British and Russian
occupation and influence. During World War I, in particular, the occupying powers
manipulated ethnic uprisings in many parts of Iran (Burke & Yaghobian, 2005, p. 113). The
constitutionalist rebel leaders such as Sheikh Mohammad Khiabani57 in Azerbaijan, Mirza
Koochek Khan Jangali58 in Gilan, Colonel Mohammad Taqi Khan Passian59 in Khorasan, and
tribal leader Sheikh Khaz-al in Khuzestan, succeeded in establishing autonomous states in
different parts of the country for a short time. These predominantly tribal/ethnic uprisings,
according to Karl Cordell (1999, p. 213), became a source of internal conflicts, foreign
interventions and political chaos towards the end of Qajar’s dynasty.
Following the Constitutional Revolution, a new concept of nation-state, with more emphasis
on nationality and citizenship than ethnic and religious identity, emerged in Iran. This
orientation gave all minorities the opportunity to claim Iranian citizenship. The rulers,
however, depending on their political orientation, pursued different approaches in relation to
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Sheikh Mohammad Khiabani (1880 – 1920) joined the constitution movement and participated in the Tabriz
resistance of 1908. In 1909, he was elected to the second Majles and joined the Democratic Party. From 1917,
he began to re-establish the Tabriz branch of the party. In 1920, he rose against the central government and
declared local autonomy for Azerbayjan, which he renamed Azadestan (land of freedom). He refused to
cooperate with the Jangalis and the communists. He was killed by government forces in 1920. (Kedourie,
Gammer, & Kostiner, 2003, p. 151)
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Mirza Kuchik Khan ‘Jangali’ (1880/1 – 1921) started his political activity in the pro-constitution Anjoman-e
Tollab (Shiite clerical student association) in Rasht. In 1908, he found refuge in Baku, from where he returned
to join the pro-constitution forces. Wounded in 1910, he was treated in Baku and returned in 1911 to Tehran.
After the outbreak of the First World War, he found the Jangali movement and led guerrilla warfare against
Russian and British troops. In 1920, he formed an alliance with the communists and established the ‘Soviet
Socialist Republic of Iran”. After being abandoned by the Soviets in 1921, he was defeated, captured and
decapitated by the forces of Reza Khan. (Kedourie et al., 2003, p. 151)
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Mohammad Taqi Khan Pasyan became commander of Gendarmerie of Khorasan in September 1920. On 3
April 1921 in a military coup with his small force of only 200 Gendarmes, he had Ahmad Qavam the Governorgeneral of Khorasan arrested and sent him to Tehran where he was imprisoned. Then, he became the head of the
provincial Autonomous Government of Khorasan. In June, when Ahmad Qavam was released from prison and
became premier of Iran, he tried to take revenge on Pesyan and together with Reza Khan, who was Minister of
War, ordered that Pesyan should be beheaded. This, in fact happened on 3 October 1921 when Pesyan and his
small force of 150 gendarmes were circled by a force of 1,000 plus mounted Kurdish tribesmen in a battle
fought near Quchan. His head was brought to Tehran to prove that he had been killed. (Cronin, 1997, pp. 95207)
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ethnic minorities. In the absence of a federal and democratic system, whenever the central
authorities followed a policy of political centralisation, they found themselves being resisted
by local ethnic groups. This has happened since Reza Khan established Iran as a modern
nation-state in which the ethnic minorities’ demand for self-autonomy was forsaken
(Sanasarian, 2000, p. 15).
2) Iran’s Ethnicity under the Pahlavi
The major events that affected Iran’s ethnic profile under the Pahlavi regime were: (1) Reza
Khan’s centralised nation-state building, (2) the occupation of Iran during the Second World
War, and (3) the agrarian reform of the 1960s. After rising to power with the help of the
British in the 1921 coup, Reza Khan founded the Pahlavi dynasty and attempted to unify the
country. He officially adopted the name of “Iran” 60, instead of Persia, for the country to
reflect the country’s ethnic diversity rather than its Persian origins. The major challenges
facing his nation-state building program were the country’s powerful traditional tribal/ethnic
groups and Shiite Ulama. In response, between 1921 and 1925, Reza Shah forcefully pacified
ethnic uprisings from Khuzestan, Kurdistan, Azerbaijan, Gilan and Khorasan (Menashri,
1999, p. 142). The suppression of tribes gave the central government a monopoly on internal
revenue from Iran’s major resources, namely the oil, which has since become an important
factor in strengthening the position of rulers in the centre (Ahmadi, 2008, pp. 29-30).
During World War II61, with the Anglo-Soviet-Iranian Alliance Treaty of January 1942, the
two occupying powers had agreed to withdraw from Iran six months after the end of the war.
This meant that the Soviet Union forces should have evacuated Iranian territories in
Kurdistan and Azerbaijan by 2 nd March 1946. Initially, the Soviet Union failed to comply
with this treaty but after pressure from the United States and Britain, on 16 th March, the
Soviet Union promised to withdraw its troops from Iran within six weeks. This spread serious
fear in Azerbaijan and Kurdistan, which had established their self-autonomous states under
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The name of Iran has been used within the society since the ancient times. In 1959, the Iranian government,
under Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, Reza Shah's son, announced that both "Persia" and "Iran" could officially be
used interchangeably (Yarshater, 1989).
61

In World War II, the occupying powers forced Reza Khan to abdicate and brought to power his son
Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi whose rule lasted for nearly four decades (1941 – 1979)
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the Soviet occupation by Sayyed Jafar Pishavari62 and Qazi Mohammad 63. These leaders
were concerned that after the Soviets’ withdrawal, these autonomous territories could no
longer survive (McDowall, 2004, p. 243). This was exactly happened as both republics were
taken over by the central government forces in following years.
Next, with Mohammad Reza Shah’s land reform of “the White Revolution” in the early
1960s, the traditional power and privileges of the rural landowners, tribal khans, and religious
Ulama were further reduced64. This reform program, which intended to modernise the society
economically and socially, was opposed by key pillars of the society's feudalist system
including traditional landowners (tribal khans) and religious Ulama. Shiite clerics, in addition
to controlling huge amounts of land and property in the name of Waqf65and traditional
religious seminaries, were also heavily dependent on the economic support of landowners
and tribal khans.
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Sayyed Ja’far Javadzadeh Pishavari (1892-1947) was an influential journalist in Baku from 1905 until the
Bolshevik Revolution. He was among the founders of the Iranian Communist Party (ICP) and a member of its
Central Committee until his arrest in 1930. After being released in 1941, he refused to join the Tudeh Party,
established the ‘Democratic Party of Azerbaijan’ in 1944, and headed the government of the ‘Autonomous
Republic of Azerbaijan’, in December 1945. After the Soviet withdrawal and subsequent collapse of the
republic in December 1946, Pishavari found refuge in the Azerbaijan Soviet Socialist Republic (SSR), where he
died in a car accident in 1947. (Kedourie et al., 2003, p. 151)
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Qazi Muhammad (1893 - 1947) was a Kurdish nationalist- religious leader who headed the Soviet backed
Republic of Mahabad (Iranian Kurdistan) in 1946. He was also the founder of the Kurdish Democratic Party of
Iran, the PDKI. A year later, after the Soviets withdrew from Iran, the Kurdish Republic was crushed by Iran's
central government. The Iranian military court sentenced Qazi and some of his associates to death, and he was
hanged in Chwarchira Square, in the center of the city of Mahabad, on March 30, 1947 (Kurdish Aspect, 2008).
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The White Revolution (Persian: Enghelab-e-Sephid) was a far-reaching series of reforms launched in 1963 by
the last Shah of Iran, Mohammad Reza Pahlavi. The Shah had intended to transform Iran into a modern
economic and industrial power through a non-violent economic and social reform. He introduced novel
economic concepts such as profit-sharing for industrial workers and initiated massive government-financed
heavy industry projects, as well as the nationalisation of forests and pastureland. Most important, however, were
the land reform programs, which saw the traditional landed elite of Iran lose much of its influence and power.
Socially, the platform granted women more rights and poured money into education, especially in
the rural areas. The Literacy Corps was established to send young men to spend their compulsory military
service as village literacy teachers. However, this cultural, social and economic reform program, in the absence
of political openness, not only failed to fulfil its objectives but also paved the way for the 1979 revolution.
(Ansari, 2003, pp. 163-135)
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A waqf (plural, awqāf ) is an inalienable religious endowment in Islam, typically devoting a building or lot of
land for religious or charitable purposes. It is conceptually similar to the common law trust. Awqaf were among
the most important owners of property in the Islamic world until recent times. Their incomes support the upkeep
of many religious schools and mosques. Charitable services such as hospitals and orphanages were often
maintained by awqaf. (Lane & Redissi, 2004, p. 101)
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The Pahlavis programs of political centralisation and socio-economic modernisation, in the
absence of political reform produced two unconstructive outcomes. First, as a result of
political centralisation programs, Iran’s political tradition of decentralisation that used to
accommodate the society's ethnic diversity was forsaken. Second, with modernisation
programs and reducing the political significance of traditional powerful groups (land-owners
or Khanates, the tribal leaders, and Ulama), in the absence of political openness, strengthened
the position of radical ideological and religious forces within the Shah’s opposition groups.
This gave Ayatollah Khomeini the opportunity to begin his political venture by opposing the
tenets of the Shah’s reform program66. His arrest, after openly criticising the Shah's White
Revolution in a public sermon in 1963, led to a popular uprising in the city of Qum, which
helped him to stand as the opposition leader and to sow the seeds of the 1979 revolution.
3) Iran’s Ethnicity under the Islamic Regime
Before the 1979 Revolution, Iranian ethnic groups expected the revolution to bring them
some level of self-autonomy (khod-mokhtari) as they actively participated in the revolution.
However, they soon realised that under the new regime, they had become subject to various
forms of discrimination and repression. From the early days of the revolution, ethnic oriented
political groups were denied the chance to equally participate in the political process. Three
key factors that affected the situation of ethnic minorities in Iran since the 1979 Revolution
include: (1) the regime's repressive measure, which have been aimed at creating a centralised
system under the absolute rule of the juristconsult (valayat-e faqih); (2) the end of the Cold
War with the collapse of the former Soviet Union that brought about the independence of
several ethnocentric republics, namely Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan in north of Iran; (3) the
invasion of Iraq and the consequent rise of Iraqis' Kurdish demands for self-authnomy or a
federal system.
Based on the proposed theoretical explanation in this project (explained in Chapter Two:
Intangible Factors), religious belief historically and politically transcends tribal and ethnic
affiliations. The source of reference and judgement for the ruling Shiite clerics in Iran, in
their relation with Iranian people, is rather Islamic Sharia than principles driven from
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Most Shiite Ulama, including Khomeini, opposed the modern orientation of this reform as it was granting
more rights for women, especially, giving them the right to vote for the first time (Wagner, 2010, p. 42).
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citizenship or human rights. The former supreme leader of that regime, Khomeini, denied the
equal rights of minority groups in an open statement:
[Referring to] the word minorities,... In Islam such a difference has no
place at all... It is very probable that such problems have been created
by those who do not wish the Muslim countries to be united… They
create the issues of nationalism... and such isms, which are contrary to
Islamic doctrines. Their plan is to destroy Islam and the Islamic
philosophy. (quoted in Menashri, 1999, p. 134)
In practice, the regime’s approach towards ethnic minorities has rather been aimed at their
perceived challenge to the regime’s security and religious stance than their ethnic identity
(Menashri, 1999, p. 136). The rulers’ discriminatory treatments target all Iranians who
disagree with the absolute role of the supreme leader (Valayat-e Motlaqah-e Faqih)
regardless of their ethnic, religious or ideological affiliations. In view of that, the religious
rulers in Iran even have some of their supporters among diverse tribal and ethnic groups,
mainly in rural areas, across the country.
Non-Persian ethnic groups, however, have suffered from further levels of discrimination.
Despite the recognition of equality for all Iranian citizens before the law, they have been
denied equal cultural, linguistic and political rights in practice. Iranian Sunni ethnic
minorities, for instance, because of their ethnicity and religion, have been treated like secondclass citizens and been subjected to additional levels of discrimination. Baluchis and Kurdish
people are among the most disadvantaged Iranians in terms of public services such as health,
education, water and electricity (Keddie & Richard, 2006, p. 33). In common with other
ethnic minorities, around 6 million Iranian Kurds67 strongly oppose discrimination against
them (Menashri, 1999, pp. 113-115). Hence, any social or occupational protest in Kurdistan
or Baluchistan can potentially turn into a political protest with a wider appeal. Before being
assassinated by the regime, the former leader of the Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP),
Abdul-Rahman Qassemlou, noted that “Kurdistan was worse off under the Islamic rule than
the previous monarchy” (Menashri, 1999, p. 140).
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The total population of Kurdish people is around 30 million, which is divided between Iran, Turkey, Iraq and
Syria.
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In terms of language, according to article 15 of the Constitution “the use of regional and
ethnic languages in the press and mass media, as well as teaching of their literature in school,
is allowed” (Atabki, 2007, p. 54). In practice, however, non-Farsi Iranian speakers are still
unable to learn their own languages in school. There is some broadcasting and publishing in
the local languages that has survived without official support (Carvendish, 2006a, p. 483).
During the Khatami’s presidential term, Iranian ethnic groups received limited levels of
freedom to establish their own civil organisations and newspapers. After 2005, however,
under the ultra-conservative President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, the intensity of repression
and censorship has increased. Since then, many local newspapers have been shut down and
some active members of ethnic groups have been arrested, imprisoned and interrogated (Perl,
2007, p. 40).
The regime’s attitude of neglecting ethnic demands has left Iran’s national unity and
territorial integrity at risk. This attitude has made local ethnic groups susceptible to foreign
influence and interference. Among Iranian ethnic groups, the Kurds have mounted the biggest
challenge against the central governments in modern Iran. The first armed clashes and
insurgencies against the Islamic regime broke out in the country's ethnically concentrated
areas such as Gonbad (Turcoman in Khorasan) and Kurdistan (Zabih, 1982, p. 110). These
conflicts then escalated into a full confrontation by the regime against the leftist and ethnic
groups on June, 20th 1981 (Zabih, 1986, p. 99).
Unlike Kurdish groups, the Azeris, who are Shiite, have not engaged in open confrontation
with the ruling system. Their relationship with the Islamic regime has been affected by two
major events: first, when the regime’s revolutionary guard crushed a rally organised by the
supporters of Ayatollah Shari’atmadari in Qom, in the early days of the 1979 Revolution.
And second, the emergence of the independent Azeri state in north of Azerbaijan that has
served as a potential source of influence for the rise of Azeri nationalism. (Menashri, 1999,
pp. 140-143)
Since the invasion of Iraq and Afghanistan by the US-led coalition forces, the presence of
foreign forces along Iran’s borders has produced an additional source of cross-border
influence. Some American neo-conservative politicians, such as Paul Wolfowitz, Rechard
Perle and John Bolton, who are known as advocates of "regime change" in the Middle East,
have repeatedly expressed their interest in encouraging ethnic uprisings against the Islamic
regime. In April 2007, ABC News reported that the Bush administration had secretly been
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laundering funds for the Baluchi radical dissident group, Jondollah, through Europe. In May
2006, Iranian ethnic dissidents held a conference in Washington which the leaders of the
Kurdish Democratic Party (KDP) and the Komoleh attended to coordinate and unite their
struggles against the Islamic regime. (Slavin, 2007, p. 165)
During the presidency of Mahmoud Ahamadinejad (2005-2013), the suppressive attitude
towards ethnic civil organisations gave rise to popular protests in Khuzestan, Kurdistan,
Azerbaijan, and Sistan-Baluchistan. This approach of the regime further forced some of the
ethnically oriented political groups underground. Some of these groups, such as Jondollah
(God’s Army) in Baluchistan and Pezhak in Kordestan, even engaged in guerrilla warfare
against the Islamic regime (Slavin, 2007, pp. 161-165). In recent years, since Hassan Rouhani
has come to power, a more pragmatic approach to Iran's ethnic issues has undermined
previous phase of radicalism and violence. In general, it can be argued that in the absence of
democracy and human rights, whenever central rulers are weakened or repressive measures
are lifted, ethnic oriented demands and uprisings reappear again.
Iran’s Ethnicity and the Prospect of Democratisation
In this thesis, being free from hostile ethnic division is identified as one of the three key
prerequisites for proceeding with a genuine home-grown democratisation in Iran (the other
two include having a sovereign state as well as demonstrating a certain level of respect for the
rule of law; see Appendix 1 p:314). In a society that faces hostile ethnic conflicts, forces of
ethnic nationalism would most likely undermine the prospect of democratisation (Rousseau,
1925, p. 486). Ali Mirfartoos (2006) regards internal ethnic issues as one of the most critical
burdens in the struggle for democratisation. Towards the end of the Cold War, ethnic
nationalism succeeded in Eastern Europe for two main reasons: first, the former Soviet Bloc
failed to accommodate its ethnic diversity democratically; and second, under that the former
unitary communist states, religious ceremonies and institutions were held in check and
repressed. It was in the absence of an inclusive democratic alternative that countries such as
Bosnia, Croatia and Kosovo to Chechnya, Georgia and Karabachos reverted to their ethnic
background as an alternative source of political identity (Rousseau, 1925, pp. 399-420). The
serious lesson that can be learnt from these cases is that if an authoritarian – ethnocentric,
religious or ideological - political system fails to proceed with democratisation voluntarily, it
will face the problem of identity crisis and political collapse. This will force the society to
revert further back to its traditional sources of identity. Such a move would give rise to more
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tribal, ethnic or religious uprising and the resultant socio-political segregation, which may
lead to the disintegration of the whole system or the society. This scenario not only happened
in the case of the former Eastern Bloc but was also repeated on the fate of the Arab Spring
Movement. The Arab Spring begun with a series of popular movements and protests between
2010 and 2011 that initially aimed at political reforms and democratization in the
predominantly Muslim countries of the Middles East from Tunisia, Egypt and Libya to Syria
and Bahrain. But instead of pursuing democratisation voluntarily, forceful repression of those
peaceful demonstrations by the ruling regimes, in most cases, led to the rise of radical groups
within the opposition. This phenomenon then resulted in the escalation of violent conflicts
between central governments and mostly non-democtatic, radical and traditional tribal, ethnic
(Kurd, Turks, Arabs) and religious (Sunni vs. Shiite) groups in those societies.
A similar scenario could possibly occur in Iran given three conditions: (1) if prospect of
political reform within the Islamic regime fails and the society faces another revolution, (2) in
the absence of a strong national democratic opposition, (3) in the case of foreign interference,
war and occupation. This awareness has almost produced a level of consensus among Iranian
intellectuals, the elite, minority issue oriented and opposition groups, that ethnic demands can
be best addressed via political reform and civil resistance for transition to a democratic
federal system rather than another violent revolution or foreign occupation. Touraj Atabaki
once was asked by Newsweek magazine’s Carroll Bogert, “Can one expect that one day the
dogs of ethnic strife begin to bark in Iran?” He answered that the “20th century Iran had so far
succeeded in avoiding the fate which had befallen the Ottoman, Tsarist and later the Soviet
empires, and that its different ethnic groups had been getting along” (Atabki, 2007, p. 60).
For him, preserving this feature of the society implies accommodating its ethnic demands
without hostility by proceeding with political reform and democratisation.
From reviewing the state of ethnicity in different stages of Iran's history, it can be seen that:
first, Iran's intellectual and political stability and progress has taken place when the society's
cultural diversity has been maintained and has conversely been affected at times of foreign
occupations and interventions or internal hostility for regime change, revolution or political
centralisation. Second, the need to secure the fragile economy of qanats in the past, or to
bring the society’s different ethnic groups and the oil revenues under control of the central
governments in modern Iran, have encouraged political centralisation. Third, due to political
centralisation and the absence of democracy under the Pahlavi and the Islamic regimes,
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Iranian ethnic minorities share a history of repression and resistance. Despite these regimes'
political centralisation, however, the multifaceted feature of the society has been preserved by
the Iranian people themselves (Amuzegar, 1991, p. 99). Fourth, addressing the rights and
demands of minorities has always been one of the main objectives of Iranian intellectuals and
opposition groups. Because of these parameters, the key demands of Iran's ethnic groups,
despite the presence of some elements of radicalism and bigotry, have been self-autonomy,
and more recently, federalism and democracy. As Patrick Clawson of the Washington
Institute for Near East Policy puts it, in Iran “the demands are much more for civil and
religious rights than breakaway” (quoted in Slavin, 2007, p. 165). From the outset of the
Islamic Revolution, the main catchphrase of the Kurdish Democratic Party (KDP) was
‘Democracy for Iran and self-autonomy for Kurdistan’. In the post-Cold War era, this has
been replaced with ‘Democracy and federalism for Iran’. The Kurdish pragmatist religious
leader Sheikh Izz-al-Din Hoseini repeatedly stated that “we are Iranians, and we want a
federal republic” (Menashri, 1999, p. 141). These demands are far beyond what the ruling
mullahs have been prepared to accept and grant.
This thesis argues that as the regimes’ discriminatory and repressive attitudes towards
ethnically oriented demands give rise to radicalism and possibility of foreign interventions,
the democratic opposition in response should: (1) build a coalition with democratic ethnic
groups; (2) undertake a non-violent civil resistance strategy that can embrace the power of the
country's democratically oriented ethnic, religious, and ideological political groups within the
opposition; and (3) support a type political decentralisation and federal system in which
ethnic demands are addressed democratically. According to Abdian (quoted in Slavin, 2007,
p. 165), a local Arab activist, Iranian ethnic minorities will only participate in a coalition
against the regime in which “the platform for federalism is clear”. This thesis, however,
emphasises that this type of federal system should only be implemented after arriving at a
viable level of democracy in which the power of radical ethnic, religious and ideological
groups is held in check. Otherwise, prioritising federalism over democracy would leave the
society susceptible to radicalism, political chaos and foreign intervention once again.
Conclusion
This chapter has discussed the sources of ethnic diversity and the way this feature of the
society has affected by various tangible and intangible factors in Iran's history. Accordingly,
explaining the state of Iran’s ethnicity is chronologically divided into traditional and modern
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eras. Traditionally, in ancient Persia - during the Achaemenids, the Parthians, and the
Sasanids - the self-autonomy of diverse ethnic groups was almost maintained. This implies
the necessity of updating that aspect of Iran’s tradition of political decentralisation as a
supportive step towards preserving the society’s cultural diversity via proceeding with a
federal democratic system.
Then, during the Arab-Islamic occupation period, that tradition was abandoned because of the
assimilation programs of the ruling Caliphs. The religious and linguistic (Islamisation and
Arabisation) assimilation of this era then gave rise to various ethnic and religious conflicts,
the rise of tribal Turkic dynasties, which paved the way for the Mongol's invasion. Only after
the losses of wars with Russia and the consequent annexation of several mainly Turkic
provinces in northern parts of Iran to Russia, did the Persians became the dominant ethnic
group in Iran.
Discussing the state of Iran’s ethnicity in the modern era is subdivided into three periods: the
Qajars, the Pahlavi and the current Islamic regime. During this phase of Iran’s history, the
relationship between tribal/ethnicity and politics has been so interwoven that any event,
factor and actor that has influenced the society’s politics has almost affected the fate of its
tribal/ethnic groups as well. As a result, whenever the central ruler’s grip on power has been
weakened or removed, ethnic demands and groups have also found the opportunity to thrive.
Such occasions happened in the past, during the early stage of the Abbasid caliphs and
Mongols khanates. Similar phenomenon was also repeated in modern Iran following each
foreign occupation (during the interval between the two world wars) or internal (the
Constitutional and the Islamic) revolutions.
Under the current Islamic regime, major ethnically oriented opposition groups are supporting
a democratic transition towards a less centralised (federal) system. This political stance has
almost produced a level of consensus among Iranian intellectuals, the elite, and opposition
groups, that ethnic demands can be best addressed via political reform and civil resistance for
democratic transition to an ideally modern, plural, secular and federal democratic system. It is
also discussed that the failure of democratic reform, as happened in the case of the former
Soviet Bloc and the Arab Spring, can give rise to political radicalism and foreign
interventions. The next chapter will discuss the significance of another traditional intangible
factor, which is religion.
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CHAPTER FIVE
The Dominant Traditional Intangible Factors (2):
Religion in Ancient and Medieval Iran
Introduction
In this thesis, the dominant intangible factors that have affected Iran’s intellectual and
political transformations are subdivided into traditional and modern aspects. Dominant
traditional intangible factors are defined as being tribal, ethnic and religious identities. The
previous chapter discussed the state of tribes and ethnic groups in Iran’s history. This chapter
attempts to examine the role of the next traditional intangible factor, which is religion, from
ancient times until the beginning of the Qajars (1794-1925) when Iran entered into its modern
era. The state of religion in modern Iran is discussed in the following chapters.
From critical analysis of the role of religion in Iran’s history throughout this chapter, eight
inferences are drawn: first, cultural (ethnic and religious) diversity has been one of the
founding features of Iranian society since the ancient times. The success of ancient Persia
was partly due to its celebration of ethnic and religious diversity. Second, this feature in
Iran’s history has been so deeply intertwined that a radical predisposition to one (via
discrimination, unification or assimilation) has almost always been reacted to or resisted by
the resurgence of the other. Third, religious rivalries and conflicts broke out once the rulers
introduced an official religion for the society politically under the Sasanids. Mixing religion
and politics has since been the source of religious divides and conflicts. Fourth, the nature of
relationship between religion and state has hugely impacted the intellectual productivity and
political stability of the society. Religious unification, discrimination and repression,
especially in the post-Islamic era, have been responsible for ongoing internal ethno-religious
conflicts. Politically supporting a particular version of religion has been accompanied with
continuous political repression against other religious groups. Fifth, in the post-Islamic era,
except the early decades of the Abbasids' caliphs, the rulers and religious elite have almost
always supported a conservative and conformist version of the dominant religion. Sixth, most
religious intellectuals have initially begun with liberal ideas and stance of resisting either
internal tyrants or foreign rulers, but after gaining political power, in the absence of religious
tolerance, they have almost always become instruments of another kind of tyranny. Seventh,
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most religious transformations in Iran's history have taken place after major political shifts
due to (internal and external) religious conflicts, which ended up with foreign occupation.
Eighth, unlike the economy of qanat that contributed to religious tolerance and political
success in ancient Persia, the discovery of oil in modern Iran has become the source of
foreign interventions and the consequent rise of political Islam.
Background Reflection
According to the proposed method of explanation in this thesis, religion (after ethnicity) is
the second traditional intangible factor. Practically, as a result of climate change in the
Middle East, when the tribal elders or ethnic kings entered into internal and external
destructive wars, religious systems emerged to transform the boundaries of human identity
beyond that of exclusive tribal and ethnocentric value systems. The emerging monotheist
religions, such as Judaism, Christianity and Islam, with their homogenous mode of spiritual
thinking, succeeded in uniting different tribes and ethnic groups under more unified political
umbrellas. The subsequent religious empires brought about a greater level of social cohesion
by uniting different ethnic groups under an official religion. These religious empires were
able to expand their realm of power over wider territories and larger populations, mainly
through promoting religious unification among different ethnic groups.
The three early modes of thought (monotheism, dualism and polytheism) were principally
affected by different tangible factors, developed under different circumstances, and led to
different religious outlook. The Sumerian and Phoenician people, on the coast of the
Mediterranean Sea and the banks of the Mesopotamian rivers, due to their diverse mode of
production and lifestyle (fishing, maritime trading, farming and herding livestock), primarily
became attracted to polytheism. These people later made their way to Greece and other parts
of Europe (Price, 1999, pp. 11-13). Polytheism, compared to dualism and monotheism,
allowed more space for diversity, social classification and valuing reason. These attributes
provided the intellectual basis for ancient written law, philosophy and democracy from
Babylon and Athens to the Roman Republic 68.

68

The Roman Republic was the phase of the ancient Roman civilization characterized by a republican form of
government. The republican period began with the overthrow of the monarchy c.509 B.C. and lasted over 450
years until its subversion, through a series of civil wars, into the Principate form of government and the Imperial
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The Semitic people (including the Akkadians, the Assyrians, the Hebrews and the Arabs),
who were predominantly dependent upon a pastoral method of production, became almost
monotheist. The Abrahamic monotheist religions including Judaism, Christianity and Islam
worship a spiritual god and place more emphasis on religious unity and justice.
The Persians, because of their bimodal system of economy - pastoralism and the agriculture
of qanats - predominantly inclined towards dualism. The Persian magi, who “were the sages,
the philosophers, and men of learning” of their time, believed in light as the source of all
good, and darkness as the cause of all evil (Rollin & Bell, 1857, pp. 161-162). According to
Helene Blavatsky and Annie Besant (2003, p. 1), in religious beliefs there is:
No more philosophically profound, no grander or more graphic and
suggestive type exists among the allegories of the World-religion than
that of the two Brother-Powers of the Mazdean religion, called Ahura
Mazda and Angra Mainya, better known in their modernised form of
Ormazd and Ahriman.
These three traditions aspired to different methods of governance. The ancient Athenian
democracy, in order to avoid “mob rule”, was preferred governance by the elite and the
philosophers (Lansford, 2007, p. 26). In Abrahamic religious tradition, it is believed that the
promised religious paradise (Kingdom of God) will be ruled by truly spiritual and divine
leaders such as the Mahdi (the Messiah) and Isabn-Maryam (Jesus Christ) (Eisenstadt, 1999,
p. 34). In the Persian tradition, religion was in the service of the monarch and operated as a
binding agent between the people and the king. The ancient Persians’ ideal city (Armanshahr) was the one to be governed by a god-enlightened (Farr-e Izadi) just king (Shahryar
Adel) (Rahnema, 2011, p. 15). Some Greek philosophers including Plato, who was influenced
by the Persians’ Magi69 wisdom, inclined towards dualism and preferred this model of

period. The precise event which signalled the transition of the Roman Republic into the Roman Empire is a
matter of interpretation (Crawford, 1993, pp. 1-3).
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The Magi (singular Magus) in ancient Media - prior to the conquest of the Medes by the Achaemenids
Empire in 550 B.C. - were responsible for religious and funerary practices. Later they accepted
the Zoroastrian religion, not without changing the original message of its founder, Zarathustra (Zoroaster), to
what is today known as Zurvanism, which would become the predominant form of Zoroastrianism during
the Sasanids era (AD 226–650). The best known Magi are the "Wise Men from the East" mentioned in
the Bible.
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governance “for curing the world’s ill” (Plato, 1999, p. i). It can be argued that while the
ancient Greeks pioneered the idea of democracy, the Persians valued equality of all human
beings and diversity. Likewise, the Abrahamic religions proved their effectiveness in areas of
spirituality and religious governance during mediaeval times.
Religious empires dominated the world for almost twenty five centuries from the
Achaemenids (550-331 B.C.) until the end of First World War 70. This epoch approximately
corresponds with the same period under study in this chapter, which covers from the
Achaemenids to the Qajar era. Intellectual tradition of this phase of Iran’s history has been
dominated by religiosity or as Ali Shariáti (1993, pp. 3-12) called it “religion against
religion” (Mazh’ab alih-e Mazh’ab). During this period, most Iranian intellectuals have been
occupied with either resisting foreign occupation or challenging internal tribal/ethnic and
religious conflicts. The post-Islamic Iran, in particular, has witnessed cycles of religious
clashes between various Islamic factions namely Sunnis/Shi’ites, Mota’zilite/Ash’arite,
Isma’ili/Ima’mis and Sheikiyoon/Usooliyoon.
Iran’s Religious Tradition
Without understanding the pros and cons of Iran’s religious tradition, it is almost impossible
to be conversant with the challenges that local intellectuals have been facing in their
endeavours for modernisation and democratisation during the modern era. The religiosity of
Iran’s intellectual tradition has been vigorously criticised by Iran’s secular philosopher
Aramesh Doostdar. He considers Iran's religiosity as the main hindrance to modernity and
democracy. In his thesis “prevention of thinking in religious culture [mind]”, he argues that
religiosity prevents rational thinking (Kalantari, 2006). To him, the ascendance of religious
sanctity (Ta’qa’ddos) in politics, hinders tolerance in politics and prevents either having any
official opposition or forming coalitions among political groups of even the same religion.
Because of this undemocratic nature of religious discourse, all religiously oriented political
groups in Iran’s history have failed to make substantial progress towards democracy.
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By the end of the First World War, five mainly religious world empires including the Ottoman (1300-1922),
Tsarist Russia (1547-1917), Austria-Hungary (1867-1918), Germany (1871-1918) and Italy (1861-1920)
collapsed (Roshwald, 2001, pp. 218-219).
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1) Religion in Ancient Persia
Persian mythology establishes the foundation of Iran's cultural and religious discourse.
Persian well-known poet, Ferdowsi, magnificently depicts the myths and legends of Iran's
mythology in his poetic epic Book of Kings (Shahnameh). According to the story in
Shahnameh, Kiyumars was the first mythological king of the earliest Persian dynasty of
Pishdadian, who with his successors, Hushang, Tahmuras and Jamshid, are considered as
having Divine Glory (Farr-e Izadi). This tradition was continued through the next Persian
mythical (Kiyanian) kingdom with figures such as Ki-Kavous and Fariydun (SarkhoshCurtis, 2004, pp. 105-108). These legendary kings have remained as the most popular heroic
figures in the Persian mythology among the nations of Persian region. Most widely celebrated
Persian cultural events, such as Nowrooz (Persian New Year) and Mehrega’n71, have their
origin in this mystical era. According to Homayouni (quoted in Nabarz, 2005, p. 38), this
cultural tradition played an important role in preserving Iran’s national identity, culture and
independence in the face of foreign invasion, rule and influence through its long history.
Ancient Persia was the birthplace of the two world religions of Mithraism and Zoroastrianism
(Nabarz, 2005, pp. 11-18). It can be argued that appreciation of three primary sources of
energy in the ancient Persian religions (appealing to the Sun-God in Mithraism, and praising
fire and water in Zoroastrianism) contributed to the glory of ancient Persian civilisation. The
millennium between the collapse of the Achaemenids Empire in 312 B.C. and the fall of the
Sasanids in 652 A.D. witnessed the advent of four religious movements, namely (1) the
domination of Mithraism during the Parthians empire, (2) introducing Zoroastrianism as the
Sasanids’ state religion, (3) the emergence and spread of Manichaeism in western Iran, (4)
the rise and the suppression of the secular movement of Mazdakism (Yarshater & Fisher,
1983, p. xvii).
1.1) Mithraism
In antiquity, Mithraism was known as “the mysteries of Mithras” or “the mysteries of the
Persians” (Beck, 1999). This faith dominated Iran when the tribal social system and its
pastoral lifestyle were prevalent. Mithras (the Light-God) is referred to as mankind’s oldest
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Mehrega’n or Jashn-e-Mehrega’n is an Iranian festival celebrated in honour of Mithra (Persian: Mehr).
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known god (Nabarz, 2005, p. 1), the protector of pastoral lands, and the guarantor of the
treaty between an Aryan tribe and the neighbouring Hittites around the 14 th century B.C.
(Speidel, 1980, pp. 1-3). The growth of this religion was mainly due to the arrival of the
Aryan people and their rise to power. Mithraism was popular under the Medes and the
Achaemenids and became the dominant religion during the Parthians. Between the 1st and 4th
centuries, Roman pagan religions came under strong influences from Mithraism and
ironically “Romans worshipped the god of their chief political enemy, Persia” (Badiozamani,
2005, p. 95). Franz Cumont (quoted in Beck, 1999), the founder of modern Mithraic studies,
contends that astrological groups of Chaldeans and “Hellenized Magi” made the transmission
of Mithraism from Iran to the West possible. The extent of this influence is highlighted by
Renan’s assertion that “if Christianity had been checked in its growth… the world would
have become Mithraic” (quoted in Yarshater & Fisher, 1983, p. ixviii).
In the ancient Persian religions (Mithraism and Zoroastrianism) people worshiped a universal
“Light-God” and valued human wisdom. According to Maneck Pithawalla (2005, pp. 85-86),
“to worship Ahura Mazda, a Zoroastrian needs the medium of the Holy Fire or Light, not a
man-made model of God”. Unlike many concurrent ethno-centred religions, whose god was
the god of their ethnicity and main city, the Sun was an universally observable fact
(Spielvogel, 2008, p. 9). Believing in a universal “Light God” with its dualistic mythology
has been a source of spiritual imagination for the Persian Majestical (Khosravani) school of
thought (Tammimdari, 2002, pp. 1-20). This inclusive nature of the Sun-God and its
associated Majestic Wisdom of Hekmate Khosravani became the source of a humanistic
orientation of Persian cultural tradition that encouraged religious tolerance and ethnic
diversity. This belief system emphasises the transcendent unity of all religions and equality of
all human beings (Nasr & Razavi, 1996, p. 4). It was due to these features that the Persian
ancient religious tradition influenced early Greek, Islamic and Christian religious and
philosophical tradition (Legzian, 2007).
The Khosravani school of wisdom, in particular, has been noted influencing the post-Islamic
Persian/ scholarships namely the Peripatetic (Mashayyi) doctrine of Zakariya Razes and
Avicenna, the illuminationist doctrine (Ishr’aq) of Sohrawardi, the theosophy of Irph’an of
Attar and Mowlavi, and the transcendent philosophy (Hekmat-e Muta’aliyeh) of Mulla Sadra.
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Sohrawardi72, for instance, combined that khosravani doctrine with the spirituality of Islam in
his “Doctrine of Illumination” or Phalsapha-e Ishraq (Nabarz, 2005, p. 38). He believed that
ancient Greek moral philosophers, namely Socrates73 and Plato74, were strongly influenced
by this Mithraic wisdom. Sohrawardi regarded well-known Iranian post-Islamic sophists such
as Bayazid Bastami, Abul-Hassan Kharaqani75, Mansour Hallaj76 and Abu-Sa’id Abul-Khir77
as the advocates of this doctrine. Friedrich Nietzsche78, in appraising this tradition, thought
that in metaphysics, “the highest level of philosophy” ceased to be philosophical and, instead,
became “mythosophy” (quoted in Freifeld, Bergmann, & Rosenthal, 1998, p. 167).
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Shahāb ad-Dīn Suhrawardī was an Iranian Muslim philosopher, a Sufi and founder of the Illuminationist
philosophy or Oriental Theosophy of Ishr’aq. The core idea of his Oriental Theosophy symbolises spiritual light
and knowledge. He is sometimes given the honorific title Shaikh al-Ishr’aq or "Master of Illumination" or is
titled as Shaikh al-Maqtul, the "Murdered Sheikh", referring to his execution for heresy. (Walbridge, 2001, pp.
13-15)
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Socrates (c. 470-399 B.C.) was a Greek philosopher who developed a question-and-answer method of
teaching. He was the teacher of Plato and Xenophon (the Greek historian who wrote a historical novel about the
Persian King Cyrus II, Cyropedia) (Jahanbakhsh F., 2001, p. 41).
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Plato (427-347 B.C.) was a Greek philosopher, student of Socrates and teacher of Aristotle (famous for his
work The Republic). In his debate with Aristotle, he disagreed with democracy and believed that an “illuminated
just ruler” – which is a Persian utopian model in Khosravani wisdom – could cure the world’s ills (Plato, 1999,
p. i).
75

Shaikh Abul-Hassan Kharaqani (963-1033 A.D.) was an Iranian Shafi`i Islamic Sufists who was illiterate but
had wide inspirational knowledge about the Quran and Hadith; his sayings and speeches are inspired due to their
philosophical views. He was the Master or Sheikh of the famous Persian Sufis and poets such as Khwajah
Abdullah Ansari. Avicenna (Ibn Sina), Shah Mahmud of Ghazna, Abu-Saïd Abul-Khair and Nassir Khusraw
who had traveled to Kharaqan to meet him and expressed their deep feelings of admiration and respect for him.
(Lewisohn, 1999, pp. 2-8)
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Mansur Hallaj (858 - 922) was a Persian mystic, revolutionary writer and pious teacher of Sufism. His fame
comes from his apparent, but disputed, self-proclaimed divinity, his poetry and for his execution on the orders of
the Abbasid Caliph, Al-Muqtadir after a long, drawn-out investigation. He is famous for having said: “Ana al
Haqq” meaning “I am the truth” as much as to say “I am the God” since al-Ḥaqq "the Truth" is one of the
Ninety Nine Names of Allah in Islam. (Glasse, 2001, p. 166)
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Abu-Sa'id Abul-khayr (967 – 1049 A.D.) was a famous Persian Sufi who contributed extensively to the
evolution of Sufi tradition. He was the first Sufi writer to widely use ordinary love poems as a way of expressing
and illuminating mysticism, and as such he played a major role in the foundation of Persian Sufi poetry. (Jafri,
2010, pp. 30-32)
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Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche (1844-1900), was a German philosopher who is remembered for his concept of
the superman and for his rejection of Christian values. His influence remains substantial within and
beyond philosophy, notably in existentialism and postmodernism. Among his works is Thus Spoke Zarathustra,
and his key ideas include the interpretation of tragedy as an affirmation of life, an eternal recurrence that has
been given numerous interpretations, and a reversal of Platonism. (EGS, 2011)
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The traces of this intellectual tradition can be found in the Persian Sufi poetry of Attar, Jalal
al-Din Rumi and Hatif Isphani. These philosophical or religious doctrines are still widely
debated in Iran by figures such as Sayyed Hossein Nasr and Abdolkarim Soroush, whose
works and ideas are discussed throughout the following chapter.
1.2) Zoroastrianism
Zoroastrianism, as one of the earliest monotheist religions, was founded by Zoroaster79 (or
Zar’thusht) and spread to Iran’s plateau under the Medes (625–549 B.C.). Zoroaster, made
significant changes to established religious beliefs and practices of his time. Previously,
religions had mainly concentrated on maintaining the cosmic/natural order. He made the
distinction between the eternal relationship of good and evil. Zoroaster prayed to the single
great god, Ahura Mazda, to whom all other gods were subservient (Pollack, 2004, p. 6). All
Zoroastrians are called upon to praise and practice “Right Think, Right Talk, Right Deed”
(Kerdar-e Nick, Goftar-e Nick, Pendar-e Nick). Zoroaster’s ideas - the worldly struggle
between good and evil, a day of judgement, a future saviour, the resurrection of the dead, and
an afterlife - were adopted by all other monotheistic faiths, namely Judaism, Christianity,
Islam and Buddhism (Wright, 2008, p. 272).
As explained in chapter three of this thesis, the economy of qanats, in particular, contributed
to the religious transformation in ancient Persian from Mithraism to Zoroastrianism. The
bimodal nature of qanat economy – pastoralism and agriculture – and its required ethical
values were reflected in Zoroastrianism (Iyer, 2009, p. 316). These economic and religious
transformations played a key role in transforming the method of socio-political governance
from ethnocentrism to religious empires (Issar & Zohar, 2004, pp. 197-199). These factors
were instrumental in the rise and success of Cyrus the Great who established the
Achaemenids (549-331 B.C.) as the first ethnically diversified (multi-ethnic) and religiously
tolerant (multi-religious), and multi-city world empire (Crompton, 2008, p. 80). Cyrus80
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There is no consensus about the biographical details of Zoroaster himself. “There were several Zoroasters
who were all the reincarnations of the first. The last Zoroaster was the founder of the fire temple of Azarekhsh
and the writer of the works on the primeval sacred Magian religion (that was) destroyed by (the Greek’s)
Alexander...The last Zoroaster, like Gautama Budda, simply revived and unveiled the sublime mysteries of the
primeval Mazdanian Religion.” (Blavatsky & Besant, 2003, p. 36)
80

He is accredited as being a founder of human rights (Carey, Gibney, & Poe, 2010, p. 19) and an architect the
world’s first model of a federal and multicultural empire (Stokes, 2009, p. 560).
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pioneered celebrating religious tolerance, rather than religious assimilation or unification
(Curtis et al., 2005, p. 153). Walsh and Duggan (1969, pp. 44-45) contend:
The Persian Kingdom seemed to have created a lasting peace for the
world in uniting all the oriental states under the rule of one King…
Each of these states created its own community, had its own gods, its
own institutions, its own laws and magistrates. They all claimed full
independence and were ready to die for it.
In regard to religious tolerance, unlike many religions and powers – such as the Egyptians,
Assyrians, Babylonians, Romans, Muslims and more recently the Germans and Russians that persecuted and discriminated against the Jews, Cyrus the Great liberated and protected
them. He freed the Jews from captivity in Babylon81 (Judaism was the only form of
Abrahamic religion of the time), allowed them to return to their traditional homeland in
Palestine, and ordered the reconstruction of their destroyed temple in Jerusalem (Menzies,
2005, p. 401). Due to this legacy, he was regarded as an enlightened just king and the saviour
of the people of his time. This recognition earned him a considerable amount of praise in all
three Abrahamic religious traditions (Pollack, 2004, p. 7).
Kaveh Farrokh (2007, p. 6) argues that the Achaemenids’ greatest advantage over most of the
former and consecutive empires was that it had placed a secular “king’s law” above religious
laws. This approach “held the empire together over several centuries”. The Persian kings,
despite being loyal to the dominant religion of the country, firstly, remained independent of
religious institutions, secondly, had the upper hand in their relationship with religious
authorities, and thirdly, allowed religious diversity under their empire. In this manner, despite
the absence of democracy in Persian political thought and tradition, the Achaemenids
pioneered values that are known, in ours of modern time, as human rights, pluralism,
federalism and separation of state and religion (secularism). Because of this tradition, Iran
has since remained a multilingual, multiethnic and multifaith society (Farrokh, 2007, p. 8).
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After this liberation from Babylon, many Jews preferred to live in Persia, to the extent that modern Isfahan
was once referred to as Yahudiyeh, or the “heaven of Jews”. Even today, despite the 1979 Islamic revolution and
the discriminatory policies of the ruling regime that have forced many Jews to leave the country, Isfahan still is
the home of the largest Jewish community in the Middle East outside Israel (Wright, 2008, pp. 272-273).
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The establishment of the Achaemenids brought the tribal/ethnic systems, which had
dominated the world since the Agricultural Revolution (around 10,000 B.C.), to their
proximate conclusion. Thereafter, the world’s major monotheist religions of Zoroastrianism,
Christianity and Islam succeeded in establishing the world's greatest religious empires
namely the Persians, the Romans, and the Islamic (Arabs, the Ottomans and Safavids) until
the European colonial empires. It was from this point that religion, instead of being a source
of inspiration for debate or motivation for resistance, has become part of the problem by
operating as a barrier to intellectual and political progress. These religious empires
predominantly supported a conformist and conservative version of their official religions. The
attachment of religion to politics paved the way for religious orthodoxy and political
conservatism in which both religion and state supported each other in preventing the prospect
of change (Farrokh, 2007, p. 7).
In Iran, after the Achaemenids, successive local dynasties claimed Cyrus’s legacy as a source
of their national identity and pride. Most of them, however, failed to follow his path of
upholding religious tolerance. They began to utilise religion as a means of either resisting
foreign occupation or controlling population. During the century-long Seleucid era (312 - 250
B.C.), the Persians resisted the Greek occupation by adhering to the sources of their cultural
identity including Mithraism and the legacy of the Achaemenids (Yarshater & Fisher, 1983,
pp. 820-830). This resistance led to the triumph of the Parthians (250 B.C.–224 A.D.) whose
main religion became Mithraism. The Parthians were resisted again by a predominantly
Zurvanic Zoroastrian movement that brought the Sasanids (224 - 633 A.D.) to power. Under
the Sasanids, the Achaemenids’ legacy of celebrating religious tolerance was forsaken by
Ardeshir Papakan (A.D. 224-241) who introduced Zoroastrianism as the official religion of
the empire. The religious priesthood then began to ascend the ladder of power and became a
central part of the state’s upper class (Chapin Metz 1987, p.10). By duplicating the
hierarchical model of the “king of the kings”, they created perhaps the world's first official
priesthood system of mobadan-e-mobad (Yarshater & Fisher, 1983, p. xxxiv). In a parallel
move, the Roman Caesar, F.V. Aurelius Constantine (A.D. 272–337), adopted Christianity as
the official religion of the his empire (Berkey, 2003, pp. 17-18). This move manifested (1)
the start of religious rivalries between the two dominant empires, (2) the onset of the dark age
of the medieval centuries, and (3) consequent elevation of a religious/cultural wall, which has
since continued to exist between the West and the Middle East.
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The Sasanids’ religious affiliation also led to supporting a conformist and orthodox version of
Zoroastrianism and the consequent repression of other religious groups. Under Bahram I, in
277 A.D. Mithraists and Manicheans were prosecuted and repressed; three decades of
persecution and horror during Shapur II (A.D. 309-379), are described in numerous Syriac
sources as “Acts of Martyrs” (Yarshater & Fisher, 1983, p. 936). The King Qubad and his
Prince Anushirvan in 528 A.D. suppressed the pragmatist (socialist, in modern context)
movement of Mazdakists (Yarshater & Fisher, 1983, pp. 866-950). During this period,
around forty thousand Mazdakists (followers of Mazdak 82) were assassinated and most of the
Iranian Manicheans migrated to China (Pollack, 2004, p. 11). Manichaeism and Mazdakism
were both critical of the Sasanids’ state-controlled Zoroastrianism. (Yarshater & Fisher,
1983, p. xvii)
The reign of Khosrau One, known as Anushirvan, (r. 531-578 A.D.) witnessed a trend of
intellectual growth with figures such as Borzuya 83 and Bozorgmehr Hakim84 (or Boktagan).
This trend was also suppressed under Khosrou II after crushing the rebellious movement of
Bahram Chobin85 in 590 A.D. (Vafa-Yaqmai, 2003). Under Hormizd IV (A.D. 579-590), the
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Mazdak (died ca. A.D.524 or 528) was a Persian proto-socialist reformer and revolutionary religious activist
who gained influence under the reign of the Sasanids king Kavah I. Mazdak was a Zoroastrian priest, or magus,
but most of the Zoroastrian clergy regarded his teaching as a heresy. His teaching of supporting communal
possessions and social welfare programs acquired many followers, to the point that even King Kavah I (ruling
A.D. 488- 531) converted to Mazdakism. Mazdak had government warehouses opened to help the poor. Scared
by the resistance among the powerful religious elites, the king chose to distance himself from Mazdak. He
allowed Anushiravan to launch a campaign against the Mazdakism in A.D. 524 or 528, culminating in a
massacre that killed most of the adherents, including Mazdak himself and restored orthodox Zoroastrianism as
the state’s religion (Farrokh, 2007, p. 221).
83

Borzuya was a Persian physician in the late Sasanids era, at the time of Khosrow I. He translated the Indian
Panchatantra from Sanskrit into the Middle Persian language of Pahlavi. But both his translation and his
original Sanskrit version works are lost. Before their loss, however, his Pahlavi version was translated into
Arabic by Ibn al-Muqqafa under the title of Kalila and Dimna or The Fables of Bidpai and became the Arabs'
greatest classic prose. The book contains fables in which animals interact in complex ways to convey teachings
in politics to princes (Yarshater, 2003, p. 328).
84

Bozorgmehr-e Hakim or Boktagan is known for his literature and as a legendary vizier of Khosrow I
Anawshiravan (r. 531-578 A.D.). Bozorgmehr is also credited with the authorship of Zafar-nama, a work in
Persian that has been translated from Pahlavi by Ibn Sina (Avicenna). He was later put to death by order of
Hormoz IV (r. 578-590). (Motlagh, 2006)
85

Lieutenant General Bahram Chobin was a famous Sasanids military commander during Khosrow II's rule. He
was descended from the House of Mihran, one of the Seven Parthian clans. In 589 A.D. he successfully defeated
a large Gokturk army in the great Turkish War. Reportedly, the Turkish troops outnumbered his forces five to
one. After suffering a minor defeat in a battle against the Eastern Roman empire, Shah Hormizd IV humiliated
him, sending him women's clothing to wear. Thus, along with the main Persian army (Sepah), he rebelled
against the Shah and marched toward Ctesiphon. Hormizd was killed and his son, Khosrow II, fled to Roman
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number of Christians in Iran had increased to such an extent that the Zoroastrian priests asked
the king to restrict the churches’ activities, but he rejected their request (Khanbaghi, 2006, p.
11). The reconciliation of the Sasanids with the Christians generated a new social, political
and intellectual atmosphere, which allowed the Christians to establish learning centres,
similar to those of the Jews, such as the School of Nisibis and the School of Ctesiphon 86.
Overall, the three distinctive features of the Sasanids Empire can be summarised as follow:
(1) a Sasanids-Parthian alliance, (2) ethnic decentralisation and (3) religious affiliation.
Although the two earlier attributes strengthened the system, the linking of political power to
an official religion resulted in cycles of religiously motivated internal and external conflicts
(Pourshariati, 2008, p. 2). The Sasanids’ religious preference and repressions led to ten
foreign wars, over thirty years, with the Roman Christian Empire in the West, as well as
several wars with the migrating Huns in the East. Then, extending the army and overtaxing
the people by Khosrou Parviz increased the level of discontentment among the rulers.
Consequently, when the Byzantine Emperor Heraclius (r. 610-641 A.D.) attacked Iran and
captured Takht-i-Sulayman and the Palace of Dastgerd, he faced no substantial resistance
(Pollack, 2004, p. 12). These internal and external wars made the Sasanids Empire so weak
and vulnerable that in 636 AD, when the Islamic-Arab army attacked Iran in the battle of
Qadesyyeh, Yazdgerd III's army was defeated and his capital, Ctesiphon 87, collapsed in three
days.

territory. Bahram sat on the throne as King Bahram VI for about a year (590 - 591 A.D.) until the Byzantine
army that was sent to support Bindoy, the uncle of Khosrow, defeated him. After the Islamic conquest of Persia,
the Samanids dynasty, one of the first independent Persian dynasties, regarded themselves as descendents of
Bahram Chobin. (Farrokh, 2007, p. 244)
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The School of Ctesiphon was relatively modest, but the School of Nisibis prospered and by 575 had about 800
disciples. The closure of the School of Edessa in 489 and that of Athens in 529, and scholars who were fleeing
the coercive laws of the Byzantine Empire stimulated the expansion of these Christian seats of learning.
Jundishapur, in particular, benefited from the latest wave of migration and emerged as the most important centre
of medical and philosophical studies. Many Nestorian treatises were written at this period, one of which has
reached us translated in Latin as Institua Regularia Eivinat Legis (Khanbaghi, 2006, p. 12)
87

Ctesiphon was one of the great cities of ancient Mesopotamia that was located on the east bank of the Tigris,
across the river from the Hellenistic city of Seleucia. The city was an imperial capital of the Parthians and their
successors, the Sasanids, for more than 800 years. Today, the ruins of Ctesiphon lie approximately 35 km south
of Iraq’s capital city of Baghdad. Ctesiphon is first mentioned in the Book of Ezra of the Old Testament as
Kasfia/Casphia (a derivative of the ethnic name, Cas, and a cognate of Caspian). In the 6th century, Ctesiphon
was perhaps the largest city in the world. (Farrokh, 2007, p. 125)
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2) Religion after Arab-Islamic Invasion of Iran
Despite the unpopularity of the rulers, the Sasanids Empire did not fall easily, and the
majority of Iranians did not accept Islam88 voluntarily. From the time of the first victory in
the “Chain War” in 634, the Battle of Qadisiyah in 636, the fall of Ctesiphon and the
“Jalowla War” in 638, up to the Battle of Nahavand in 642, the Sasanids’ rule was ended
after a decade of major and minor wars (Vafa-Yaqmai, 2003). Most Iranian provinces and
cities from Isfahan, Azerbayjan, Tabaristan, and Khorasan to Kerman and Sistan resisted the
Arab invasion. Some cities in states of Kerman and Sistan were invaded several times while
other areas to the south of the Caspian Sea such as Mazandaran, Dylaman, Gilan, Damavand
and northern Khorasan resisted until the Abbasids’ era (Vafa-Yaqmai, 2003).
The advent of Islam affected the Arabs far differently from the Persians. Before Islam,
Iranians had the first or second empire in the world for almost twelve centuries from 535 B.C.
to 670 A.D. Thus, compared to the nomadic tribes of the Arabic Peninsula, they were at a far
more advanced stage of cultural, religious and political development. The people of the
Iranian plateau had been practicing their own monotheist religion, Zoroastrianism, for more
than a millennium; a religion that valued religious tolerance and ethnic diversity. Even under
the Sasanids, in spite of religious preference and repression, the cultural diversity and the
self-autonomy of diverse ethnic groups were maintained. For the Sasanids, the prime source
of political decay and collapse was rather mixing politics and religion itself. By contrast, in
the Arabic peninsula, nomadic tribes were mired in the cycles of clannish hostilities, and thus
Islam played a liberating role by effectively uniting them under the Islamic community of
Ummah (Parvizi-Amineh, 2007, p. 126).
The Arab invasion of Iran was far different from that of Alexander of Greece. While that
earlier invasion was a military occupation by a relatively advanced civilisation, the ArabIslamic occupation was carried out by poorly civilised tribal groups that had been brought
together by the new religion, Islam. Rather than being about religion, this invasion was a
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The Islamic era began with the well-known migration of the Prophet Mohammad from Mecca to Medina in
622 A.D. Two years later, his followers defeated the Meccans in the Battle of Badr, and after ten years they
returned back to the city of Mecca without facing serious resistance. The new faith spread like a wildfire among
the tribes of western Arabia, who were exhausted from internal tribal conflicts. Within a year of Muhammad’s
death in 632, the entire Arabian Peninsula had surrendered to Islam (Pollack, 2004, p. 12).
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broad military, economic, cultural and linguistic occupation, which was carried out in the
spirit of Surah 9.29 of the Quran: “Fight those who do not believe in Allah and the last day—
they are not people of the book...until they pay tribute out of hand and have been humbled”.
According to the Quran, people of the book or Zammis (dhimmi) were Jews, Christians and
Sa’beins89, who had adherents among the Arabs. These groups were offered three choices of
either death, enforced conversion to Islam, or the payment of tribute or a type of Islamic
ransom, known as Jizyeh. Other religious groups, including the followers of the Iranian
religions, had no other option but to choose between death, enslavement or conversion to
Islam. As a result, the early period of occupation was accomplished by killing, slavery and
destruction. For Iranians, the only way to avoid these dire convictions was to convert to
Islam. Finally, due to the large number of Zoroastrians in Iran, the Islamic-Arab rulers were
compelled to regard these people as dhimmis as well (Price, 2001a).
During the four Rashidun caliphs, most Iranians maintained their Zoroastrian religion and
preserved their language and culture. By remaining loyal to their faith, they had to pay
Jizyeh90 and had no place in the new system’s hierarchy. For instance, on one occasion, the
people of Ray and its immediate vicinity were forced to pay 500,000 dirhams in order to save
their remaining temples (Price, 2001b). Further restrictions were imposed to ensure that non
Muslims were “subdued” when paying Jizyeh. According to Tabari cited in Price (2001b, p.
1):
The dhimmi (non-Muslims who pay Jizyeh) has to stand while paying
tax and the officer (emir) who receives it sits. The dhimmi has to be
made to feel that he is an inferior person when he pays. He offers the
poll tax on his open palm. The emir takes it so that his hand in on top
and the dhimmi’s below. Then the emir gives him a blow on the neck,
and one who stands before the emir drives him [the dhimmi] roughly
away. The public is admitted to see this show.
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Sa’bein refers to a religious sect that was considered as the people of the book, because of being between
Christianity and Jew. This sect was present in the Arabic Peninsula during the early days of Islam.
90

It was under the Abbasids that the Sasanids’ tax system was adopted and ‘Jizyeh’ was replaced with a special
poll tax on non-Muslim Iranians (Goitein & Stillman, 2009, p. 150).
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In the Persian tradition, religion served the rulers and operated as a bridge between people
and their rulers, while in Islam, religion claimed political power. Even the power rivalries
between different Islamic factions have been instead about implementing different versions
of Islam (Tibi, 2001, p. 3). Despite praying to the spiritual god, especially at the beginning
(as explained earlier), Islam was heavily influenced by tribalism (Quraysh) and ethnicity
(Arabism). The power rivalries between the different clans of the Umayyads, the Abbasids,
and the Alavites, despite their shared ancestry, substantiate the ascendance of tribalism and
ethno-centrism as the founding feature of the Arab-Islamic ruling system. In practice (as
noted in previous chapter) the Arab-Islamic occupation of Iran was carried out with
simultaneous programs of conversion and assimilation, aiming at Islamisation, Arabisation,
tribalism and slavery (Keddie, 1971, p. 117).
These attitudes were unbearable for most Iranians who were already exhausted from the
Sasanids’ religious discrimination, repressions and wars. Therefore, many Iranians, in order
to preserve their linguistic, religious and cultural heritage, began to resist the rule of Islamic
Caliphs of the Rashidun, the Umayyads and the Abbasids. The early forms of Iranians’
resistance began with taking advantage of internal differences between the four Rashidun
caliphs by supporting the fourth caliph, Imam Ali. Hormozan 91 and Firooz (Abu-LouLou) are
two examples of this type of resistance. Other well-known secret resistance groups of this
early period were “the Ayyaran, Fetyan, Akhiyan, Javanmardan, Sarbedaran and Pahlavanan”
(Nabarz, 2005, p. 38). After the Rashidun Caliphs, the two major families of the Hashemites
and the Umayyads, both from Quraysh tribe, claimed the authority of Islam. The Hashemite
clan then divided into the Abbasids and the Alavites. Eventually, the Umayyads and the
Abbasids succeeded in ruling the empire, while the Alavites remained in opposition and thus
found most of their supporters in Iran.
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Hormozan (d. A.D. 644) was an Iranian commander and ruler of Khuzestan who led several wars against the
Arab-Islamic invaders in the south of Iran. After being defeated and captured in the “Shushtar War”, he was
taken to Medina as a prisoner of war. Before being killed, he asked for some water to drink; when he hesitated
to drink, Caliph Umar told him that he would be alive until he had drunk that water, Hormozan poured the water
over the floor and thus Caliph Umar reluctantly kept his promise. After the assassination of Umar by another
captive of war and slave, Abu-Lulu (known as Firooz), the Caliph’s son Abdallah ibn Abibakr, accused
Hormozan and killed him in revenge. The Alavite family and Imam Ali, in particular, opposed the assassination
of Hormozan, (Vafa-Yaqmai, 2003)
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2.1) Resisting the Umayyads

The story of Iranians’ resistance against the Umayyads is best explored and explained by
Abdol Hossein Zarrin-Koob in his work titled as Two Centuries of Silence92. Under the
Umayyads, religious groups such as the Alavites, the Abbasids and the Kharijites 93, as well as
the Persian Zoroastrians and Mazdakists, led the strongest resistance movements against the
rulers. The violent repression of the Alavites, especially after the advent of Karbala 94, gave
Iranians an Islamic justification to retaliate for the Imam Hussein’s martyrdom.
Consequently, a large number of Iranians supported the Soliman Ibn Khazai’s Tavvabin’s
revolt and the major uprise of Mokhtar-e Saqafi throughout 686-687 A.D. When these
powerful uprisings were defeated by the Umayyad’s army, many members of the Alavites’
family sought refuge in Iran’s major province, Khorasan. These events made Khorasan the
centre of future resistance against the Umayyad dynasty. (Vafa-Yaqmai, 2003)
The Kharijites' insurgence against the Umayyads reached its highest point between 685 and
730 A.D. in several parts of Iran. In 685, the Azraqis (cult of Kharijites) rebelled near Basra
for several years, until the Caliphs’ army under the command of Hajjaj Ibn Yousef defeated
them. The remaining Kharijites spread across Iran and staged several other revolts from
Khuzestan and Sistan to Mazandaran. They were trying to break some states away from the
empire as they had done in the case of Maysara, in North Africa (Holt, et al., 1977, p. 215). In
another deployment, the people of Khorasan supported the grandson of Imam Hussein, Zaid
Ibn Ali and his son Yahya in two separate revolts against the Umayyads. These insurgencies,
in spite of being repressed, were instrumental in facilitating the end of the Umayyads’ rule.
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Two Centuries of Silence was first published in 1951 and completed in its second edition in 1957. After the
1979 Revolution this book was banned for two decades until its publication again with an introductory critic
from Morteza Motahheri in 1999. The Persian version of the book is now available online:
http://tarnama.org/library/2_Century_Of_Silence.pdf
93

Kharijites (Seceders) is a general term embracing various Muslims who rejected supporting the leadership
(caliphate) of the fourth caliph Ali in the Siffin war. Ali, himself, was murdered by one of Kharijites. They first
emerged in the 7th century A.D. and concentrated in today's southern Iraq and spread as far as Sistan in the east
of Iran. They are distinct from the Sunnis and Shiites.
94

In Karbala, the third Imam of Shiá (Hussein) and his followers were brutally killed by the Umayyads’ caliph
Yazid’s army in 682 A.D.
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Finally, most of Persian religious and nationalist groups participated in the Abu-Muslim’s95
“Black Dressed” army that succeeded in replacing the Umayyads with the Abbasid caliphs in
750 A.D.. Soon after, the new rulers began to repress their former - both the Arabs and the
Persians - allies. Once again, the Alavites, the Kharijites and the Persian religious groups
were targeted from the early years of the Abbasids’ rule. (Vafa-Yaqmai, 2003)
2.2) Resisting the Abbasids
A combination of tribal, ethnic and religious incentives contributed to intellectual and
political endeavours of this period. The three most influential ethnic groups of this era were
the Arabs, the Persians and the Turks. The Persians’ resistance against the Abbasids at the
beginning was deeply divided based on tribal/ethnicity, religion and social class. This enabled
the rulers to take advantage of these differences to prevent or suppress various insurgencies in
Iran. For instance, Abu-Muslim, in response to Zoroastrians’ demands, repressed the Beha’farid’s rebellion in Khorasan in 750 A.D. Also, on the recommendation of the first caliph
(Saffah), he killed Abu Salmah Khalal-e Hamadani, a key figure in the revolution. After
Saffah, his successor, al-Mansur, murdered Abu Muslim in a plot, whose death ignited
numerous revolts in many parts of Khorasan. The most renowned of them, the rebellions of
Sinbad or Pirooz (758 A.D.), Eshaq-e Turk (759 A.D.), Ra’vandian (762 A.D.), Ostazsis (771
A.D.), Al-Moqanna (780 A.D.) and Mohammarah (783 A.D.) erupted one after another and
were all defeated by the caliphs’ forces. (Vafa-Yaqmai, 2003)
The early Abbasids caliphs, in spite of supporting intellectual freedom, demonstrated their
intolerance towards religious diversity. The dominant rival Islamic factions were the Sunnis,
the Alavites, and the Kharijites from which the two latter groups resisted the ruling caliphs
and therefore, found most of their supporters in Iran. In less than a year after the Abbasids
triumph, the first serious Alavite revolt began from Bokhara in Khorasan. The rebel leader,
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Abu Muslim Khorasani (700 – 755 A.D.) was an Abbasid general of Persian origin, born in the city of Balkh
in Khorasan (modern-day Afghanistan) who led the final liberation movement against the Umayyad dynasty. He
defeated the peasant rebellion of Bihafarid, the leader of a Persian Mazdakist resistance group in Khorasan. His
heroic role in the revolution and his military skill, along with his conciliatory politics toward Shiá, Sunnis,
Zoroastrians, Jews and Christians made him extremely popular among the people. In 750, Abu Muslim’s army
defeated the Umayyads at the Battle of Zab. Later that year, he stormed Damascus, the capital of the Umayyad
caliphate. In 755, the Abbasids’ caliph al-Mansur, who suspected Abu Muslim’s popularity, invited him for a
visit to Baghdad and in a plot, he killed Abu Muslim and threw his mutilated body in the Tigris River. (VafaYaqmai, 2003)
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Sharik Ibn al-Mehri, believed that the Islamic Ummeh should be governed by the Alavites
rather than the Abbasids. This uprising was put down by Abu Muslim who was loyal to the
Abbasids (Vafa-Yaqmai, 2003). The second caliph, Mansur, honoured the sixth Imam of Shiá
(Alavites), Ja’far Ibn Mohammad, by giving him the title of “Sadeq” (truthful) and allowing
him to continue his teachings of the tenets of Shiísm. At the same time, the caliph was
concerned that two Alavite brothers, Mohammad and Ibrahim, as the successors to Yahya Ibn
Zaid, were making preparations for a major revolt against the Abbasids. By 760, when the
caliphs’ forces failed to arrest them, a wave of suppression against the Alavites began. The
Alavites reacted with a number of uprisings in Khorasan and Tabaristan in 763, during which,
the grandson of Imam Hossein, Abdallah Ibn Hassan, was killed. Then his sons, Mohamad
(Nafse Zakiyeh) and Ibrahim led strong revolts against the caliph during 766 and 767 A.D.
After these uprisings were defeated, many Alavites fled to Khorasan and Tabarestan in Iran.
The successive Shiite imams of Alavites were either imprisoned or poisoned by the ruling
caliphs. Shiá Islam, itself, found several factions from within, such as the Kisaniyeh96, the
Ghalian97, the Zaidiyan98, the Esmailites, and the Twelver Shia (Vafa-Yaqmai, 2003).
Meanwhile, the Abbasids underwent a gradual ideological transformation from the early
stage of pro-Mu’tazilites99 secular rule towards an orthodox version of Asha'rite-Sunni Islam.
This was mainly due to a gradual shift in the political alliance of the Arab rulers, from
Persians towards the Turkic groups. The Abbasids who had employed Iranian figures in their
office as viziers, gradually eliminated most of them, from Abu Moslem Khorasani to the
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This group of Shiite believes that after the Battle of Karbala, the successor of Imam Hossein was Mohammad
Hanafiyeh. They played a major role in the Mokhtar’s revolt against the Umayyads.
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Ghali means someone who exaggerates. This group and its sub-branches overemphasis and exaggerate about
Ali Ibn Abutalib’s character, position, abilities and capabilities.
98

This Shiite group and its sub-branches believe that after the fourth imam of Shiite, Imam Sajjad, his younger
son Zaid was the fifth imam. They are known for their revolutionary and heroic resistance against the
Umayyads’ rule. Zaid and his son Yahya led a rebellious uprising and were brutally killed by Umayyads. This
branch of Shiá came to power in Tabaristan (rule 871-937 A.D.), in North Africa and Moroco (rule 790-996
A.D.), in Yemen (rule 701-1321 A.D.) and it is today the dominant religion in Yemen. (Vafa-Yaqmai, 2003)
99

Mu'tazili theology originated in the 8th century in Basra (Iraq) when Wasil ibn Ata (d. 748 A.D.) left the
teaching lessons of Hasan al-Basri after a theological dispute. Thereafter, he and his followers were labeled as
Mu'tazili. Later, Mu'tazilis called themselves Ahl al-Tawhid wa al-'Adl ("People of Divine Unity and Justice").
This speculative theology is still adopted by a small, dispersed minority of Muslim intellectuals. Adherents are
usually not accepted by Sunni scholars mainly because of the Mu'tazili belief that human reason is more reliable
than tradition. (Winter & Winter, 2008, p. 260)
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Bermakids and Fazl-ibn Sahl (Price, 2001b). These undertakings disappointed many Iranians
and convinced them to unite in resisting the Abbasids’ caliphs. In the following uprisings, the
resistance movement of Babak Khorramdin 100 and his Red Dressed army lasted for more than
two decades (817 - 838). Other insurgencies included Maziyar Ibn Qaren from Mazandaran
(839 A.D.); Yaquob-e Lace from Sistan (858 - 878), Mardavij101 from Hamadan (931 A.D.)
until the Dylamite Ali Ibn-Buyeh (All-e Buyeh) captured Baghdad in 944 and brought the
Abbasid Caliph al-Mustakfi under his command. These popular uprisings that were partly
aimed at reinvigorating the Persian religious and cultural heritage, paved the way for the rise
of several independent Persian states in north and north-west of Iran towards the end of the
Abbasids’ rule.
The Abbasid caliphs, by repressing the Umayyads, the Alavites, the Kharijites and Persian
religions, diminished their popularity and support among both Arabs and Persians. For
instance, under the Abbasid caliphate (750–1258), the subjugation of pre-Islamic Persian
religious groups increased so that Zoroastrians and Mazdakists had already become minority
groups. In response, the version of Islam that grew in Iran under the Abbasids became more
Zoroastrianised. The Shiá, in particular, adopted many tenets of the old religion, including
funerary rites and purity laws, and the sect of 12 saints (Imams) in place of the veneration of
12 Eyzads. The saviour (Saoshyant) was replaced by the hidden Imam (Imam Zaman) of the
Shiá who is believed, like Saoshyant, will appear at the end of time to restore faith and
earthly justice by defeating the Satanic forces (Price, 2001a).
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Babak Khorram-Din (795 or 798— 838) was one of the main Persian revolutionary leaders of the Iranian
Khorram-Dinān (those of the joyous religion), which was a local nationalist movement fighting the Abbasid
caliphate. Khorramdin appears to be a compound analogous to dorustdin and Behdin "Good Religion"
(Zoroastrianism), and are considered as an offshoot of neo-Mazdakism. Babak's rebellion, from its base in
Azerbaijan aimed at returning Iran’s political glories of the past. His movement spread to western and central
parts of Iran and lasted for more than twenty years before it was defeated.
101

Mardāvīj was the founder of Ziyarids who defeated the Abbasid's army in Hamadan and Kashan. After
arriving in Isfahan, on December 2, 931, he declared himself the King of Iran and made Isfahan his capital. In
935, only four years after entering Isfahan, he was assassinated by his Turkish slaves, who fled to Baghdad.
Then, the family of Buwayhid (Persian: All-e-Buyeh), who were commanders in service of Mardavij then took
over his possessions in central and southern Iran, while his brother Vushmgir succeeded him in northern Iran.
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2.2.1) Reframing the Golden Age of Islamic civilisation
Intellectually, the advent of Arab-Islamic occupation was a serious wake-up call and an
effective catalyst for Persian scholarship. The trend of Greek influence on Persian art and
science, after a century-long occupation, continued through the Parthians and resumed further
during the Sasanids era. Under the Abbasids, Iranians played a key role in the blooming of
the ‘Golden Age’ of Islamic civilisation. Major learning centres, such as Jundishapur
University in the third century, transmitted both the philosophy of the Greeks and the medical
science of Hippocrates and Galen102. The study of these fields under the Abbasids principally
was originated from that intellectual tradition. (Glassé & Smith, 2003, p. 74)
George Saliba (quoted in Abdalla, 2003, p. 4) distinguishes three phases of the Golden Age
of Islamic civilisation as “the period of translation”, “the period of original thinking and
contribution” and “the age of decline”. This classification, however, fails to explain the deeprooted ethnicity, religion and political foundation of this era of intellectual progress. The
following explanation provides reasonable basis to argue that the intellectual development of
this era went through five distinct phases:


The first period of acquiring Sasanids knowledge and achievements;



The second stage of acquiring, translating and learning from mainly Greeks;



The third period of supporting original thinking and contribution;



The fourth period of religious dogma and intellectual decline;



The fifth stage of distortion and erosion.

Accordingly, in the first phase, the early Abbasids caliphs acquired Sasanids' achievements
for several reasons on several grounds. First of all, they owed the success of their revolution
to the Persians’ support. According to Henry S. Williams (1926, p. 490), “the revolution
which overturned the Umayyads in favour of the Abbasids, was the work of Persians”.
Figures such as Abu-Muslim and Abu Salmah Khalal-e Hamadani, who was titled Vizier-e
Ale Mohammad, played commanding roles in replacing the Umayyads with the Abbasids.

102

In classical learning methods, medicine was part of philosophy, and therefore most physicians were
philosophers as well (Glassé & Smith, 2003, p. 74).
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Because of this contribution, as noted by Mus’udi 103 (quoted in Glassé & Smith, 2003, p. 74),
Khorasan was often called the Gate of Governance or Bab’al-dawlah”. Second, the early
Abbasid caliphs inclined to neither Shiite nor Sunni Islam. They were influenced by
Mu'tazilite school of thought, and thus, despite having an uncompromising attitude towards
other religious groups, demonstrated a secular approach on relation to intellectual works.
Third, these early caliphs were enthusiastic about intellectual pursuits and considered the
acquisition of science and philosophy useful for the sustenance and success of their empire
(Leaman, 2002, p. 6).
Forth, different from their Persian counterparts, these caliphs lacked the necessary
administrative knowledge and experience to rule an empire. The Abbasid Caliph Ma’mun
once emphasised this significance by saying that “[the] Persians ruled for a thousand years
and did not need us Arabs even for a day. We have been ruling them for one or two centuries
and cannot do without them for an hour” (Brill, 1960, p. 29). The early Caliphs, from Saffah
to Ma’mun, even regarded themselves as the cultural heirs to the Sasanids Empire
(Pourshariati, 2008, p. 139). They decisively appointed Persian officials as their viziers to
acquire the Sasanids’ method of governance and achievements. Persian figures such as Abu
Muslim Khorasani, Abu Salmah Khalal-e Hamadani, Barmakids104 and Sahl Ibn Fazl105
occupied the highest positions in the caliphs’ offices. Among these viziers, the Barmakids
played a key role in attaining Persians achievements in many fields. For instance, they
founded the first paper mill in Baghdad, which accelerated the spread of intellectual works
throughout the whole empire (Restivo, 2001, p. 36). In 765 A.D., the second Caliph alMansur, in order to acquire Sasanids' intellectual scholarship, appointed Nestorian physician
Jabrail ibn Bakhtishu, head of the Sasanids Jundishapur University, to open the House of
Wisdom (Bait al-Hikma) in Baghdad (Price, 2001b). It was from this school that Greek
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Mas'udi (896 - 956), was an Arab historian, known as the “Herodotus of the Arabs”. He was one of the first
to combine history and scientific geography in his large-scale history book, Muruj adh-dhahab wa ma'adin aljawahir (The Meadows of Gold and Mines of Gems). (Zingiber & Hewston, 1846, p. 271)
104

The Barmakids (Persian: Barmakīyān; Arabic: Al-barāmika,) were a noble Persian family who attained great
power under the early Abbasid caliphs.
105

Fazl ibn Sahl Sarakhsi was a famous Persian vizier of the Abbasid era in Khorasan. He and his brother
Hassan were Zoroastrians who converted to Islam and gained incredible power in the courts of al-Mamun. He
was suspected of being a Shiá Alavite supporter. Al-Mamun’s agents, before moving his capital from Merv to
Baghdad, murdered this Persian vizier in Sarakhs and arrested his brother. (Shabani, 2005, p. 151)
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writing in science and philosophy were not only translated but were also updated. This caliph
also founded a palace library similar to the Sasanids Imperial Library. In addition to
philosophy and science, the development of distinct Iranian art, writing systems,
administrative and civil codes were acquired from the Sasanids and played a crucial role in
the Abbasids’ ruling system (Yarshater & Fisher, 1983, p. xvii). They further adapted the
Sasanids' court system and its authoritarian religious conduct. The extent of this influence
was so apparent that according to Henry S. Williams (1926, p. 490), “Abbasids were real
Sasanids with Arab blood”. Because of this contribution of the Iranians “in the forging of
Islamic civilisation:
...it is reasonable to speak of a distinctly Perso-Islamic culture. The
transition from Sasanids to Islamic Iran should thus be seen as one
marked by continuity as well as transformation, and the subsequent
growth of Islam as a natural development of Iranian history in its
regional setting. (2001, p. 64)
It can be argued that without the fall of the Sassanid Empire and the contribution of Persians,
the Golden Age of Islamic civilisation and the position of Islam as a world religion would
have been inconceivable.
In the second phase, the period between al-Mansur and al-Ma’mun was the time of
acquisition, translation and learning from almost everywhere. Scholarly works from the
ancient Greek, Persian, Roman, Byzantine, Chinese, Indian and Egyptian texts were
translated and taught (Abdalla, 2003, p. 29). A historian wrote that during Harun al-Rashid,
Baghdad was: “the market to which the wares of the sciences and arts were brought, where
wisdom was sought as a man seeks after his stray camels, and whose judgement of values
was accepted by the whole world” (Glassé & Smith, 2003, p. 74).
In the third phase of supporting original thinking and contribution, the House of Wisdom
flourished under the three pro-Mu’tazilites caliphs - al-Ma’mun (r. 813 – 833 A.D.), alMu’tasim (r. 833 – 842 A.D.), and al-Wathiq (r. 842 – 847 A.D.). They supported and
encouraged all types of learning and research in philosophy, science, theology and theosophy.
As a result, in this era that is known as the “Golden Age” of Islamic civilisation, science and
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philosophy achieved its highest expression and expansion. Some of the well-known original
thinkers of this era were figures such as Al-Kindi106, Abu Nasr Farabi107, Zakariya-ye Razi,
Al-Khwarizmi108, and Jabir Ibn Hayyan109 (Gerber). The intellectual discourse of this period
was dominated by the Peripatetic Aristotelians or Mash’aiun school of thought. Abu Nasr
Farabi, as the key figure of this school, believed that the only genuine type of philosophy is
the one which is transmitted from generation to generation (Leaman, 2002, p. 17). Another
Persian intellectual was Zakariya-e Razi110 (Rhazes), who is regarded as a rationalist free
thinker of medieval Islam. Despite accepting the notion of a supreme god, he made serious
criticisms about religious belief and prophetic revelation on ethical grounds. He argued:
On what ground do you deem it necessary that god should pick out
certain individuals [by giving them prophecy], that he should set them
up above other people, that he should appoint them to be the people's
guides, and make people dependent upon them? (quoted in Hecht,
2004, pp. 227-230)
Rhazes’ works were initially tolerated, but afterwards, under pressure from religious
authorities, most of his books were destroyed. In philosophy, it is only from quotes in works

106 Al-Kindi (801–873 A.D.), also known as Alkindus, was a Muslim Arab polymath: a philosopher, scientist,
astrologer, astronomer, chemist, mathematician, musician, physician and physicist. Al-Kindi was the first of the
Arab-Islamic Peripatetic philosophers who introduced Greek philosophy to the Arab world (Watt, 1998, p. 129).
107 Abu Nasr Farabi or Alpharabius, (872 – between 950 and 951) is known as a great polymath, scientist and
philosopher in the history of Persia and the Islamic world. He established the curriculum of the Peripatetic
tradition or Masha’i of Islamic philosophy and was titled as the ‘the second master’ to Aristotle. (Leaman, 2002,
p. 17)
108 Muhammad ibn Musa al-Khwarizmi (780 – 850) was a Persian Shi'a Muslim mathematician,
astronomer, astrologer and geographer. He was born in Khwarizm and worked most of his life as a scholar in
the House of Wisdom in Baghdad. His Algebra was the first book on the systematic solution of linear and
quadratic equations. He is regarded as the father of algebra, a title he shares with Diophantus.
109

Geber is the Latinized form "Jabir" or Jabir ibn Hayyan (721 – 815). He was a prominent polymath who is
considered by many to be the "father of chemistry." Geber may have been a student of the sixth Imam, Ja'far alSadiq. His connections to the Barmakids cost him dearly in the end. When that family fell from grace in 803,
Geber was placed under house arrest in Kufa, where he remained until his death. (Eberly, 2005, pp. 19-21)
110

Mohammad Ibn Zakariya-e Razi or Rhazes (865 - 925) was a Persian polymath under the Abbasids caliph
Mutazid. He is credited with the discovery of sulphuric acid and alcohol in the tenth century. He wrote over 200
books and articles in various fields of science. His three books about religion are The Prophets' Fraudulent
Tricks, The Stratagems of Those Who Claim to Be Prophets, and On the Refutation of Revealed Religions in
which he clearly disagreed with the central tenant of Islam. (Goodman, 1996, pp. 168-210)
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of those who opposed his views that some of his ideas have survived (Strakosch, 2007, pp.
32-33). It is notable that for most non-Muslims around the world, the real architects of the
Golden Age of Islamic civilisation were these original thinkers rather than the religion’s
sacred texts or leaders. The great majority of these scholars had Persian origins and thus their
contribution was rather due to their cultural heritage and the supportive environment under
the pro-Mu’tazilite caliphs than their religious affiliation111.
In the next phase, a combination of ethnic, religious and political factors contributed to the
triumph of religious dogma and consequent decline of intellectual pursuits. Ethnically,
Persian officials were gradually replaced with Turkish commanders in the Abbasids
administrative hierarchies. Politically, the Abbasids’ Caliph al-Mutawakkil (847 – 861 A.D.)
and his successors supported the anti-Mu’tazilite discourse of Ash’ari112 doctrine, which
opposed the spread of Greek influence in the Islamic world. When Iran was invaded by
Turkic tribal warlords of the Seljuks from Central Asia, the Sunni Abbasid Caliph Muqtadir
(r. 908 – 932 A.D.) and Qadir (r. 908 – 932 A.D.) made an alliance with the Seljuk dynasty to
follow the Ash’ari-Shafiite doctrine (Watt, 2003, p. 246). This religious policy was
considered to be instrumental in containing the political and ideological threats of the Shiite
Fatimids of Egypt and Isma’ilia sect of Hassan Sabbah throughout the Abbasid Empire.
In the meantime, the Seljuks, who considered themselves to be culturally subordinate to their
Persian subjects, appointed the prominent Persian scholar, Khawje-Nizam-al-Mulk, as their
vizier. Nizam al-Mulk, officially promoted the Ash’arite theology as the political doctrine of
the empire (Pollack, 2004, p. 10). Thereafter, the rulers purposely supported pro- Ash’ariShafiite philosophers such as Imam Ghazali and Fakhruddin-e Razi. In order to uphold this
orthodox religious discourse against the Shi’ite and Mu’tazilite challenges, Nizam al-Mulk
founded the Nizamiyyah University in several major cities such as Baghdad and Nayshabur.
These colleges, which are known as the first universities of the medieval world, established
the foundation of traditional Islamic schools (Glassé & Smith, 2003, p. 345). They were
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As Oliver Leaman (2002, p. 4) argues that "here is no scope for arguing that Shiísm is more attuned to
falsifa (philosophy) at all. On the contrary, the emphasis in Sunnism on general institutions such as the caliphate
and the consensus (ijma) of the community might be seen as more in line with the adherence of the falsifa".
112

The Ash'ari theology is a school of early Muslim speculative theology founded by the theologian Abu alHasan al-Ash'ari in order to change the direction of Islamic theology from that of Muta’zalite.
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dedicated to the study of the Ash’arite theology and thus decisively abandoned not only the
teaching of science and philosophy but also various branches of Islamic faith including the
Hanbali, Hanafi, Mu’tazilite and Shiite Islamic doctrines (Black, 2001, pp. 81-83). This
explanation makes Hoodbhoy’s stance (quoted in Abdalla, 2003, p. 136), that regards only
Ghazali’s support of the Ash’arite as the main responsible factor for the intellectual decline of
the Golden Age of Islamic civilisation, an unconvincing argument.
Together with these changes, as the extent of repression against intellectual freedom
increased, the philosophical debates began to adopt a religious tone. Ibn Sina (Avicenna113),
for instance, attempted to combine the philosophy of Masha’i and neo-Platonism with
theosophy (Nasr & Razavi, 1996, pp. 72-90). After Ibn Sina, Islamic intellectual discourse
was oriented towards the theology of Kalam114 and Fiq’h115 by Ash’arite scholars such as
Fakhruddin-e Razi116 and Imam Ghazali117, or the theosophy of Irph’an118 and Ishr’aq119 with
figures such as Bayazid Bastami and Shahab al-Din Sohrawardi. Suhrawardi, in particular,
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Avicenna (980-1037) is known as the foremost Persian doctor, philosopher and scientist who was born in a
small town near Bukhara (Khorasan) and died in Hamadan. Turner (quoted in Abdalla, 2003, p. 40) contends
that Al-Razi and Ibn Sina “must rank among the greatest physicians of all time”.
114

Kalam, which means speaking, is one of the branches of Islamic theology that seeks theological principles
through dialectic reasoning, mainly concentrating on controversies about Allah's speech. A scholar of kalam is
referred to as a Muslim theologian or mutakallim. If philosophers work with rational premises, theologians
bound themselves to religious text. According to Nasr: “in the context of Islamic civilization, philosophy,
though a very distinct discipline, has been closely related to the science, on the one hand, and Sufism and Kalam
on the other”. (Nasr, 2006, p. 14)
115

Fiq'h is Islamic jurisprudence that is based on the teachings of the Koran and the traditions of the Prophet. It
is an expansion of Islamic law, complemented by the rulings of Islamic jurists to direct the lives of Muslims.
The Historian Ibn Khaldun describes fiqh as "knowledge of the rules of God which concern the actions of
persons who own themselves bound to obey the law respecting what is required (wajib), forbidden (haraam),
recommended (mandūb), disapproved (makruh) or merely permitted (mubah)" (Ahmad, 2003, p. 44).
116

Fakhruddin-e Razi (1149 – 1209) was a well-known Persian theologian Sunni Muslim. He was born in
Ray and died in Herat. He also wrote on medicine, physics, astrology, literature, history and law, but his greatest
contribution is in theology of Kalam.
117

Abu Hāmed Mohammad ibn Mohammad al-Ghazzālī (1058-1111) born and died in Tus, in the Khorasan. He
was a Muslim theologian, jurist, philosopher and mystic of Persian origin and remains one of the widely known
scholars in the history of Islamic thought.
118

Irph’an or theosophy refers to a number of philosophies maintaining that a knowledge of God may be
achieved through spiritual ecstasy, direct intuition, or special individual relations.
119

The Suhrawardi’s Illuminationist Philosophy or hekmah-al-Ishr’aq is a combination of Ibn Sina’s early
Islamic philosophy and ancient Iranian philosophical disciplines, dressed up with many new innovative ideas of
Suhrawardi. It is often described as having been influenced by Neo-platonism (Forbes, 1996, pp. 465-468).
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transferred Islamic thought from the neo-Aristotelianism and neo-Platonism of Avicenna to
the theosophy of later centuries. His illuminationist philosophy (Ishraq) is critical of several
Ibn Sina’s positions and radically departs from him. He reintroduces the ancient Iranian
culture of Farhang-e Khosravani to create a symbolic language for explaining his doctrine
(hikmah). According to John Walbridge (2001, p. 15), “through a complex process of cultural
interchange involving Greece, Iran, India, and Europe, he came to play a central role in
transmitting a mythology of ancient Iranian wisdom”. Henry Corbin regards Sohrawardi’s
Oriental theosophy as an effort towards “the renaissance of ancient Iranian wisdom" (Corbin,
1960, p. 54). Under the Seljuks, however, not all Iranians subscribed to the rulers’ directives
of making Islam a dogmatic religion. The rise of Iranian patriotism (led by Babak
Khorramdin) and the Shiite-Ismailia rebellion (led by Hassan Sabbah120) was a serious
reaction to this religious dogmatism. These internal religious conflicts once again left Iran
vulnerable to another foreign invasion, this time by the warlike khanates of the Mongols from
Central Asia.
Thence, the fifth and concluding phase of (distortion and erosion) the Abbasids’ intellectual
work arrived with the Mongols121 invasion in the thirteenth century. The Mongols destroyed
Islamic schools and libraries and after conquering the fortress of Hassan Sabbah in the Elburz
Mountains, they burned the great library of Ism’ailis. In 1258, when Hulagu Khan (grandson
of Genghis Khan) invaded Baghdad 122, he destroyed the House of Wisdom and all the
libraries in the city. Thousands of books were burned or thrown into the Tigris River so that it
was said “the waters ran black for several months with ink from the enormous quantities of
books flung into the river” (Ganchy & Gancher, 2009, p. 46). As these schools and libraries
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Hassan Sabbah (circa 1034 – 1124 A.D.) was an Iranian Isma’ili who converted a community in the late 11th
century in the heart of the Alborz Mountains of northern Iran. The place was called Alamut and was attributed
to an ancient king of Daylam. He founded a group whose members are sometimes referred to (originally
derogatorily) as the Hashshashin, as it was believed that they smoked hashish before their missions.
121

This invasion was partly a reaction against the Muslims’ expansion into Central Asia and the repression they
inflicted on the local Turks, Mongols and other non-Muslims (mainly Buddhists) during the former ArabIslamic dynasties. The Mongols attack began with mass slaughter in the five biggest provinces of Iran; only the
local artisans who were considered to be useful were spared and survived. Eliminating the majority of Iranian
males changed the demographic feature of these immediate occupied territories forever. Decimating the
population and destroying the qanat system left Iran without the necessity workforce and resources to be able to
recover from this destructive phase of invasion for long time. (Yong & Vafadari, 2004)
122

The Caliphate failed to defend the city, mainly because the Shiite, the Christians and other non-Muslims
minorities joined the Mongols to end the 500-year old Abbasid dynasty (Ganchy & Gancher, 2009, p. 46).
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were burnt and destroyed, following generations were denied the chance of benefiting from
those scholarly literatures of the early Abbasids era.
2.3) Revival of Persian Identity under the Mongols
When the devastating phase of the Mongol invasion was passed, the new Khanates proved to
be far more tolerant of religious and ethnic diversity than the former Arab-Islamic caliphs.
For instance, Hulagu (1217-1265), the first Il-khan of Persia, despite converting to Islam,
abandoned the concept of the dhimmi, the rule of paying tribute, or Jizyeh. He, further,
abolished the division between ‘believers’ and ‘non believers’. The religious tolerance of the
Mongols brought about a period of political and cultural emancipation for non Muslim
Iranians. Many local non-Muslims found the opportunity to apply for government offices,
and a substantial amount of Zoroastrian and Judeo-Persian literature flourished in Iran (Price,
2001a, p. 1). According to Khanbaghi (2006, p. 4), “ in no other period of Iranian history
were political skills of Jews and Christians put to better use than under the Mongols”. The
Mongols also proved to be far more open to Persian cultural influence. The Il-khanids made
Persian their official language and “thus modern Persian literature, like Sa’adi and Hafiz,
flourished during this period” (Khanbaghi, 2006, p. 4). They also allowed many Persians to
reach the highest governmental ranks. Nasir al-Din Tusi123, who lived at this time and joined
Hulagu Khan, is widely regarded as the most eminent astronomer between Ptolemy of ancient
Greece and Copernicus of the fourteen century (Wright, 2008, p. 273).
Mahmud Ghazan (r. 1295-1304), the first Muslim Il-Khan of Persia, tried to restore the
ravaged legacy of the empire by reducing taxes on artisans and rebuilding the irrigation
system of qanats. In reaction to the persecution of Muslims over the past three decades by
Budists under former Khanates, he forced Buddhist monks to either convert to Islam or be
repatriated to India, China and Tibet. The Buddhist temples were converted to mosques and
the Mongol law was replaced with Islamic Shariá law. His brother and successor,
Mohammad Khodabandeh (Uljeitu) (r. 1304-1316) who was a Shiite Muslim began
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Nasir al-Din Tusi (1201 – 1274) was a Persian Shi'a and a prolific polymath writer, astronomer, biologist,
chemist, mathematician, philosopher, physician, scientist and theologian. A 60-km diameter lunar crater located
on the southern hemisphere of the moon is named after him as "Nasireddin". The K. N. Tusi University of
Technology in Iran is also named after him. Khaje Nasi, Hakim Nezami and Hassan Sabbah are referred to as
having been three classmates.
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persecuting Sunni Muslims and brought the Il-khanids to the point of war with the
Mamelukes of Egypt. However, his successor Abu Sa’id Bahadur (r. 1316-1335) reinstated
Sunnism as the state religion. (Yong & Vafadari, 2004)
The Il-khanates period also opened Iran to European and the Chinese influence. A distinct
and splendid native architecture and literature developed during this era. Persian theosophy
generated great Persian poets such as Farid al-Din Attar (c.1142–c.1220) and Jalal al-Din
Rumi (Mawlavi) (1207-1273). Flourishing Persian traditional literature, specifically poetry,
played a crucial role in the revival of Iranian national identity and heritage in post ArabIslamic Iran. Famous poets such as Rudaki (854-c. 941), Abu Mansur Dagigi (935/942976/980), Ferdowsi (935-1020), Khaqani (1120–1190), Suhrawardi (1155-1191), Saadi
Shirazi (1184-1283/1291), Hafez (1315–1390), and Mawlawi have all played a key role in
fostering the Farsi language as an effective way of preserving Iranian identity in the face of
foreign occupations and rules. Ferdowsi’s work of Shah-Nameh, in particular, has been the
most influential means of serving the Iranian identity after three centuries of religious,
cultural and linguistic assimilation under the Arab-Islamic caliphs (Kazemzadeh, 2002, p.
164). However, despite the Mongols’ more tolerance towards cultural diversity and support
of art and poetry, they failed to encourage intellectual works in science and philosophy. Thus,
following the ascendance of the conservative Shafiite-Asha'rite doctrine and the Mongols
invasion, the Islamic world lost its dominance in the fields of philosophy and science.
Besides some limited scientific and philosophical works in later centuries, the Golden Age of
Islamic civilization was over. (Ganchy & Gancher, 2009, p. 46)
In practice, after the early decades of the Abbasids' era, the ascendance of theological
doctrines of fiqh and Kalam have pushed the early neo-Aristotelian and neo-platonic
philosophical views towards the theosophy of Irph’an and the illuminationist philosophy of
Ishr’aq. This orientation led to a period of growth in the number of Sheikhist traditions and
Sufist orders. The spread of theology and theosophy in Islamic scholarship has negatively
affected the intellectual productivity of the Islamic societies in general, and Iran, in particular,
for the rest of history.
2.4) The Rise of Shiá Under the Il-Khanates and the Safavids
During the century-long Mongols occupation and Il-khanates rule (1219–1340), the Muslim
world was a collection of competing tribal dynasties without a nominal centre. In this era,
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according to Nasr, a course of events led to the rise of Shiá Islam in Iran. First, various Sufist
orders that flourished in this period operated as a bridge between Sunni and Shiá Islam. Sufist
orders such as the Kubrawiyyeh, the Nurbakhshiyyah, the Nimatullahiyyah and Sheikh Safi
al-Din of Ardabil were instrumental in this regard. Second, although this branch of Islam was
different from those of the Umayyads and the Abbasids, Iranians adopted a version of Shiá
that was more in tune with their own religious and cultural background. Third, during this
period, the religious source of resistance also shifted from Ismailites of Alamut towards
Twelver Shia Islam (Imamiyyah or Athna-Ashariyye124). This transformation paved the way
for several Shiite dynasties of the Sarbedarans 125 (1337–1381), the Jalayirids126 (1336–1432),
the Muzaffarids127 (1335–1393) and the Injuids (1325-1357) towards the end of the Ilkhanates in Iran. The Shiite rule of Mongolian Mohammad Khudabandah, in particular, was
instrumental in this wave of religious transformation. (Nasr, 1989, pp. 158-161)
With the second Mongolian attack by Tamur-lang128 in 1380, after the great cities of Isfahan
and Shiraz were razed to the ground (Pollack, 2004, p. 15), the Timurids (1363-1506)
supported Shiísm; while the Sunnis, Zoroastrians, Jews and Christians lost their privileges
(Khanbaghi, 2006, p. 165). This dynasty made Khorasan the centre of innovation in
architecture with the magnificent Gowharshad mosque in Mashhad, for the eighth Shiite
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An adherent of Twelver Shi'ism is most commonly referred to as a Shiá or Twelver, which has been derived
from their belief in twelve divinely ordained leaders, or Imams. By approximately 80% of Shiites, Twelvers
represent the largest branch within Shi'a Islam.
125

The Sarbadars (from sarbadar, ‘head on gallows’; also known as Sarbadaran) were a mixture of religious
dervishes and secular rulers who came to rule over part of western Khurasan in the midst of the disintegration of
the Mongol Ilkhanate in the mid-14th century. Centered in their capital of Sabzavar, they continued their reign
until Khwaja 'Ali-yi Mu'ayyad submitted to Timur in 1381, and were one of the few groups that managed to
mostly avoid Timur's famous brutality.(Jackson & Lockhart, 1986, p. 34)
126

The Jalayirids were a Mongol descendant dynasty which ruled over Iraq and western Persia after the breakup
of the Mongol Khanate of Persia (or Ilkhanate) in the 1330s. The Jalayirid sultanate lasted until disrupted
by Tamerlane's conquests and the revolts of the "Black sheep Turks" or Kara Koyunlu (Jackson & Lockhart,
1986, pp. 1-5).
127

The Muzaffarids were a Sunni family of Arabic origin that came to power in Iran following the breakup of
the Ilkhanate in the 14th century.
128

Timur bin Taraghay Barlas (1336 – 1405), known in the West as Tamerlane, was a 14th
century warlord of Turco-Mongol descent, conqueror of much of western and central Asia, and founder of
the Timurid dynasty (1370–1405). After his marriage into Genghis Khan's family, he took the name Timur
Gurk’ani , Gurkān being the Persianised form of the original Mongolian word kürügän, "son-in-law". (Jackson
& Lockhart, 1986, pp. 42-45)
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Imam (Reza). Other branches of the arts such as calligraphy, miniature painting, music,
literature and various scientific pursuits flourished during this period. (Yong & Vafadari,
2004, p. 1)
By the 15th century, the Turkic dynasty of the Safavids (1502-1737) adopted Shiá Islam as its
official religion. They promoted Shiism as a source of national identity to promote political
centralisation. The first shah of the Safavids, Shah Ismail I (1487 – 1524), forced the
conversion of the local predominantly Sunni population to Shiísm. Through this religious
unification, the Safavids aimed at firstly bringing internal ethnic/religious rivalries under
control, secondly unifying the country under one dominant religion; and thirdly
distinguishing Iran from the Sunni Ottoman Empire that was claiming the Islamic world’s
caliph. By promoting Shiísm, the Safavids established a new nationally centralised monarchy,
in which the Shah was regarded as the head of the state and the guardian of the official
religion. In this way, Shiísm became the cement of Iran’s national identity and unity to guard
its sovereignty against the Ottoman Sunni caliphates (Savory, 2008, pp. 29-30). Thereafter, as
noted by Menashri (1999, p. 133), “Shiísm was lifted out of its purely Islamic context and
merged with the Iranian historical tradition”.
This religious conversion program had serious consequences for other religious minorities. In
1694, Shah Sultan Hussein appointed Mohammad Baqir Majlesi 129, the most influential
member of the Shi'a clerics, to the new official position of "Mulla Bashi" (Chief Mullah).
Majlesi devoted himself to the propagation of Shiite’s Shari'a-law and to the eradication of
Sufism and Sunni Islam in Iran. As a result, most of Sunni religious leaders either were killed
or exiled. Aptin Khanbaghi (2006, p. 165) contends “at the political level, the influence of the
mulla bashi was strong enough to topple a Grand Vizir such as Fath Ali Khan in 1720”.
Although the Safavid dynasty was originally a Sufi order, pressure on Sufism was also
increased for several decades. Furthermore, despite the presence of major Sufi orders such as
Nurbakhshi, Sahabi, Q’adiris, Bakt’ashis, Mawlawis, Kh’aksars and Nimatull’ahis, the study
of Sufism in the Shiite religious schools could be found only under the name of Irph’an and
Hikmat-e Ilahi. (Nasr, 1989, p. 166)
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Majlesi wrote "Bihar al-Anwar" (The Waves of Light), an encyclopaedic work dedicated to the preservation
of the prophet Mohammad's words and deeds (Hadis and Sunneh).
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Under Shah Abbas130 (r. 1587-1629), the Safavid dynasty reached its peak point. He was
open to religious discussion with non-Muslims and under his reign, Christians were granted
freedom of religious dress and the right to own land. However, he did not compromise in his
efforts to establish religious unity. For instance, once he ordered the Zoroastrian leaders to
present him with the book of the Gaurs, which was held in a Zoroastrian library, and had
them executed when they refused to obey his order (Price, 2001b).
In short, four major contributing factors to the rise of Shiá Islam in Iran were: (1) defending
the Alavites (who made the Shiá Islam), which gave Iranians an Islamic justification for
resisting the Umayyads and the Abbasids, (2) Shiísm became the prominent ideology of
resistance against the Mongol Il-khanates, (3) Sufist orders, under Ilkhanates, operated as a
bridge between Sunni and Shiá Islam, (4) the Safavids conversion program and propaganda
for religious unification and political consolidation.
2.5) Intellectual Pursuits of the Safavids
Unlike the Timurids era, the Safavids’ support of Shiísm had counter-productive effects on
the society's intellectual progress and literature. Many Shiite traditional mullahs were invited
from Bahrain, Iraq and the Jabal Amil (in present day Lebanon) (Ghasemi, 2001). Figures
such as Baha’ al-Din al-Amili and Sayyed Ni’Matullah al-Jazairi came to Iran at a very
young age and rose to hold leading religious positions. Most of these Arab Shiite scholars,
such as Sultan al-Ulama, knew very little Persian language. As a result, they made Arabic
more fashionable within scholarly and intellectual works in Iran. Furthermore, they added
numerous Shiite customs concerning the tragedy of Karbala during Muharram such as
sermons (rawzeh Khani), the passion play (ta’ziyyeh), the religious feast (Sufreh) and visiting
(Ziyarat) the tomb of the Alavites (imam-zadeh) in Iran (Nasr, 1989, p. 165).
With the Safavids, once again history was repeated in Iran, and the country entered into
another era of religious assimilation and repression. Dissimilar to Iran, Europe was
undergoing the fundamental transformation of the Renaissance 131 and the Enlightenment132. It
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He employed two British adventurer brothers Sir Anthony and Sir Robert Sherley, to build cannons with
which he recaptured Tabriz from the Ottomans (Price, 2001b).
131

The revival of the arts and learning that began in Italy and spread throughout Europe, c. 1350-1600, most
often associated with the works of Michelangelo, Machiavelli, Dante and Da Vinci.
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was around the same time that in Europe the Thirty Years’ War (1618 – 1648) was concluded
with the Westphalia Peace Treaty, according to which the European participant states were
allowed to control their religion. This treaty played a key role in separation of religion and
state in Europe. Different from the Iranian religious thinkers who were busy discovering the
depths of the spirit, in Europe, Leonardo daVinci, Copernicus, Galileo, Francis Bacon, Kepler
and Newton were unravelling the mysteries of nature. (Griffiths & O'Callaghan, 2002, p. 239)
Under the Safavids, Persian literature and poetry also experienced a serious setback. Mirza
Mohammad Khan Qazvini (quoted in Savory, 2008, pp. 203-204) contends “ that not one
single poet of the first rank can be reckoned as representing this epoch”. To him, the
Safavids’ propagation of Shiísm “was inimical to literature, poetry, Sufism, and mysticism”.
He argues that there is a close reciprocal connection between poetry and literature with
Persian mythology so that “the extinction of one necessarily involves the extinction and
destruction of the other” (quoted in Savory, 2008, p. 204). He refers to “the lack of royal
patronage and encouragement” - as such support was granted to Shiite Ulama - as another
reason for this decline. Instead of great poets and philosophers, “great indeed but harsh, dry,
fanatical and formal” theologians such as Mohammad Baqir Majlessi, the Muhaqqiq-e Thani,
Sheikh Hurr-e Amuli and Sheikh Bahai arose in the Safavid court (Savory, 2008, p. 204).
Many Persian poets moved to the Mogul court in Delhi 133, where they received greater
financial support and created the Indian genre or Sabk-e Hindi. Sa’ib Tabrizi, the prominent
Safavid poet, described the shahs of his day “as promoters of Shiísm...as defenders of Iran
from its Uzbek and Ottoman enemies, as Shadow(s) of Allah on earth, as defenders of
Shariá”. These expressions highlight the key matters of public and political discourse of this
era (Newman, 2006, p. 117).
Two prominent experts in the philosophical works of the Safavid era are the French
Iranologist Henri Corbin and the Iranian Islamic scholar Seyyed Hussein Nasr. According to
Seyyed Hossein Nasr (1989, p. 161) leading Safavid philosophers were Mir Damad and
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The philosophical movement in the 17th and 18th centuries that emphasized man's ability to reason, also
known as the Age of Reason most commonly associated with Locke, Descartes, Newton and Rousseau.
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In India, Persian was the language of the Mogul court, and Mogul emperors such as Akbar (1556-1605),
Jahangir (1605-27) and Shah Jahan (1628-58) assembled gatherings of brilliant Persian poets at their courts.
(Savory, 2008, pp. 203-205)
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Mulla Sadra. Mir Damad attempted “co-ordinating faith and reason or science and religion”
by combining the neo-Aristotelian and neo-Platonic philosophies with Illuminationist
theosophy and the Gnostic doctrines (Savory, 2008, p. 219). He “synthesised the teachings of
the Ibn Sina and Suhrawardi within intellectual perspectives of nearly a thousand years of
Islamic intellectual life before him” (Nasr, 1989, p. 165).
With Mulla Sadra, the theosophy of Hikmat-e ilahi gradually moved into the realm of Shiísm.
He studied Sheikh Baha’al-Din al-Amili’s “transmitted science”, Mir Abul Qasim
Findiriski’s theosophy or hikmat-e ilahi, and Suhrawardi’s Ishr’aq or Illuminationist
theosophy. According to Roger Savory (2008, p. 219), “the central point of Mulla Sadra’s
thought is that neither rational enquiry nor intuitive speculation can by itself lead the enquirer
to a complete vision of the truth; what is needed is a fusion of the two.” Nasr (1989, p. 165)
argues that in Mulla Sadra’s hikmat muta’aliyeh, the teaching of theology, Peripatetic
philosophy, Illuminationist theosophy and Sufism, like diverse colours of the rainbow, were
unified and harmonised. To Nasr, the hikmat muta’aliyeh characterises the intellectual genius
of philosophical thought of this age by its “expression of unity in multiplicity”. It was during
the Safavids period that Iranians, for the first time, became aware of Western cultural and
technological progress, but they were satisfied with their strength in religious and attainments
in philosophy, science, culture, art and morality (Modares, 2007).
2.6) The Decline of Safavids
Under the Safavids, Iran was politically freed from foreign (Arabs, Turkish Ottomans and
Mongolians) direct rule. Culturally, however, it still remained under the Arabs’ religious
(Islamic) influence and Turkic ethnic political dominance 134. The trend of emphasis on an
orthodox version of Islamic Shiísm finally exhausted the multi-religious nature of the society,
especially among the predominantly Sunni population in the peripheral provinces. The rulers’
religious conversion program further made many foreign enemies for the dynasty among the
neighbouring Sunni countries. In 1722, when Shah Sultan Hussein tried to forcefully convert
Afghans from Sunni to Shiá, Mahmoud Afghan, under the influence of the Saudi Sunni
leaders, revolted against him. The Afghans captured the capital Isfahan proclaiming
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Turkic ethnic dynasties ruled Iran for almost nine centuries from the beginning of Samanids (819 AD) until
the end of the Qajar dynasty (1925 AD).
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Mahmoud as the Shah of Persia (Suren-Pahlav, 2001). Nadir Shah then expelled Afghan,
Turkish and Russian troops from Iranian soil and established a vast kingdom for almost ten
years (1736-1747). This was followed by nearly five decades of civil wars between the two
tribes of Zand and Qajar. Finally, in 1795 when Agha Mohammad Khan Qajar captured
Kerman, he established the Qajar dynasty (Pollack, 2004, p. 17). Except for the period of the
Nadir Shah, from the Safavids to the Qajar dynasty, Shiite clerics had absolute dominance
over Iranians’ intellectual mentality and movements.
Conclusion
This chapter provides a critical explanation for the significance of religion in Iran’s
intellectual and political transformations from ancient time to the Qajar era. The analysis of
relevant literature substantiate following points that firstly, this phase of Iran’s history was
dominated by religiosity both intellectually and politically. Second, the height of the Persian
Empire was reached at a time when ethnic and religious diversity was maintained. By
contrast, whenever the rulers attached their power to a particular religion, the society reverted
to a path of internal and external religious conflicts and wars, which led to foreign invasions
and consequent collape of both the Sasanids and the Safavid dynasties. Third, the dominance
of the pragmatist version of main religions only endured a short political life. Once a
religious system was established, the rulers and religious elite inclined towards a conformist
and conservative version of that religion. For instance, the ascendance of the Khosravani
doctrine in ancient Iran and the dominance of Muta’zilites during the early Abbasid era only
lasted for few decades. Fourth, the sacralisation of politics as well as the politicisation of
religion both have almost always had negative effects on the society’s intellectual and
political progress. As discussed throughout this chapter, religious political systems have
almost always prevented the prospect of political openness, tolerance and building coalition
even within different branches of the same religion.
A range of five factors that have played instrumental role in the fall of the Golden Age of
Islamic civilisation are identified as: (1) the shift in the Abbasid caliphs’ religious orientation
from Muta’zilite doctrine to Asha'rite-Sha'feite dogma, (2) the shift in their ethnic alliance
from Persians to the Turkic Muslims, (3) the subsequent rise of the Turkic Seljuks who
banned the learning of science, philosophy and other branches of even Islam, (4) scholars
such as Ghazali, Fakhr-e Razi and Nezam al-Mulk who supported the Asha'rite school of
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thought, (5) and the Mongol invasion that destroyed major Islamic schools and libraries from
Khorasan to Baghdad.
The findings also indicate that several parameters have contributed to rulers’ tendency
towards religious unification. By undertaking this approach, they have benefited from
utilising the power of religion for (1) securing the fragile economy of qanats, (2) controlling
the country’s multi-ethnic population, (3) maintaining Iran’s civilisational autonomy and
security against external threats, and (4) promoting political centralisation. Iranian
intellectuals, as the guardians of the society’s common interests and cultural diversity, by
contrast, have always resisted political centralisation and religious unification.
From critical review of this phase of Iran's history it can be seen that a strong sense of
civilisational identity, cultural resilience and intellectual illumination continued its insertion
and proved its prevalence in Iran’s history. The state of constant power rivalries between
tribal/ethnic and religious groups in the society demonstrates the paradoxical nature of its
politics. These parameters substantiate the vital implication of the quest for a plural, federal
and secular democratisation in which the multi-faceted features of the society can be
accommodated democratically. It can be argued that similar to the fall of the Berlin Wall in
1989, which ended the ideological divide of the Cold War, the success of democratisation in
Iran will most likely bring the fall of the older religious and cultural partition, between the
Judeo-Christian West and the Middle Eastern Islamic world, to a proximate conclusion. The
next chapter discusses intellectual discourses and politics of the Qajar era.
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CHAPTER SIX
The Dominant Modern Intangible Factors (1):
Intellectual Trends and Politics of the Qajar Era

Introduction
According to the method of explanation in this thesis, the dominant contributing factors to
Iran’s intellectual and political transformations are bisected phenomenologically - into
tangible and intangible - and chronologically - into traditional and modern - groupings. The
dominant tangible factors (geography and climate, qanats, oil, and modern technology) and
the traditional intangible factors (tribal/ethnic and religion) were discussed in the previous
chapters. The dominant modern intangible factors are defined as ideological and democratic
ideas, movements and systems, which are to be discussed throughout the rest of this thesis.
Respectively, since the society has entered into its modern era, during the Qajar dynasty,
Iranian intellectuals have gone through various ideological inclinations under the three
different political systems of the Qajars, the Pahlavi and the Islamic regimes. This chapter is
dedicated to explaining the leading ideological (both intellectual and political) paradigms of
the Qajars' era (1786-1925).
Over the last two decades, the study of the Qajars’ history135 has attracted an increasing level
of scholarly engagement. This has been mainly due to the growing demands for historical
self-consciousness among Iranians in general, and understanding the colonial powers’ “Great
Game” within the wider academic scholarship. According to Roxane Farmanfarmaian (2008,
p. 3) “studying this period offers a rich and still largely untrammelled field for investigation
and interpretation”. Respectively, this chapter attempts to critically review patterns, causes
and effects of ideological discourses of this era from an insider’s perspective.
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The Qajar dynasty was founded after the cruel victory of the Turkic tribal leader Agha Mohammad Khan (r.
1790 – 1797) over his Persian rival Lotfali Khan-e Zand in Kerman. After this victory, the Qajar’s Khan
committed a horrifying crime by ordering his soldiers to pull out the eyeballs of 20,000 local people
(Kermanies), so that the city of Kerman was called the blind-city for several decades. This crime made the
Qajars extremely unpopular right from the beginning. (Ghani, 2001, p. 1)
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From critically reviewing the Qajars' era in this chapter, the following inferences can be
drawn: first, in societies such as Iran, public intellectuals mainly challenge the ruling system
to increase public awareness and demands (Mirsepassi, 2011, p. 149). Thus, by understanding
the society’s politics, the dominant intellectual orientations of this era can be perceived.
Second, modern Iran has mainly been shaped by challenging the West in both tangible and
intangible aspects (Mirsepassi, 2000, p. 55). Respectively, intellectual and political trends of
this era, in particular, depict the way Iranians have responded to this challenge as well. Third,
the dominant tangible factors that affected the fate of the society during this period were the
arrival of colonial powers and the discovery of oil. Dealing with the Western colonial powers,
in particular, took the Qajar dynasty through the early wars with Russia and Great Britain, the
reform (modernisation) programs of Abbas Mirza and Amir Kabir, the Great Game of
colonial powers in the race of concessions, the Tobacco Movement and the Constitutional
Revolution. The dominant intangible factors, which affected Iran's intellectual pursuits and
political events of this era, were the advent of modern intellectuals with various ideological
orientations versus the traditional ruling system that relied on the country's traditional tribal,
ethnocentric and religious powerful groups. Fourth, under the Great Game of the colonial
powers (Russia vs. British), whenever their rivalries escalated, the local elite and intellectuals
found the opportunity to thrive. This means that intellectual progress and politics of the
society were conversely affected whenever colonial powers settled their differences and
agreed upon a particular strategy towards Iran.
Background Reflection
The dominance of religious political systems has, in practice, proved to have a life-cycle.
Religious world empires, that were weakened from external wars and internal conflicts,
gradually started to crumble (Armstrong, 1993, pp. 90-260). Religious rulers, despite
overcoming tribal and ethnic systems, demonstrated their shortcomings in a lack of tolerance
towards spiritual, philosophical and ideological differences. These deficiencies gave rise to
three distinct challenges. First, their intolerance towards religious diversity and their
preference towards religious unification and discrimination resulted in various conflicts
between and within different religious groups and empires. Second, the repressive attitude of
religious systems towards rational thinking and philosophical debate led to the closure of
famous schools of science and philosophy from Athens and Ctesiphon to Rome and Baghdad
and the consequent arrival of the Dark Age of medieval centuries (500 - 1000 AD). Third, a
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suppressive attitude towards any ideological/political alternative became the source of
internal clashes and the subsequent rise of modern ideologies. In Europe, following the
Renaissance136, religious clashes between and within major religious camps escalated into the
Thirty Years Wars (1618-1648), which were ended by the Westphalia Peace Treaty. It was
from this point, and as a result of this treaty, that separation of religion (church) and state, and
the consequent modern nation-state political system was born (Jacobson & Lapid, 2001, p.
76).
Next, the advent of the Industrial (1750-1850) and the French (1789-1799) revolutions in
Europe increased the amount of pressure on traditional, mainly religious empires in Europe.
Power rivalries between and within these traditional empires versus the rising ideological
powers escalated into the First World War; by the end of which, five religious world empires
including the Islamic Ottoman (1300-1922) as well as four Christians namely Tsarist Russian
(1547-1917), the Austria-Hungarian (1867-1918), the German (1871-1918), and the Italian
(1861-1920) empires had collapsed. It was from this point that ideologically oriented nationstate systems began to become the dominant method of governance in the world’s politics
(Roshwald, 2001, pp. 218-219).
In the case of Iran, despite the successful experience of ancient Persia, the society has
seriously, and in several fronts, lagged behind that of the West in modern times. This country,
in its interactions with Europe, right from the times of Cyrus and Darius in the sixth century
B.C. to the time of the Safavids (1501-1722) in the sixteenth century, never played a minor
role. But since the collapse of the Safavids, the country has never been able to retain its
ancient prominence. Nadir Shah’s (1736-1747) military achievements and political
consolidation were short-lived, and Karim Khan Zand’s (1750-1779) efforts to regain Iran’s
past prestige were unsuccessful. By the nineteenth century, Persia and the Ottoman Empire
were two dominant regional powers that could prevent direct colonisation of the Middle East.
However, after the downsizing of Iran under the Qajars by colonial powers and the collapse
of the Ottoman Empire in the First World War, the whole region was exposed to Western
colonial expansionism. This gave Western powers the upper hand in shaping the politics of
the region throughout the next century. Since then, Iran, in its relations with the West, has
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Renaissance refers to the revival of the arts and learning that began in Italy and spread throughout Europe, c.
1350-1600, most often associated with the works of Michelangelo, Machiavelli, Dante, and da Vinci.
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been playing the role of the victim, from which the society has endured much suffering and
has had much to learn (Sharif, 2004, p. 1524).
Nevertheless, Iran entered into its modern era once the society came into contact with the
West. According to Seyyed Fakhorddin Shadman:
Never before had Iran found herself so much in connection with
Europeans, as at the beginning of the nineteenth century. Within a
few years, the Iranians were obliged to learn new methods in dealing
with Europeans... they had to contend with the overtures, the presents,
the bribes, the friendliness and the threats of the British, the fears and
the promises of the French and the overwhelming force of the
Russians. They paid dearly for their ignorance, weakness and for
relying at times almost too sincerely upon foreign support and
counsel. (quoted in Boroujerdi, 1996, pp. 55-56)
Unlike the West that has successfully moved beyond the religious systems of medieval eras,
modern Iran has been engulfed in the dark ages of tribal/ethnic conflicts, ideological rivalries,
and various types of Islamism. This has been partly due to the exploitative nature and
regressive orientation of colonial powers' interferences in Iran's domestic affairs since the
Qajars' era.
Qajar Iran was “a preindustrial society with a broad agrarian base and illiterate population”
(Bonine & Keddie, 1981, p. 84). The British statesman, George Curzon, who travelled to Iran
during the Qajars' reign, noted that “the government of Persia is little else than the arbitrary
exercise of authority by a series of units in a descending scale from the sovereign to the
headman of a petty village” (quoted in Kinzer, 2003, p. 28). It can be argued that as the
Persians’ traditional method of governance was different from the British centralised system,
the British delegate was unable to anticipate the nature of the Qajar’s decentralised ruling
system. In the Persian tradition, central authority was almost nominal, and therefore, local
tribes/ethnic and religious groups enjoyed a high level of self-autonomy. These differences
have still remained to be beyond the comprehension of Western theoretical analysis. As Ali
Ansari (2003, p. 10) argues, only a “few countries have proved so persistently
incomprehensible to Western analyses as Iran”.
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Five Pillars of Power
The Qajars’ power hierarchy featured a combination of traditional arbitrary tribal,
ethnocentric and religious system. Five pillars of power of the Qajars dynasty were the
courtiers (darbaris), Ulama (mullahs), tribal leaders (khans), landlords (ma’lla’kins or
ashra’f) and merchants (ba’za’ris or a’yans). These five groups had shared some
fundamental cultural, social, economic and political interests. Each group with its subordinate
forces operated with limited control and functioned as bridging agents between different
sectors of the society and the courtiers. The three most powerful groups of this ruling system
were the court (royal), Ulama, and tribal leaders137 (shah, mullah and khan), who often were
the biggest landowners as well (Keddie & Richard, 2006, pp. 23-25). Among them, the shah
enjoyed absolute power, and his relatives (darbar) were among the most influential groups
(Keddie & Richard, 2006, p. 25). George Curzon explains:
The king may do what he pleases; his word is law... He appoints and
he may dismiss all ministers, officers, officials, and judges... he has
the power of life and death without reference to any tribunal... any
resources of the country, are vested in him. In his person are fused the
threefold functions of government, legislative, executive, and judicial.
(quoted in Abrahamian, 1982, p. 9)
The shah and his courtiers needed powerful local groups for collecting taxes and maintaining
order in distant regions (Bonine & Keddie, 1981, p. 84). According to Curzon “the Qajars
ensured their own safety by nicely balancing and systematically fomenting mutual jealousies”
(quoted in Abrahamian, 1982, p. 42).
The other most powerful actors were tribal leaders (khans). Historically, right from time of
the Samanids until the Qajars era (between the ninth and nineteenth centuries), most local
dynasties were either formed by Turkic tribal leaders or relied upon their support to rule the
society (Mirfartoos, 2006). These tribal khans had better fighting men, whose excellent
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The executive arms of local leaders were lutis (local gentlemen) and tollabs (religious students) in cities and
tribesmen in rural arias. In Tehran, for instance, Imam Jom’eh kept his lutis in the shah mosque; in Dezful, the
Mujtahid Aga Fattah Mohammad Taher had about 30-40 lutis in his service. (Bonine & Keddie, 1981, pp. 8690)
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horsemanship and latest weaponry could easily prevail in internal power rivalries (Keddie &
Richard, 2006, pp. 23-25). The Qajar rulers, in order to prevent potential challengers, were
encouraging factional fighting among powerful tribes, lutis138 (Keddie & Richard, 2006, p.
28) and religious groups - Hayda’ris/Ni’matis, Sheikhists/Mutasharris (Abrahamian, 1982, p.
42). The foreign powers’ (British, Russian and German) agents were also recruiting the tribal
chiefs within the areas under their influence (Burke & Yaghobian, 2005, p. 113). This
strategy of

“divide and rule” increased tribal 139, ethnic and religious factionism and

insecurity within the society. During the first half of the nineteenth century, more than 60,000
Christians left Iran for Russia because of incursions and looting of their villages in northwest
Iran by Kurdish tribes (Nafisi, quoted in Atabaki, 2007, p. 34). Tribal conflicts between
Shaikh Khaz’al and the Bakhtiyari Khans that were backed by local lutis repeatedly erupted
in Dezful.
The next most powerful group was the traditional Shiite priesthood system of Ulama
(marjai'yat). This group has its roots in the ancient Mithraic magies (moghan) and
Zoroastrian priest system that was officially acquired as Mobadan-e-Moubed under the
Sasanids and then was adopted by the Safavids in the post-Islamic era (Keddie, 1971, pp.
211-231). Traditionally, religious authorities used to perform many administrative functions
that are now carried out by modern institutions. They used to run all range of educational,
judicial, legal, civil and charitable services (Keddie & Richard, 2006, p. 29). Under the
Qajars, Shiite Ulama had enough economic power to support their religious networks and
schools. Collecting religious taxes (Khoms and Zakat) and controlling vast amount of lands as
vaqf made them economically self-sufficient. This state of economic independence made the
rulers’ attempts to control the Shiite Ulama largely ineffective. The Friday prayers, (imamjom'eh) who were officially appointed by the courtiers, were outranked in the eyes of the
populace who followed the independent Ulama (Keddie & Richard, 2006, p. 28). Most
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The most famous of all Iranian lutis were Sattar Khan and Baqer Khan who with their men and together with
forces from Rasht and the Bakhtiyari tribesmen led the constitutionalist forces and recaptured Tehran in 1909.
The lutis did not all join the constitutionalists, they participated in both sides. For instance, if the Haidari lutis
would join the royalists, the Nemati lutis would join the constitutionalists, or vice versa. The dominant role of
lutis was ended by Reza Shah who established modern army and enforced law and order. (Bonine & Keddie,
1981, pp. 91-92)
139

There is no universally agreed-upon definition for the term “tribe”, but generally, a tribe and its subunit
“clan” are a group of people who are related to each other by family ties. (Keddie & Richard, 2006, p. 24)
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Ulama were connected to ba’za’ris (merchants) and landlords (malla’kins) by economic and
family ties. For the general public, entry into the religious institutions and Ulama ranks
through study was much easier and more accessible than entry into the court (darbar) service.
Local mosques were the places of bast (refuge) for those who feared arrest or wanted to
protest against the authorities. In many cases, Iranian people appealed to the Ulama to
represent them before the shah and darbar. (Keddie & Richard, 2006, pp. 28-29)
Politically, in the early stage of the Qajar period, especially, under Fath Ali Shah (ruled 1792
- 1834), Shiite Ulama, namely Allameh Sayyed Mohammad Mojahed, declared a religious
war (Jihad) against Russia. This decision led to a costly defeat and territorial loss for Iran. In
the eyes of the ordinary people and intellectuals, the Shiite Ulama were blamed for these
losses (Jami & Khalaji, 2005). In 1829, one year after the second war, in another religiously
motivated incident, the Russian diplomat Griboyedov140 was killed.
In practice, the Qajars' traditional ruling system, failed to effectively respond to the modern
challenges of its era, namely Western colonial expansionism and ideological orientation of
Iranian intellectuals. This made the society and its ruling system extremely vulnerable to
foreign influences and interventions. Stephen Kinzer (2003, p. 28) argues that if Iran had a
strong and capable regime during the nineteenth century, it may could fend off the
intervention of foreign powers.
Towards the end of the Qajar era, however, “the relationship of the Ulama to the government
changed as they reappropriated their oppositional role as guardians and defenders of Islam
rather than as government advisers and administrators” (Esposito, 1998, p. 86). This
transition, in the Ulama's position, was mainly due to pressure from the ba’za’ris whose
interests were threatened by the monopolistic penetration of colonial powers into the local
market. Therefore, many clerics and merchants allied with the rising modern intellectuals to
form stronger opposition movements (Esposito, 1998, pp. 86-87). This alliance made local
mosques and bazaars the stronghold of popular support for political protests, which enabled
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In this incident, the Russians authorities wanted to return three Armenian women who sought refuge at their
embassy back to Eastern Armenia in Russia. Then, the Ulama issued a fatwa (religious decree) to rescue these
women from the Russian embassy in Tehran. When the Russian Cossacks shot a boy, the crowd killed the
Russian diplomat Griboyedov and his whole mission, with the exception of one person. (Keddie & Richard,
2006, p. 72)
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the Ulama to lead mass movements against the rulers’ excessive submission to foreign
powers during the Tobacco Movement (1891 – 1892) and the Constitutional Revolution
(1905 – 1911).
Colonial Expansionism
The European influence that started from the Safavids era, continued under Nader Shah and
Karim Khan Zand and accelerated by the middle of Fat-h Ali Shah’s reign. The colonial
powers’ relationship with the Qajar dynasty went through three consecutive stages, including:
the early stage of colonial expansionism that ended with the loss of wars with Russia and
Great Britain; second, the colonial rivalries in the Great Game of racing for economic
penetration and concessions; and in the third phase, the discovery of oil in Iran that together
with the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia made the British the sole dominant colonial power
towards the end of the Qajars' era.
Colonial expansionism in Iran began with the Anglo-French rivalries in the early nineteenth
century. In 1807, an offensive and defensive alliance pact between Iran and France caused
Great Britain’s interference (Sharif, 2004, pp. 1524-1526). The downfall of Napoleon brought
about the expansionist intervention of Tsarist Russia versus Britain. The lack of a modern
army and economy made the Qajars extremely vulnerable to this new wave of colonial
aggression. Under Fath Ali Shah (1797 – 1834), the Russian expansionist policy led to
prolonged military campaigns between Russia and Iran. In two consecutive wars, the modern
Russian army easily defeated the faction-ridden tribal Qajars’ army141. These defeats ended
with the humiliating treaties142 of Golistan (1813) and Turkomanchai (1828) according to
which Iran lost some of its richest territories in the north. These annexations forced the
people of thirteen khanates - mainly Georgians, Armenians and Azeris - to accept the
citizenship of Tsarist Russia (Atabaki, 2007, p. 36). Touraj Atabaki (2007, p. 33) contends:
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At this stage, Iran was seeking help from British or France to regain Georgia, which had been lost in the first
war 1804 – 1813. The treaty of 1801 with Britain, promised military equipment and training to recapture
Georgia. Further, the 1807 treaty with France and the Anglo-Iranian treaties of 1809 and 1814 were
unproductive, as after each treaty, the Russians signed counter agreements with these powers. (Farmanfarmaian,
2008, pp. 34-50)
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According to the first pact (Golestan in 1813), Iran ceded some of its territory in the Caucasus (present day
Georgia, Dagestan and most of the Republic of Azerbaijan). With the second treaty (Turkmanchai in 1828), Iran
lost nearly all the Armenian territory and Nakhchivan. (Farmanfarmaian, 2008, pp. 34-50)
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For centuries the agricultural lands north of the Araxes River,
especially the Nakhjanvan region, were providers of grain for
northern and central Iran. The annexation of the region by Imperial
Russia not only deprived Iran of its grain store, but the manpower
working of grain on the land was also lost.
Many believe that the expansionist policies of Tsarist Russia in the early 19 th century
originated from the instructions given by a testament which is believed to belong to Peter the
Great (1672-1725), who modernised Tsarist Russia. In this testament, the emperor proposes
three ways of weakening and conquering Iran: first, by supporting the religious leaders
(Ulama) to gain political power; second, by encouraging the religious conflicts between
Shiite Iran and the Ottoman Sunnis Empire; and the third, by maintaining cooperation and
alliance with the other Western industrial powers in their relations with the Middle East. This
clearly conveys the notion that the Western colonial rulers would knew that the Ayatollahs
could push the country backwards, similar to the way the church did in Russia and Europe
during the medieval centuries (Dabiri, 2007).
The politics of the Qajar era was also heavily affected by colonial powers’ reciprocal
relations of either cooperation or competition. The cooperation between colonial powers was
grounded in: (1) the geopolitical division between the West of modern and Christian versus
the Middle Eastern traditional, authoritarian and Islamic societies; (2) their strategic interests
in dividing Iran into spheres of their influence; and (3) maintaining the status quo by
supporting authoritarian regimes and traditional (religious and ethnocentric) forces for having
more control over Iran’s affairs. It was perhaps due to these shared grounds that the British
and the Russia cooperated in, firstly, breaking down the two dominant powers of the Middle
East, the Ottoman Empire and the Qajar Persia and secondly, cooperated in preventing the
success of the Constitutional Revolution by dividing Iran into spheres of their influence
(Farmanfarmaian, 2008, pp. 35-55).
The Russians, in particular, proved their ability to settle their differences with other European
powers over Iran whenever they found it necessary. This attitude prevented the British and
the French from supporting Iran in its war with Russia, despite their bilateral treaties with the
Qajars against Russia, (Farmanfarmaian, 2008, pp. 35-55). For instance, following the first
Russia's defeat of Iran, British envoys took advantage and convinced the shah to sign a
protectorate agreement. According to the Definitive Treaty of 1814, the British promised to
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support the Qajars and train the Persian Army - a mission that formerly had been undertaken
by the French since 1807. In return, the Qajar rulers promised not to let other foreign troops
enter Iran. The shah was hoping to use British military assistance to rebuild his army and
recapture his lost territories from the Russians. The reality, however, proved otherwise and in
the next war with Russia, in the absence of British support, the Qajars again were defeated.
The next treaty officially made Iran a pawn in the colonial Great Game 143 (Cavendish, 2006b,
p. 327).
The loss of wars with Russia produced contradictory outcomes in Iran. Following these
losses, the British used Afghanistan as a buffer zone against both the Tsars and the Qajars.
Subsequently, Iran lost the eastern city of Herat to Afghanistan by British in the 1850s. After
opening the Suez Canal in 1869, British commercial and military presence increased in the
Persian Gulf (Abrahamian, 1982, p. 51). At that time, geographic significance placed Iran at
the crossroads of the land route to India that was the “jewel in the Crown” for Britain; and the
Russia’s objective was “a chance to control a large swath of land across their exposed
southern land” or even reaching the warm waters of the south (Kinzer, 2003, p. 28). Unlike
the Russians who wanted to directly rule Iran, the British preferred a dependent but stable
state in Persia that could withstand the Russians; but not that strong that could pose a threat to
British interests (Pollack, 2004, pp. 20-21).
Ehsan Naraqi (quoted in Jami & Khalaji, 2005) regards the Russian defeats as serious wakeup calls for political elite and Shiite Ulama. Seyyed Fakhorddin Shadman (quoted in
Boroujerdi, 1996, p. 55) contends that these losses undermined Iranians’ “independence of
thought and self-esteem”. After these defeats, the credibility of the Shiite clerics in
dominating the society’s mentality was questioned (Modares, 2007). The country's political
elite also became aware of their inferior position, compared to the West, in many areas. Many
among the Qajars’ courtiers started to believe that the only way to resist colonial dominance
was to adopt Western civilisational achievements (Keddie & Richard, 2006, p. 54). High
ranking figures such as Abbas Mirza and Amir Kabir became convinced that in order to avoid
being victimised by Western powers, Iranians should undertake Western modernity
voluntarily (quoted in Boroujerdi, 1996, p. 55). In practice, however, dissimilar to Egypt and
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The competition between the British and the Russians in the region from around 1830 until World War I
(1914 - 1918) has been called the "Great Game” (Cavendish, 2006b, p. 327).
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Turkey, the Qajars lacked the financial resources to purchase European weaponry,
manufacturing plants, and expertise to proceed with such modernisation programs (Pollack,
2004, p. 26). It was in this socio-economic and political climate that Abbas Mirza, Qa'em
Maqam and Amir Kabir dedicated their life to ambitious reformation and modernisation
programs.
Shattered Reforms
The loss of wars with Russia, in particular, was the turning point from which Iran entered into
its modern era (Jami & Khalaji, 2005). Following these losses, Prince Abbas Mirza (1789 1833) started substantial initiatives towards modernising the country’s education,
administration and army sectors (Keddie & Richard, 2006, p. 29). However, traditional
powerful groups such as tribal leaders were against his military reform. Some Ulama also
opposed the application of Western instructors, introduction of uniforms, and his attempt to
send the first group of Iranian students to Europe. After Abbas Mirza’s death in 1833, his
chief minister, Qa’em Maqam Farahani144, tried to proceed with administrative and literary
reforms. After Fath Ali Shah’s death in 1834, with the help of British and Russia, the crown
passed to the eldest son of Abbas Mirza, Mohammad Shah. The new shah, under Russian
influence, opposed the Qa'em Maqam’s modernisation program and arranged for his chief
minister to be suffocated in a felt carpet in 1835 (Ghani, 2001, p. 3). Under Mohammad
Shah, British economic penetration also increased as the merchants’ (ba’za’ris) sent their first
petition against the British companies to the shah. (Keddie & Richard, 2006, p. 44)
After Mohammad Shah, Naser-o-Din Shah appointed the great Iranian intellectual of the
time, Mirza Taqi-Khan Amir Kabir (1800-1852) as his chief minister. During his three years
in office, Amir Kabir tried to put Iran on the road to progress by introducing several
administrative, legal and educational reforms 145. Despite attempting to reduce foreign
interference in Iran, he employed European experts to modernise the country’s army,
bureaucracy and education systems. These reform programs threatened the foreign powers’
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Qaem Maqam was a reformer statesman, writer and the first person who tried “to simplify the flowery and
elaborate forms of Persian court prose” (Keddie & Richard, 2006, p. 44).
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In 1848, Amir Kabir established the first European-style upper-level secondary school, Darol-fonoon
(polytechnic) for teaching modern sciences, skills and languages. He also supported the foundation of one of the
first Persian newspapers "Vaqaye Etefaqieh" (The Happening Events). (Boroujerdi, 1996, p. 54)
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interests as well as the position and interests of traditional powerful groups including the
courtiers, Shiite Ulama and tribal leaders. The Ulama initially tolerated him, especially when
he was suppressing the Babis’ movement, but soon after, they started a strong defamatory
campaign against him. Finally in October 1851, the Shah, under the influence of his family,
the Russians and the Ulama, dismissed Amir Kabir and sent him to exile in Kashan, where he
was assassinated on the Shah's order in a public bath in 1852 (Keddie & Richard, 2006, pp.
49-50). Amir Kabir is accredited as being the first Iranian intellectual who tried to adapt,
rather than copy, Western modernity in Iran. His character and approach have been criticized
for not being moderate and tactful enough to keep the shah or a group of reformists on his
side (Keddie & Richard, 2006, p. 50). The death of Abbas Mirza and the assassination of
Qa'em Maqam and Amir Kabir brought the prospect of reforming the Qajar dynasty to its
conclusion (Abrahamian, 1982, p. 52).
The Great Game of Colonial Powers in Iran
Following the loss of wars with Russia, Qajar Iran became the pivot around which the
colonial Great Game began. Thereafter, the rulers sought their survival via economic and
diplomatic attachments to colonial powers. This submissive approach made Iran susceptible
to further colonial interference. Most decisions about the country were carried out in Britain
or Russia so that Iran was left with limited independence (Keddie & Richard, 2006, pp. 3637). Among the colonial powers themselves, decision-making about Iran “took place in terms
of trade-offs between gains and losses” (Farmanfarmaian, 2008, p. 4). This was happening at
a time when cyclical famine and chronic drought aggravated the extent of human suffering in
Iran. In response, the rulers attempted to attract funds and aid by giving lucrative concessions
to colonial powers. This policy made Tehran a meeting place for European concession
hunters for obtaining more concessions in all of Iran’s economic sectors and resources
(Sharif, 2004, p. 1528). It enabled Russia and Britain to open consular and commercial
companies that were exempt from local tariffs, import duties, and local laws and regulations
(Abrahamian, 1982, p. 51).
The politics of the Great Game also made Iran a favoured destination for colonial power
rivalries. After Naser-o-Din Shah’s three trips to Europe, in order to raise funds for the
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country's economy, he launched another policy of granting concessions 146 to foreign
companies. For him, three main sources of increasing revenue were trade, customs duties,
and the sale of concessions (Farmanfarmaian, 2008, p. 9). The rulers thought by giving the
control of Iranian industries to the British, they might prevent further impoverishment or stop
the country from falling under Russian control. With this objective in mind, they granted the
most extensive concessions to Baron Julius de Reuter in 1872 that gave him the right to
control all industrial and agricultural projects in the country. The British statesman Lord
Curzon referred to this as “the most complete and extraordinary surrender of the entire
industrial resources of a kingdom into foreign hands” (quoted in Farmanfarmaian, 2008, p.
8). Granting similar concessions continued in other sectors so that Iran was caught up in huge
financial commitments (Farmanfarmaian, 2008, pp. 215-216). The extent of colonial powers’
control over Iran’s domestic affairs was so extensive that the British and Russian officials and
companies were recruiting agents among traditional powerful groups such as royal courts,
local tribes and Shiite clerics for pursuing or protecting their interests (Azimi, 2008, pp. 2728). This made local Anglophiles and Russophiles influential forces within the society.
Despite the fact that colonial rivalries provided the opportunity for Iran to escape from formal
colonisation, the dominance of colonial powers on the country's economy moved the
traditional regional trade routes away from Iran. In 1878, the selection of the Russian
Cossack unit as a model for the Persian army by the Shah became a powerful means for
furthering Russian influence. In response, the British navy engaged in a sort of Monroe
Doctrine147 in the Persian Gulf to block Russia and Germany. On 15 May 1903, the British
Foreign Minister Lord Lansdowne addressed the House of Lords:
We should regard the establishment of a naval base, or of a fortified
port, in the Persian Gulf by any other power as a grave menace to
British interests, and we should certainly resist it with all the means at
our disposal. (Yodfat, 1984, p. 5)
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This policy is referred to as “positive balance” (Movazeneh Mosbat), which meant maintaining a balance in
granting concessions to both colonial powers, the British in the south and the Russians in the north
(Farmanfarmaian, 2008, p. 216).
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Monroe Doctrine refers to the political principle started in 1823 by the US President James Monroe opposing
interference from European powers in the American continent (Hamilton & Inouye, 1995, p. 25).
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Furthermore, due to huge financial commitments and foreign manipulation, the Persian
currency steadily lost its value on the international market (Farmanfarmaian, 2008, pp. 8-9).
Gradually, a sense of frustration increased not only among the public but also in the Shah’s
mind. Naser-o-Din Shah once remarked:
I wish that no European had ever set his foot on my country's soil, for
then we would have been spared all these tribulations. But since the
foreigners have unfortunately penetrated into our country, we shall, at
least, make the best possible use of them. (quoted in Sharif, 2004, p.
1528)
Thereafter, domestic factors such as official policies from the top (among the rulers) and
resistance from the bottom (within the society) began to influence the outcomes of the Great
Game (Farmanfarmaian, 2008, p. 3). Excessive submission of the Qajar rulers to colonial
demands began to erode their legitimacy. As a result, the public’s frustration gradually
aggravated and opposition to both colonial powers and the rulers began to grow. The lack of
willingness among the rulers to reform voluntarily and the conflicting nature of colonial
versus local interests impelled the local intellectuals, urban elite and the Shiite Ulama to build
a coalition for proceeding with a grassroots movement (De-Groot, 2007, p. 32).
The Tobacco Movement
In 1872, after a popular discontent, Naser-o-Din Shah revoked the Reuter’ concessions
(Farmanfarmaian, 2008, p. 217), but in 1890, he granted another major concession that gave a
monopoly of purchasing and selling tobacco within Iran to a British company148, headed by
Gerald Talbot for fifty years. The Russians threatened military action if the concession was
implemented in the northern parts of the country that were under their influence (Poulson,
2006, pp. 85-87). After the merchants’ protests, a religious order (Fatwa) was issued by the
highest religious authority (Mojtahed) of the time, Mirza Hassan Shirazi, from Najaf. In this
fatwa he declared that the use of tobacco in whatever fashion, would be considered as a
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According to this Talbot Tobacco concession, the Qajars would annually receive 15,000 pounds plus 25
percent of the profit generated by the company. According to this concession, both the local growers and
merchants were obliged to register and seek permits from that company for growing or selling their crops.
(Poulson, 2006, p. 85)
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declaration of war against the Imam of the Age. Another religious argument was that
Muslims should not be controlled by foreign non-Muslims (Kafirs). This Fatwa and the
support of the country’s leading Mojtahed Mirza Hassan Ashtiyani led to a cycle of massive
protests in all major cities. Several people were killed during a large demonstration which
took place in front of the Qajar Palace. As a result, the Talbot’s accord was abolished and its
concession was revoked. (Poulson, 2006, pp. 87-88)
The Tobacco Movement (1890-1892) was a momentous event in many respects: it was the
first national protest against the Qajars’ submission to colonial excessive demands; the Shiite
leading Ulama, for the first time, stood by the people to lead the masses in opposition to the
rulers. The success of this movement, especially after the Shiite clerics’ failed record in the
Russian defeat (as explained earlier), improved their self-image and gave them the
opportunity to re-emerge and play a leading role in subsequent political events. Furthermore,
they became aware of their effectiveness in fermenting mass demonstrations to which the
rulers were extremely vulnerable. Religious leaders such as Mirza-e Shirazi, Mirza Hassan
Ashtiyani, and Sayyed Jamal-al Din Assad Abadi (Afghani) and Ali Mohammad Bob
wielded enormous influence on public opinion and politics of this era.
The Tobacco Movement was also the first political uprising in which Iranian modern
intellectuals played an observable role. Political endeavours of this new generation of
intellectuals took the three forms of organising mass protests in major cities, circulating
petitions, and writing open letters directly to the Qajar officials. Sayyed Jamal-o-Din
Asadabadi (Afghani) and his followers 149 were among supporters of this group. They, unlike
the Ulama's respectful tune, used a threatening language by employing Quranic verses in
their letters (Poulson, 2006, pp. 90-92). Several modern intellectuals also became involved in
debating concepts such as the rule of law and the nature of the relationship between the
people and the state. These debates led to the foundation of the Anjoman-e Adamiyat
(Association of Humanity) by Abbas Qazvini, a close friend of Malkam Khan (who adapted
Adamiyet as his surname). It was also during this movement that modern newspapers became
part of the Iranian political discourse. The paper Qanun (The Law) that was published in
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After assassinating Naser-o-Din Shah in 1897, Mirza Reza Kermani, who was a follower of Sayyed Jamal,
during his interrogation, confirmed that he wrote threatening letters during the Tobacco Movement. (Poulson,
2006, p. 92)
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London by Malkam Khan reflected the Anjoman’s views. This association was inspired by
the ideas of leading French philosophers such as Montesquieu, Jean-Jacques Rousseau,
Comte Saint-Simon and Auguste Comte (Poulson, 2006, p. 90).
Intellectual Trends under the Qajars
Before the Qajars, the society was in such a traditional point that when, for instance, Karim
Khan Zand150 was given the suggestion that he should use an artillery shell for his army, he
broke it with his sword saying “we do not need this” (San'ati, 2009). During the Qajars, the
society and its intellectuals have paid heavy price for changing this anti-modernist attitude.
Although a combination of ideological orientations has existed among the society’s
intellectuals, each period of Iran’s modern history has been dominated by certain ideological
paradigms. The orientations of local intellectuals have varied widely due to their different
tribal/ethnic background, religious belief and ideological affiliation. Given the general
parameter that any intellectual paradigm yields a cycle of rising, dominance and decline, the
Qajar period was an era of rising intellectual movement of modernisation and
constitutionalism. The leading advocates of these paradigms were intellectuals such as Amir
Kabir, Malkam Khan (1833-1908), Fath Ali Akhundzadeh (1812 – 1878), Ali Mohammad
Bob (1819-1859), and Sayyed Jamal-al Din Assad Abadi (Afgahni) (1838 -1897).
Intellectual orientations of this era were mainly influenced by Western colonial interventions
and philosophical ideas simultaneously. The extent and scope of these influences varied
depending on the type of relationship between various forces that were shaping the society's
politics. Among these forces, in addition to colonial powers and the Qajars’ rulers, local
traditional (religious and tribal) groups were also resisting the intellectuals’ endeavours (DeGroot, 2007, pp. 146-147). Iranian intellectuals, thus, benefited from rivalries among these
opposing forces in many ways but incurred huge losses from their cooperation. It was the
escalation of rivalries within colonial powers (British vs. Russia) that gave local elite and
intellectuals the opportunity to engage in political reform of modernisation or proceed with
the Tobacco Movement and the Constitutional Revolution.
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Karim Khan Zand (c. 1705- 1779) was the founder of the Zand dynasty who ruled Iran from 1760
until 1779. He never styled himself as "shah" or king, and instead used the title Vakil ar-Ra'aayaa (the
representative of the subjects) (Elton, 2001, p. 98).
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The Qajars’ modernisation programs - by Abbas Mirza, Qa'em Maqam and Amir Kabir increased the speed and extent of interactions between Iran and the West via travel,
translation and education. These interactions produced a new generation of intellectuals with
modern education, aspirations and ideas. Morteza Ravandi, the author of the multi-volume
Social History of Iran, contends:
…visits by Iran’s diplomatic and military delegations to France,
England, and Russia, and travels to Europe by groups of Iranian
elites, little by little introduced Iranian society to the benefits of
Western civilization and brought awareness of the corruption of the
ruling circles... (quoted in Mirsepassi, 2000, p. 57)
Respectively, the reign of Naser-o-Din Shah of Qajar has become known as the era of
awakening (Asre Bidari). It was during this period that the ideas of modernity and
constitutionalism were spread in Iran (Mirsepassi, 2000, p. 202). According to Morteza
Ravandi, “some Iranian thinkers who were already familiar with the European civilization
and culture, were active in Iran and abroad in awakening the Iranian people to struggle
against oppression and dictatorship” (quoted in Mirsepassi, 2000, p. 57). This period is also
marked as the era of “renaissance of Persian prose and a return to writing philosophical
works in Persian [language]” (Nasr & Razavi, 1996, pp. 53-54). Major works from Ibn Sina
and Mulla Sadra were translated into Persian. The leading hakims (religious philosophers) of
this era, including Haji Mulla Hadi Sabziwari, Mulla Abdallah Zunuzi and his son Mulla Ali
Zunuzi, wrote their major works in Persian151. (Nasr & Razavi, 1996, pp. 54-55)
This era also witnessed the flourishing of a new generation of modern Islamic thinkers among
the Shiite clerics. Figures such as Sayyed Jamal-al Din Asad Abadi152 (Afghani), Ali
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This trend continued into the Pahlavi period as figures such as Sayyed Muhammad Kazim Assari, Sayyed
Abu’l Hassan Rafi’I Qazwini and Allamah Tabataba’i wrote in both Arabic and Persian (Nasr & Razavi, 1996,
p. 54).
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After being suspected of producing a leaflet attacking the Qajar dynasty for its concessions to foreigners,
Sayyed Jamal was forced to leave Iran, but his disciples remained secretly active. He later joined Malkam Khan
and continued to write and speak against the Shah’s excesses. In 1884, he published an Arabic newspaper in
Paris titled al-Urwah al-Wuthqa (The Indissoluble Link) with Muhammad Abduh. The newspaper called for
Islamic unity by returning to the original principles of Islam for challenging the dominance of European powers.
Late in 1892, he went to Istanbul as a guest of Sultan Abdulhamid, who kept him from publishing more attacks
on the Shah but encouraged him to spread pan-Islamic propaganda among Iranians and other Shiis, asking them
to lend support to the Ottoman Sultan, who claimed to be the caliph of all Muslims. In Istanbul, he formed a
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Mohammad Bob, and their prominent followers such as Sheikh Ahmad Rouhi, Mirza Aga
Khan and Mirza Reza Kermani dedicated their endeavours to religious reformation. Sayyed
Jamal, for instance, believed that Muslims can only challenge Western dominance through
unity of both Shiite and Sunni, while at the same time, adopting Western science and
technology. (Keddie & Richard, 2006, p. 59) Sayyed Ali Mohammad Shirazi, titled Bob153
(the “gateway” to the Hidden Imam) founded the religious reform movement of Babism in
the 1840s, which was considered to be a serious threat to both the Shiite clerics and the Qajar
dynasty. In following years, a branch of Babism evolved into the new messianic religion of
Baha’ism. The loss of the war with Russia and the rise of Babism and Baha’ism roused alarm
within the Shiite Ulama. (Azimi, 2008, p. 31)
After the Tobacco Movement, the Ulama's opposition to the shah temporarily receded, but
attacks from abroad continued. From London, Sayyed Jamal Asadabadi contributed several
articles to Malkam’s Qanun (law) newspaper and published letters to the Shiite Ulama in Iraq
and Iran, calling on them to unseat the Shah. The execution of Bob in 1852 and Mirza Reza
Kermani in 1891, the death of Sayyed Jamal in 1897 and the cessation of Qanun ended a
significant movement of religious reformation (Keddie & Richard, 2006, p. 64).
Two distinct features of the early generation of Iranian intellectuals were: first, they
predominantly came from powerful elite groups within the Qajars’ ruling system. As noted
by Jalal-e Al-e Ahamad, during this period, “nobility, clerics, tribal leaders and the urban
middle class as the four fountains of Iranian intellectuality” (quoted in Boroujerdi, 1996, p.
72). He considered the last group as the most genuine and the ultimate “hope” for Iran’s
future intellectual movement. Second, these early intellectuals were divided into two distinct

circle of radical freethinkers. Among them were a group of Azali Babis including Mirza Reza and Mirza Agha
Khan Kermani, and Shaikh Ahmad Ruhi, also from Kerman. (Keddie & Richard, 2006, pp. 62-63) In late 1890,
in a series of articles in Istanbul’s Persian newspaper Akhtar, he strongly criticised the Tobacco Concession
(Keddie & Richard, 2006, p. 59). Then, he was suspected of supporting the assassination of Naser-o-Din Shah,
as an act of supporting the Constitutional Revolution. Despite his limited practical achievements, Sayyed
Jamal’s ideas gained wide appeal and found many followers in Iran. (Saikal, 2003, pp. 35-36)
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Bob claimed that “each prophet brings a new message that supersedes the last one”. This doctrine was
regarded as heretical by the traditional Shiite Ulama. The Bobists were suppressed cruelly between 1848 and
1851, and after a group of Babis tried to kill the Shah in 1852, they were repressed further. Bob himself was put
on trial in 1850 and was executed in 1852 for heresy. The successor to Bob was Sobh-e Azal who was soon
challenged by his half-brother Baha’ollah who in 1863 declared himself as the promised new Prophet of
Bahaism and challenged the radical messianism of the Bob. One of the main criticisms of Amir Kabir’s record
relates to his attempt to suppress the Bobist movement from 1848 – 1850. (Keddie & Richard, 2006, pp. 47-48).
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groups of traditional versus modernists. The traditional nativists placed more emphasis on
either Persian or Islamic cultural heritage and identity. While modernists, on the other hand,
widely varied in their reference to Western ideological orientations. It was only after the
failure of the internal reform movements that both groups were united in their struggles for
the Constitutional Revolution. (Keddie, 1966, p. 6)
The Constitutional Revolution
Before the Constitutional Revolution, Iran used to be ruled by an arbitrary system for several
centuries. Under this system, (as explained earlier) the Shah’s absolute rule was mainly
confined by the traditional socio-political structure of the society in which tribal, ethnic and
religious groups had the upper hand (Kamran, 2003). During the Qajars, in particular, both
the Russian and British colonial powers positioned Iran as the frontline of their political and
economic rivalries of the Great Game. The poor economic performance of the Qajars and
their excessive submission to colonial demands made them extremely unpopular. Hence,
when the rulers made the elite’s effort for political reform ineffective, local intellectuals and
opposition groups diverted their attention from reform to revolution (Afary, 1996, pp. 18-19).
The successful experience of the Tobacco Movement, in particular, encouraged them to
engage in grassroots movement for fundamental changes. This strategic shift facilitated an
ideological transformation from modernisation to constitutionalism among local intellectuals.
Constitutionalist intellectuals, in their search to find the most determinant factor for the
success of Western societies and Iran’s backwardness concluded that the “Law” plays such a
critical role. The leading constitutionalist intellectuals of the time were Malkam Khan,
Seyyed Hassan Taqizadeh, Abdol Rahim Talbof, Mirza Jahangir Khan Sur-Israfil154 (1875 –
1908), and the preachers such as Sayyed Jamal al-Din Va’iz Esfahani (1862 – 1908)155 and
Malek al-Motakallemin (king of orators) (Afary, 1996, pp. 18-19). This generation of public
intellectuals came to believe that protecting individuals’ freedom, property and securing the
life of citizens against various types of crime, corruption and violence requires rule of law
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Mirza Jahangir Khan Sur-Israfil was the founder of Sur-Israfil, a leading constitutionalist journal. After the
bombardment of the Majles in the 1908 coup, he was captured and murdered by Muhammad Ali Shah’s forces.
155

Sayyed Jamal Vaiz was a famous constitutionalist preacher and followers of Bob, who was murdered after
the 1908 coup against the parliament (Majles).
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(Homa Katouzian, 2003, p. 84). Sayyed Jamal al-Din Isfahani, in supporting the first national
assembly (Majles) in 1906, told his audience:
People! Nothing would help your country other than subjection to
law… and no one rule is valid but rule of law… In a word,
development of any country, the foundation of every nationality, and
the solidarity of every nation arises from implementation of law
(quoted in Katouzian, 2003, p. 85).
Malkam Khan (1833-1908), as the main advocate of this paradigm, established a Freemasons
society to spread the idea of constitutionalism. Modern ideas such as national sovereignty,
nation-state, constitutional government, national assembly, rule of law, and separation of
powers were introduced and publicised by his supporters in Adamiyet Anjoman and his
newspaper, Qanun. The revolutionary committee of the Anjoman, known as ‘Anjoman-e
Makhfi’ (underground association), began formulating plans against the Qajar dynasty
(Poulson, 2006, pp. 85-90). Malkam submitted the first charter of a modern constitution to
Naser-o-Din Shah, in which he made a distinction between absolute rule (Tsarist Russia and
Ottoman empires) and his favourite moderate monarchic (British) models (Katouzian, 2003,
p. 85). His ideas provided the theoretical foundation for Mirza Hossein Khan Sepah-salar’s
constitutional government 156 in 1871, in which Malkam became the chief advisor.
(Katouzian, 2003, p. 86)
Between 1900 and 1905, Mozaffar-o-Din Shah granted the British business man, William
Knox D’Arcy, a concession for oil157 in all of Iran except the northern provinces which were
under Russian influence. Granting counterbalance concessions to Russia became the source
of another wave of discontent against the rulers. The Prime Minister, Amin-ol Soltan, was
blamed for giving these concessions. A coalition among some of the leading Ulama,
ba’za’ris, and intellectuals began to call for the dismissal of Amin-ol Sultan. Secret
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Mirza Yousef Khan Moshir al-Dawleh, who wrote the famous book, ”One Word” (Yek Kalemah), which
means Law, was also deputy minister of justice in this government. This was the first experiencing of a lawful
and orderly modern administration in Iran, but it survived for only two years. (Katouzian, 2003, p. 86)
157

Oil was discovered in 1908, and the Anglo-Persian Oil Company was founded in 1909. In 1912, the British
navy converted from coal to oil, and in 1914 the British government bought a majority of shares in the company
(Keddie & Richard, 2006, p. 72).
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opposition groups became active and started distributing anti-government leaflets,
Shabnamahs (night letters), in Tehran and other major cities. The British also encouraged
leading members of the Ulama in Iraq and Tehran to help the movement against the Russian
tide. (Keddie & Richard, 2006, p. 67)
Constitutionalists were influenced by similar movements in the Ottoman Empire, Russia,
Japan and Egypt. The news of Japan reached Iran via the constitutionalists’ largest Persian
newspaper, Habl al-matin, that was published in Calcutta (India) and the Hekmat newspaper
that was published in Egypt. The Japanese constitutional movement, and the defeat of Tsarist
Russia by a nationalist Japan in 1904’s war, appealed to Iranians. Leading constitutionalist
figures such as Malik al-Mutakallimin and Seyyed Jamal al-din Asad Abadi (Afghani) and
Yahya Dowlat Abadi publicised the case of Japan as an inspirational model (quoted in
Mirsepassi, 2000, p. 57).
The ideological orientation of this movement was a combination of constitutionalism,
modernism and nativism (nationalism and Islamism). Therefore, a combination of different
tribal (such as Sardar Asa'd and Sardar Bahador Bakhtiari), ethnic (Azaris, Lurs etc.),
religious clerics (Ulama) and modern ideological groups brought about a colourful wave of
political activism during this period. In addition to these groups, religious minorities (such as
Jews, Armenians, Zoroastrians and Babis) actively participated in the movement (Mirsepassi,
2000, p. 57). The prime objectives of the constitutionalists were to limit the arbitrary role of
shah in a constitutional monarchy (Mashrooteh Saltanati) and reducing foreign colonial
interventions (Esteqlal) by establishing the rule of law (qa'nun), a modern justice system
(Adalat-khaneh) and a democratically elected national assembly (Majles-e Shura)
(Mirsepassi, 2000, p. 58).
To achieve these objectives, the constitutionalists were facing four major challenges namely
(1) reducing the dominance of colonial powers in Iran’s domestic affairs, (2) regulating the
arbitrary role of the Shah and his court, (3) reducing the power of tribal leaders by
modernising the country’s army and (4) undermining the anti-modernist stance of the Shiite
Ulama. Among these challenges, the priority was given to overcome the two earlier tasks and
therefore, the constitutionalists allied with both traditional powerful groups of Shiite Ulama
and tribal leaders as an effective strategy in paving the way for the success of the revolution
(Keddie, 1966, pp. 1-15). In this manner, out of the ashes of an almost ruined society, a
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constitutionalist national movement emerged that aimed at re-establishing a new and
independent Iran with a modern constitution (Sharif, 2004, p. 1528).
The offspring of the revolution was a new constitution and a representative parliament (the
Majles) to govern the multiethnic populace of the society democratically for the first time in
Iran’s history. The first Majles opened in October 1906, and a committee was assigned to
write the constitution that after approval by Mozaffar-o-Din Shah in December 1906, become
known as Farmane Mashrootiyat (the Order of Constitutional Monarchy). Later in October
1907, a longer supplementary fundamental law was drafted and signed by Mohammad Ali
Shah. These two documents were mainly based on the Belgian constitution of 1830 and
formed the foundation of the first Iranian constitution, until its replacement in 1979 (Keddie
& Richard, 2006, p. 68). In this constitution, three branches of government (executive,
legislature and judiciary) that were inspired by Montesquieu, were predicted; democratic
instruments and institutions such as political parties, parliamentary debates, civil
organisations, free elections and a free press were also envisioned (Bashiriyeh, 1984, p. 9).
Soon after the Revolution, however, disagreement grew over the way the movement was
expected to proceed. The central point was whether to redefine the monarchy as a
constitutional system based on popular sovereignty and civil law or Sharia and religious law.
These opposing perspectives led to the first political split between the modern secular
constitutionalists versus the defenders of Islamic Shari’a law. In response, the
constitutionalist faction in the Majlis attempted to reconcile the modern constitution with the
traditional monarchical system and Shari’a law simultaneously. The proposed constitution
made references to Islam and provisions to establish a committee of five Mujtahids (Shiite
leading clerics) who would be consulted on all laws. The Iranian historian, Mashallah
Ajoudani, in his text Mashrooteye Irani (Iran’s Constitutionalism) considers this provision as
a grave mistake that prevented the success of modernity and democracy in modern Iran
(quoted in Hunter, 2009, p. 31). Differences among constitutionalists also gave rise to five
major
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constitutionalism (Mashrooteh vs. Mashroo’ah), nationalism versus colonisation (Esteqla'l
vs. Estema'r), modernism versus traditionalism (Tajaddod vs. Tahajjor), nativism versus
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This type of dualistic worldview has almost been invalidated in recent years due to the ascendance of
democracy and human rights in Iranian intellectual debates.
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westernisation (Boomi vs. Garbi), and republicanism versus monarchism. These ideological
orientations contributed to the way in which the following political events evolved and were
handled.
After the revolution, the new freedom of press and assembly led to a sudden flourish of
newspapers and associations. The constitutionalists' newspaper, Sur Esrafil, for instance, was
publishing various views, news, poetry and satire with articles by Ali Akbar Dehkhoda.
Revolutionary provincial and local assemblies of Ayalati and Valayati Anjomans were
established throughout Iran. The parliament (Majles) quickly confirmed its patriotism by
refusing a new Russian loan and instead began plans for a national bank. The Majles
delegates also disputed many of the former concessions, including the oil deals with British
companies. This nationalist move of the Majles was responded to by a Russo-British
ultimatum for retaliation. (Keddie & Richard, 2006, p. 68)
Thereafter, following the death of Mozaffar-o-Din Shah, when his son Mohammad Ali Shah
tried to strike down the constitutional monarchy, the colonial powers supported him against
the constitutionalists and the Majles. On August 31, 1907, Prime Minister Ataback was
assassinated by the Shah’s agents, and on the same day, the Anglo-Russian treaty divided
Iran into spheres of their influence - the north under Russian rule, the south under British
rule, and the area in between as a neutral zone. They neither consulted nor informed Iranians
about this agreement or its terms. This was responded to by popular demonstrations that
forced the Shah to seek protection in the Russian embassy. Mohamad Ali Shah then staged a
coup d'état in June 1908 in which the Russian commander of the Cossack Brigade, Liakhoff,
bombarded the Majles. In this operation, many progressive legislators and journalists such as
Jamal ad-Din Isfahani, Malek al-Motakallemin and Mirza Jahangir Khan Sur-e Esrafil were
arrested and killed. With the cooperation of both colonial powers in this tragedy, this phase of
the Constitutional Revolution came to its conclusion, and the society entered into a period
known as the minor tyranny (Estebdad-e Sagir). (Keddie & Richard, 2006, pp. 69-70) These
antidemocratic colonial interventions gave rise to various forms of radicalism that have since
become one of the critical features of Iran’s modern intellectual discourses and politics. It
was from this point that ideological divide began to polarise the society into opposing sociopolitical camps defined by secular versus religious views.
One year later, when Sattar Khan and Bager Khan defied the royal order in Tabriz by tearing
down white flags, they launched an armed resistance with their men in support of the
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constitutionalists. With the forces of Mujahedin from Gilan, the Ardabil and Bakhtiari tribes,
they marched towards Tehran and recaptured the city in July 1909. The Shah159 took refuge
with the Russians again, and his young son, Ahmad, replaced him, with the moderate Oxfordeducated Naser-ol-Molk as his prime minister. In 1910, the second Majles was elected with
delegates from various modern and traditional groups. Once again, an internal ideological
split gave rise to political division of conservative (E’tedaliun) –mainly from the ruling class,
the elite and religious leaders – versus the modern socialist, secular, and democrat group in
the Democrat Party160 (A’miun). In this volatile political climate, a radical leftist assassinated
the moderate Ayatollah, Behbahani. The modernist intellectual, Hassan Taqizadeh, was
wrongly accused of the act and forced to leave the country. Around the same time, a young
American economic expert, Morgan Shuster, was employed to manage and reform the
country’s financial sector. Shuster planned to set up a gendarmerie to collect taxes. The
Russians strongly opposed Shuster’s plan and in an ultimatum demanded his dismissal, but
the Majles refused and the Russians responded by advancing their troops towards Tehran. In
November 1911, Russian and British troops occupied Iran from the north and the south; and
in December, Naser-ol-Molk dissolved the Majles and dismissed Shuster. This AngloRussian collaboration and occupation once again marked the ultimate end of the second
phase of the revolution. (Martin, 1995, pp. 142-143)
This constitutionalist movement also suffered from several other setbacks that limited its
prospects of success. In addition to threatening foreign interests, it was undermining the
traditional hegemony of three powerful elite groups, including the courtiers, the Shiite Ulama
and tribal leaders. As noted by Ahmad Kasravi, “the constitutional movement was carried
forward by two groups; the elite, who rarely acted with integrity, and the ordinary folks, who
rarely acted without it” (quoted in Azimi, 2008, p. 1). The constitutionalist intellectuals
themselves lacked the political capacity to tolerate and reconcile their ideological differences
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Mohammad Ali Shah was taken to Russia this time until he made another failed military attempt to capture
Tehran on July, 18, 1911. He spent the rest of his life in Europe and died in 1924 in Paris. (Gheissari & Nasr,
2006, pp. 32-35)
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This party was influenced by the Socialist-Democrat Party of Qafqaz. Its leading members were Sayyed
Hassan Taqizade, Mohammad Taqi Bahar, Soliman Mirza Eskandari, Sayyed Mohammad Reza Mosavat and
Sheikh Mohammad Khiabani. Some of their prime objectives were separation of clerics from politics as well as
land, education and finance reform. They had several newspapers such as “Iran-e Now” (New Iran) in Tehran,
“Shafaq” (Twilight) in Tabriz, and “New Bahar” (New Spring) in Khorasan. (Martin, 1995, p. 142)
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democratically. After 1913, conflicting ideological arguments (conservative/liberal,
republican/monarchist, and secular/religious) escalated in the centre so that the pragmatist
tribal khans withdrew from their positions in the parliament and returned to their native lands
(Burke & Yaghobian, 2005, pp. 112-113). These internal splits were happening at the time
when the country was facing serious problems of colonial dominance, famine, poverty and
insecurity, which became even worse with the advent of the First World War (Gheissari,
1998, pp. 35-39). Under Russian and British occupation and control, a new majles was
elected in 1914 and the new designated conservative cabinet dissolved revolutionary
anjomans (assemblies) and restored press censorship (Keddie & Richard, 2006, pp. 71-72).
These events undermined the chance of constitutionalists to institutionalise the rule of law or
being able to establish a constitutional government.
Shiite Ulama and the Constitutional Revolution
The Shiite clerics traditionally have had a considerable socio-political influence so that they
were able to challenge the power of monarchs. The status of Shiite Ulama under the Qajars
was different from their Sunni counterparts under the Ottoman Empire in several ways: (1)
many of Shiite leading clerics were living in the Iraqi city of Najaf, under the Ottomans’
control. (2) Their economic and political autonomy enabled them to have greater sociopolitical influence in the society. (3) The Shiite Ulama were not part of the state structure and
thus were not affected by the collapse of the regime. These circumstances gave them more
space and opportunity for political influence, compared to the Sunni Ulama (Azimi, 2008, p.
32). Within Iran, the success of the Tobacco Movement, in particular, improved the Ulama's
public, political and self-image and thus the extent of their influence. These parameters made
them effective allies for not only constitutionalists but also advocates of political change in
following decades.
During the Constitutional Revolution, most of the Shiite clerics initially were united in
supporting the movement. They commonly opposed foreign intervention and wanted to limit
the power of the Shah. Many of them supported the movement in response to huge pressures
from their supporters, especially among the merchants (ba’za’ris). Moreover, political
participation would enable them to influence the course of events in their own favour. They
could, for instance, resist opposing ideological directions such as modernism and secularism.
These factors increased the number and contribution of pro-constitutionalist Ulama,
compared to those in the opposite camp (Gheissari, 1998, pp. 35-39). The high-ranking
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clerics such as Allamah Naini, Akhund Khorasani and Sheikh Abdullah Mazandarani from
Najaf as well as Sayyed Mohammad Tabatabai and Sayyed Abdullah Behbahani inside Iran
played crucial roles in publicising and fermenting popular support for the movement
(Arjomand, 1988, p. 370). In 1909, for instance, the most persuasive religious justification for
a constitutional and representative government was provided by Mirza Mohammad Hossein
Naini’s famous book Tanbih al –Ummah va Tanzih al Millah (Awakening the Community
and Purifying the Nation) that was published in Najaf. In this book, Naini argued that while
religious matters (omour-e Shar’i) have been discussed in the Koran, for non-religious social
and political issues (omour-e ur’fi) we must seek expert advice (Gheissari, 1998, p. 35).
Some clerics even began criticizing the Shiite traditional views on political legitimacy.
Sheikh Asadullah Mamaqani, for instance, in his book titled Maslak al-imam fi-salamat alIslam (The Imam’s Religion and the Safety of Islam) argues that the traditional Shiite Ulama
by referring to the concept of “just and unjust rulers” (sultan-e A’del vs. sultan-e Ja’er)
consider those who work for the government as sinners. He contends that these ideas
discourage political participation by Muslims and leave space for dictatorial rule (quoted in
Gheissari, 1998, p. 34).
The Shiite clerics started to split once the first constitutional parliament (Majles) was
established. The conservative clerics were against two pieces of law introduced in the
parliament, including (1) recognising equal rights for all religions and (2) supporting of the
free press. These principles were considered by conservative clerics as direct threats to their
traditional position in the society. Some leading conservative Ulama such as Sheikh Fazlollah
Nouri, the leader of Tehran’s Friday prayer Mirza Abul-Qasem, Molla Mohammad A’moli,
and Mirza Hasan Mujtahid Tabrizi were defending Mashru’iyat (rule of Shariá Law) instead
of Mashrutiyat (constitutionalism). Among them, Sheikh Fazlollah Nouri, despite his initial
slight pro-constitutionalism stance, became the most vigorous opponent of the revolution
(Gheissari, 1998, p. 36).
Nouri allied himself with the new monarch, Mohammad Ali Shah. In a meeting held in the
Shah’s palace (Bagh-e-shah), he led a campaign and requested the Shah to oppose
Mashrootiyat (constitutional monarchy) by issuing an official order. After the Shah eagerly
signed the order, he started publishing leaflets in order to mobilise the public against
constitutionalists by claiming that they would bring evil to Iran. He issued a fatwa accusing
all members of the new parliament and government as "apostates", "atheists," "secret Babis,"
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and koffar al-harbi (warlike pagans) whose blood ought to be shed by true Muslims
(Abrahamian, 1999, p. 24). These attempts led to some civil unrest in Gilan, Isfahan and
Azerbaijan. Nouri supported the Shah in the coup against the Majles, with the help of Russian
troops in 1907. One year later, when constitutionalists rebelled and marched on Tehran again,
Nouri was arrested, trailed and convicted of being guilty of corruption and sedition on the
Earth. On July 31, 1909, Nouri was hanged and thus became the first Ayatollah to be
executed in modern Iran. (Abrahamian, 1999, p. 24)
It is notable that during this time, none of the pro and anti- constitutionalist clerics were
talking about establishing an Islamic state. Even Nouri, in his idea of “mashruteh-ye mashrueh” (constitutional monarchy according to Shari’a law) did not call for a theocratic Islamic
state. He represented the position of traditional clerics who considered the monarch to be the
guardian of the religion and the protector of their position and interests in the society. With
the execution of Nouri161 and the restoration of the Majles in 1909, the secular intellectuals
took the lead, and many key clerics started to withdraw their support from the
constitutionalists. Even Na’ini for instance, ordered the cessation of circulation of the
remaining copies of his book and implored the public to “throw them into the Tigris” River.
(Gheissari, 1998, pp. 35-37) It was from this revolution that the Shiite clerics divided into
traditional (Sheikh Fazlollah Noori), moderate (Ayatollahs Tabatabi and Behbahani), and
pragmatist (Ayatollah Naini) political factions. Most of the secular intellectuals overlooked
these differences and tried to prevent clerics from entering into politics all together.
Conclusion
This chapter explores and explains how Iranians responded to the challenge of West both
intellectually and politically under the Qajars. It identifies and discusses seven defining
features of the Qajars era including: (1) absolute rule of the monarch, (2) powerful traditional
forces (tribal/ethnic and religious groups) within the society, (3) the loss of wars with Russia
and Britain, (4) the failure of internal reform programs, (5) the colonial powers’ rivalries in
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Nouri’s conservative views among the Shiite clerics persisted and were resurrected in the following
revolution. Since the 1979 Islamic Revolution, he has been honoured by the leading conservative Shiite clerics.
The supreme leaders of the regime, Ruhollah Khomeini and Ali Khamenei, have praised him as ”the rose of
Iran's clergy” who "martyred for his defence of Islam against democracy and representative government"
(quoted in Molavi, 2005, p. 193). A highway in Tehran is also named after him with a large billboard with his
image above the highway.
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‘the Great Game’ for obtaining more political and economic concessions, (6) the rulers’
excessive submission to colonial demands through the policy of ‘positive balance’, (7) the
flourishing of a new generation of Iranian intellectuals who were inspired by Western ideas
and achievements.
Among these features, the loss of the wars with Russia was almost the turning point from
which Iranians felt the challenge of the West and thus entered the modern era unprepared.
This challenge was responded to by the reform programs of Abbas Mirza, Qaem Maqam and
Amir Kabir, the Tobacco Movement and the Constitutional Revolution. These endeavours
threatened not only the interests of the colonial powers but also the traditional position and
power of the Shah and his courtiers, the Shiite Ulama, and tribal khans.
Iranian modern intellectuals of this era predominantly aspired to modernism and
constitutionalism. Pursuing these two paradigms in practice, however, found opposing
political forces such as religious versus secular camps with radical versus moderate
orientations. After the failure of modernisation programs within the system, constitutionalism
was the next paradigm that attracted enough public and political support to provide the
intellectual foundation of the Constitutional Revolution. With this revolution, Iranians, for the
first time, found the opportunity to freely express, criticise, and even challenge each others’
views and values. It was a rare development in a non-Western society where a popular
movement sought the establishment of the rule of law.
It is argued that one of the main intellectual burdens that prevented the success of this
revolution was radicalism. Both traditional groups and modern intellectuals were initially
united and jointly contributed to the success of the revolution. Soon after, however,
disagreement grew over the way to reconcile the monarchy system and the traditional Shari’a
law with a modern secular constitution. The differences between defenders of modern
constitutionalism versus traditional religious jurisprudence (Shari’a law) escalated when the
constitutionalists in the first elected parliament (Majles) tried to limit the extent of foreign
dominance, as well as the power of the Shah and Ulama. In response, the radical conservative
Ulama supported the Shah to stage a coup against the Majles with the help of the Russians.
Next, when the constitutionalists recaptured Tehran in 1909, the execution of Sheikh
Fazlollah and the assassination of Ayatollah Behbahani drove many Shiite Ulama to
withdraw their support from the revolution. This state of radical approach reduced the
popularity of the constitutionalists within the society. It was in this political context that the
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colonial powers took advantage and brought the revolution into its knee, first by dividing the
country into spheres of their influence in 1907, and then occupying Iran in 1911.
Intellectual and political trends of this period were affected differently from either
cooperation or competition between colonial powers. On the one hand, colonial rivalries
prevented formal and total colonisation of Iran and thus provided the opportunity for Iranians
to proceed with the Tobacco Movement and the Constitutional Revolution. On the other
hand, cooperation and collaboration among colonial powers prevented the process of natural
maturation of the society by blocking the prospect of democratic change. These colonial
powers, in order to pursue and protect their common interests, decisively dismantled the
ambition of local elites and intellectuals who admired Western idea and achievements.
The methodical analysis of this era demonstrates that several factors contributed to the failure
of modern intellectuals

in their

ideological

endeavours

for

modernisation and

constitutionalism. These parameters include the absence of a democratic experience in Iran's
political tradition, the presence of an ineffective ruling system that relied on traditional
(tribal, ethnic and religious) groups, and the colonial powers' interventions. Overall, dominant
tangible forces of this era, namely the Qajars' incapable traditional ruling system versus the
dominance of the Western colonial (Russia and British) powers dismantled the local
intellectuals' efforts to transform the society intangibly from its traditional (combination of
arbitrary, tribal, ethnocentric, and religious) method of governance to a modern (ideological
or democratic) system. Most of these lessons were taken seriously by Reza Khan, who
established the Pahlavi dynasty and launched a radical modernisation program to establish
Iran as a modern nation-state. The next chapter discusses the state of modern intangible
factors in this phase of Iran’s history.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
The Dominant Modern Intangible Factors (2):
Intellectual Trends and Politics of the Pahlavi Era (1): Modernism,
Nationalism & Socialism

The oil resources of Iran, like its soil, its rivers, and mountains, are the property of the
people of Iran.
- Mosaddeq in his speech before the UN Assembly in 1951.
He (Mosaddeq) was also not a Muslim…and I said…he will be slapped, and it did not take
long that he was slapped (in the 1953 coup) and if he had lasted, he would have slapped
Islam.
- Khomeini in a 1980 speech

Introduction
Based on the proposed method of explanation in this thesis (Chapter Two), a combination of
tangible and intangible factors contributed to Iran's political and intellectual orientations and
transformations during the Pahlavi era. Major contributing tangible factors, as discussed in
Chapter Three, were the geopolitical and economic significance of oil, the superpowers'
interventions in the country's domestic affairs, and the regime's socio-economic
modernisation.
The dominant modern intangible factors, which have influenced the intellectual and political
transformations of modern Iran, have been ideological paradigms and democracy. Since Iran
has entered into its modern era, the main sources of intellectual inspiration have been a
combination of nativism and Western modern ideologies. The reciprocal interactions between
the advocates of these paradigms with the society’s multifaceted features and culture have
produced diverse ideological and political paradigms including modernism, constitutionalism,
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nationalism, socialism, Islamism, republicanism, secularism and democracy. The previous
chapter discussed constitutionalism, which was the most popular discourse towards the end of
the Qajar period. This chapter is dedicated to explain three popular intellectual trends of the
early Pahlavi162 era (1921-1979) including modernisation, nationalism and socialism. The
next chapter addresses another most influential paradigm of the Pahlavi era, which was
Islamism.
The politics of the Pahlavi era were mainly shaped as a consequence of power rivalries
between six powerful groups, including foreign powers, the Shah and his courtiers, the Shiite
clerics, tribal leaders, modern intellectuals and political parties. External powers mainly
supported the arbitrary rule of the Shah, but traditional tribal/ethnic leaders and Shiite Ulama
together with modern intellectuals and political parties resisted the regime’s undemocratic
centralisation and modernisation programs from different perspectives.
Tangible factors such as foreign powers and oil have inflicted huge influence on the
intellectual discourse and politics of this era (Katouzian & Shahidi, 2007, pp. 199-212).
Foreign powers’ involvements in three coups163, to uphold the autocratic monarchy, (1)
ignited the flame of nationalism, (2) aggravated the extent of radicalism, and (3) made the
fate of local rulers dependent on external supports. Therefore, as soon as they withdrew their
support, the regime could not maintain its survival in the face of popular radical opposition.
The overall assessment of this period reveals that the rulers’ autocratic approach to nativism,
nationalism and modernism was reacted to by the rise of radical socialism and Islamism.
During this period, not only the Pahlavi regime and the colonial powers disapproved
democratisation, but in the context of ideological rivalries of the Cold War, Iranian
intellectuals and political groups also were prone to ideological radicalism and lacked
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The word "Pahlavi" has historical associations with the name of the language which was spoken in western
Iran during the Sasanids period. It is also the name of the brave tribe known as the Parthians who had driven out
the Greeks from Iran in 250 B.C. and during their nearly five hundred years (250 B. C.- 227 A. D.) rule, they
had vanquished many challengers on the field of battle. The word "Pahlavi" was, thus, bound to the visions of a
glorious past in Reza Shah's mind from which he could derive boundless inspiration of nationalism among his
countrymen. (Farrokh, 2007, p. 170)
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The first coup was backed by the Russians, who supported Mohammad Ali Shah Qajar against the first
democratically elected parliament (Majles) after the Constitutional Revolution in 1908. The second coup was
backed by the British that brought Reza Khan to power in 1921, and the third coup was against the
democratically elected government of Mosaddeq in 1953.
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democratic orientation. In this political and intellectual climate, in the absence of moderate
opposition or prospect of political reform, radical (socialist and Islamist) groups dominated
the opposition and were able to lead the masses in the 1979 revolution.
General Reflection
In theory and practice, any ethnic, religious and ideological affiliation (as conceptualised in
Appendix2, p.312) could have a monopolistic, dualist, or pluralist character. For instance,
following the end of the First World War, the ideologically radical dualist (combination of
ethnic/race and ideology) worldviews created the nationalist-socialist orientation of Nazism
in Germany and the nationalist-capitalist version of fascism in Italy and Japan. The
subsequent expansionist policies of these systems led to the advent of the Second World War,
at the end of which, both Nazism and fascism were defeated and the new ideological system
of Western capitalist versus Eastern socialist camps emerged. The dominance of this
ideologically bipolar system continued over the next almost five decades of the Cold War
(Sternhell, et al., 1995, pp. 237-238). During this period, similar to many other developing
countries, Iran was treated as the battleground of the superpowers’ ideological and
geopolitical rivalries and therefore was denied the chance of self-governance and
democratisation (Mirsepassi, 2000, pp. 100-104).
The Pahlavi regime’s main ideology was a combination of elements of Iran’s pre-Islamic
Persian heritage with segments of modern nationalism and modernism. This approach aimed
at unification of the country under a modern nation-state system to reinvigorate the glories of
ancient Persia. On the other hand, the regime’s opposition groups were composed of
traditional tribal/ethnic leaders and religious clerics as well as modern socialists and nationaldemocrats. (Gheissari & Nasr, 2006, pp. 65-67) This arrangement remained unchanged
throughout the Pahlavi era. The regime’s political repression, the undemocratic interference
of the foreign powers, and the absence of democratic orientation among the Iranian
intellectuals were together responsible for the rise of various forms of radicalism between
both modern and traditional opposition groups. Hence, whenever the dictatorial rule in the
centre was weakened or removed, radical opposition groups have reached their optimum
popularity. Such occasions appeared between the Two World Wars (when Iran was occupied
by allied forces), and after the abdication of Reza Shah in 1941.
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Nonetheless, under the Pahlavis’ modernisation programs, the significance of modern
intellectuals and ideological groups increased. But, due to the undemocratic interventions of
foreign powers in supporting the arbitrary rule of the Shah, ideological radicalism and Islamic
fundamentalism took the lead in the 1979 Revolution.
Between the constitutional and Islamic revolutions (1905-1979), Iran went through seven
periods of intellectual and political shifts in successive decades. In the first decade, between
the Constitutional Revolution and Russia’s Bolshevik Revolution (1907 – 1917), the
occupying powers (Russia and Britain) divided and ruled Iran directly. The second decade
(1921 – 1932) saw the dominance of the British, the rise of Reza Khan and his radical nationstate building programs under the new dynasty of the Pahlavi. During the third decade (1932
– 1941), Reza Shah engaged in radical socio-economic modernisation and political
suppression. In the fourth decade (1941 – 1953) after the Second World War and under the
new Shah (Mohammad Reza), Iran experienced its longest period of political openness.
Modern ideological groups of socialists and nationalist-democrats as well as traditional
religious and ethnic groups saw a period of political freedom; the pro-Soviet Tudeh Party
became very popular; and nationalist-democrat Prime Minister, Mohammad Mosaddeq, led
the anti-colonial nationalisation of the oil movement. Then, after the Anglo-American-led
coup in 1953, Iran underwent a decade (1953 – 1963) of political repression leading up to the
agrarian reform of the White revolution. In the sixth decade (1963 – 1976), the Shah’s
modernisation and land reform programs, in the absence of political openness, were opposed
by the new radical Left and Shiite Ulama, namely Ayatollah Khomeini.
According to Keddie (1980, p. 213), the oil issue was an important factor in the rise and fall
of the Pahlavi regime. Because of oil, Britain and the United States were directly involved in
establishing, supporting and upholding the “petro-rentier164” regime of the Pahlavi (Hamilton
& Inouye, 1995, p. 194). From the outset, Ahmad Shah Qajar’s reluctance to accept the
British imposed treaty of 1919, which aimed at making Iran a protectorate of Britain, cost
him his power as he was replaced by Reza Khan in a British-backed coup in 1921. Then,
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According to Margarete Leary (2005, p. 1) “the theory of the rentier state refers to the countries that receive
substantial amounts of oil revenues from the outside world on a regular basis”. She argues that rentier states
“tend to become autonomous from their societies, unaccountable to their citizens, and autocratic.” This concept
was developed originally to describe the Pahlavi dynasty’s role (1925 -1979) as the protector of the British and
United States’ interests in Iranian oil (Hamilton & Inouye, 1995, p. 194).
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during the world depression in 1931 that the Anglo-Persian Oil Company’s royalty payments
were low and fell further; and after the British refused to agree to new terms, Reza Shah
cancelled the Anglo-Persian Oil Company agreement in 1932. This, according to Jahangir
Amuzegar (1991, p. 84), caused the British “never to trust him again”. Reza Shah was
deposed in 1941 and was replaced by his son, Mohammad Reza Shah. A decade later, the oil
nationalisation movement of Mosaddeq was responded to by the US/British-led coup in 1953
to reinstall the monarch. Again, during the Arab-Israeli War in 1973, the Shah refused to join
the Arab oil embargo against the West and Israel. Instead, he used the situation to raise oil
prices and used the oil income for his modernisation programs (Mirsepassi, 2000, p. 74).
Consequently, in the following years, when he was facing domestic economic, social and
political problems, the superpowers withdrew their support from him. It is widely believed
that towards the end of the Cold War, the United States and its allies played the so-called
“petro-Islam”165 card, which paved the way for Ayatollah Khomeini and the 1979 Revolution
(Dreyfuss, 2005, p. 172).
Modernisation vs. Traditionalism
Iranians responded to the challenge of the West via three different approaches: (1) an
uncritical embrace of Western modernity to totally replace local culture and reinvigorate the
glory of past Persia, (2) an ideological inclination of nationalism, socialism and liberalism (3)
an anti-modernist stance of Islamism (Mirsepassi, 2000, p. 13). These three approaches
achieved their optimum momentum during three successive political eras of the Qajars, the
Pahlavis, and the Islamic regime.
Modern Iran went through three waves of modernisation programs. In the first wave,
following the loss of two wars with Russia (1813 and 1824), Abbas Mirza, Qaem Maqam
Farahani and Amir Kabir aimed at modernising the Qajars’ army, education and
administration systems. Their efforts were resisted by a powerful traditional ruling class (the
Shah and his court), tribal/ethnic leaders, religious clerics and colonial powers. The second
wave of modernisation began after the Tobacco Movement in 1891, with intellectuals such as
Mirza Malkam Khan, Agha Khan Kermani, Mirza Fath-ali Akhondzadeh, and Talbof
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According to Zakariyya (quoted in Ayubi, 1996, p. 233), the objective of petro-Islam is to protect the
petroleum wealth, in the Muslim countries that have the largest share of oil, through supporting the type of
traditional social relations that exists in societies (Islam).
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(San'ati, 2009). These intellectuals paved the way for the constitutional movement and the
establishment of the first modern constitution and parliament (Majles) in Iran (Mirsepassi,
2000). Their efforts were again averted by the colonial powers, the arbitrary rule of the Shah,
and conservative Shiite Ulama. By this time, the majority of Iranian people were still
uneducated and inclined towards traditional sources of identity and institutions. These
circumstances produced ideological radicalism among Iranian modern intellectuals as they
found themselves opposing each other’s radical stances in theory and practice for the first
time. This state of radicalism among local intellectuals has partly been due to the briefness of
the period of political openness (during both the Constitutional and the Islamic revolutions)
in which they found the chance to interact and flourish only for a short time. The dominance
of ideological radicalism has rather resulted in the development of conflict and chaos than
political stability and democratisation (San'ati, 2009).
In the third phase, modernism became the main ideological orientation of the Pahlavi regime.
Reza Shah (1921 – 1941) and his son Mohammad Reza Shah (1941 – 1979) launched the
most revolutionary and radical socio-economic modernisation programs. The Pahlavi regime
was employing “a wide-range of Western-trained and even Western-based intellectuals and
technocrats” with handsome salaries and working conditions to modernise the country
(Keddie, 1980, p. 231). In the first decade after Reza Khan-Anglo coup166, Iran underwent a
period of massive political centralisation, modernisation and secularisation programs. Reza
Khan was the first ruler in Iran who increased oil income to use it for his modernisation
programs (Keddie, 1980, p. 213). He established a modern national army and introduced a
modern justice system and the rule of law in “a country that for years was characterised by
lawlessness and lack of order” (Ghani, 2001, p. xi). He also launched social, educational and
economic modernisation by introducing modern schools, a university, some education for
girls, the unveiling of women, as well as modern infrastructures such as roads, telephones,
automobiles, a railroad, and various state-owned factories (Keddie, 1980, p. 214).
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On October 31st 1925, Ahmad Shah was deposed and on December 12 Reza Khan was chosen as the Shah of
Iran by a majority vote in the Parliament. According to Article 36 of the constitution, that was amended by the
constituent Assembly on December 10th: “the Constitutional Monarchy of Persia is vested by the people through
the Constituent Assembly in the Person of His Imperial Majesty Reza Shah Pahlavi and his male heirs,
generation after generation”. (Majd, 2001, p. 89)
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Reza Shah’s approach, however, was abrupt, violent and arbitrary as it imposed a totally new
way of life on a traditional society that was not prepared for such radical changes (Keddie &
Richard, 2006, pp. 48-49). In response, Iranian modern intellectuals were radically divided in
their dealings with the ruling system and the way they perceived the relation between
tradition and modernity. For instance, Haj Mirza Hassan Khan Esfandiari167, in order to
justify the urgency of modernising the country, referred to the founder of the ancient Sassanid
dynasty, Ardeshir Babakan’s advice that “no realm would survive without adl (justice) and
siasat (administration of polity)” (Gheissari, 1998, p. 44). Distinguished intellectuals such as
Hassan Taqizadeh and Ali Akbar Davar joined the ruling system and tried to reform it from
within. Among those who opposed Reza Khan’s approach were Nationalist-democrat leader,
Mohammad Mosaddeq, socialist intellectuals such as Taqi Arani and Iranj Eskandari, and
Shiite Ulama such as Seyyed Hassan Modarres168 (Behrooz, 2000, p. xii). The outcomes of
this modernisation program were, therefore, shallow and inconsistent and as noted by Keddie
and Richard (2006, p. 49), “Iran would have been better off if modernization could have been
more gradual and indigenous before 1925 instead of being so much imposed from the top in a
brief, fifty-year period thereafter”.
In the early 1960s, the next extensive modernisation program was introduced by Mohammad
Reza Shah, with his agrarian reform of the White Revolution 169. Despite undertaking
extensive socio-economic and cultural modernisation programs, the Pahlavis refused to
modernise and open up politically. Hence, rapid economic development was accompanied by
corruption and the concentration of capital in the hands of a few ruling elite (Salari, 2003, p.
55). This program also “neglected to maintain a harmony and balance between the traditional
and the modernity to create a genuine cultural movement” (Keddie & Richard, 2006, p. 49).
The unintended consequences of this type of modernisation and development, coupled with
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Esfandiari, known as Mohtasham al-Saltaneh, was a mid-level statesman during the late Qajar period, who
later came to prominence during the reign of Reza Shah. He was appointed to many political positions during
Reza Shah’s reign. He wrote in a long essay entitled Elal-e Badbakhti-e Ma va Alaj-e An (Causes of Our Misery
and its Cure), in 1921. (Gheissari, 1998, p. 44)
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Seyyed Hassan Modarres (1870 - 1937) was a cleric politician and was among the founding members of the
Reformist Party (hezb-e eslaah-talab), along with Abdolhossein Teymourtash, during the fourth national Majles
of Iran.
169

The modernisation programs of the White Revolution began by land reform, sales of stocks of governmentowned factories, creation of a literacy corps, emancipation of women and freedom of the press (Pollack, 2004,
pp. 88-89)
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“the regime’s growing authoritarianism had produced opposition in diverse social groups”
(Gheissari & Nasr, 2006, p. 67). These programs aimed at reducing the power of traditional
tribal/ethnic leaders and religious clerics, while they led to the widespread of modern
ideological (nationalist and socialist) discourses and groups. This assisted Prime Minister Dr.
Mosaddeq (from the National Front) to lead the oil nationalisation movement as well as the
pro-Soviet Tudeh Party to gain mass popularity before the 1953 coup.
Nationalism vs. Colonialism
The next prominent intellectual orientation of the Pahlavis' era was nationalism. The distinct
sense of nationalism in Iran has had its roots in the virtue of preserving the nation’s cultural
heritage and civilisational identity and territory from ancient times. The fevers of nationalism
have re-emerged whenever those causes have been forsaken or threatened by internal
conflicts or foreign invasions and interventions. Therefore, such feelings have repeatedly
erupted at the time when Iran was invaded by foreign powers; the Greeks (331 -221 B.C), the
Arabs (633- 1219 A.D.), the Mongols (1219 – 1340) as well as in opposition to foreign
colonial influence and dominance. Similarly this has happened when the society faced
internal issues such as tribal/ethnic and religious (Islamic) sectarian conflicts. In each of these
popular occasions, local people utilised different means of (mostly combination of
nationalism and religious) identity for their resistance.
On the most of pre-modern resistance movements, the Iranian sense of identity and
nationhood was shaped in a religious and cultural sense rather than on the basis of
citizenship. For instance, Iranians resisted the Arab-Islamic invasion by adhering to their preIslamic religious tradition with figures such as Abu Muslim Khorasani, who came from a
Zoroastrian family, and Babak Khorram-Din who was bonded to Mazdakism. Next, the
Turkic Sunni Islamic sultans of the Seljuks were resisted by Hassan Sabbah170, who claimed
an Ismailite branch of Shiísm. The period of Mongolian khanates saw the rise of Persian
literature and Shiite resistance. During this period, Iranian traditional literature, specifically
poetry, played a crucial role in the formation of the Iranian national identity. Then, the
Safavids, in order to distinguish their dynasty from the Ottoman Sunni Empire, established
Iran as an independent Shiite state (Menashri, 1999, p. 133). Since Iran came into close
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Hassan Sabbah is also known as the ‘old man of the mountain’ in Alamout Eagle castles.
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contacts with the West and entered into its modern era, resisting foreign occupation,
dominance or interferences have induced the local elite and intellectuals to concentrate on
protecting their civilisational (Persian or Islamic) identity. Adhering to traditional sources of
identity, in practice, has resulted in internal tribal/ethnic and religious conflicts, which have
repeatedly made the country susceptible to further foreign influence and intervention. The
endless reiteration of this scenario has left Iran with minimum opportunities to thrive
intellectually and progress politically.
Nationalism set out to be a strong source of protecting national interests and resisting against
colonial powers' dominance during the Qajar era. Distinguished figures such as Mirza Taqi
Khan Amir Kabir, Ali Mohammad Bob, Agha Khan Kermani171, Seyyed Jamal al-Din
Asadabadi (Afghani) and Mirza Fath Ali Akhundzadeh were the early advocates of the anticolonial movement. Mirza Fath Ali Akhundzadeh, for instance, was a nativist intellectual172,
poet, playwriter and polemist who preferred combining his synthesis of Iranian identity with
Western influence. Afshin Marashi (2008, pp. 66-67) argues that this approach was “one of
the strange - but ultimately understandable – ironies of Iranian nationalism”.
Nationalism rose to prominence during the Constitutional Revolution when local
intellectuals, in their struggle to establish a constitutional government, found it necessary to
defend the country’s independence and interests. It was from this revolution that a new
concept of nation-state put more emphasis on citizenship rather than ethnic or religious
identity. When the constitutionalists attempted to limit the foreign dominance in the first
parliament (Majles), the colonial powers in response assisted Mohammad Ali Shah in his
coup against this Majles and then divided the country into spheres of their influence (British
in the south and Russia in the north) in 1908. (DeFronzo, 1996, p. 248)
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Mirza Agha Khan Kermani was an influential anti-clerical intellectual who became inspired by the idea of
Western socialism. He was introduced to Western thought via journals and writings from the Ottoman Empire.
He is regarded as one of the founders of secular nationalism who attempted to identify Iran with its pre-Islamic
heritage. (Bashiriyeh, 1984, p. 68)
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Some of the nativist intellectuals had criticised aspects of European culture and its impact on Iran. These
critics differ from the blanket condemnation and rejection of modernity, which is common among the
traditionalist Ulama such as Shaikh Fazlollah Nuri. Overall, a positive attitude towards European culture
dominated in Iran until the begining of the Cold War (Cronin, 2004, p. 44).
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With the failure of the Constitutional Revolution, the dream of Iranian intellectuals to
establish a constitutional government remained unfulfilled. After 1911 and during the First
World War, the country, under foreign occupation by allied forces and with several
tribal/ethnic uprisings, was on the brink of total collapse. This political climate created an
overwhelming wave of popular and intellectual support for nationalism. Newspapers and
magazines such as Kaveh (1916-1922), Iranshahr (1922-1927) and Ayendeh (1925-1926)
were publicising the ideas of local nationalists who had access to Persian traditional literature
and modern ideas of orientalism173 (Katouzian & Shahidi, 2007, p. 48). They tried, through
“authentication of modernity”, to produce “the cultural synthesis capable of projecting Iran as
a modern nation[-state]” (Marashi, 2008, p. 85).
It was out of this political dynamic that Reza Khan emerged in 1921. He emphasised preIslamic Persian heritage as the cultural foundation of the society and the Western nation-state
system as the ideal of his national unification program. After moving away from
republicanism, he “came to see himself as heir to the ancient kings of Persia” (Azimi, 2008,
pp. 90-92). This movement involved the glorification of ancient Persia, the purge of the
Persian language, and the encouragement of Persian names. Both the British and Iranian
conservative nationalists hoped that he would strengthen Iran against radical ideological and
traditional factional threats (Menashri, 1999, p. 142). According to Cyrus Ghani (2001, p. xi),
“despite the recognition by Reza Shah of the British role in the coup and despite the preeminent position Britain enjoyed in Iran”, Reza Shah succeeded in dealing with Britain in an
equal bilateral relation similar to other governments. Even nationalist liberal minded poets
such as Farrokhi-Yazdi and Mirzadeh Eshqi, who inspired leaders such as Nadir Shah,
initially considered the new Shah as their favoured national leader (San'ati, 2009).
The major challenge facing Reza Shah was the country’s traditional tribal/ethnic and
religious groups. In response, he forcefully pacified ethnic uprisings in Khuzestan, Kurdistan,
Azerbaijan, Gylan and Khorasan between 1921 and 1925 (Menashri, 1999, p. 142). By the
late 1920s, the role of the Shiite Ulama was reduced and Iran was fostered as an independent
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Orientalism is the study of the East by Westerners that shaped by the attitudes of the era of
European imperialism in the 18th and 19th centuries. When used in this sense, it implies old-fashioned and
prejudiced outsider interpretations of Eastern culture and peoples. This viewpoint was most famously articulated
and publicised by Edward Said in his controversial 1978 book Orientalism, which was critical of this scholarly
tradition, and also of a few modern scholars, including Princeton University professor Bernard Lewis.
(MacKenzie, 1995, pp. 1-10)
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and sovereign nation-state. The suppression of tribes gave the central government a
monopoly on the internal revenue from Iran’s major resources, notably the oil income that
became an important factor in strengthening the ruling system (Ahmadi, 2008, pp. 29-30).
During World War II, when ethnic uprisings were encouraged by the Soviets in Kurdistan
and Azerbaijan, another program of nationalism was followed by the new Shah. He
considered the monarch to be the symbol of oneness of the whole nation and noted that “we
have always had differences of race, colour… but under the monarchy these divergences have
been sublimated into one larger whole symbolised in the person of the Shah” (Menashri,
1999, p. 138). With these unification and centralisation programs, however, the equal rights
and opportunities of Iran’s ethnic groups were forsaken and most ethnic groups lost some
aspects of their language, culture and identity. This policy neglected the Persian’s long
tradition of decentralised ruling system that maintained the country’s ethnic diversity. These
undertakings have also confirmed that whenever the central rulers follow a policy of political
centralisation, they inevitably find themselves being resisted by ethnic groups. Consequently,
the Pahlavi regime, despite the presence of modest economic, social and civil modernisation,
failed to secure its power politically.
The nationalisation of Iranian oil by Dr. Mosaddeq produced another wave of nationalism in
Iran. Mosaddeq was the leader of the liberal democrat group, the National Front, and believed
that “Islam and national identity were two sides of the same coin, complementary rather than
contradictory” (Menashri, 2001, p. 229). According to Fakhreddin Azimi (2008, p. 153)
Mosaddeq was:
A pioneer in promoting the rights of Third World peoples in terms of
the universalist premises of international law. He led one of the most
significant post-war anti-imperialist movements, which served as an
inspiration to other leaders in the Middle East and beyond. His term
as prime minister constituted a crucial moment in the Iranian people’s
struggle for a decent government, and a momentous stage in their
continuing constitutional revolution.
Mosaddeq persistently had three objectives - to free Iran from foreign intervention, to ensure
that the Shah remained a constitutional monarch, and to implement social reforms (Salari,
2003, p. 52). Through this approach, he was able to utilise and unite the local anti-colonial
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(nationalist), anti-dictatorial (democratic) and anti-fundamentalist (secular) movements
simultaneously. This approach, however, proved to be unfeasible because it was almost
impossible for the movement to succeed against the British petroleum company, the Pahlavi
monarch and the Shiite Ulama (Ayatollah Kashani as the speaker of the Parliament) all at the
same time. Hence, the failure of Mosaddeq became a source of further problems.
Mosaddeq was the first Iranian prime minister who was democratically elected, but was
unseated in a coup because of his defence of Iran’s national interests and democracy. Azimi
(2008, p. 147) contends that although the domestic opponents of Mosaddeq were among a
wide range of traditional and modern forces, “they would not have achieved their aims
without the concerted support of Britain and later the United States”.
After the coup, the arbitrary rule of the Shah and suppression of the major political parties
contributed to the rise of radical ideological (socialist and Islamist) groups within the
opposition. The coup and its aftermath were reacted to by the rise of anti-Western sentiments,
which found intellectual expression in Jalal Al-e Ahmad’s discourse of Westoxication
(Gharbzadegi) and Shariati’s thesis of “return to self” Islamic identity (Marty & Appleby,
1993, p. 517). This intellectual orientation paved the way for the rise and triumph of political
Islam in the 1979 Revolution.
However, following the coup, the religious discourse of the Shiite Ulama that was
represented by Khomeini was alien to nationalism. In the 1960s, Khomeini viewed
nationalism as a Western “imperialist plot” or similar to tribal solidarity to divide and weaken
Islam. He believed that “the Muslim world, in a futile attempt to cure its ills, had embraced
such alien ideologies as (traditional) pan-Arabism, pan-Turkism, and (modern) nationalism...
[for] dividing the Islamic Ummah... and artificially creating separate nations”. He called for
the unity of the Islamic Ummah as an alternative and demanded the establishment of an
Islamic government that “preserve the disciplined unity of the Muslims” (Menashri, 2001, pp.
227-229). It was due to these ideas that Islamic fundamentalist groups, including Khomeini in
Iran, were regarded as effective allies by the West and the U.S. to fend off the forces of
nationalism and socialism (communism) during the Cold War.
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Socialism vs. Capitalism
The Persian term ‘Chap’ (meaning left) applies to ideological affiliation with revolutionary
socialism and refers to intellectuals and groups that occupy the left-wing of politics (Behrooz,
2000, p. vii). The history of modern Iran cannot be understood without addressing the role of
this ideological movement. Leftist intellectuals and groups have been active right from the
time of the Social Democrats in the Constitutional Revolution (1905-1911). Over the last
century, in particular, the left in its struggle against the rulers provided the society with many
progressive ideas in social science and social justice. Despite this contribution, only during
the last decade this area has attracted a growing number of academic studies. So far,
academic figures such as Ervand Abrahimian 174, Ali Mirsepassi175, Abbas Milani176, Hamid
Dabashi177, Maziar Behrooz178 and Sepehr Zabih179 have written partially or specifically on
the subject. Their works, however, are still insufficient as they mostly cover a particular
person, party, period or portion of the history of the left in modern Iran. This dissertation, in
response, attempts to provide an overview of the whole movement from the Constitutional
Revolution up to the 1979 Islamic Revolution. It aims to highlight the major ideological and
political contributions, burdens and shortcomings of the Iranian left within this period in a
more theoretical approach.
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During the last century, in response to the Pahlavis' Western oriented modernisation, the
opposing intellectuals were heavily influenced by the Eastern socialist bloc. The extent of this
influence was so apparent that the term roushanfekr (intellectual) found a Marxist
connotation reflecting the idea of revolutionary struggle against the rulers (Nabavi, 2003, p.
3). Following the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution, in particular, this influence was even political,
so that the Soviets could prevent the Iranian left from supporting the popular movement of oil
nationalisation (Halliday, 2004, p. 20).
The Iranian left reached its highest level of popularity on four occasions including through
the Constitutional Revolution, for a few years after the First World War, the decade following
the abdication of Reza Shah in the post-World War II, and in the three early years of the post1979 Revolution (Halliday, 2004, p. 19). However, different from other dominant ideological
groups (constitutionalists, nationalists and Islamists) that came to power, the left has so far
found no opportunity to control the state in modern Iran (Behrooz, 2000, p. xi)
The Iranian leftist groups, from Tudeh Party to Fadaian Khalq, have been influenced by
similar movements from Cuba to Vietnam and from the former Soviet Union to China. They
have inclined towards various types of Marxist-Leninism, including pro-European, proMaoism (China), pro-Anvar Khojehism (Albany), pro-Titoism (Yugoslavian), and pro-Soviet
versions.
Between the Constitutional and the Islamic revolutions, the Iranian left experienced six
waves driven by different discourses. The first wave of the left appeared during the
Constitutional Revolution within a faction of social democrats who were mostly influenced
by the French Revolution. The leading intellectuals of this group were figures such as Mirza
Fath Ali Akhundzadeh (1812 – 1878), Mirza Aqa Khan Kermani (1853 – 1896, Soliman
Mirza Eskandari180(1876 -1943) and Ahmad Kasravi (1890 – 1946). The advocators of this
movement spoke the language of nationalism, deism, secularism and socialism. They
envisioned supporting “the interests of peasants for social justice” and “a democratic
revolution to solve Iran’s miseries” (Shakeri, 2010). In challenging Western dominance, they
maintained their critical approach towards the West, and attempted to combine the Persian
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Soliman Mirza Eskandari is one of the founders of the Democrat Party, after the Constitutional Revolution.
He is also known as the founder of socialism in Iran, and became the first leader of the Tudeh Party.
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“oriental mysticism with Enlightenment’s humanism and socialism” (Boroujerdi, 1992, p.
33). They also celebrated the pre-Islamic period of Persian culture by criticising the postIslamic era. Kermani, for instance, regarded Islam as “an alien religion” forced upon the
“noble Aryan nation” by a handful of ... desert-dwelling nomads” (Menashri, 2001, p. 238).
Some of these figures clearly believed that due to the lack of an industrial proletariat in Iran,
they should concentrate their efforts towards democracy rather than socialism (Shakeri,
2010). This group later created the left-wing of the Democrat Party led by Soliman Mirza
Eskandari and Hassan Taqizadeh, who made the radical commons (A’mi’yoon) in opposition
to the conservative E’tedali’yoon faction in the second Majles (Behrooz, 2000, p. vii).
Between 1920 and 1930, the establishment of the Iranian Communist Party (ICP) marked the
second wave of the left. This party was founded (in June 1920) before any other similar party
in Asia, “even months earlier than China, India, Vietnam or Japan” (Halliday, 2004, p. 20).
The ICP was modelled after the Russian Bolshevik Party and was striving for a similar
revolution in Iran (Behrooz, 2000, p. xii). This party, in its pro-Soviet mission, became
involved in the revolutionary uprisings of the Jungle movement in Gilan, led by Mirza
Koochek Khan, Avetis Sultanzadeh and Haydar Khan Amuoghlu, as well as the Azerbaijan
movement that was later led by Ardeshir Avanessian and Jafar Pishevari. These uprisings
were repressed by central governments after the withdrawal of Soviet forces from Iran.
The third wave of the Chap was picked up by a small group of intellectuals during the 1930s.
This group was comprised of fifty three educated intellectuals led by Taqi Arani 181 and
became known as the Group of Fifty-Three. By gathering around Arani’s journal, Donya,
they were still debating to find out whether to follow the European (reformist) or Soviet
(revolutionist) version of Marxism (Behrooz, 2000, p. xiii). After the suppression of the Gilan
and Azerbaijan uprisings that were supported by the ICP, the central government passed a
law in 1931 according to which communist activities were banned in Iran and the members of
the Group of Fifty-Three were arrested in 1937. These measures, which happened in the
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Taqi Arani was educated in Germany, opposed dictatorship and became an advocate of Persian heritage,
maxim and modernisation. He wanted Iran to retain its Persian character and called for the elimination of
foreign words from the Persian language. In 1933, he published the journal Dunya (World) that lasted until 1937
when he, with fifty-two of his colleagues, was jailed on Reza Shah’s order, and died in prison sixteen months
later. On the implication of Western thoughts he noted: “If you wish to adopt Western clothes, Western Styles,
Western institutions, Western technology, and Western way of life, you must also adopt Western political
philosophies”. (Abrahamian, 1982, pp. 158-162)
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second term of Reza Shah, brought the height of the constitutionalist leftist groups to its end
(Boroujerdi, 1992, p. 33).
Until this point, partly in reaction to the Russia's war and interference in Iran during the
Qajars' era, most Iranian leftist intellectuals had a positive impression of the West. Marxist
intellectuals such as Taqi Arani, during his trial in 1938, clearly stressed the Western origin
of his democratic and socialist ideas. He praised Voltaire, Rousseau and Montesquieu as
champions of the rights of free thought and speech and referred to “America, Britain, France
and Switzerland as the world’s most advanced countries where such rights were respected”
(Cronin, 2004, p. 44). The shift in the Marxist intellectual orientation towards an antiWestern discourse occured after the arrival of the pro-Soviet Tudeh Party and its antiimperialist ideology, in the context of the Cold War bipolar system.
The fourth wave of Iranian left entered the scene after the abdication of Reza Shah in 1941;
the new Prime Minister, Foroughi, released many political prisoners who had been arrested
during the reign of Reza Shah, including the remaining fifty-two individuals of the Arani
group (Blake, 2009, p. 14). As the northern and central parts of Iran were still under Soviet
occupation, this group went on to establish a pro-Soviet political party in 1941. The party
chose the name of Tudeh, meaning masses, or Hezb-e Tudeh-ye Iran (HTI), and in order to
attract the masses it made no reference to communism in its early programs (Blake, 2009, p.
14). The first secretary of the party, Soleiman Mirza Eskandari, was a Qajar prince who
admired constitutionalist social democrats, and despite his sympathies for the Soviet Union
was certainly not a communist (Behrooz, 2000, pp. 3-4). The Soviets had an important role in
founding and directing the party in line with their own foreign interests and missions. This
party, therefore, from its inception was almost pursuing the Soviet’s agendas in Iran. Later
on, the remnants of the pro-Soviet Azerbaijan Democrat Party (Fer’qeh Democrat-e
Azerbaijan) which had been crushed by the central government in 1946, but had maintained a
symbolic presence in Baku, capital city of Soviet Azerbaijan, joined the new party (Behrooz,
2000, p. 3). Over the next decade, between 1941 and the coup in 1953, the Tudeh became the
largest and most effective political party in Iran. It was popular among university students,
modern intelligentsia and many prominent writers, journalists and artists. It established major
trade union organisations and succeeded in mobilising Iran’s working class in industrial
sectors such as the oil industry. It even had some success in parliamentary processes and for a
brief period had three ministers in Ahmad Qavam’s cabinet in 1946. (Behrooz, 2000, p. 5)
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According to Hamid Dabashi (2006, p. 89), the party reached high popularity and maintained
its monopoly through: (1) its “provocative, and unprecedented mode of political
consciousness that appealed to the young and the restless generation”; (2) by having “the
most effectively organized political group in modern Iranian history”; and (3) “via strategies
of Machiavellian uses of terror, intimidation, campaigns of lies and libel, fabrication of
ethical misconduct, pacification of opponents by gangs of thugs, and even assassination of
ideological adversaries”.
Mohammad San’ati (2009) argues that in the 1940s, the HTI was attracted to populism and
began sacralising rather than criticising the masses. The party radically politicised the critical
discourse of local intellectuals and neglected the local social and cultural issues so that
intellectuals such as Malek al-Shoara-e Bahar and Sadeq Hedayat, who were criticising the
mysticism and fictitious beliefs in popular culture, were not able to communicate their
thoughts freely. For instance, in the Congress of Iranian Writers held in 1945 by the Tudeh
Party, while Sadeq Hedayat was selected as a member of board of directors, Ehsan Tabari,
who was the chief secretary of the party only accepted those of Hedayat’s works that
supported the position of the party, while Hedayat’s most famous books such as Bouf-e Koor
(Blind Owl) and Seh Qatra Khoon (Three Drops of Blood) were rejected as being
insignificant (San'ati, 2009). This revolutionary populism pushed the HTI towards Stalin’s
idea of ethnic self-autonomy, which was apparaised and implemented in opposition to the
federal system of the United States.
The Tudeh Party initially supported the nationalisation of the oil movement until September
1944, when the pro-British Sa’ed cabinet rejected the Soviet demand for exploration of Iran’s
northern oil fields. On October 28th 1944, the party staged a demonstration in Tehran against
the Sa’ed and in favour of the Soviet position under the protection of Soviet troops (Behrooz,
2000, pp. 5-6). Jalal Al-e Ahmad (1923-1969), a social and political critic who left the Tudeh,
describes the precise moment of his disenchantment with the party:
(The disillusion) started for me the day I was in charge of security and
order in one of the Party’s demonstrations, on behalf of Kaftarzadeh’s
mission to secure the North oil… From the entrance of the Tudeh
Party headquarters (on Ferdowsi Avenue) to Mokhberoldoleh
crossroads: what a fuss I made with the security brassard around my
arm. But at the beginning of Shah-abad (street), I had a glimpse of the
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Russian personnel carriers in the street, all in a row, full of soldiers,
watching over and protecting our demonstration. All of a sudden, I
was startled and became so ashamed that I (left the demonstration)
headed into Sayyid Hashim alley, and tossed my brassard (into the
air). (quoted in Dabashi, 2006, p. 90)
In 1949, after an attempt on the Shah’s life, the HTI was accused of complicity, and as a
result many Tudeh leaders were arrested and its activities suspended throughout the country
for a short period (Behrooz, 2000, p. 4). At this stage, until one year before the 1953 coup,
the party opposed the oil nationalisation movement. The party’s position between the start of
the second round of the oil debate in the summer of 1950 and mid-1952 was an antagonistic
position towards the leaders of the movement. In opposing Mosaddeq’s ‘negative
equilibrium’ policy, the HTI was asking for a ‘positive equilibrium’ approach to the oil
industry. The party was requesting the Soviet’s access to Iran’s northern oil, whereas
Mosaddeq passed a bill in the parliament (Majles) to prohibit any oil contract with foreigners
without the approval of the Majles (Behrooz, 2000, p. 6). During the parliamentary debate in
the Majles, Mosaddeq explained his ‘negative equilibrium’ thesis in foreign policy as:
What I said is in the interest of the country and the government that
seeks ‘political equilibrium’. If we pursue the ‘positive policy’, we
must give out the northern oil concession, for the next 92 years, in
order to bring about political equilibrium. Not mentioning the fact
that the people of Iran are forever against this, and the Majles is
opposed to it today, to give concessions is like a man without one arm
agreeing to have his other arm amputated in order to reach
equilibrium. (quoted in Behrooz, 2000, p. 6)
Even when the Soviet media was giving positive coverage to Mosaddeq and his National
Front in supporting nationalisation, “the Tudeh Party was acting on its own perception of
what its international duties [were] to protect the Soviet interests in mind” (Behrooz, 2000, p.
9). Also, when the Majles sub-committee on oil rejected the Gass-Golsha’ian Bill182, the
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This was a supplementary bill, which was named after the British and Iranian negotiators and if passed in the
Majles, would have confirmed and legitimised the renegotiated Anglo-Iranian oil agreement of 1933 to be
extended from 1962 to 1993 (Behrooz, 2000, p. 7).
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Tudeh attributed it not to Mosaddeq’s efforts but to the people of Iran (Behrooz, 2000, p. 10).
This political malfunction became a source of internal factions within the party.
Finally, when the party changed its position and began supporting Mosaddeq, it was too late
and ineffective. In the month before the last coup, the party ventured to bring the Shah’s
popularity down by denouncing the first coup and demanding the abolition of the monarchy
in favour of its own agenda, which was to establish a pro-Soviet democratic republic. On 18,
August 1953, Mosaddeq asked the party to stop demonstrations, with the intention of
bringing the situation under control. The Tudeh complied, but this meant that it had
demobilised its supporters on the day of the coup, leaving the streets to the army and the
supporters of the coup. As a result, the party, despite its organizational capabilities and
popularity, remained passively indoors during the coup (Behrooz, 2000, p. 10). The party
explained its position few months later as “if we had taken general armed actions or... opted
for general mass demonstrations ... the repression would have been more severe and without
overall readiness, we would have lost the position of the vanguard in this unequal battle
(quoted in Behrooz, 2000, p. 11)”
After the coup, the party was crushed without any effective resistance. The rise and fall of the
Tudeh within the decade that ended with the coup (1941-1953) became a major topic of
critical review among a younger generation of Marxist-Leninists who entered the political
scene in the late 1960s (Behrooz, 2000, p. xiv). Between 1953 and 1979, the party was
legally banned by the Shah’s regime, but tried to assert its presence in late 1960s by
broadcasting radio (Peik) programs and establishing a covert organisation (Tashkilat-e
Tehran). In this period, the penetration of the Savak183 also resulted in further arrest, torture
and execution of many active members of the leftist groups.
The main criticism of the Tudeh Party can be summarised in ideological, political and
intellectual terms. Ideologically, the party was inclined to an imported Stalinist version of
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SAVAK (Persian: Sazeman-e Ettelaat va Amniyat-e Keshvar, National Information and Security
Organization) was the domestic security and intelligence service of Iran from 1957 to 1979. At its peak, the
organization had as many as 60,000 agents serving in its ranks. Throughout Mohammad Reza Shah's tenure, the
SAVAK earned a reputation as a brutal and ruthless organization that tortured and executed thousands of
Iranians, who were suspected of being against the government. The organization was deeply despised and feared
and was finally dismantled in 1979 at the time of the Iranian Revolution. (Zingiber & Hewston, 1846, pp. 381390)
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Marxist-Stalinism and therefore, lacked a genuine understanding of the society in which it
was operating. To Al-e Ahmad184 (quoted in Dabashi, 2006, p. 91), ‟...all these gentlemen
have ventured into the battlefield of politics with imported ideas: bragging about
Communism and Socialism, and not even trying to conform those 'isms' to the local
conditions... (This meant) confronting the foundations of people’s traditional beliefs”.
Politically, due to its pro-Soviet stance, the party lacked a patriotic loyalty to Iran’s national
integrity and interests. Al-e Ahmad believed that the generation of 1920 -1940, which was
attracted to secularism and pan-Iranism was responsible for the rise of this reactive and
revolutionary type of Marxist-Stalinism (Dabashi, 2006, p. 92).
Intellectually, the Tudeh went on producing an ideologically driven interpretation of Iran’s
history in which both ancient Persian and Islamic traditions were portrayed with serious
flaws. In the absence of a democratic and nationalist orientation for the country, the party was
entangled in populism and supported ethnic uprisings in Iran. As a consequence, instead of
responsively dealing with its practical obstacles and theoretical shortcomings or
concentrating on its social target groups' (namely modern intellectuals and working class)
demands, the party devoted its efforts to pro-soviet agendas and interests such as supporting
ethnic sectarianism in Iran’s peripheral states of Kurdistan and Azerbaijan during the World
War II. This thesis asserts that the Tudeh party neglected this reality that ethnicity stands as a
traditional (not modern) source of societal identity; and secondly, ethnic diversity has been
one of the founding features of the Iranian society from ancient times. The party's failure,
according to Ali Mirsepassi, was:
...resulted from a dogmatic refusal to see beyond the limits of their
ideological scheme. This amounted to a naive support of Islamic
religion that could never constitute anything more than a peripheral
element in a popular struggle... Ironically, the Islamic ideologies to
freely appropriate the ideas of the Left – in a far more flexible,
pragmatic and creative way than the Left in the Revolution of 1978–
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Jalal Al-e Ahmad was an independent socialist Muslim writer who had broken with the Tudeh Party in
1940s. In 1962, he burst upon the scene with the publication of his book titled Gharbzadagi or “Westoxication”,
in which he claimed Iran’s main problem as becoming economically, politically and culturally subjugated to the
West. As a result, this notion became the most popular paradigm within Iranian intellectuals during the 1960s.
(Cronin, 2004, p. 44)
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1979, leading to its being politically crushed in the revolutionary
aftermath... (Mirsepassi, 2000, p. 14)
The fifth major leftist movement began with a small group of Marxist intellectuals led by
Khalil Maleki (1901-1969) who split from the Tudeh Party in 1948. Maleki was a close
friend and colleague of Taqi Arani and one of the members of the Group of Fifty-Three.
After being released from prison, despite his initial reluctance, he joined the Tudeh Party and
soon became one of its chief theorists (Behrooz, 2000, p. 3). After World War II, when the
pressures on the Soviet government grew to leave Azerbaijan, the Soviets created the Fer’geh
Democrat, or Democratic Party and ordered the Tudeh to dissolve its organisation in the
region and have its members join the Fergeh. Maleki was sent as the delegate of the Tudeh
and found that “the communist movement was infested with opportunism” and “the ranks of
the Tudeh Party were mistreated” by the Soviet forces (Milani, 2008, pp. 222-223). After
returning from Tabriz, he quit the party and established his own independent and reform
oriented party. The Soviets, in a radio campaign, denounced him as “splitter of party unity”
and the Tudeh labelled him as a “royalist” and a “stooge” of the Shah and the British (Milani,
2008, pp. 222-224).
Al-e Ahmad praised Maleki for undertaking a forward step in that political climate by
bringing a “turning (point in changing) Stalinist communism to democratic socialism”
(Dabashi, 2006, p. 92). Naser Kakhsar (2010) regards the departure of Maleki from the Tudeh
Party as a defining moment in the history of Iran’s modern intellectual development. Abbas
Milani (2008, p. 222) asserts that Maleki “advocated more in-party democracy, less
dependence on the Soviet Union, and more attention to the reality of Iran”. In his political
career, Maleki opposed populism, radicalism and dictatorship and therefore was under
constant pressure by radical Stalinists on the left and the supporters of the regime on the
right. Abbas Milani describes him as:
One of the most unjustly maligned characters in modern Iranian
politics... he was, nevertheless, indefatigable in his struggle for social
democracy in a country whose traditional philosophy has thrived
under the shadow of the Manichaean vision, in a culture whose
religion tolerates no purgatory, he was a tireless advocate of
compromise and of the Aristotelian “Golden Mean”. He was
pragmatic in a culture whose intellectuals advocated at least in public,
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a culture of ideological purism... his pragmatism was fearless, and
oblivious to the cost he, as an individual, would pay for his ideas
(Milani, 2008, p. 222).
After leaving the party, Maleki was inactive for three years, until he joined the nationalisation
of the oil movement and supported Mosaddeq at the behest of Jalal Al-e Ahmad. Then he
joined the anticommunist controversial political figure, Mozaffar Baqa’i-Kermani185, and
together they founded the Toilers Party (Hezb-e Zahmatkashan-e Iran) with the aim of
supporting Mosaddeq and defeating communism. He left that party (as Baqai opposed
Mosaddeq) and formed the “Third Force” (Niru-ye Sevvom). This title was borrowed from
General Tito of Yugoslavia and symbolised his target of founding an independent group that
would neither follow American capitalism nor Soviet socialism. Maleki publicised his
thoughts in a journal co-authored with Al-e Ahmad, his novelist wife, Simin Daneshvar, and
the renowned poet Ali Zohari (Milani, 2008, p. 224). His ideas, when particularly applied to
Iran, were defined as:
...an alternative social model, a mode of national and social living,
distinct from both the American and the Russian models... The Third
Force is the modern manifestation of the will of freedom-loving
people of Iran, itself reflecting a great deal of historical experience
through centuries of Iranian civilization. (Poulson, 2006, p. 157)
He disagreed with some of Mosaddeq’s decisions such as holding a referendum and
dissolving the Majles, which gave the Shah legal grounds to dismiss the prime minister. He
criticised Mosaddeq’s populism and believed that without forming a political party the fall of
Mosaddeq was inescapable. Despite these critiques, however, he promised Mosaddeq that “I
will follow you to hell” (Milani, 2008, p. 225). After the coup and the fall of Mosaddeq’s
government, when still in hiding, Maleki asked his followers to keep the “movement alive”
and “not to be deterred by the childish radicalism of the left or the brutality of the right”. He
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In 1950 Dr Mozzafar Baghai, a French-educated leftist (but an anti-Soviet) politician formed the Toilers of
the Iranian National Party, which claimed to be a socialist democratic party with no ties to the Soviet Union but
with a strong belief in radical reform. Many defectors of the Tudeh Party and the majority of Third Force joined
his party. This party then split over the nationalisation of the Iranian oil industry, when Khalil Maleki left the
party and Baghai supported the coup against Mosaddeq (Zabih, 1986, p. 7)
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expressed his preference for “peaceful, legal reforms” as the sole legitimate path for
transforming Iran into democracy (Milani, 2008, p. 225). Before his death in 1969, he met
twice with the Shah, but neither had he given up his ideas nor did the Shah compromise his
authoritarian rule.
According to Mohammad San’ati (2009), in the 1960s, definition of intellectual was someone
who made no compromise in his opposition against the state, so if someone such as Khalil
Maleki pursued a different approach, he was regarded as ‘an intellectually odd one out’ or a
‘collaborationist’ who should be isolated. Khalil Maleki was a genuinely original political
thinker who refused to follow blindly either the Westernisation or the Easternisation
paradigms. He opposed all types of populism and radicalism, whether reactionary or
revolutionary, traditional or modern, religious or secular, tribal, ethnocentric or ideological.
For instance, unlike Al-e Ahmad, who favoured the Shiite clerics’ role in mobilising the
masses (reactionary traditional populism), Maleki encouraged the establishment of a modern
political party. More importantly, dissimilar to the new leftists' revolutionary movement that
chose to undertake an armed struggle for a socialist revolution, he recommended non-violent
legal reforms for succeeding with social democracy. He is, therefore, accredited as one of the
most genuine Iranian social-democrat thinkers who dedicated himself to a non-violent civil
resistance strategy for social democracy (San'ati, 2009).
The sixth wave of the Chap appeared on the political scene after the defeat of the oil
nationalisation movement. Following the AJAX - the name was given to the 1953 coup by
the American Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) - the regime’s reformer and legal opposition
groups were repressed. Mehdi Bazargan, the leader of the Liberation Movement (Nehzat-e
Azadi), warned the Shah during his defence in the martial court that “we are the last people
who are dedicated to constitutional political struggle” (Gharib, 2004, p. 1). After the coup,
independent political parties were repressed, fraudulent parliamentary elections were held
and incompetent government cabinets were installed. The Shah’s main power-base remained
among those who supported the coup, “the land-owning class and a large segment of the
commercial bourgeoisie which benefited from increased trade with the West” (Behrooz,
2000, p. 2). However, the dreams and demands of the majority of Iranian people, namely
democratic governance and nationalisation of oil, which were repressed in the 1953 coup,
became the source of anti-monarch and anti-American sentiments.
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After the coup, in less than a decade, despite having both international support and internal
confidence, the Shah’s regime faced major social uprisings. Perhaps the only difference,
compared to the period immediately prior to 1953, was that this time, there was no nationwide political party, which could take advantage of the situation. This political deficit
provided the basis for the rise of new radical (revolutionary right of Islamic Shiite Khomeinist - and leftist of Marxist) groups. The two new leftist radical groups of the People
Devotees Organisation (PDO) or Sazman-e Fada’iyan-e Khalq-e Iran (SCFKI) and the
People Mojahedin Organisation (PMO) or Sazman-e Mojahedin-e Khalq-e Iran (SMKI) were
found in this political climate. The founders of these groups believed that these circumstances
after the coup had created conditions conducive to armed resistance to overthrow the regime
by a popular revolution (Boroujerdi, 1996, p. 117).
The political and ideological justifications for the rise of this wave of revolutionary left were
(1) the failure of the parliamentary reformist program that was represented by the National
Front, the Liberation Movement and the Tudeh Party, (2) the total banning of all traditional
(ethnocentric and religious) groups as well as modern political parties, which were legally
registered and dedicated to non-violent resistance strategies, (3) the Cold-War bipolar system
that made countries such as Iran the battleground of superpowers’ political and ideological
rivalries and (4) the success stories of some anti-American leftist movements in the Third
World countries.
These two new leftist groups were established by the younger generation of the older parties
of the Tudeh, the National Front and the Liberation Movement. The PDO emerged from the
merger of two politically active groups - the Jazani-Zarifi and the Ahmadzadeh-Pouyan. The
Jazani-Zarifi group was formed in the Spring of 1963 by Bijan Jazani186 and three other
intellectuals (Zabih, 1986, p. 19). All four had been active in the Tudeh Party’s Youth
Organisation (Sazmane Javanan-e Hezb-e Tudeh) and met in prison in 1955. Jointly, they
dedicated themselves to an armed struggle to bring about a new social-democratic revolution.
The PDO, unlike the PMO which freely combined aspects of Islam (Shiísm) with Marxism,
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Bizhan Jazani (1937-1975), was a Marxist theorist and founder of Fadaiyan Khalq who was executed in
prison. The other key members of the group were Hamid Ashraf (1946-1976), Mas’ud Ahmadzadeh-Heravi
(1947-1972) and Amir Parviz Puyan (1947-1971) (Vahdat, 2002, p. 105).
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has been a Marxist-Leninist organisation since its establishment in 1971 (Zabih, 1986, p.
113).
These new leftist groups were heavily influenced by a revolutionary third-world leftism and
were seeking to succeed with an anti American revolution similar to the anti-colonial armed
movements in Latin America, Algeria, Palestine, Cuba and Vietnam (Behrooz, 2000, p. 138).
They were also under the influence of the Soviet’s propaganda machine, because after the
coup:
As the Cold War intensified, Iran moved to the Western camp by
officially joining the Baghdad Pact, later called CENTO, in 1955. As
a result of this and signing of a bilateral agreement with the United
States in 1959, giving Iran military protection in the event of
aggression, Iran’s relation with the Soviet Union deteriorated. The
Soviets failed to convince the Shah to strive for neutrality in the EastWest rivalry. From 1959 until the Shah’s implementation of his
reform programme in 1963, Iran-Soviet relations remained hostile.
The Soviet’s media started to bombard the Shah’s regime with
negative propaganda. (Behrooz, 2000, p. 2)
The two groups that made up the PDO, despite their ideological similarities, failed to resolve
their differences over the political assessment of the society and the fittest strategy for their
struggle against the regime. While the Jazani group identified the state of the society as
“semi-feudal and semi-colonial” and preferred to conduct a guerrilla war from rural areas and
villages (Jazani, 1980, p. 49), the Ahmadzadeh-Pouyan’s group believed that after the Shah’s
agrarian reform, Iran had entered into a state of “dependent bourgeoisie” and therefore, they
preferred fighting in the cities (Farsoun & Mashayekhi, 1992, p. 93).
These ideologically driven paradigms and strategies failed to take into account that under the
Pahlavi regime, Iran’s territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence were largely
maintained. The Shah was an ally rather than an agent of the United States, and Iran, different
from cases such as Algeria, Vietnam or Palestine, was not directly colonised or occupied
(EGS, 2011, p. 70). It can be argued that as the prime challenge facing the society was the
dictatorial rule of the Shah, thus the solution should have been sought via a democratic
orientation and civil resistance. While by contrast, the new left was aiming at succeeding with
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an anti-imperialist and socialist revolution. This approach of prioritising socialism over
democratisation and armed resistance over civil resistance by the new left, contributed to
radicalisation of the society’s intellectual discourse and political landscape both before and
after the 1979 Revolution. In practice, however, these groups failed to organise an effective
nationwide or regional guerrilla campaign either in cities or villages. After conducting minor
campaigns in attacking a gendarmerie station in a village (Siah-kal) and a police station in
Tehran (Qol-hak), they incurred heavy losses, as most of their leading members were arrested
and executed.
The suppression of both (modern) ideological namely moderate (nationalists and liberal
democrats such as National Front -Jebh-e Melli- and Liberation Movement -Nehzat-e Azadi)
and radical leftist (revolutionary socialist) groups by the Pahlavi regime paved the way for
the rise of traditional forces of Islamic (Shiite) opposition, which had strong traditional social
networks within the society (more details in the next chapter). In this manner, the
undemocratic and radical (revolutionary and armed resistance) of these leftist groups paved
the way for success of a radical Islamic rather than a socialist or a social-democratic
revolution (Behrooz, 2000, p. xiv).
Despite the fact that this wave of the left has produced its own distinct strengths and
weaknesses, its political failure was mainly due to a lack of democratic orientation and
undertaking a revolutionary (radical) armed resistance approach. Ali Gheissari and Vali Nasr
(2006, p. 67) assert that “the left was not a pro-democracy force” as “its main agenda was an
anti-state class war and revolutionary ideology for utopian state”. The anti-liberal stance of
the left, in particular, contributed to the failure of democratic and liberal governments of
Mosaddeq and Bazargan in both pre and post 1979 Revolution. Fred Halliday (2004, p. 32)
observed that just six months after the revolution:
Following the closure of the independent newspaper Ayandagan, the
Left refused to support the demonstrations organised by the National
Democratic Front (Jebhe Melli), the legatees of Mosaddeq, against
censorship. In response to the call of the pro-Ayandagan
demonstrators, (who were chanting) “marg bar irtija” (down with
regressivism), the much larger demonstrators supporting the regime,
and backed by much of the Left, shouted “marg bar liberalism”,
(down with liberalism).
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There are five more criticisms of the political and intellectual records of the left in modern
Iran. First, in the pre-industrial, oil dependent and import oriented economy of Iran, the leftist
groups could not find the opportunity to organise a strong working-class movement. For
orchestrating a popular revolutionary movement, they were unable to compete with the Shiite
clerics in mobilising mass demonstrations among the poor and the peasants either. The
second reason was that the left thought that the Shiite clerics lacked viable experience and
expertise to rule for long, and that its supporters could keep the new regime moving on a noncapitalist, anti-American track, but the reality proved otherwise. That miscalculation was
proved four years later, when the rulers turned against the leftist groups one after another, and
crushed the Tudeh party as well. The third reason relates to the lack of intellectual
competence and theoretical fitness of the left. The Iranian left inclined towards an imported
version of mostly pro-Soviet Marxist-Leninism, which was influenced by the Cold War antiAmerican Third-Worldist discourse. Fourth, most of the leftist groups were either pro-Soviet
or were instead dedicated to international communist movement’s ideals and therefore
“completely bereft of patriotic loyalty” or an impartial concern about Iran’s national interests
and issues (Lewisohn, 1999, p. 100). Fifth, being under constant repression by the rulers have
made them unable to accumulate sufficient intellectual and political capabilities to overcome
their radical stance. According to Shakeri (2010), the radical secular stance of the left
conveys that they have been influenced by the French enlightenment and revolution, while if
they had been influenced by German or British intellectuals as well, they could have come up
with different ideas and approaches.
Since the early social democrats of the Constitutional Revolution, the challenge of choosing
between democracy and socialism has remained a serious question among the left. The
collapse of the world’s socialist bloc, as well as “the Chinese experience that has chosen to
complete the proto-capitalism stage”, have made the idea of social democracy a more
appealing ideal for developing countries such as Iran (Shakeri, 2010). Na’ser Khaksar (2010),
a social-democrat intellectual who has direct experience with the new left, criticises the
leftists’ stance of prioritising socialism over democracy and revolution over reform.. Overall,
while the left positively introduced some progressive and modern ideas in social science and
social justice, it failed to make a significant contribution to Iran’s political progress towards
independence, modernity, secularity, development and democracy.
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Conclusion
This chapter provides an analytical examination of the three intellectual trends of the postConstitutional Revolution Iran, which found radical opposing characters in forms of
traditional versus modern, secular versus religious, and revolutionary versus reformist views
and approaches. Out of these rivalries, four ascending intellectual paradigms including
modernism, nationalism, socialism, and Islamism succeeded having a period of intellectual
dominance under the Pahlavis. Following the 1953 Coupe, the repression of moderate
political groups, in the absence of a democratic orientation, paved the way for the rise of
ideological radicalism.
The critical analysis of this epoch of Iran’s history reaffirms this ironic truth that in
opposition to those local intellectual and political forces, which were pushing the society
along the road of Western ideas such as modernisation and democratisation, the Western
colonial powers, by contrast, in order to pursue or maintain their interests in Iran, decicively
dismantled such endeavors for either modernisation (by Amir Kabir), democratisation (in the
Constitutional Revolution), and nationalisation (by Mosaddeq). Thereafter, a major
consequence of the enormous role played by the foreign powers and the arbitrary rule of the
Shah was the rise of intellectual and political radicalism in modern Iran.
In the absence of democracy, this period was the age of ideological and political rivalries
between the traditional groups (advocares of tribal/ethnic separatism, Iranism and Islamism)
versus modern sources of identity. The modern paradigms and groups were also divided into
two major camps of the pro-Western modernisation programs of the ruling class, and the proEastern socialist groups in opposition. Nationalism has been a reaction against the excessive
intervention of foreign powers, and the “rentier mentality” of the both Westernist and
Easternist intellectuals. Two waves of nationalist movements of this period were the
unification program of nation-state building of Reza Shah and the oil nationalisation
movement of Mossadeq. The Pahlavi rulers succeeded in establishing a modern nation-state
and modernising the country socially, culturally and economically but failed to admit
political reform. The radical Western oriented modernisation and nationalisation programs of
the regime, in the absence of viable opposition, were reacted to by the rise of radical Eastern
oriented socialism and nativist Islamism.
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The Iranian left movement, despite its active participation in all political movements of the
past century, has been denied the chance to run the government in Iran. Following the Second
World War, the revolutionary ideologies of socialism and national-democrats took the lead in
shaping intellectual discourses of the opposition. This led to the establishment of the Tudeh
Party, which pursued a mixture of pro-Soviet Stalinism with ethnocentrism. After the 1953
coup, another wave of revolutionary ideological rivalries (left vs. right) began to thrive. The
new leftist groups manifested selective aspects of socialism combined with other paradigms
such as nationalism (Khalil Maleki and Fadaiyan Khalq-e Iran) and Islamism (Shariati and
Mojahedin Khalq). Through this ideological/political journey, the Iranian left is commonly
criticised for having an anti-liberalist, unpatriotic, radical, populist and revolutionary
orientation. These features of the left have inevitably contributed to the rise of the opposing
radical rightist (Islamist) movement and groups. The rise and fall of this intellectual discourse
are addressed in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
The Dominant Modern Intangible Factors (3):
Intellectual Trends and Politics of the Pahlavi Era (2): Political Islam and
the Rise of Khomeini

Introduction
According to the proposed method of explanation in this thesis (Chapter Two), the most
influential intangible factors that have shaped the intellectual discourse and politics of
modern era have been ideological paradigms and democracy. As discussed in previous
chapter, due to a combination of internal and external burdens, prominent ideological
paradigms and groups of the Pahlavis' era failed to proceed with democratisation. As a result,
the society attempted to protect its interests and identity via returning to nativism. The first
model of nativism, as addressed in previous chapter, was nationalist Iranism. This chapter
concentrates on discussing the second phase of nativism, which is Islamism.
As discussed in the previous chapter, following the Second World War, the intellectual
orientation of Iranians had clearly shifted from Westernisation and constitutionalism towards
modernism, nationalism and socialism. After the 1953 coup that ended the oil nationalisation
movement, the Cold War’s bipolar system manifested an uprising of nativist radical socialist
versus Islamist intellectual and political movements within the opposition. During this era,
the prevalence of ideological radicalism prevented Iranian intellectuals and opposition groups
from having a democratic orientation.
This chapter aims to discuss the rise and spread of political Islamism, both modern
ideological and traditional fundamentalism, before the 1979 Revolution. It begins with a
hypothetical explanation to reflect the nature of relation between religion and politics in Iran's
history. Then, after explaining different versions of political Islam, the prominent intellectual
and political factors that contributed to the rise of this paradigm towards the end of the
Pahlavi regime are discussed.
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Background Reflection
According to the theoretical framework explained in chapter two of this thesis, religious
systems, as effective and productive methods of political governance, have passed into
history. It is explained that religious empires, which replaced the ancient ethnocentric
civilisations, dominated world politics for almost two and half millenniums - from the
Sasanids and the Roman Empires until the end of the First World War187. Since then, modern
(either ideological or democratic) nation-states have become the dominant actors in both
domestic and international politics.
Iran is perhaps among the rarest societies that have practical experience with the best and the
worst of relationships between state and religion, from the Achaemenids' commitment to
religious diversity to the current critical state of the Islamic regime. Both Zoroastrianism and
Islam provided Iranians with some ethical values and incentives to resist unjustifiable internal
rulers or foreign dominance. This virtue, however, was undermined whenever the rulers
attached their power to a particular branch of religion, as happened under the Sasanids, the
Arab-Islamic caliphs, the Safavids, and the current Islamic regime. This approach has been in
opposition to the ancient Persian tradition (under the Achaemenids) in which ethnic and
religious diversity was maintained (Rahnema & Behdad, 1998, p. 229).
It is explained in chapter five that Islam from its inception has been, to a large extent,
imposed on Iranians mercilessly. This has happened through several stages, including: (1) the
early Islamic caliph’s wars and occupation, (2) the assimilation and Arabisation policies of
the Umayyads (661 – 750) and the Abbasids’ (749 – 1258), (3) the Safavids’ (1501 – 1736)
policy of forceful religious conversion to Shiísm, (4) the Qajars’ rulers close alliance with
Ulama, and (5) the current Islamic regime that established after 1979 Revolution (through
external war and internal repression) based on Shariá law.
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By the end of the First World War, five mainly religious world empires including the Ottoman (1300-1922),
Tsarist Russia (1547-1917), Austria-Hungary (1867-1918), Germany (1871-1918) and Italy (1861-1920)
collapsed (Roshwald, 2001, pp. 218-219).
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Except for the short period under Nadir Shah Afshar 188 (r. 1736-1747) and the Zand (r. 17731794) dynasties, from the beginning of the Safavids until the end of the Qajars, the Shiite
Ulama dominated the society’s mentality and its socio-cultural institutions (Kamrava, 1992,
pp. 131-132). Intellectual differences among these clerics, similar to differences among
“orthodoxy and mystical or speculative approaches” in Christianity, were only limited to
“binary conflicts” between the traditionalist (Akhbariyoon) versus juristic (Usuliyoon), and
sophists (Sheikhiyoon) versus theosophists (ura’fa’s) (De-Groot, 2007, p. 88).
The Rise of Islamic Discourse (Islamism) in Modern Iran
The term Islamism, here, refers to both traditional and modern ideological versions of
political Islam. It includes both Islamic fundamentalist and modern ideological (socialist and
liberal) Islamic discourses. These diverse approaches make any essentialist, monolith and
unified definition of this paradigm rather misleading (Gheissari & Nasr, 2006, pp. 64-66).
Following the Constitutional Revolution, Iranian modern intellectuals pushed the Shiite
clerics to return to their seminaries. The Pahlavi’s modernisation and secularisation
programs, in particular, ended the cleric’s dominance in many sectors of the society (Mruk,
2006, p. 202).
A combination of internal and external factors contributed to the rise of political Islam in
modern Iran. Mehrzad Boroujerdi (2003, pp. 174-179) recites a list of five internal motifs for
this ideological shift in the society, including (1) the disillusionment resulting from serious
political and economic failures of modernization, (2) the lack of popularity of the Pahlavis’
ideologies, (3) the failure of ideological secularism despite a rapid socio-economic
modernisation, (4) the reactionary call for collective and historical consciousness to challenge
the regime’s Westernisation, and (5) the ability of the clergy to promote nativism among the
population to mobilise the masses 189.
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When Nadir Shah Afshar entered Isfahan, he cut government payments to more than seventy thousands
mullahs, and when they complained the shah asked them “what is your job?” they answered “we are the army of
prayers who pray for continuance of the shah’s rule”. He asked “why did your prays not work to protect the
Safavids against the Afghan invaders?”(Hossein-Bar, 2010)
189

The Ulamas’ power in manipulating the masses, however, was not always supported by local intellectuals
and the rulers. These two groups disagreed with Ulamas' declaring jihad in the second Russo-Iranian war or
with clerics’ involvement with the Griboyedov incident during the Fath-Ali Shah (Keddie & Richard, 2006, p.
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In relation to the internal contributing factors, firstly, different from most of Europe and
modern Turkey, Iranians lacked an immediate direct experience with a religious state. In
Iran’s political tradition, despite the effective role of the Shiite clerics during the reign of
Safavids and the Qajars, the Shah had always maintained the upper hand in controlling the
state. Second, Islamic discourse initially was a reactionary response to Western colonial
dominance and ideological influence. The exploitative nature of colonial interventions during
the Qajars in the nineteenth century gave the Shiite cleric, Mirza-e Shirazi, the opportunity to
lead the anti-colonial Tobacco Movement and restore the reputation of the Ulama that was
damaged after the loss of wars with Russia (Ostrom, 1998, p. 78). Third, the rise of the
Islamic paradigm has partly been a by-product of the Pahlavis’ radical modernisation
programs. Nonetheless, under the Pahlavis’ modernisation programs, the significance of
modern intellectuals and ideological groups increased. But, due to the undemocratic
interventions of foreign powers and the arbitrary rule of the Shah, the reality proved
otherwise. Olivier Roy (quoted in Kjeilen, 2001) argues that "rather than a reaction against
the modernisation of Muslim societies, Islamism is a product of it".
The absence of political openness and the presence of radical (modernist) Western versus
Eastern ideological rivalries paved the way for the rise of radical Islamism towards the end of
the Pahlavi regime. The society’s reaction to the rentier mentality of local intellectuals who
were relying on imported ideologies have also contributed to the rise of a reactionary nativist
form of Islamism (Chehabi, 1990, p. 24). These ideological rivalries convinced intellectuals,
even with socialistic backgrounds, such as Jalal Al-e Ahmad, to support the Shiite Ulama's
mantra of “neither the West nor the East but the Islamic alternative” (Jafri, 2010, p. 413).
Externally, the cooperation of colonial powers (Russia, Britain and the United States) and
tyrant rulers in dismantling popular movements for independence and political reform
through the three direct coups190, convinced many local intellectuals and political groups to
be united with Ulama for mobilising the masses against foreign interventions and internal

43). Similar cases happened in the post-Islamic Revolution, when Khomeini, despite the disapproval of the
government of the time, created the American hostage crisis or insisted on the continuation of the Iran-Iraq war.
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The first case was the Russian-backed Mohammad Ali Shah’s coup in the 1908 that was followed with the
occupation of Iran in 1911, which put an end to the Constitutional Revolution. Next, the British-backed coup in
1921 installed Reza Khan and enabled him to replace the Qajars with the Pahlavi regime in 1925. The third was
the Anglo-American-led coup in 1953 against the nationalist-democrat Prime Minister, Mosaddeq.
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dictatorship. Moreover, the final episode of the Pahlavis era (1976 – 1979) saw a shift in U.S.
foreign policy towards Iran so that lifting political repressions by the Shah, and the
subsequent political uprising, which led to the 1979 Islamic Revolution.
Overall, in response to three proceedings including: (1) the Pahlavi’s rapid modernization
program (in the absence of political openness), (2) the pro-Soviet orientation of the Tudeh
Party, and (3) the Anglo-U.S.-led coup against Mosaddeq in 1953, Iranian intellectuals and
opposition groups began to undertake an instrumental and opportunistic approach to religion.
They, in order to mobilise the masses against internal dictatorship and foreign political
interferences, found it necessary to re-politicise religion and Shiite clerics (De-Groot, 2007,
p. 247). The Islamic paradigm was the most popularly debated discourse of 1970s Iran in
such an extent that it established the dominant intellectual foundation for the Islamic
Revolution. This orientation of local intellectuals and religious leaders orchestrated the mass
movement, which made the 1979 Islamic Revolution possible.
Different Versions of Islamism
Islamism, similar to other ideological worldviews, has been influenced by both traditional
and modern discourses and thus has seen various interpretations and approaches among both
clerics and non-cleric Muslim scholars. Similar to modern Islamic discourses, which have
been influenced by various modern ideologies (namely socialism, liberalism and
nationalism), the traditional Islamism, or Islamic fundamentalism, has also been influenced
by various traditional Islamic schools of thought such as Usoliyoon (principalists) and
Akhbariyoon (traditionalists). Members of both groups (traditional and modern Islamists)
cooperated in mobilising the masses against the colonial powers and dictatorial rulers of the
Qajar and the Pahlavi regimes, in the both constitutional (1905) and Islamic (1976)
revolutions. But, their radically varied interpretations of Islam led to political rivalries and
conflicts that shortened the period of political openness after both revolutions. In the
Constitutional Revolution, modern (mostly secular) intellectuals and constitutionalist Ulama,
after defeating the forces of Mohammad Ali Shah and traditional cleric, Sheikh Fazlollah
Nouri, gained the upper hand. Then, some of them joined the Pahlavi regime and supported
its modernisation and secularisation programs. By contrast, since the Islamic Revolution,
fundamentalist clerics (and followers of Sheikh Fazlollah including Ruhollah Khomeini and
Ali Khamenai) have maintained their dominance through brutal repression of modern, both
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religious and secular, intellectuals and groups. (Boroujerdi, 1996, pp. 155-157) These two
versions of (modern and traditional) political Islam are addressed in more detail below.
Modern Muslim Intelligentsia
The modern oriented versions of Islamism have predominantly been produced by non-cleric
Muslim intelligentsia who graduated from modern institutions and thus have been influenced
by modern ideas and ideologies. Among the pioneers of this paradigm, figures such as Sayyid
Jamal ad-Din Assad-Abadi (Afghani) and Ali Shariati in Iran, Mohammad Abduh and Rashid
Rida in Egypt, and Mohammad Iqbal in Pakistan utilised Islamic identity as: (1) a source of
self-consciousness and awakening “their countrymen from their hypnotic trance and
historical nightmare”; (2) a political ideology with a sense of revolutionary mission to a
universalist and historicist utopia; and (3) an alternative native source of identity and a way
of life to challenge the Western dominance (Boroujerdi, 1992, pp. 34-35).
Modern Muslim scholars have heavily contributed to the epistemological, historical and
political genesis of Iran’s modern political thoughts and movements. This generation, in order
to deal with the society’s historical burdens and contemporary challenges, have attempted to
reconcile the Shiite tradition and Ulama with the modern ideologies and secular intellectuals.
Their insistence on this intermediating role rested on the implication of utilising the Ulama's
power in controlling and mobilising the masses for modern purposes. They have tried to
prove that contrary to orientalist assumptions in the West, the “Islamic mind” is open to,
interested in, and committed to an appropriation of modernity into a “local” context of
Iranian culture and Islamic tradition (Mirsepassi, 2000, pp. 13-14).
This group, in order to adapt the Islamic tradition to modern life, have attempted to combine
selective aspects of Islam with their favourite modern science, philosophy and values. These
mainly university-educated and reform-minded modern Muslim intelligentsias have been
trying to update the tenets of Islam or to build a bridge between Islam and modernity. For
instance, Mehdi Bazargan (Bazargan, 1988) is known for his attempts to provide an
interpretation of Islam in agreement with science and liberalism. Ali Shariáti and Mojahedin
Khalq have introduced an Islamic political ideology by combining tenets of Islam and
Marxism (Abrahamian, 1989, pp. 101-106). Ahmad Fardid, Dariush Shaigan, Morteza
Motahheri, Reza Davari and Abdolkarim Soroush have been advocates of introducing
Western philosophy to Islamic tradition (Pidram, 2003, pp. 18-69).
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To challenge the Western Occidentalism191, Iranian Muslim intelligentsia, despite admitting
the influence of and aspiration to Western thought, have politically protested against
excessive and exploitative Western dominance. Fakhroddin Shadman believed that in order to
challenge the triumph of the occident 192, Iranians should seek to appropriate the Western
civilisation willingly and thoughtfully via the means of their own language and wisdom. He
argued that “the victory of the Western civilisation in Iran would be our last defeat” (quoted
in Boroujerdi, 1996, p. 55).
Dariush Shaigan, an oriental critic of occidental discourse, balanced his approach with equal
attention to both Western and native philosophies. He warned Iranian intellectuals against
double illusion by asking them to acquire Western technology and knowledge, while
preserving their own cultural tradition and identity. He asserts:
My years-long research on the nature of Western thought...made me
conscious of the fact that the process of Western thought has been
moving in the direction of gradual negation of all articles of faith
which make up the spiritual heritage of Asian civilisations. (quoted in
Boroujerdi, 1992, pp. 41-42)
Jalal Al-e Ahmad was one of Iran’s most eminent political critics of the 1960s. After leaving
the Stalinist Tudeh Party, in order to oppose the universal West versus East, he dedicated
himself to re-politicising the Islamic tradition (Boroujerdi, 1996, p. 53). He was intellectually
influenced by Ahmad Fardid, a philosopher who was educated in Germany and was attracted
by the works of Friedrich Nietzsche, Ernst Junger and Martin Heidegger. Al-e Ahmad was
criticizing a century of Iran’s enlightenment by raising the question of local tradition and
civilisational identity. (Dabashi, 2006, p. 82).
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For many in the West, the benefits of Occidentalism in the civilisational divide between Islam and
Christianity are not limited to economic and political objectives. According to Fuller (2006, pp. 154-155):
‟Whereas the Christian world carried forward…into modernity, the Islamic world remained locked in a
medieval dogmatism, squandering their initial material advantage over the West. To Europeans unsure about the
changes undergone by their own societies through industrialisation and secularisation, the contemporaneous
state of the Islamic world stood as a living reminder of what might have been their own fate, had they rejected
modernity. Thus, the spectre of orientalism bolstered Western resolve to push ahead with modernization.”
192

The term is an inversion of the Edward Said’s Orientalism that stereotyped Western views of the East.
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In his book, Gharbzadagi193 (Westoxication) published in the fall of 1962, Al-e Ahmad
criticised the Westernisation programs of the Pahlavi regime and called for an “authentic”
Islamic identity (Mirsepassi, 2000, p. 13). His objective was to create a native alternative to
the universal application of both Eastern communism and Western modernism. He wrote “I
speak of gharbzadagi as of tuberculosis…a disease...from without, spreading in an
environment rendered susceptible to it. Let us seek a diagnosis for this complaint and its
cause – and, if possible, its cure” (quoted in Boroujerdi, 1992, p. 37). As a cure, he
maintained an instrumentalist approach to religion and prescribed the revival of traditional
(Shi’a) Islam as the most effective solution against the epidemic of gharbzadegi in Iran. With
this state of mind, he articulated an anti-colonial, anti-Western and populist Islamic discourse
that was promoted by fundamentalist clerics.
Al-e Ahmad published his second book, Dar Khedmat va khiyanat-e Roshanfekran (On the
Service and Treason of the Intellectuals) right after the bloody suppression of Khomeini
supporters’ uprising in 1963. In this book, he referred to the Iranian intellectuals of his time
as traitors and criticised them for the failure of that movement (Ramin Jahanbegloo, 2006).
He, further, regarded the secular intellectuals “as the agents most responsible for creating an
environment susceptible to Western ingress and domination” (Boroujerdi, 1992, p. 37). To
him, “in order to move the Iranian masses to revolutionary engagement, they ought to be
addressed in the religious language most immediate (appealing) to them: a re-politicised
Shi’ism” (Dabashi, 2006, p. 92). He regarded the Shiite clergy194 as the only group in Iran
that did not succumb to Western domination and supported his argument by bringing
evidence of the capability of religion in political mobilisation from other countries:
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Gharbzadagi has attracted various interpretations including “Occidentosis”, “Plagued by the West”,
“Western-mania”, “Euromania”, Xenomenia”, “Westamination”, and “Westoxication”. Mehrazad Boroujerdi
(1996, p. 67) prefers “Westoxication” as the closest term to the Al-e Ahamad’s concept of Gharbzadagi.
Through this concept, ‟[He] articulated a Third-Worldist discourse very much skeptical of what the West had to
offer (by calling for) an awakening and resistance to the hegemony of an alien culture that increasingly
dominated the intellectual, social, political and economic landscape of Iranian society”. (Boroujerdi, 1996, pp.
67-68)
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Al-e Ahmad was deeply regretful over the hanging of the anti-constitutional cleric, Sheikh Fazlollah Nuri, at
the hands of reform minded constitutionalists, by saying “I look on that great man’s body on the gallows as a
flag raised over our nation proclaiming the triumph of gharbzadegi194 after two hundred years of struggle”
(quoted in Boroujerdi, 1992, p. 40).
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If we look at it from a Marxist point of view, it is a time that “religion
= the opiate of the masses” is still a universal truism for communist
parties who wish to substitute (for religion) another sacred tradition.
But take a look at Ghandi’s strategies in India. He waged a war
against colonialism with the aid of religion. Or (consider) what the
Vietnamese Buddhists did in helping the Viet Cong; or what is
happening in the European confusion with the participation of the left
wing of the (Christian) church (in politics) or what went on in Algeria
to get rid of the French; or what happened in our own country during
the Tobacco Revolt, the Constitutional period, in nationalisation (of
oil) and in June 1963 (Khomeini’s revolt). (quoted in Dabashi, 2006,
p. 91)
Dabashi regards Khomeini’s uprising in June 1963 as evidently confirming Al-e Ahmad’s
thesis. During that time, Dariush Shaigan also regarded Shiite Islam as the constitutive source
of Iranians’ collective memory and the Shiite clergy as the defender of that heritage and
traditional thought. If Al-e Ahmad was opposing only Western technology (machinism) and
capitalism, Shaigan believed that Western technology, knowledge and ideology constituted
an inseparable whole. To him, Westoxication (gharbzadegi) was the commanding spirit
against Western dominance; and with this definition, he called for alliance with the clergy
and the revival of Islam as an oriental culture (Boroujerdi, 1992, p. 44).
According to Hossein Bashiriyeh (1984, p. 68), these types of arguments were widely
appealing after the Shah’s White Revolution of the 1960s, when the dissatisfaction of
landowners, merchants and Shiite clerics gave rise to a new wave of radical Islamism versus
leftist Marxism. This orientation then became the dominant discourse for the 1979 Iranian
Revolution, in which Khomeini took the lead and the Islamic fundamentalist regime was
established. Regarding the significance of Al-e Ahmad in the course of the 1979 Islamic
Revolution, Sayyid Ali Khamenei, the successor of Khomeini, called him “the man who …
stood at the summit of the literature of resistance” (quoted in Dabashi, 2006, p. 94). It was
only after the revolution that these theoretical exhortations were turned into a political reality
and intellectuals, such as Shaigan, realised the shortcomings of their earlier thoughts
(Boroujerdi, 1992, pp. 45-46).
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The critics of Al-e Ahmad come from both secular and religious scholars. According to
Boroujerdi (1992, p. 40), he was reflecting the “puzzling state of mind of besieged Iranian
intellectuals in the post-World War II era”. For Mashayekhi, Al-e Ahmad’s theory of
gharbzadagi “was a less systematic version of dependency theory” towards which many
Third World intellectuals of the time were inclined (Boroujerdi, 1992, p. 40). Al-e Ahmad
was ignoring the fact that the growing pace and speed of urbanisation and industrialization
was integrating Iran into the world capitalist system. He also failed to distinguish between the
Western modernism which was imposed by the Pahlavi regime, and the indispensability of
modernity as a quality of being up-to-date in every aspect of societal life.
Cemil Aydin (2007, pp. 201-205) argues that the notion of anti-Westernisation in the Muslim
world has been neither a political and religious reaction to the liberal and democratic values
of the West, nor a natural response to Western imperialism. To him, this discourse has been
the consequence of credibility crisis of Eurocentric global polity in the age of high
colonialism and Western imperialism. He makes a comparison between the Ottoman panIslamic and the Japanese pan-Asian visions of world order from the middle of the nineteenth
century to the end of World War II – since the idea of a universal "West" first took root in the
minds of Asian intellectuals and reformers and became essential in criticising the West for
violating its own "standards of civilization". To Aydin, these anti-Western sentiments
contributed to the decolonisation movements and influenced the international relations of
both the Ottoman and Japanese Empires during WWI. He concludes that the politics of antiWesternism in Asia offers a practical perspective on how the European colonialism interacted
with the Muslim and non-Muslim discontent with Westernisation, modernization and
democratisation. Aydin's observation reveals the epistemological limitations of Orientalist
knowledge in the way it differentiates between the Eastern and Western civilizations, and the
way in which these limitations have contributed to the complicities of anti-Western
discourses in the Muslim world.
The shortcomings of Ahmad Fardid and Al-e Ahmad’s ideas were partly addressed by a new
generation of Muslim scholars during the 1970s. Figures such as Ali Shariáti, Mehdi
Bazargan and Yadollah Sahabi along with clerics such as Ayatollahs Taleqani, Morteza
Motahheri, Hossein-Ali Montazeri and Khomeini introduced Islam as a political ideology.
Different from the three latter ayatollahs who called for the revival of traditional Islam, the
rest attempted to update the tenets of Islam from various ideological perspectives. If Al-e
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Ahmad took an instrumental approach to Islam, this generation made a reformist (Bazargan)
or revolutionary socialist (Shariati and Hanif-Nejad195) ideology out of Islam (Dabashi, 2006,
p. 79).
Ali Shariáti shifted the anti-Western discourse of the former generation towards the concept
of “returning to the self” (bazgasht be khishtan) Islamic identity and Hanif-Nejad spoke of
the ideal “Islamic (monotheistic) classless society”. In his lectures and writings, Shariáti
called for “resistance to Western cultural imperialism through a return not to the self of
distant past”, but a present that emphasises the revival of Islam as a revolutionary ideology
based on Shiite heroism (Abu-Lughod, 1998, p. 217). This was his departure point from the
fundamentalist and traditional versions of Islamic thought and groups, which was supported
by Al-e Ahmad. According to Ali Gheissari and Vali Nasr (2006, p. 70)
Shariáti ...depicted Shiá history as a revolutionary struggle best
captured in the paradigmatic representation of the martyrdom of the
third Shiá Imam, Hossein, in Karbala in 680 A.D. that would, in
Shariáti’s own time, culminate in a revolution. He saw religion as
ideology... as a creed of justice – defender of the poor... [and] argued
that the just rule that the Hidden Imam was to bring was the same as
the Marxist utopia, only better and more complete. He thought in
order to hasten to arrive at that utopian society, Iranians should
engage in revolutionary struggles.
Shariáti’s socialist Islamic discourse was largely a response to the concurrent intellectual
landscape of Iran that was exhausted by rivalries between radical left (Marxist-Leninist) and
right (Islamist) ideologies. The core of his thesis was centred on synthesising the trilogy of
“Liberty, Equality, and Spirituality” (Azadi, Barabari, and irfan) (Mahdavi, 2004). In this
discourse, he sought for liberty and democracy to resist the dominance of capitalism,
materialism and totalitarianism. Shariáti’s idea of spirituality rejects the monopoly of the
clerics and application of Shari’a law (Shariati, 1979). He was even against the monopolistic
dominance of the clergy over the interpretation of Islam and their struggles to establish a
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Mohammad Hanif-Nejad was the founding leader and the main theorist of the revolutionary socialist Shiite
group Mojahedin-e Khalq who was executed in the Pahlavi’s prison in 1975.
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theocracy (Esteb’dad-e Ruhani), which he depicted as the worst and the most oppressive
form of despotism possible in human history (Shariati, 1981). To overcome such a risk, he
called for an “Islamic renaissance and reformation” (Abrahamian, 1989, p. 119). To him, “
contemporary Iran was neither in the twentieth century, nor in the age of the industrial
revolution, but still in the age of faith in the late feudal era, just on the eve of the
Renaissance” (Mahdavi, 2004). He frequently criticised four types of hegemonic power,
Este’mar (colonial dominance), Eseteb’dad (political dictatorship), Estes’mar (overexploitation and discrimination) and Esteh’mar (religious idiotism). To him, these forces
should be challenged via raising “public consciences through a radical transformation of
social order” and a popular revolution (Mahdavi, 2004, p. 2). He referred to Rousseau as
having said that it is not the responsibility of intellectuals to make plans for people but to
critically analyse “all that exists”; and thus argued that if modern intellectuals raise the public
awareness, people will do the rest (Shariati, 1980, pp. 12-18). His radical critiques of the both
(regime and clerics) found a popular social base among university students, intellectuals and
Iranian working and middle classes.
The limitation of Shariáti's thesis was that by generalising the Shiite Ulama as an
incorporated group, he regarded the modern educated (Muslim) intellectuals as the ultimate
responsible group for carrying out this reformation program. This approach was clearly
different from the case of Christianity in Europe in which figures such as Luther and Calvin
were both biblical scholars and were supported by local states. These parameters enabled
them to challenge the church from within (Mahdavi, 2004). Whereas, Shariáti had neither a
seminary education nor was allied with any political party of opposition group or faction
within the government.
The Iranian intellectuals' efforts to keep distance from Islamic fundamentalism by developing
modern Islamic ideologies continued. Similar to Shariáti’s discourses of revitalising distinct
modern Islamic thought, Mehdi Bazargan (1907 -1995) and Mohammad Hanif-Nejad (19381975) tried to develop a modern political ideology by combining Islam with selective aspects
of liberalism and socialism. Many refer to Shariáti as the main ideologue of radical Islam,
while according to Ervand Abrahamian, Mojahedin-e Khalq196 (MEK) of Hanif-Nejad has
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The MEK was formed in 1965 by a group of Iranian college students as an Islamic radical and militant
political movement. The group’s foundation was grounded in the democratic tradition of Iran’s Constitutional
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been the first group that attempted to develop a systematically radical ideology, by combining
Shiite Islam and socialism, as the doctrine of their movement. Abrahamian argues that this
group has been overshadowed by Shariáti because it was underground and could not
publicise its thoughts freely, whereas Shariáti was able to give open lectures in the famous
Hossaynieh-e Ershad Mosque between 1969 and 1972. Abrahamian also disagrees with those
who regard the MEK as Shariáti’s disciples, by arguing that they developed their ideology
independently a few years before they met Shariáti at the Hossaynieh-Ershad. Shariáti
himself “immediately after they (early leaders of Mojahedin) were executed by the regime,
stated otherwise as he paid homage to the “Islam of Hanif”, praised their martyrs as the best
ideal Muslims, and even obliquely referred to himself as “Zaynab (the messenger of Imam
Hossein) of Mojahedin”. (Abrahamian, 1989, pp. 103-104)
Bazargan, a liberal Muslim thinker, tried to develop a scientifically viable modern,
nationalist, liberal, reformist, pluralist and democratic Shiite ideology. With like-minded
intellectuals such as Yadollah Sahabi and Ayatollah Taleqani, they were politically allied
with Mosaddeq’s National Front before the 1953 coup. Through his arguments197, Bazargan
“wished to remake religious collective consciousness actively present at the most politically
relevant social levels” (Dabashi, 2006, p. 333). According to Hamid Dabashi (2006, p. 334):
One crucial feature of this collective consciousness that Bazargan
wants to establish and propagate among his audience is that the
ceaseless passage of man towards “perfection” is a divinely mandated
inevitability... This evolutionary view of the world inevitably
necessitates an evolutionary and changeable reading of the faith,
rendering it compatible with the realities of a given period.

Revolution, the national-democratic aspirations of Premier Mohammed Mosaddeq, and the socialist movement
of the Cold War era. The organization held a social-democratic interpretation of Islam.
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In his book published in 1956 titled Eshq va Parastesh: thermodynamic Ensan (Love and Worship: Human’s
Thermodynamics), he tried to present a physiological analysis of human thermodynamics to prove that
worshiping God is an evolutionary transition from love, which leads to devotion and obedience of God. In his
next book, Angizeh va Angizanandah (Motivation and Motivator) he criticises Western Orientalists’ views that
consider the Prophet of Islam, Mohammad, as a social reformer. To him, it has been “proven that 97.7 percent
of the Quranic verses centre on God” and this meant to him that only obedience and love had motivated the
Prophet to serve his Lord. (Dabashi, 2006, p. 333)
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As noted by Ali Gheissari and Vali Nasr (2006, p. 68), before the 1979 Revolution, Bazargan
“sought to construct a reformist, politically engaged Islamic platform to lead the opposition to
the Shah’s regime”. With this mission, he founded the Liberation Movement of Iran (Nehzate Azadi-e Iran) in 1961. In 1962, in another book that he wrote while in prison, after
comparing India and Iran, he praised Gandhi’s ideas and the Indian independence movement
as a suitable method for Iranians to proceed with a successful reformation or popular
revolution (Dabashi, 2006, pp. 353-354).
Different from Shariáti who criticised the Shiite clerics (ruhaniyyat), Bazargan preferred to
address his ideas to various ranks and factions of the clergy as well. To emphasise the
significance of clerics, in his meeting with the French Islamicist Henri Corbin, Bazargan
mentions that “while both Christianity and Sunni Islam have ceased to address the
contemporary realities of modern (life), only Shiísm has the built-in mechanism of attending
to the compelling contemporary exigencies” (Dabashi, 2006, p. 340). He argued that “for
Shiísm, the clerics have been both marj'a (a source of religious emulation) and malj'a (a
source of protection).” (Dabashi, 2006, pp. 341-342).
These diverse political interpretations of Islamic discourse appealed to various segments of
the society in the 1970s. This diversity among Muslim scholars has been a crucial force in
preventing the polarisation of society’s intellectual and political landscape between opposing
forces of secular modernism versus Islamic fundamentalism (Farsoun & Mashayekhi, 1992,
p. 27). If Khomeini appealed to the clerics and the merchants (bazaars); Taleqani had
supporters among more revolutionary ideological and religious minded urban political
activists; Bazargan attracted the older generation of professionals and technocrats; Shariáti
attracted the younger generation of urban intellectuals and students; and Mojahedin-e Khalq
had a certain level of following among teachers, students and workers (Dabashi, 2006, p.
214).
In practice, however, before the 1979 Revolution, in addition to these religious scholars and
groups, the mainstream Iranian modern, secular and nationalist intellectuals, journalists and
groups such as Liberation Movement (Nehzat-e Azadi) and National Front (Jebhe Melli)
concentrated on Khomeini’s political stance and supported him to mobilise the masses
against the Shah (Vygutsky, 1978, p. 81). They demonstrated minimum curiosity and concern
about Khomeini’s fundamentalist ideology and leadership style until they became vulnerable
victims of Khomeinism themselves.
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Unlike Al-e Ahmad and Shariáti who died and could not see the consequences of their ideas
and endeavours, Bazargan became the first appointed prime minister after the 1979
Revolution. Soon after, he found himself in a state of constant opposition to Khomeini’s
radical, populist and fundamentalist views, attitude and conduct. After less than a year in
office, two days after Khomeini’s followers attacked the American Embassy and created the
444-day hostage crisis, Bazargan resigned on November 6, 1979. Thereafter, his attempts to
remain a legal opposition to the Islamic regime were ineffective. In an interview shortly
before his death in 1993, he made this remark, “the greatest threat to Islam in Iran since the
revolution has been the experience of living under the Islamic Republic!” (quoted in
Mahdavi, 2004).
Mehrzad Boroujerdi argues that the experience of Iranian intelligentsias was different from
other Middle Eastern cases. He argues that Iranians were lacking direct colonisation and
because of the strange characteristics of Iran’s rentier states, they had no direct access to
Western thought and experience. To him, Iranians’ partial and mediated connection with the
West meant that, unlike the Russian intelligentsias, they were not particularly inventive with
Western ideologies; unlike the Turkish intelligentsia, they lacked a fierce commitment to
secularism; and unlike the Japanese and Indians, they lacked the endurance to translate so
many Western books. (Boroujerdi, 1996, pp. 24-29)
Mohammad San’ati (2009), an Iranian literature critic, argues that this generation of Muslim
scholars in Iran, namely Ahmad Fardid, Sayyed Hossein Nasr, Abdol Reza Qotbi and Ehsan
Naraqi, were educated in the West and were influenced by Heidegger’s theosophical
discourse of “returning to self”. The latter three, who were members of Queen Farah
Pahlavi’s cultural foundation, began to nostalgically praise and publicise rather than
criticising the Islamic traditions 198. Seyyed Hossein Nasr 199 attempted to mythologise
traditional religious characters. In philosophy, Ahmad Fardid (who was a friend of Hossein
Nasr) spoke of nativism, Islamism and gharbzadagi. These concepts then were publicised by
public intellectuals such as Al-e Ahmad who further, sacralised the act of violence in politics
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During the 1960s, the intellectual gatherings and debates in coffeehouses (farhang-e ghahva-khaneh) and
traditional gyms (farhang-e zoor-khaneh) were supported by Queen Farah.
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Seyyed Hossein Nasr is a prominent expert on Islamic tradition and theosophy who was the Queen’s cultural
office’s secretary and head of the Iranian Imperial Academy of Philosophy in the 1970s.
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by supporting fundamentalist clerics. This was continued by Ali Shariáti through prototyping
the Shiite Imams as being sacred myths and revolutionary characters. In this manner,
according to San’ati, they replaced the truth with myth and reason with revelation. San’ati
disagrees with this argument that Iranians have not heard their intellectual’s messages by
arguing that the intellectuals of the 1960s and 1970s have achieved their goals as they were
searching for the past “self” Islamic “traditions” to fight against modernism and Western
dominance. (San'ati, 2009)
Naser Kakhsar (2010), a social democrat critic, contends that the orientation of this
generation was dominated by ideologisation of (Islamist and Marxist) idealism and
revolutionary radicalism, which paved the way for the triumph of Islamic fundamentalism
(returning to Islamic identity as a way of life). This radical religious and ideological reaction
to the dictatorial rule of the Shah not only lacked a democratic orientation but also was
serving another type of, either ideological or religious, dictatorship. To Kakhsar, the
misfortunate fate of this generation of Iranian intellectuals was chiefly due to their negligence
of the democratic orientation of the earlier constitutionalists. The trend of updating the
Islamic ideology, however, has continued within the Shiite clergy, regime and its opposition
even after the 1979 Revolution.
Three Groups of Shiite Ulama
The Shiite clergy system, unlike the Christian church, lacks an official hierarchical structure.
This makes any claim of representing the view of all Muslims or clerics by any single cleric
or religious authority impractical. This has allowed Shiite scholars to have their own
preferred way of interpreting the Islamic text (Quran), tradition (Sunneh), jurisprudence
(Fiqh), philosophy (Hekmah) and theosophy (Irfan). The pragmatist Ulama, such as
Ayatollah Taleqani and Mojtehed Shabestari, make direct reference to the text (Quran);
traditional clerics mainly concentrate on preserving the Islamic tradition (Sunneh); and the
fundamentalist clerics call for the revival of Islamic jurisprudence (Fiqh and Shariá),
philosophy (Hekmah) and theosophy (Irfan) as a method of political governance and a way of
life. Combining these three later principles provided Khomeini with a religious justification
for implementing his idea of the absolute rule of juristconsult (Valayat-e motleqeh Faqih)
(Dabashi, 2006, pp. 424-426).
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Due to this diversity, the political discourse of the Shiite Ulama has been varied and shifted
over time, and thus their approach to politics has been affected accordingly. Under the
Qajars, until the Tobacco Movement, the Ulama were closely allied with the rulers so that
during Fath Ali Shah’s reign, despite the opposition of the Shah and his prince, Abbas Mirza,
the Shiite cleric, Allameh Sayyed Mohammad Mojahed, declared religious war (Jihad)
against Russia200.
From the Tobacco Movement to the Constitutional Revolution, the leading clerics with
figures such as Mirza Hassan-e Shirazi and Seyyed Jamal Asadabadi (Afghani), changed
their orientation and began their anti-colonial endeavours. In the Constitutional Revolution,
Shiite clerics were divided over choosing between the constitutionalist (mashrooteh) versus
the Shari’a (mashroo’eh) based monarchy system (Hamilton & Inouye, 1995, p. 158).
Thereafter, Shiite Ulama have founded diverse traditional versus modern orientations with
distinct ideological circles (modern pragmatist, traditionalist and fundamentalist) and political
orientations (radical, pragmatist and conservative). Most of the concurrent secular
intellectuals overlooked these differences and regarded all clerics as fundamentalist.
In the next stage, the Pahlavi regime radically changed the Qajars’ tradition of alliance
between clerics and the monarchy. Reza Shah, similar to the reforms of Kamal Ataturk in the
post-Ottoman Turkey, tried to secularise the society. The introduction of a modern nationstate system and modernisation of education, the judiciary and the army significantly reduced
the position and influence of Ulama in the society. Reza Shah “...forbade women to wear
traditional Islamic garb in 1928, stripped the clerics of control of the courts in 1932, and
reduced their control over the wealthy religious endowments (waqfs) in 1934” (Rosser &
Rosser, 2004, p. 491). According to Majd (2014, p. 208), the Pahlavi monarch, preferred to
adopt the Persians’ old tradition of supporting the conservative pro-monarchy faction of
Ulama. Both politically oriented, fundamentalist and modern, Ulama were repressed and,
therefore, became united behind Ayatollah Khomeini in the following years.
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Iran was defeated in these wars, and the rulers forced to sign two disadvantageous treaties, according to
which considerable parts of the country’s northern territories were lost. [According to the Golestan treaty in
1813, Iran ceded some of its territory in the Caucasus (present day Georgia, Dagestan and most of the Republic
of Azerbaijan). By the second treaty in 1828 (the Turkmanchai), Iran lost nearly all of the Armenian territory
and Nakhchivan]. These defeats and losses, which provided the basis for the dominance of the Western colonial
powers in Iran’s domestic affairs for the next two centuries, seriously damaged the public image of the Shiite
clerics. (Azimi, 2008, p. 27).
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1) Modern Clerics
The constitutionalist clerics of the 1900s were the first relatively modern Ulama who aspired
to Iran’s independence and constitutional government. Distinguished figures such as Allamah
Mohammad Hossein Naini, Seyyed Mohammad Tabatabai, Seyyed Abdollah Behbahani,
Akhond Khorasani, Sheikh Mohammad Khiyabani and Mirza Koocheck Khan Jangali,
despite their different political orientation, were among the leading constitutionalist Shiite
clerics. Later, Seyyed Hassan Modarres in the 1920s and Ayatollahs Zanjani and Seyyed
Mahmoud Taleqani during 1960s and 1970s were among the prominent advocates of this
orientation. This group of Ulama emphasises the implication of principles such as ijti'had201,
show'ra (council) and ij'ma (consensus).
Between the two World Wars, when most other clerics had withdrawn from politics,
Ayatollah Modarres (1858-1938) remained “a skilful parliamentarian” and a genuine
constitutionalist cleric (Chehabi, 1990, pp. 45-46). He diligently opposed foreign intervention
and the dictatorial rule of Reza Khan. According to Houshang Chehabi (1990, p. 45), “if
(Ayatollah) Na’ini and Seyyed Jamal influenced contemporary religious modernism in Iran
on an intellectual level (the former by providing the content, the latter by giving the initial
impetus), Modarres provided an exemplary model for religiously inspired political action.”
Modarres confronted Reza Khan on several fronts. He opposed the Reza Khan’s coup, his
nomination as prime minister, his republican movement, and his accession to the crown. This
radical stance cost Modarres’s career and his life as he became the first victim of Reza Shah’s
secularisation program. Modarres was arrested in 1929 and banished to a small town
(Kashmar in Khorasan) where he was assassinated in 1938. His idea of “our religion is the
same as our politics” (quoted in Chehabi, 1990, p. 46) has since spread as the slogan of many
advocates of political Islam and clerics in Iran.
Ayatollah Taleqani (1911-1980) was another pragmatist cleric who, unlike Khomeini, stood
by Mosaddeq and joined his National Front before the 1953 coup. After the coup, he was
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Ijti'had is a technical term of Islamic law that describes the process of making a legal decision by
independent interpretation of the legal sources, the Qur'an and the Sunnah. The opposite of Ijti'had is taqlid, or
"imitation". A person who applies Ijti'had is called a mujtahid, and traditionally had to be a scholar of Islamic
law, an Islamic lawyer or alim. (Arjomand, 1988, p. 265)
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arrested several times and served a dozen years of his life in prison. His influential lectures of
Quranic exegesis (Tafsir-e Qur'an) at the Heda’yat mosque offered one of the most
impressive and up-to-date interpretations of the text that appealed to the younger generation
of Muslim political activists. After his last release from prison, his call for a mass
demonstration on the religious day of Ta'soua, on December 10, 1978, led to the largest
demonstration ever held in Iran’s history. Different from Vali Nasr (2006, p. 126) argument
that Taleqani combined “Shiá with Marxist ideals in order to compete with leftist
movements”, he had a tolerant and affectionate attitude to all traditional and modern political
groups. Taleqani was approached by religious (the Sunnis, the Shiites, and minority groups)
as equally and passionately as by secular groups in the left or the right wings of politics
(Keddie & Richard, 2006, p. 195).
After the 1979 Revolution, Taleqani was the most dedicated authority who promoted the
tradition of people’s representative councils (Shura). He persistently defended the poor, the
working-class and the disadvantaged segments of society. He openly supported pluralism and
opposed clerical rule and theocracy. During the early days of the revolution, when the leftist
and ethnic groups were targeted, he called for a peaceful settlement and reconciliation. In the
1979 elections for the Assembly of Experts and the Majles, he received the highest number of
votes. As the most popular Friday prayer in Iran, he warned Iranians about the danger of
theocracy under the name of religion in his last sermon by saying that “the dictatorial rule
under the blind of religion is the worst type of dictatorship” (quoted in Parsa, 2000, pp. 143144). These statements and attitudes made him one of the most respected clerics among the
youth, the left, ethnic and religious minorities as well as the country’s modern intellectuals.
His sudden death in the first year of the revolution was a serious blow not only to moderation
and the liberal Islamic discourse but also the orientation of the revolution itself (Keddie &
Richard, 2006, p. 245). After him, the modern, moderate and pragmatist as well as traditional
Shiite Ulama have been brutally repressed by the fundamentalist clerics of Khomeini’s camp.
Thence, the opposition to the fundamentalist camp of Khomeini and Khamenei has been
continued by other prominent Shiite Ulama such as Ayatollahs Montazeri, Sa’nei, and Bayate Zanjani (Murphy, 2007, pp. 100-108).
2) Traditional Clerics
The Pahlavi regime supported traditional Shiite clerics who kept distance from politics. This
tradition was emphasised by the leading clerics of the time. The Grand Ayatollahs Seyyed
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Kazem Yazdi (d. 1919) and Abdolkarim Ha'eri (d. 1945) recommended this approach to
Shiite clerics in the post-Constitutional Revolution. After the abdication of Reza Shah in
1945, when political activism became highly inspirational among religious groups, Ayatollah
Boroujerdi202 hosted a conference in February 1949 to discuss the issue. After lengthy debate
among all prominent clergymen, the participants voted in favour of non-interference in
political affairs. (Borghei, 1992, pp. 57-60)
Prominent clerics such as the Grand Ayatollahs Boroujerdi, Khooi and Shariátmatda'ri,
similar to the present Ayatollah Sista'ni in Iraq and Ayatollah Kazemeini-Boroujerdi in Iran,
have had faith in the separation of religion and state. Ayatollah Boroujeridi even kept
distance from Ayatollah Kashani, who came to Iran from Najaf (in Iraq), and after entering
into politics was elected as the speaker of the Majles. Another case was Ayatollah Seyyed
Ali-Akbar Borghei, a well-known lecturer and the author of several books, who after his
involvement in politics in 1953, was attacked and abandoned by the clergymen from the Qom
centre. Other religious leading authorities, such as Ayatollah Zanjani (who supported
Mosaddeq) irrespective of their reputation, were not supported by the seminary. Likewise, the
Fedaiyan-e Islam (the Devotees of Islam) group that was founded by two or three young
clergymen in 1945, could not establish any political support from the Qom seminary.
Ayatollah Boroujerdi rejected the idea of politicising the Palestine issue in 1947, and for this
reason he left the gathering in which Ayatollah Eshraqi was delivering a sermon This policy
of keeping politics out of the (Qom) seminary induced many politically motivated or active
clerics to leave the centre and move to other cities such as Tehran, Mashhad, Tabriz or
Esfahan. . (Borghei, 1992, pp. 61-72)
After the 1979 Revolution, the traditional Ulama attempted to maintain the independence of
the Shiite religious institutions from the state. Ayatollah Shariátmada'ri tried his best to
prevent Khomeini’s return to Iran, and after the revolution “in numerous interviews and
sermons, openly declared that in his opinion, Khomeini’s notion of the rule of the
juristconsult – valayat-e faqih – has no basis in Shiite theology or jurisprudence” (Milani,
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Ayatollah Boroujerdi was the most influential and powerful Marja whose domain of influence spread to
almost everywhere Shiite Muslims lived. He expanded the Qom seminary and turned it into a powerful official
institution. He only intervened in the affairs of the state whenever he considered a law or a bill in direct variance
with religious beliefs. (Borghei, 1992, pp. 57-60)
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2008, p. 375). This position sealed his fate and soon after the revolution he was accused of
supporting a coup attempt against the revolution and thus:
Newspapers, radio, and television began an orchestrated and vicious
attack on [him]. His bank accounts were frozen, his properties were
confiscated, his eldest son escaped to Europe...he was put under
house arrest (after) eight hours intense interrogation, and forced to
appear on national television to ask for forgiveness after
confession...this was his last appearance (before) he died of prostate
cancer in 1986. Even in death... as a last gesture of humiliation, they
buried him in the dark of night, near the toilet of the hospital in which
he had died. There is no stone to mark his grave. (Milani, 2008, p.
376)
Similarly, Ayatollah Kazemeini Boroujerdi has called for separation of religion and politics
in recent years. After publicly announcing his position, he was arrested on October 8, 2006 at
his house and transferred to Section 209 of Tehran’s Evin prison.
3) Fundamentalist Clerics
The fundamentalist version of political Islam has mainly been represented by clerics who
were predominantly trained in traditional religious seminaries (Howzeh Elmeyyeh). They call
for a total revival of Islamic identity and tradition as the only way of ruling life and society.
In Iran, they, ideologically, follow the fundamental doctrine of Shiísm to establish a religious
state to rule Islamic ummah based on the Islamic tradition and Shari’a law (Zibakalam, 2007,
p. 3). Tore Kjeilen (2001) contends that in a search to rebuild the Islamic Golden Age, they
represent a reaction towards the world’s poverty against the rich (West). To Mehrzad
Boroujerdi (1992, p. 35), they subscribe to the maxim of Thomas Hobbes “out of the past we
make a future” by seeking an imaginary future through a mystical past.
This faction of Ulama has emerged since the Constitutional Revolution, when Sheikh
Fazlollah Nouri proposed a Shari’a (Mashro’ah) based monarchism in opposition to
constitutionalism. In the 1950s, Ayatollah Kashani played a similar role by supporting the
religious fundamentalist group of Fadaiyan Islam and taking part in the Anglo-American-led
coup against Mosaddeq (Menashri, 1999, pp. 136-137).
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Iranian fundamentalist clerics define their identity by their common opposition to (1) the preIslamic Persian culture, (2) the Pahlavi’s Western oriented modernisation and secularisation
programs, (3) modern ideologies, intellectuals and political groups, and (4) democracy and
human rights. With this radical, reactionary and utopian ideological and political stance,
Islamic fundamentalism rejects modern socio-political institutions, constitutions, ideologies,
and thus produces another version of totalitarianism (Zibakalam, 2007, p. 114). The Iranian
Islamic regime, for instance, despite the selective adoption of Western modernity in
economic and technological fields, has remained unwavering in its opposition to social
(women's rights), cultural (diversity)and political modernity (human rights and democracy)
(Jahanbegloo, 2004, p. x). According to Ayatollah Mesbah-Yazdi (1996), one of the theorists
of the Islamic regime, in an “Islamic state,... the only source of legitimacy is the absolute rule
of valayat-e faqih and the God’s Shari’a; any other type of rule is polytheism”. The
advocates of this paradigm in Iran, Sudan, and Afghanistan have produced almost similar
outcomes from political theocracy, economic stagnation, the oppression of women and
terrible human rights abuses to proliferation of radical Islamism, terrorism and anti-American
sentiments.
During the last century, a combination of external and internal factors gave rise to Islamic
fundamentalism in Iran. Externally, colonial powers, based on the widely known maxim of
”divide and conquer”, have almost always supported potential forces of ethnic sectarianism
and religious fundamentalism in Iran (Blake, 2009, pp. 30-31). For them, holding Iran in its
traditional state of religiosity, might have been seen as the easiest way to grant the
continuation of their imperial dominance (Dabiri, 2007). In agreement with this approach, the
fundamentalist Ulama have even readily cooperated with the local tyrants and colonial
powers, in order to dismantle the local intellectuals’ endeavours for political independence or
democratisation. For instance, Sheikh Fazlollah Nouri supported the Russian-backed
Mohammad Ali Shah’s coup against Iran’s first constitutional parliament in 1908. Similarly,
Ayatollah Kashani (and also Khomeini in his youth) supported the Anglo-American-led coup
against Mosaddeq in 1953.
Furthermore, the United States’ Cold War policy towards the Middle East and Iran also
contributed to the rise of Islamic fundamentalism in four different ways. (1) The United
States commitment to unilaterally defending and securing Israel has made this conflict an
ongoing source of provoking radical Islamism in the region (Boylan T., 2013, p. 90). (2) The
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United States approach of supporting the dictatorial rule of the Shah in the 1953 coup against
Mosaddeq and giving priority to stability over democracy in the Middle East also contributed
to the rise of Islamic radicalism. (3) Following the Arab-Israel war in 1973, Islamic
fundamentalist groups received positive signals and even support from the United States and
the West (Dreyfuss, 2005, pp. 80-95). These religious groups were regarded as effective
means of building a “Green Belt” both against the Eastern bloc as well as containing the
spread of nationalism and communism throughout the region (Amuzegar, 1991, p. 87). (4)
Promoting the maxim of “petro-Islam” has been pursued as a way of securing the control of
the region’s oil in the post-Cold War era via the mean of politicising Islam (Al-Azm, 2008).
Internally, Iran’s political and intellectual climate during the Cold War was suffering from
several key impediments namely: (1) a lack of democratic orientation among the Iranian
intellectuals and opposition groups (as discussed in chapters seven and eight so far, the main
intellectual and political paradigms of this period were modernism, nationalism, socialism
and Islamism rather than human rights and democracy), (2) the absence of political freedom
and viable opposition groups (under dictatorial rule of the Pahlavis) to represent the opposing
views , and (3) the non-existence of political determination within the ruling elites to pursue
political reforms. In the both intervals of political openness - following the Constitutional
Revolution (1905-1911) and in post-World War II (1945 -1953) – Iran became the
battleground of colonial and super powers so that these external powers manipulated power
rivalries and conflicts between and within Iranian ethnic, religious and ideological groups so
that the society entered into a total state of chaos. In that political atmosphere only forces of
radicalism, fundamentalism, authoritarianism and colonialism could prevail. (San'ati, 2009)
As a result, the Islamic paradigm became the most popularly debated discourse of 1970s Iran
in such an extent that it established the dominant intellectual foundation for the Islamic
Revolution and the rise of Khomeini.
The Rise of Khomeini
Several factors contributed to the rise of Ayatollah Khomeini, as the leader of the 1979
Revolution. They include: first, The death of Grand Ayatollah Boroujerdi in 1962 gave
Khomeini the opportunity to emerge as the leading Shiite cleric or Marj'a (Farsoun &
Mashayekhi, 1992, p. 17). Second, after the 1953 coup, the Shah repressed modern and
moderate nationalist and socialist groups (led by Mosaddeq and the Tudeh Party), but the
traditional Islamists – led by Ayatollah Kashani – supported the coup and remained relatively
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unaffected. Next, the suppression of all modern ideological moderate and radical groups in
the early 1970s, provided the fundamentalist clerics – this time led by Khomeini – with a rare
opportunity to lead the regime’s opposition. In the aftermath of the 1953 coup and the White
Revolution, a strict sense of nativism and anti-Western sentiments was aroused among the
religious segments of the society whose privileges, power and way of life were threatened by
the regime’s secularisation and modernisation programs. Khomeini represented such an
appealing anti-modernist, anti-communist, anti-secularist and anti-American stance. It was in
this political climate that the main opposition groups, both the Liberation Movement of
Mehdi Bazargan and the National Front of Karim Sanja'bi and Ali Amini, found it necessary
to support clerics and Khomeini, in particular, to mobilise the masses against the dictatorial
rule of the Shah. (Abrahamian, 1982, p. 520)
Third, the foreign policy of two United States presidents from the Democratic Party
(President John F. Kennedy and Jimmy Carter) significantly contributed to the rise of
Khomeini as the leader of opposition in Iran. In the first stance, the Shah positively
responded to Kennedy’s policy of encouraging agrarian reforms in 1960s by launching the
massive socio-cultural and economic modernisation programs of the White Revolution
(1960-1963) (Blake, 2009, p. 137). As Mehran Kamrava (1990, p. 31) observed, “in the
absence of the major structural readjustments [and political openness] needed in order to
maintain the system, such short-sighted and hastily implemented reforms only expedited the
state’s collapse”. These programs, under an authoritarian rule, gave rise to ideological
radicalism and religious fundamentalism. In the absence of a viable modern and democrat
opposition, Khomeini found the opportunity to publicly oppose the Shah’s referendum (for
the White Revolution) in 1962. The crushing of the pro-Khomeini clerics, who demonstrated
inside the Qom seminary after Khomeini’s sermon, marked the rise of Khomeini’s leadership.
After the Qom’s incident, almost all three clerical groups (traditional, pragmatist and
fundamentalist)203 joined Khomeini to oppose the Shah’s agrarian reform, his planned

203 The Shiite clergy system, unlike the Christian church, lacks an official hierarchical structure. Therefore, the
claim of representing the view of all Muslims or clerics is impractical for any single cleric or religious authority.
This has allowed Shiite scholars to have their own preferred way of interpreting the Islamic text (Quran),
tradition (Sunneh), jurisprudence (Fiqh), philosophy (Hekmah) and theosophy (Irfan). The pragmatist Ulama,
such as Ayatollah Taleqani and Mojtehed Shabestari, make direct reference to the text (Quran); traditional
Ulama mainly concentrate on preserving the Islamic Sunneh; and the fundamentalist clerics call for the revival
of Islamic Fiqh (Shariá), Hekmah and Irfan as a method of political governance and a way of life (Dabashi,
2006, pp. 424-426).
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referendum, and the “White Revolution”. Clerics such as Ayatollahs Lankarani and Zanjani
who had been active in the National Front and had been involved in politics independent of
the seminary, had rejoined the Qom centre. Together with conservative and apolitical clerics,
such as Ayatollahs Damad, Ha'eri and Allameh-Tabatabai, they signed the joint declaration
against the Shah’s referendum. (Borghei, 1992, p. 73)
Moreover, in the 1970s, the Shah responded to Jimmy Carter’s foreign policy of promoting
human rights by reducing the level of political pressure. Accordingly, sixty six predominantly
pro-Khomeini political prisoners, who signed a letter of remission (referred to as the group of
sepa’sgooy’an or appraisers of the Shah) were released in 1976 (Bahar, 2010). This group
played an important role in publicising Khomeini’s ideas and building the society’s public
opinion in favour of Khomeini and against the Shah before the 1979 Revolution. According
to Ali Mirsepassi (2000, pp. 59-60), Khomeini's revolutionary and radical ideological
discourse dominated the political culture of the 1960s and 1970s and his supporters were able
to utilise Islamic symbols and alternative as a widely appealing political ideology.
Fourth, the Pahlavi regime, despite some success in social modernisation and economic
development, failed to admit political reform. It was in the absence of any legal alternative or
democratic opposition that radicalism became a popular model of political resistance against
the regime. Through the next decade, the repression of modern ideological groups provided
religious fundamentalist groups (led by Khomeini) a golden opportunity to win the prevalent
contests over radicalism.
Fifth, Different from modern intellectuals and ideological groups whose sphere of influence
was largely confined to the elite groups, intellectuals and university students, Khomeini
enjoyed a popular base by which he could publicise his revolutionary ideology through the
cleric networks. Mojtaba Mahdavi (2004) argues that Khomeini’s emergence as the leader of
the revolution was mainly due to his political stance against the Shah rather than his
fundamentalist ideology and theory of the velayat-e faqih. Most Muslim and secular
intellectuals and political groups supported his political position, while his ideological stance
found only followers among radical clerics, their ba'zaari allies and marginal urban poor.
With the rise of Islamic paradigm before the 1979 Revolution, however, most revolutionary
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intellectuals204 on the left also adopted an instrumentalist approach to religious discourse and
clerics. They considered Islam as a mobilising political ideology and tried to bridge the gap
between modern secular intellectuals and the clergy. They supported Khomeini’s political
stance to mobilise the masses against the Shah and the West (Vygutsky, 1978, p. 81), and
therefore, demonstrated minimum curiosity and concern about his fundamentalist ideology of
Valayat-e Faqih. Jahanbegloo (2006) refers to this attitude of intellectuals as the “Al-Ahmad
syndrome”.
Sixth, Khomeini was a pragmatist fundamentalist cleric who, by using the Islamic principle
of Taqiyeh, spoke about his ideas diplomatically and revealed his true intentions (about the
type of state he wanted to establish after the revolution) gradually (Ayubi, 1996, p. 89).
Before returning victoriously to Iran, he gave a list of promises during his interviews with the
media in Paris. Among those promises was that he would go back to the seminary and that he
would grant freedom for all political parties, including communist groups. It was only after
the revolution that he revealed his true fundamentalist stance and acted in a completely
opposite direction (Zabih, 1982, p. 29).
Seventh, the other relevant tangible parameters that contributed to the victory of the
revolution were the impacts of oil prices and the Shah’s approach towards the people’s mass
demonstrations. The rise of oil prices in the early 1970s led to economic growth, resulting in
the growing demands of the middle class for political reform, but towards the end of this
decade, economic recession and inflation led to social and political unrest, which escalated to
popular uprisings of the 1979 Revolution (Martin, 2003, pp. 25-27). The last Shah of Iran
himself, despite the recommendation of his army generals, and unlike the current Islamic
regime that brutally represses mass uprisings, rejected forceful repression of the people’s
demonstrations (Graham, 1979, pp. 231-235). These circumstances contributed to the spread
of mass demonstrations, which paved the way for the revolution.
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These intellectuals supported the revolution: ‟Firstly, because of the seduction of the concept of 'revolution'
and what surrounded it. This was accompanied by a sense of “utopian idealism” and deep attitude of “political
romanticism”; secondly, because many among the revolutionary intellectuals strived to defend new strategic
positions in the new Iranian society. Because of this, the struggle for freedom and equality was presented by the
“revolutionary intellectuals” as a mixture of anti-Westernization, anti-dependency and Third-Worldist rhetoric”.
(Ramin Jahanbegloo, 2006, p. 1)
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These opportunities and capabilities gave Khomeini an exceptional power in organising
massive demonstrations during the revolution205. Thence, almost 150 years after the loss of
wars with Russia, history was repeated in Iran once again and the fate of the society was left
in the hands of another Shiite cleric, Ayatollah Khomeini.
Conclusion
This chapter critically explain the circumstances that led to the rise of political Islam and
Khomeini before the 1979 Revolution in Iran. This paradigm (Islamism) was widely debated
towards the end of the Pahlavi era and has since found various traditional and modern
orientations among both the clerics and non-cleric Muslim scholars. Modern interpretations
of political Islam have been produced by scholars who were mostly educated in modern
institutions. They have combined selective aspects of the religion with their favourite modern
ideologies. In combining tenets of religion with modern ideologies, modern Muslims in Iran
have found various orientations ranging from (1) the anti-Western position of Ahmad
Fardid206 and Jalal Al-e Ahmad, Seyyed Fakhroddin Shadman207, and Dariush Shaigan208.
This anti-Western, revolutionary and traditionalist version of Islamism has been favoured by
the Shiite fundamentalist clerics. (2) The socialist Islamic ideology of Ali Shariáti and
Mojahedin-e Khalq that appealed to university students, (3) the liberal-democratic Islamic
orientation of the Mehdi Bazargan’s Liberation Movement, (4) the social-democratic
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The masses that followed Khomeini had some understanding about what they opposed, but had a little clue
about what they were aiming to replace the Pahlavi regime with (Mahdavi, 2004).
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Ahmad Fardid (1909-1994) was a philosopher who had considerable influence on many Iranian intellectuals
of the 1950s and 1960s. He was influenced by Martin Heidegger and has been regarded as the most influential
non-clerical ideologues of the Islamic Republic of Iran (Boroujerdi, 1996, p. 63).
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Sayyed Fakhroddin Shadman (1907 – 1967) was one of the earliest Iranian statesmen and thinkers to detect
the rise of an intellectual enigma with respect to the West. He obtained a doctorate in law from the Sorbonne in
1935 and a second doctorate in history from the London School of Economics and Political Science in 1939.
Between 1950 and 1967, he taught courses in history, philosophy, and the Islamic civilisation. In 1948, he
published his book, Taskhir-e Tamaddon-Farangi (The conquest of Western civilisation). He served as the
editor of the weekly literary journal Tufan-e Haftagi (Weekly Hurricane), which was set up by the socialistminded poet Mohammad Farrokhi-Yazdi. (Boroujerdi, 1996, p. 55)
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Dariush Shaigan (born in 1935 in Tehran) is an Iranian cultural theorist and comparative philosopher. He
studied at Sorbonne University (now resides) in Paris and was a Professor of Sanskrit and Indian religions
at Tehran University.
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orientation of Ayatollah Taleqani and Yadollah Sahabi, and (5) the nationalist-religious
stance of intellectuals known as Melli- Mazhabis (Nationalist-Religious).
Similarly, the Shiite clerics have found three distinct branches of modern, traditional and
fundamentalist orientations with varied – pragmatist, conservative and radical – views and
approaches. Among the Shiite Ulama, Ayatollah Boroujerdi defended the Qom seminary’s
tradition of separating religion from state. By contrast, Khomeini was a pragmatist
fundamentalist cleric whose popularity was due to rather his firm stance against the Shah than
his ideology of valayat-e faqih.
Overall, the discussion in this chapter substantiates this argument that Islamic
fundamentalism does not seem to represent either the genuine choice or the favourite
discourse of the majority of Iranian intellectuals. A combination of external and internal
parameters has made the rise of this paradigm and triumph of Khomeini possible. Among
them, Khomeini’s high rank within the Shiite clergy, his firm stance against the Shah, his
revolutionary discourse, his clear ideological plan and ideal system of Valayat-e Faqih, his
populist political conduct, his charismatic leadership, his avoidance of violence before the
revolution, his ability to unite all opposition groups against the Shah, and the implementation
of the United States’ recommended (Kennedy’s) agrarian and (Carter’s) human rights foreign
policies by the Shah were among those contributing factors that positioned Khomeini far
ahead of any other rival political leader during the revolution. The consequences of
Khomeinism in practice, under the Islamic regime, will be discussed at greater length in the
next chapter.
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CHAPTER NINE
The Dominant Modern Intangible Factors (4):
Intellectual Trends and Politics of Iran Under the Islamic Regime

Introduction
The proposed method of explanation in this thesis (Chapter Two), identify, classify and
explain the most influential tangible and intangible factors that have contributed to the
intellectual and political transformation of Iran from past to present. As discussed in previous
chapters, due to a combination of internal and external burdens, the advocates of modernity,
secularity and democracy were unsuccessful and as a result, political Islam found a golden
opportunity to take the lead towards the end of the Pahlavis. The previous chapter discussed
the rise and spread of political Islam in Iran before the 1979 Revolution. This chapter
examines the consequence of putting this political ideology into practice under the Islamic
regime. After explaining the historical connection between politics and religion in Iran, it
discusses different stages that the regime has gone through from the time of its establishment
in 1979 until the end of the Mahmoud Ahmadinejad presidency in 2013. It demonstrates how
varied ideological orientations of political Islam have affected the society’s intellectual
debates and prospect of democratisation.
The type of regime that emerged in Iran, after the 1979 Revolution, was largely the product
of Khomeini's ideas and directives to establish an Islamic state (Hokoumat-e Islami) under
the absolute rule of the Juristconsult (Valayat-e Faqih) (Burke & Lapidus, 1988, p. 263).
Soon after the revolution, contrary to his pre-revolution promises of giving freedom to even
communist groups, Khomeini began to consolidate the power into the hands of his
fundamentalist Islamic camp (Kadhim, 1983, p. 38). His regime not only crushed almost all
modern intellectuals and political groups but also repressed all modern and traditional Ulama
who disagreed with him. Despite this politically exclusive approach, Khomeini tolerated a
minimum level of internal differences within his own camp. These differences, in the absence
of democratic reconciliation, have gradually evolved into distinct left/right internal factions
whose power rivalry was tolerated until Ali Khamenei succeeded Khomeini (Taheri, 2013, p.
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218). Thereafter, unlike the former leader who had supported the pragmatist camp on the left,
Khamenei has attempted to empower a self-centred regime. This approach was in contrast to
Rafsanjani’s reconstruction and Khatami’s reformation programs. Khamenei's intervention in
the disputed result of the 2009 presidential election, in particular, has been considered by
many as his attempt to depose the reformer camp and unify the regime around his faction on
the right. The brutal repression of the post-election popular uprisings, which is referred to as
the Green Movement, has transformed the Islamic regime into a theocratic Islamic, petrorentier209, and police state (Jahanbakhsh, 2001, p. 80).
Thereafter, the reform-minded Muslim intellectuals such as Abdolkarim Soroush, Akbar
Ganji and Yousef Ashkavari have increasingly moved away from political Islam by publicly
defending the idea of political secularity and separation of state and religion (Soroush, 2010).
On the other hand, the advocates of conservative Islamic teachings such as Mesbah Yazdi
and Javad Larijani have reverted towards more anti-modern, anti-Western, and antidemocratic discourses (Boroujerdi, 1996, p. 159).
Historical Background
For Iranians, as explained in chapter 5, both Zoroastrianism and Islam initially provided them
with some ethical values and incentives to resist unjustifiable internal rulers and foreign
dominance. This virtue, however, was undermined when the rulers attached their power to a
particular version of religion, as happened under the Sasanids, the Arab-Islamic caliphs, the
Safavids, and the current Islamic regime. This approach has been in opposition to the ancient
Persian tradition (under the Achaemenids) in which ethnic and religious diversity was
celebrated (Rahnema & Behdad, 1998, p. 229). The close cooperation between state and
religion – as noted by Hamid Emanat (quoted in Karimi, 2010) - is linked with the
persistence of despotism or what Homayoun Katoozian calls the arbitrary method of
governance in most of Iran’s history.
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A petro-rentier state means a country that receives substantial amounts of its revenues from selling oil to the
outside world on a regular basis. Countries such as Iran, the Gulf States, many African states like Nigeria,
Gabon with abundant resource wealth are called rentier states. These states are independent from their society,
unaccountable to their citizens, and autocratic. A rentier state and rentier economy contributes to a rentier
mentality, which adversely affects a country’s economy and long-term prospects. (Ramsey, 2015)
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Three critical distinctions can be drawn between the former and the current relationship
between state and religion in Iran. First, despite introducing an official religion and the
effective role of the religious clerics under the Sasanids and the Safavids, the monarch still
had the upper hand in controlling the state (Farrokh, 2007, p. 8); while under the current
Islamic regime, the religious leaders have become the head of the state. Second, the two
earlier empires aimed at distinguishing Iran from its neighbouring rivals (the Sasanids vs. the
Romans and the Safavids vs. the Ottomans) by introducing an official religion, while the
main purpose of the current Islamic regime has been to establish an Islamic state. Third, if the
Safavids embarked on a forceful conversion to Shiísm, the rulers of the current Islamic
regime have forcefully applied their fundamentalist version of Shiísm as the ruling ideology
of the society.
Unlike the Constitutional Revolution of 1906 in which Iran's modern and secular intellectuals
played a leading role, the 1979 Revolution under Khomeini's leadership, found an antiintellectual, anti-modern, anti-secular and anti-democratic character. As noted by Ramin
Jahanbegloo (2006) at the beginning of this revolution, when the Shiá clergy appeared as its
central force, it was hard to find any intellectual who doubted these features of the revolution.
The absence of an intrinsically democratic culture that allows the media “to speak the truth to
power” made the Iranian intellectuals “weak and subordinate allies” of the revolutionary
clerics (Jahanbegloo, 2006, p. 1). These intellectuals supported the revolution:
Firstly, because of the seduction of the concept of “revolution” and
what surrounded it. This was accompanied by a sense of “utopian
idealism” and deep attitude of “political romanticism”; secondly,
because many among the revolutionary intellectuals strived to defend
new strategic positions in the new Iranian society. Because of this, the
struggle for freedom and equality was presented by the “revolutionary
intellectuals” as a mixture of anti-Westernization, anti-dependency
and Third-Worldist rhetoric. (Jahanbegloo, 2006, p. 1)
Six Periods in the Islamic Regime
Since 1979, the Islamic regime has gone through six distinct political periods. They include
(1) the early revolutionary period (1979 – 1982), (2) the dominance of Khomeinism
(leadership and ideology, 1981-1989), (3) the Rafsanjani reconstruction era (1989-1997), (4)
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the reform movement of Mohammad Khatami (1997-2005), (5) the Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
era of the ultra-conservative camp (2005-2013), and (6) the Hassan Rouhani's moderation era
(not covered in this thesis). After Khomeini, the subsequent presidents from Rafsanjani to
Rouhani, except Ahmadinejad, have been facing the challenge of the ultra conservative camp
led by the supreme leader Ali Khamenei. Major tangible factors that have affected the fate of
Iranian intellectuals and politics under the Islamic regime include: (1) the hostage crisis210,
which was followed by (2) the US economic sanction on Iran, (3) the eight-year long IranIraq war, (4) and the regime's political centralisation through brutal repression of opposition
groups and modern intellectuals. Below a more detailed explanation of these periods is
provided.
1) The Revolutionary Era: the Rise and Fall of the Left
From the outset of the 1979 Revolution, the main power rivalries have taken place between
the revolutionary/radical, the conservative, and the reformist/moderate camps. The radically
oriented revolutionary groups aimed at establishing ideological utopian – whether Islamic or
socialist – states; they commonly were intolerant towards different ideological or political
groups, and neither of them had democracy as their objective (Diamond, 1997, p. 15). They
consisted of the religious fundamentalists headed by Khomeini on the right versus the radical
Islamic-socialist group of Mojahedin-e Khalq together with the Maxist-Leninist groups on
the left. The three early years of the revolution (1979 - 1982) was the period of radical
contests between the main groups of this camp with the overwhelming dominance of
Khomeini in leading the masses and the revolution on the right. The widespread rivalries
among radical ethnic, religious and ideological groups drastically polarised the political
landscape of the country. This period, according to Gheissari and Nasr (2006, p. 68), was
“characterised by militant activism, political and cultural iconoclasm, and millenarianism”.
To them:
What occurred in the years immediately after the revolution has
certain parallels with the political climate created by the Bolshevik
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The Iran hostage crisis was a diplomatic crisis between Iran and the United States in which 52 Americans
were held hostage for 444 days (from November 4, 1979, to January 20, 1981), after a group of revolutionary
pro-Khomeini students took over the American Embassy in Tehran in support of the regime's revolutionary
character.
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policy of “war communism” and its attitude and style in 1918-1921
Russia... In the case of Iran, this new attitude and style can perhaps
best be captured by the term “war fundamentalism”, [which] was
largely based on the legacy and language of leftist activism in Iran.
(Gheissari & Nasr, 2006, p. 68)
Khomeini and his supporters have sought a total revival of an Islamic fundamentalist
ideology and system. Two main slogans of Khomeinists were "neither East, nor West, but
Islamic Republic” and “exporting the revolution” (Poya, 1999, p. 63). By the first, they
aimed at establishing an Islamic empire (hokoomat-e Islami) and with second, challenging
Western modernity211, secularity and democracy. They thought of exporting the revolution
“whether for the ultimate purpose of the establishment of the government of the Imam
Mehdi212 or for the more immediate need of making the region safe for (their regime) ... and
its revolutionary ideology” (Firdous, 2002, p. 105). To meet these objectives, Khomeini and
his followers firstly, concentrated on consolidating political power into the hands of their
fundamentalist camp under the doctrine of Valayat-e-Faqih (the rule of Juristconsult). By
revolving around this principle, the Khomeini regime used religious vindication to justify the
elimination of all individuals and groups who were considered as a possible threat to the
security or survival of the regime. Secondly, in order to have control over masses and
eliminate their rivals, they insisted on upholding the revolutionary character of the regime.
This approach enabled them to brutally repress not only the modern intellectuals and political
groups but also non-revolutionary and non-conforming traditional clerics.
These three early years of the revolution also witnessed a wave of proliferation of the leftist
camp. Leftist intellectuals and groups, either Marxists or Muslims, were passionate about "the
national... democratic... independence-seeking and anti-imperialist orientation” of the
revolution (Farsoun & Mashayekhi, 1992, p. 106). The Marxist camp was composed of many
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Concerning the differences between secularity and secularism or modernity and modernism, It is increasingly
perceived that modernism and secularism are ideological doctrines that refuse cultural traditions and religion all
together, modernity is about the quality of adapting to modern life or secularity refers to the separation of 'state
and religion' rather than the 'separation of religion and politics’ all together.
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In Islamic eschatology, a messianic deliverer who will bring justice to the earth, restore true religion, and
usher in a short golden age before the end of the world. Imam Mahdi is important in Shiite doctrine; he is not
mentioned in the Quran and is questioned by Sunnite theologians. (House, 2016, p. 3)
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fringe groups that widely differed on what they regarded as genuine Marxism. They ranged
from Marxist-Leninism, Marxist-Stalinism and Marxist-Maoism to Leon Trotsky’s
revisionism and the Yugoslavian Tito’s nationalism (Zabih, 1986, p. 13). After a few failed
attempts to organise regional resistance from Turcoman-Sahra and Kurdistan, the leftist
groups were divided over their preferred method of challenging the new regime. A faction of
the Fadaiyan-e Khalq known as the Aksariyat (majority) became a close ally of the Tudeh
Party, which preferred supporting the regime. The Aqalliat (minority) faction of the group, on
the other hand, allied with the Mojahedin-e Khalq and chose to resist the Islamic rulers
(Moaddel, 1993, p. 241).
Iranian leftist groups have so far experienced a range of theoretical and strategic drawbacks.
They have been predominantly preoccupied with imported ideological utopian paradigms and
revolutionary approaches that proved to be inconsistent with local factors (Vega, 2010, p.
90). In addition to experiencing the highest levels of repression under the Islamic regime,
they have also been negatively affected by the fall of the former Soviet bloc. These burdens
and weaknesses have contributed to regular internal splits within the secular leftist groups in
the post-Islamic Revolution (Cronin, 2004, p. 20). As a result of these splits, many Marxist
elements that are now operating from exile are so small that in most cases they can only be
identified by their affiliation with larger groups.
Similarly, the Muslim leftist groups have also failed dedication to modernity and democracy.
The Mojahedin-e Khalq as a modern socialist Muslim group, similar to the Tudeh Party of
the early 1950s, became the most popular and powerful political organisation in the early
1980s (Gheissari & Nasr, 2006, p. 68). This group, however, has also lost most of its
popularity, credibility and significance due to a number of political setbacks and ideological
inconsistencies. It responded to the regime’s regressive and repressive attitudes with a
strategy of armed resistance from cities and jungles to the mountainous areas of Kurdistan. In
1983, during the Iran-Iraq war, the leader of the group, Masaud Radjavi, after signing a peace
agreement with the former Iraqi leader, Saddam Hussein, launched a paramilitary campaign
against the Islamic regime from Iraq. The group, under Masaud Radjavi, has undertaken a
Maoistic-Islamic ideological orientation with a Stalinist leadership style that rejects
accountability and transparency even within its own organisation and members (Cohen, 2009,
pp. 9-12). Many former members of the group have repeatedly complained about the lack of
individual freedom and various types of despotism within the group. After coalition forces
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led by the US army occupied Iraq in 2003, the group was briefly targeted and then disarmed.
Since then, the group has no longer insisted on armed resistance, but has still preserved its
revolutionary stance of armed resistance for regime change in Iran.
The Khomeini camp, in addition to repressing modern intellectuals and groups, has attempted
to eliminate its rival clerics from the political landscape of Iran as well. After the death of the
pragmatist cleric, Ayatollah Taleqani, the Khomeini followers subjugated traditional popular
Ulama such as Ayatollahs Shariátmadari and Qomi (Seliktar, 2000, p. 134). Then, they
instigated the 444 day American hostage crises of 1979-1981, which led to the resignation of
the liberal-democrat-Muslim Prime Minister (Mehdi Bazargan), economic sanctions by the
U.S., and further isolation of Iran in the region and on the world stage. This revolutionary
climate and the slogan of exporting the revolution contributed to Saddam Hossein’s attack
and the eight year-long war between Iran and Iraq (Keddie & Richard, 2006, p. 241).
Through the war with Iraq, Khomeini’s camp also succeeded in deposing the liberal President
Abol-Hassan Banisadr and launching a full-scale attack against modern nationalist and leftist
opposition groups such as the National Front, the Mojahedin-e Khalq, the Fadaiyan
(Aghaliyat) and the Kurdish Democratic Party. The Khomeini camp temporarily benefitted
from the collaboration of the Stalinist group of the Tudeh Party and its allied majority
(Aksariyat) faction of the Fadaiayan-e Khalq (Nasr, 1979, p. 209). Gradually, all Iranians
who disagreed with the supreme leader and his doctrine of Valayat-e Faqih, regardless of
their ethnic, religion or ideological affiliations, have become the victims of the regime. By
deposing modern ideological groups and rival Ulama, Khomeinism became the sole
ideological engine of ruling the regime and running the country (Moslem, 2002, p. 78).
2) The Age of Khomeinism
In the next stage, Khomeini’s absolute leadership and ideas succeeded in establishing and
ruling the Islamic state. Contrary to the prevalent perception of most modern intellectuals
who before the revolution thought of clerics as a group incapable of running the state,
Khomeini had a clear idea and the long-term plan of establishing an Islamic state. He was a
pragmatist fundamentalist cleric who spoke about his ideas diplomatically and revealed his
intentions gradually. Ideologically, via Shari’a law, the clergy system and Islamic unity,
Khomeini sought to establish an Islamic state based on his idea of “guardianship of the
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juristconsult” (valayat-e faqih213) (Jahanbegloo, 2006, p. 1). In this concept, he adopted the
principle of valayat from Islamic theosophy (irfan) and the doctrine of faqih from Shiite
jurisprudence (fiqh). One of the ideologues of the regime, the ultra-conservative cleric,
Mesbah-Yazdi (1997), believes that “the theosophical path (tariqeh or valayat) is an
inseparable part of Shari’a (fiqh)”. According to this doctrine, in the absence of the twelfth
Shiite Imam, obedience has to be given to the head of Ulama or Valey-e Faqih. The position
of valey-e faqih is officially legalised by articles 107 and 110 of the constitution, which give
the supreme leader veto power over all governmental decisions and laws. The absolute rule of
the supreme leader (Valey-e Motleqeh-e Faqih) is neither questionable nor accountable to the
people, but only to his divine source, God (Soroush, 2000, p. 228).
Khomeini’s plan of establishing an Islamic state also has its origin in the ideas of
fundamentalist Ulama of the past century namely Sheikh Fazlollah Nouri (who opposed the
Constitutional Movement) and Ayatollah Kashani (who opposed the oil nationalisation
movement of Dr. Mosaddeq) (Behrooz, 2000, p. xii). The followers of these fundamentalist
religious leaders, because of their anti-liberal and anti-modernist stance, have been the main
force of resisting modernisation of the Pahlavi regime as well as the prospect of
democratisation since the 1979 Revolution. (Murphy, 2007, pp. 100-108).
Khomeini’s idea of the absolute rule of juristconsult, which has become the commanding
principle of governing the Islamic regime, has only been aspired to and supported by an ultraconservative faction within the establishment (Mohammadi, 2003, p. 14). The defenders of
Khomeinism make no reference to the destructive role of the Shiite Ulama in the disastrous
losses they have inflicted on Iran since the Safavids era. Instead, they frequently
overemphasise the contribution of clerics such as Mirza-e Shirazi, Fazlollah Nouri,
Moddarress, Kashani and Khomeini in mobilising the masses against colonial dominance and
arbitrary rules of the Qajar and the Pahlavi regimes.
From late 1987 until his death in 1989, Khomeini tried to pave the way for rationalisation of
the Islamic Republic through three approaches. First, he attempted to strengthen the populist
(republican) character of the regime at the expense of its religious and revolutionary
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This principle is “based upon the belief in a set of esoteric truths supported by such axiomatic principles as
prophecy, holiness and celestial revelation, as there cannot be any ‘unknowns’, since the answers were
supposedly provided long before the questions were formulated” (Boroujerdi, 1992, pp. 43-44).
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dimensions. Second, he directly intervened and took sides in the ongoing power rivalries
among the regime’s major factions; and third, by issuing decrees and taking actions, such as
accepting the cease-fire with Iraq, he set the tone for “a less revolutionary, more temperate,
and ultimately more pragmatic post-war Iran” (Moslem, 2002, pp. 72-73). Khomeini himself
once dramatised his decision of accepting the cease-fire deal that ended the eight-year-long
Iran-Iraq war (through which he had sought to export his Islamic Revolution) as “drinking a
cup of poison” (Hafez & Kenny, 2000, p. 133).
The failure of the regime on several fronts awakened divergence among the supporters of
Khomeini and his regime. Despite Khomeini’s consolidation programs, he could not prevent
the rise of internal factions within his followers. The pragmatist bureaucrats led by Hashemi
Rafsanjani preferred to focus on economic development. The Khomeinist (khatt-e Imamis)
faction on the left with figures such as Mir-Hossein Mousavi and Mohammad Khatami
valued the regime’s republican character and favoured political openness. The conservative
camp on the right, represented by figures such as Mesbah Yazdi and Ahmad Jannati sought to
strengthen the religiosity of the regime via the absolute rule of Valey-e Faqih; and the
revolutionary conservative faction, led by Ali Khamenei, gave more emphasis to antiAmerican and anti-Israeli propaganda. These internal splits has created three distinct left,
moderate and right political factions within the regime (Moslem, 2002, pp. 88-100).
A decade after the revolution, when Khomeini passed away, neither the revolution was
exported nor was the Khomeini's ideal utopian Islamic state established. Instead, he left
behind a legacy of mass killings and destruction, whether in the eight-year long war with Iraq
or within the country’s political prisons. Towards the end of this decade, the rulers were
overwhelmed by mounting fundamental problems resulting from the war, population
explosion, confrontation with the United States, suppression of diverse opposition forces and
failed attempts in Islamisation of the society’s education and other institutions (Mashayekhi,
2005). Thence, the alarming consequences of the regime’s radical, repressive and reactionary
attitudes made necessary a more flexible approach. This realisation paved the way for
Hashemi Rafsanjani who undertook a different path.
3) The Rafsanjani Reconstruction Era
After accepting the ceasefire that ended the Iran-Iraq war, Rafsanjani became known as
commander of reconstruction (sardar-e sazandagi) and his two presidential terms (1988 –
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1997) is commonly referred as the reconstruction era (Axworthy, 2016, p. 309). Following
Khomeini’s death, the weakness of the new supreme leader, Ali Khamenei, enabled
Rafsanjani to have more power in setting the direction and policies of the regime (Dabashi,
2008, p. 187). Rafsanjani positioned himself as the mastermind and manager of development
programs and his economic liberalisation policies, especially after the former Prime Minister
Mr. Mousavi’s term of statism, were welcomed by the supporters of privatisation in the
conservative camp and among the bazaaris (merchants). He promoted his idea of Towse-eh
(development) by establishing “two complementary goals of de-revolutionisation and
(Weberian) rationalisation of the Islamic Republic” (Moslem, 2002, p. 142).
The Rafsanjani's de-revolutionisation214 program was pursued ideologically, economically,
culturally and politically. Ideologically, he initiated a process of pragmatic rationalisation of
the regime through moderation and softening the former radical revolutionary discourse and
attitude. Politically, he tried to maintain a balance between the republican (jomhouri) versus
the absolute Islamist (valayi) oriented factions of the regime by empowering the elected
institutions and avoiding concentration on the supreme leader and his religious and
revolutionary agencies. Rafsanjani’s laissez-faire economic approach prioritised development
over democracy by emphasising consumerism. He argued that “God’s blessing (ne’mat) is for
the people and the believers; asceticism and disuse of holy consumption will create
deprivation and a lack of drive to produce, work, and develop” (quoted in Moslem, 2002, p.
144). His cultural reform targeted the revolutionary Hezbollahis (zealous supporters of the
regime) and Basijis (paramilitary revolutionary militia). His close advisor Ataollah
Mohajerani, in a series of articles in Ettela’at daily, explicitly criticised the accustomed
religious culture of these revolutionary forces by denouncing it as an Eastern, Third-Worldist,
lazy mentality and as the cause of Iran’s backwardness (Moslem, 2002, pp. 144-145).
During this period, in the absence of Khomeini, internal differences found the opportunity to
evolve into major rival factions within the regime. Three factions opposed Rafsanjani’s
programs from different perspectives. The conservative camp, led by the supreme leader, Ali
Khamenei, could not tolerate Rafsanjani’s liberal attitude in socio-cultural matters and his
“real politics” approach in foreign policy (Moslem, 2002, p. 142). The left faction, known as
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By using this term de-revolutionisation, I mean a moderate and non-revolutionary approach aimed at
softening the accustomed radical and revolutionary discourse and attitude of the Islamic regime.
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Khomeinists or “Khatt-e Imami”, perceived the de-revolutionisation programs as a betrayal of
the legacies of Khomeini, while the ultra-conservatives led by Mesbah Yazdi “totally rejected
what they considered to be Rafsanjani’s Westernisation of the Islamic Republic” (Moslem,
2002, pp. 142-143). Despite his reluctance to take sides between the left and the right wings
of the political spectrum, Rafsanjani concentrated on his own faction of the modern right.
The conservative faction, who gathered around the supreme leader (Ali Khamenei), had
actively opposed Rafsanjani’s position and policies. Towards the end of 1991, for instance,
the Guardian Council – headed by the ultra-conservative cleric, Ahmad Jannati, who was
appointed by Ali Khamenei - extended its administrative role by announcing its “approval
supervisory” (nezarat-e estesvabi), to prevent reform-minded politicians from entering the
future elections (Moslem, 2002, p. 160).
Despite his dedication to development and a free-market economy, Rafsanjani’s government
actively repressed the press, intellectuals and the regime’s opposition groups. His intelligence
minister, Ali Fallahian215, has been identified as the mastermind behind several organised
crimes (between 1995 and 1998), known as the “Chain Murders”, in which more than a
hundred Iranian critic journalists, writers, intellectuals and leading members of opposition
groups were assassinated inside and outside the country (Ganji, 2000). Overall, Rafsanjani’s
programs weakened the conservative camp and increased the public support for political
reform. The victory of the reform-minded Mohammad Khatami, from the left camp, in the
following presidential election was a clear indication of such an overwhelming expectation
within the society.
4) The Khatami Reform Era
A combination of economic, social, political, ideological and intellectual factors contributed
to the rise of the reform paradigm within the Islamic regime. Economically, the Rafsanjani
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Hojjatol-Islam Ali Fallahian, (born 1945) is a senior cleric politician who among his various positions,
served as the Minister of Intelligence in the cabinet of President Hashemi Rafsanjani. He is currently on the
official wanted list of Interpol, for allegations related to the 1994 AMIA bombing case. He has been named by
investigative journalist Akbar Ganji as the mastermind of the 1998 "Chain Murders". He is also under an
international warrant issued in 1996 by a German court because of his role in the 1992 Mykonos restaurant
assassinations; an international arrest warrant was issued in March 2007 for his role in the bombing of the
Jewish community building in Buenos Aires in July 1994. A Swiss court also charged him with masterminding
the assassination of Kazem Rajavi, near Geneva on 24 April 1990. (Sisodia & Behuria, 2007, pp. 147-148)
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reconstruction era exposed the regime’s structural contradiction of failing to reconcile its
republican (elective institutions namely the president and the parliament) and Islamic (nonelective institutions under the Valey-e Faqih) dimensions constructively.
Socially, the first generation of the revolution (nasl-e engelab), which is widely referred to as
the “burnt generation” (nasl-e sookhteh), was overwhelmed by the consequences of the
revolution (Alavi, 2005, p. 31). They felt exhausted from revolutionary mottos, attitudes and
mobilisation in the eight-year war with Iraq, armed conflicts with the opposition groups, coup
attempts, urban riots, and mass destruction of life, resources and opportunities in the country.
These circumstances induced the second generation to engage in a non-violent, nonideological and non-revolutionary method of resistance, which provided the social basis for
the reform movement.
Ideologically, the revolutionary Khomeinism failed to fulfil its promised goal of establishing
an ideal Islamic state or empire. The Islamists' objective of exporting the revolution via direct
involvement in foreign conventional war (with Iraq) and unconventional interventions in
other Islamic societies was rendered unsuccessful. Moreover, the collapse of the eastern
socialist bloc, the political failure of the radical leftist groups in Iran weakened the
glorification of ideological radicalism and the rejection of liberal democracy (Mashayekhi,
2005).
Politically, as noted by Mehrdad Mashayekhi (2005), after violent repression of the
opposition groups in the early 1980s, the regime had preserved its heterogeneous character
“by avoiding an exclusionary policy towards its insiders”. Thence, most of the internal
challenges were channelled towards non-revolutionary, moderate and reformist forms of
opposition. This approach created a high level of expectation for the reform movement within
the society. The former Khomeini followers (Khat-te Imamis) in the Islamic Participation
Front (Jebhe Mosharekat-e Islami), with influential figures such as Mohammad Khatami,
Said Hajjarian and Mostafa Tajzadeh, led the reformer camp through the 1997 presidential
election. Most Iranians found this presidential election to be an opportunity to express their
deep resentment of reactionary Islamism by voting for the reformist candidate, Mohammad
Khatami.
The victory of Mohammad Khatami in the May 23, 1997 (2nd Khordad) presidential election
signalled the rise of the reform era (1997 – 2005). The reformists’ main election slogans were
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political freedom, the rule of law, the expansion of civil society (jame’eh madani) and
establishment of a democratic-religious system (mardom-salari Deeni). Mohsen Kadivar
(quoted in Moslem, 2002, p. 256) defines the reformer camp as a supporter of civil society,
which aimed to empower independent grassroots associations, political parties, individual
rights and freedom of press and associations. These ideas were widely publicised through
Khatami’s campaign speeches and the writings of the leading reformist journalists. This
orientation was highly appraised within the society and appealed to the younger generation
(Mashayekhi, 2005). According to Shirin Ebadi216:
The Islamic Republic badly needed to restore its credibility in the
eyes of the disillusioned younger generation. With his youthful appeal
and his deep allegiance to the Islamic system, Khatami was the ideal
way to open up (politically) Iran without weakening the regime.
(quoted in MacQueen, et al., 2008, p. 23)
Ali Mirsepassi summarises the main ideas of the reformer's camp as:
1. Civil society or the organisation of institutions among the
population from below, as the root of democracy. 2. A critique of
totalitarian roots calling for a deontologising of politics. 3. A defence
of difference and dialogue as the prerequisites for the growth of
functioning democracy, guaranteed by the rule of law. (Mirsepassi,
2011, p. 108)
Diverse political and social groups, from inside and outside the establishment, supported the
reform movement. Within the regime, modern conservative clerics such as the Rafsanjani
faction and the Association of Combatant Clerics217 (Majma-e Rowhanioun-e mobarez) to
liberal-minded Muslim intellectuals in the Islamic Participation Front (IPF) dedicated
themselves to this paradigm. Outside the regime, several political groups such as the
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Shirin Ebadi was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize on October 10, 2003 for her dedication to democracy and
human rights, especially for the rights of women and children.
The Association of Combatant Clerics (majma'-e rowhāniyūn-e mobārez), also translated as the Assembly of
Combatant Clerics, is a pro-reform Iranian political party, established in March 16, 1988. It is not to be confused
with the Combatant Clergy Association (Jamea-e rowhaniyat-e mobarez) which is a conservative political party.
217
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Liberation Movement, the Tudeh party and the majority faction of the Fadaiyan have
supported the movement. This paradigm also gained a wide range of supporters among the
middle class, teachers, university students and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) such
as the New Religious Thinking Movement, the Women’s Movement, and the Student
Movement (Poulson, 2006, p. 224). According to Ali Mirsepassi:
At the core of the Iranian reform movement... is a critique of the
politics of authenticity that dominated the Iranian Revolution and its
aftermath. The reform movement endeavours to reconcile the
Enlightenment idea of democracy with local and national Iranian
traditions and experiences. For this reason it increasingly embraces a
more pragmatic and sociological principle, rejecting the substantive
ideological agendas... (Mirsepassi, 2011, p. 108)
Intellectually, the reform movement was nurtured by a new generation of Muslim scholars
who began their endeavours during the Rafsanjani period. Since the late 1980s, distinguished
reform-minded Muslim intellectuals such as Abdolkarim Soroush, Mohammad MojtahedShabestari, Mostafa Malekian, Mohsen Kadivar and Said Hajjarian attempted to produce a
democratic and liberal interpretation of Islam. Their criticisms mainly targeted the absolute
role of the supreme leader (valey-e motleqeh faqih). This generation found it necessary to
reform the Islamic regime via civil society and religious pluralism. The pro-democracy
religious intellectuals (roushanfek-e dinni) and the Religious Nationalist (Melli Mazhabis)
groups have actively supported the movement. Many pro-reform journalists such as Akbar
Ganji, Abbas Abdi and Shamsol-Vaezin publicised the reformists’ messages and ideas. These
reformist intellectuals and journalists were mainly influenced by ideas of the Western
philosophers such as Karl Popper218 and Jurgen Habermas219. According to Abbas Milani

Sir Karl Raimund Popper (1902 – 1994) was an Austrian and British philosopher and a professor at
the London School of Economics. He is counted among the most influential philosophers of science of the 20th
century, and also wrote extensively on social and political philosophy. For Iranians, Popper is especially known
for his vigorous defence of liberal democracy and the principles of social criticism, which, to him, makes the
flourishing of the "open society" possible.
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Jurgen Habermas (b. 1929) is a German philosopher and sociologist who is best known for his work on the
concept of the public sphere, which he has based on his theory of communicative action. His work has focused
on the foundations of social theory and epistemology, the analysis of advanced capitalistic societies and
democracy, the rule of law in a critical social-evolutionary context, and contemporary - mainly German politics.
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(2009), some of the current generation of reformists regard Ali Shariáti220 as their teacher. To
them, Shariáti was the Luther of Shiísm, who provided the possibility of a new reading of
Islam by combining “Marx's idea of praxis” with “Mohammad's notion of piety”.
One of the prominent Muslim intellectuals and advocate of the reform movement is
Abdolkarim Soroush. Unlike Ali Shariáti, who tried to bring a socialist perspective to the
Shiite thought, Soroush has been discussing the coexistence of religion and democracy. In the
early 1990s, he published a seminal series of articles questioning the epistemological
foundations of Khomeini's concept of the guardianship of the jurist (Velayat-e Faqih). In
these essays, he argued that “any cognition of sacred text is ultimately no more than a merely
mortal’s cognition, and thus, contingent and relative, not absolute” (Milani, 2009). These
essays were also the beginning of Soroush's own intellectual journey, which took him from
being an ally of the regime to becoming one of its most influential critics.
In his critics, Soroush has challenged the traditional readings of Islam by making a distinction
between religious “belief and understanding”, “certainties and uncertainties” and “minimalist
versus maximalist” perspectives and considering Islam as a “faith or ideology” (Griffiths,
2010, pp. 97-98). He argues that our understanding of religious truth remains contingent on
our knowledge in the fields of science and philosophy (Jahanbegloo, 2006). For him,
promoting one interpretation of these texts over others is only a political decision that has no
theological validity. Soroush’s arguments were widely publicised and debated inside Iran
until he was forced to leave the country after being repeatedly attacked by the conservative
camp’s supporters.
The thoughts of these moderate Muslim intellectuals can be criticised from both traditional
and modern perspectives. This thesis asserts that their thoughts might be seen as being
credible in challenging the traditional religious monistic worldviews, but they have still
remained attached to the pre-modern dualistic intellectual discourses. From Iran's tradition
they only concentrate on Iran's history after Islam; and from modernity, they have mainly
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According to Abbas Milani (2009): ‟[Shariáti’s] eclectic use of Marx, Freud, Sartre, and Fanon, and his
attempt to combine them with elements of Shiá faith, allowed him to create an ideology appealing to the
intelligentsia and the Iranian middle class... From Fanon, he borrowed the idea of the redemptive power of
violence, and from Marx, he learned about the evils of alienation. He called for a Shiísm bereft of the clergy,
accusing them of offering a reactionary and deeply neutered rendition of Islam.”
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given attention to religious reformation and Protestantism. The prime source of their identity
and opinion has almost confined to various versions of Islam rather than rational thinking,
science and philosophy. Due to this orientation, for instance, Dr. Soroush vehemently rejects
taking into account modern ideological (philosophical) paradigms such as nationalism,
socialism and liberalism.
4.1) The Failure of Reform
By the end of Khatami’s first presidential term (June 8, 2001), it became increasingly
apparent that the reformists could not meet their election promises. The opposing
conservative camp, led by Ali Khamenei, after the initial shock following the loss of the
election, began creating its hidden and parallel government (doulat-e movazi). The antireformist camp’s systematic assaults “reinforced the reformists’ mistakes and inactions to
demolish the effectiveness and popularity of the reform movement” (Mashayekhi, 2005).
The reform’s main strategy, which was introduced by Said Hajjarian, insisted on moving
“fortress to fortress” via “pressure from the bottom and bargain at the top” (Jones et al., 2010,
p. 107). Several factors contributed to the failure of this movement; firstly, the conservative
camp was determined to defeat the reformers by the use of all means.
Secondly, while the reformists were publicising their ideas and plans openly, their opponents
clandestinely devised their plots against them. the power of the reformists, despite their
intellectual and popular support, was confined to some level of control over the executive and
legislative branches, while, the conservative camp and supreme leader’s delegates and
agencies operated as a parallel executive system that controlled the regime’s powerful ruling
institutions including the judiciary, media, security and police forces. (Ashraf, 2012, pp. 9597)
Thirdly, despite his charismatic and thoughtful character, Mohammad Khatami failed to be a
capable and determined leader for the movement (Feldman & Shapir, 2004, p. 31). Instead of
utilising his popular support for succeeding with the reform programs, he limited his sphere
of activities to formal and legal types of political change, which were mainly under the other
camp’s control. For instance, the reformists exclusively relied on the constitution of the
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Islamic republic as the basis of their movement (Brumberg & Farhi 2016, p. 196); despite the
fact that this constitution approves the absolute rule of the supreme leader 221.
Fourth, concentration on negotiation at the top increased the reformists’ distance from the
grassroots and general population who enthusiastically supported them in the 1997 election.
Even during Khatami’s second term, the reformists failed to introduce innovative methods
that could effectively confront the conservatives’ systematic attacks against their camp.
Instead, they relied on vague sloganeering such as “resistance through active calmness” or
dynamic deterrence, requiring no active participation by the people, which only reinforced
the status quo and strengthened the position of the anti-reformists (Mashayekhi, 2005).
Fifth, the movement lacked a viable long-term strategic vision and short-term tactical plans.
Unlike the conservative camp that stood strongly against the reform movement, the
reformists limited their manoeuvres to small moves and wasted much of their energies on
factional disputes. Their main concentration remained confined to an intellectual and elitist
movement, and their relationship with the public was limited to some unstable newspapers
and use of the Internet - as the country’s media was under the other camp’s control. Khatami
himself overlooked his public support and concentrated mainly on Muslim intellectuals,
journalists, political parties and civil organisations, while, the largest reformist group of this
type, the Islamic Participation Front (IPF), reportedly had only a few hundred members
(Mashayekhi, 2005).
Sixth, the plural character of the movement posed an obstacle to reaching consensus over an
agreed program and strategy to establish a united front. For instance, although the IPF’s main
slogan was “Iran for all Iranians” in practice, however, it did very little to establish a
democratic coalition with pro-reform secular groups. The movement “systematically received
the latter’s support during critical conjunctures without reciprocating in any meaningful way”
(Mashayekhi, 2005). As a result, despite its high level of support within the society, the state
of internal ideological division prevented reformists from building a coalition among
opposition groups and being able to defeat the anti-reformist camp.
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According to amendments to the articles 110 and 57 in 1989, the concept of "Valayat-e Motlaqa-e Faqih",
or the absolute rule of the supreme leader, was added to the constitution. With these amendments, "the concept
of democracy was clearly eradicated from Iranian constitution". (Golan & Salem, 2014)
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Consequently, the failure of reformists has increasingly convinced many Muslim Intellectuals
(Rowshanfekran-e Dini), such as Abdolkarim Soroush, Taqi Rahmani and Yousef Ashkevari
to support the separation of state and religion altogether (Takeyh, 2006, pp. 44-45). In his
latest writings, Soroush defends “political secularity” by saying:
... democracy is not extractable from Islam… democracy is a method
of governance aiming to reduce management error based on the
principle of popular sovereignty. Now, you ask where these
principles come from. We say that they are not extractable from
principles of religion, although they are not inconsistent with it either.
(Amiri, 2010)
Soroush regards separation of religion from the state as one of the important aspects of
modern secularism and asserts that “while the state should not interfere in religious
autonomy, religious authorities should not poke their nose in affairs of the state” (Noor,
2003). In an interview with Rooz Online daily he commented that:
There is the impression that secularism means denouncing religion
and faith. This delusion and error must be corrected…we have two
kinds

of

secularism:

political

secularism

and

philosophical

secularism. We are not against belief-based secularism, although we
disagree with it. People are free to have their own beliefs, but what
we can agree on is political secularism, or in my words, “transreligious governance.” (Amiri, 2010)
This concept of “trans-religious governance”, before being used by Dr. Soroush, had been
repeatedly used in several articles in Persian language by this researcher. For instance, in an
open letter to the Supreme leader Ali Khamenei on 11 th September 2008, after explaining the
differences between the two concepts of secularity and secularism, one of the vital features of
democracy is identified as being a trans-(ethnic, religious, and ideological) system (Salari,
2008).
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5) The Age of Ahmadinejad
The election of Mahmoud Ahmadinejad on 24 June 2005, as the regime’s president, was a
consequence of cooperation between major factions of the conservative camp within the
regime. The supreme leader and his agencies, the ultra-conservative figures such as Ayatollah
Jannati and Mesbah Yazdi, the conservative cleric group of Association of Combatant Clerics
(Jame’e Rohaniyat-e Mobarez), the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC) and its
paramilitary force Basij jointly supported Ahmadinejad through this controversial
presidential election. Only the traditional and pragmatist factions of the conservative camp
avoided supporting Ahmadinejad's candidacy (Parvizi-Amineh, 2007, p. 169). The triumph of
the Ahmadinejad's ultra-conservative faction made the prospect of reform and
democratisation in Iran much more complex.
Ahmadinejad borrowed his ideological stance from different sources. His fundamentalist
populism inherited from Khomeini’s discourse; his revolutionary views and belief in “the
inevitable collapse of capitalism” was drawn from “a Marxist understanding of global
politics” (Ansari, 2010, pp. 14-15). His background experience with the IRGC and Basij222
provided him with the idea of exerting pervasive state control of society (Madhoushi &
Sadati, 2010, p. 304). In practice, soon after his takeover in 2005, many government officials
were replaced with IRGC officers and members of the security forces (Murphy, 2007, p.
120). His anti-Western and anti-modern religious views were principally acquired from
Ayatollah Mesbah Yazdi. His radical anti-American and anti-Zionistic stance were traced to
Ali Khamenei’s influence who “views an adversarial U.S.–Iran relationship as politically
expedient” (Sadjadpur, 2010, p. 87). In several speeches, he questioned the historical reality
of the Holocaust and pronounced that Israel should be “wiped off the map” (Murphy, 2007,
p. 119). Finally, his Shiite messianic outlook was learnt from his close friend and advisor,
Esfandiyar Rahim-Moshai.
Ahmadinejad was also known for his serious ideological and moral opposition to modern
ideologies and institutions that he considered as being influenced by the West. He resurrected
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The Basij (or Baseej) is a volunteer based Iranian paramilitary force that was founded by Ayatollah
Khomeini in November of 1979. This force is currently subordinate to the IRGC (often known in the West as
the "Revolutionary Guards"). The official name of the body means Basij Resistance Force (or Nirouye
Moqavemate Basij).
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the fervour of the 1979 revolutionary discourse by arguing that the revolution was for
establishing an Islamic state rather than democracy (Ansari, 2010, p. 15). With this
perspective, he repeatedly denounces the former presidents’ (Rafsanjani and Khatami)
development and reform programs. During his presidential terms, the status of the middle and
upper classes, bazaar merchants and market-oriented Westernised technocrats were
restrained.
The relation between Ahmadinejad and Khamenei was a political rather than an ideological
affiliation. They began with a strong partnership in consolidating the regime’s power into
their hands (Ansari, 2010, p. 13). Before the presidential election, it was widely believed that
Khamenei’s choice was Ali Larijani and that changed to Ahmadinejad only after Larijani’s
cessation under the IRGC’s pressures (Murphy, 2007, p. 117). The supreme leader may
considered Ahmadinejad as a low profile postulant who was easier to handle than an
independent strong president who could owe his power to the people rather than the leader
(Ansari, 2010, pp. 11-14).
Ahmadinejad’s surprise victory for the second term in the 2009 presidential election was
viewed by many observers as the consequence of the supreme leader’s direct intervention
(Naji, 2008, p. 259). This intervention was interpreted as the supreme leader’s attempt to
grant the dominance of his camp and strengthening the religious character of his regime at the
cost of preventing the reformers’ candidates and undermining the republican feature of the
regime (Milani, McFaul, & Diamond, 2005, p. 21). As a result of this intervention "Iran’s
quasi-democratic status, in which competing factions shared power within the state with
reasonably free and fair elections contributing substantially to that balance of power" was
seriously damaged. (Clement & Springborg, 2010, p. 310)
During Ahmadinejad’s terms, the power and dominance of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard
Corps (IRGC) and its agencies were growing. Despite some disagreements about the exact
role of different factions of the conservative camp in the victory of Ahmadinejad for the
second term, repression of the post-elections’ uprisings have mainly been laid against the
IRGC commanders, veterans and agencies such as Basij (Alexander & Hoeing, 2008, pp. 1920). Speculations about “whether the dramatic moves in the summer of 2009 [presidential
election] constituted final consolidation of power by Ayatollah Khamenei” towards a military
role has since been continued (Clement & Springborg, 2010, p. 310).
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Under Ahmadinejad’s government, Iran’s social, cultural, economic and political deprivation
and isolation was intensified. He cracked down on the media, non-governmental
organisations (NGOs), workers’ and students’ unions, women’s associations, intellectuals,
journalists, internet bloggers and opposition groups. During his rule, Islamic dress code such
as wearing the hijab was intensified, access to websites was restricted, and more university
professors were forced to resign or leave the country (Naji, 2008, pp. viii-20). Ahmadinejad
strengthened the populist, conservative and revolutionary face of the regime by completely
marginalising the reformers and technocrats who were empowered under the two former
presidents. He less interested in social freedom and civil society but instead more inclined
towards populism, empowering traditional religious sermons and vowing to wage war on
poverty, unemployment, and corruption in politics and business (Murphy, 2007, pp. 117118).
In his second term, Ahmadinejad demonstrated a positive curiosity towards ancient Persian
history by praising the Cyrus the Great. This orientation marked as an evidence of his
departure from his affiliation with Khamenei’s emphasis on Islamic culture.
The Role of Supreme Leader, Ali Khamenei
Among the three dominant circles within the Iranian Shiite Ulama (fundamentalist,
traditional, and pragmatists - discussed in chapter eight), Ayatollah Khomeini was rather a
pragmatist fundamentalist cleric. After the 1979 Revolution, in order to consolidate the power
into the hands of his camp, he not only repressed both Muslim and secular modern (liberal,
socialist, and nationalist) intellectuals and groups but also subjugated the two later cleric
groups. Then, his followers sub-divided into three major factions of traditional conservative,
fundamentalists (right) and pragmatists (left) among which Khomeini supported the
pragmatists against the other two groups. In an effort to appease the conservatives, Ali
Khamenei, during his presidency, once tried to interpret Khomeini’s position by arguing that
although the state held a great deal of power, its power was limited because it acted within
the “parameters of divine injunctions” (ahkam-e elahi) (Moslem, 2002, p. 74). The next day
Khomeini addressed the president harshly by saying that the president clearly did not
understand the issue. In a decree, Khomeini clarified his position about an Islamic state:
The government that is a part of the absolute vice-regency of the
Prophet of God is one of the primary injunctions (ahkam-e avvaliyeh)
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of Islam and has priority over all other secondary injunctions (ahkame sanaviyeh), even prayers, fasting and hajj... The ruler can close
down a mosque if ... that is a source of harm... The government is
empowered to unilaterally revoke any shari’a agreement that it has
conducted with people when those agreements are contrary to the
interests of the country or Islam (citen in Moslem, 2002, p. 74).
After this brief scuffle, Ali Khamenei received less regard from the Ayatollah. In February
1989, Khomeini made his most direct criticism of the conservative camp by uttering “I have,
on numerous occasions, warned of the dangers of these religiously narrow-minded and
reactionaries. Through their deceit, in universities and seminaries (howzehs) these pseudoreligious people destroy the essence of the revolution and Islam from within.” (citen in
Moslem, 2002, p. 76)
When Khomeini died in 1989, Ali Khamenei was a middle-level clergy who lacked the
religious qualifications for the consequential position of Valayat-e Faqih. This course of
questioning of Khamenei’s religious qualification undermines his religious credibility to
make widely accepted principles such as democracy Halal (permissible in Islam) or Haraam
(forbidden in Islam) on religious grounds (Muqtedar-Khan, 2006, p. 159). As soon as he was
appointed to the position, unlike the last Shah’s indecisiveness, he has positioned himself as
the leader of the conservative or principlists (Usoulgarayan) camp and followed an
interventionist method of leadership. Mohsen Kadivar defines this camp as defenders of
absolute rule of the supreme leader (valey-e motlaqeh faqih), guardianship society (jame’ehye velayi), “which embodied socio-cultural ossification, pretentious religiousness, and
reactionary-elitist tendencies” (Moslem, 2002, p. 256). Khamenei has enforced the
monopolistic dominance of his camp in every sector of the society’s public and political life.
Concerning the role of Khamenei, Karim Sadjadpour argues that:
Neither a dictator nor a democrat – but with traits of both – Khamenei
is the single most powerful individual in a highly factionalised,
autocratic regime. Though he does not make national decisions on his
own, neither can any major decisions be taken without his consent.
(citen in Thaler et al.,2010, p. 117)
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Khamenei and his conservative camp, after the overwhelming victory of the reformist
candidate, Mohammad Khatami in 1997, realised that they could not compete with reformists
in any free and fair election. Thereafter, the conservative camp clandestinely orchestrated the
following elections and succeeded in winning all three levels of the local councils, parliament
(Majles) and presidential elections. The reformist candidates’ objection to these interventions
(claiming that they have been fraudulently betrayed) has seriously damaged Khamenei’s
political legitimacy and religious credibility (Akbarzadeh & Saeed, 2003, p. 58). This
approach has enabled the regime’s most religious hardline faction to take the lead in reverting
the regime back to the early days of the revolution (Moslem, 2002, pp. 76-77).
Khamenei’s interference in the 2009 presidential election, which led to the disputed victory
of President Ahmadinejad for the second term, manifested a turning point in the consolidation
of power into the hands of his self-centred conservative camp. Disputing the results of this
election led to three-month long mass demonstrations that became known as the Green
Movement. The supreme leader and his camp responded with brutal and full-scale repressive
measures to contain this movement. Several leading religious and political figures within the
establishment challenged the supreme leader’s intervention in the election. Hashemi
Rafsanjani requested reconciliation between the two camps; Khatami called for a popular
referendum; Grand Ayatollah Hossein-Ali Montazeri issued a fatwa (religious decree)
questioning the credibility of the supreme leader (Sadjadpur, 2010, p. 86). Ayatollah DastqibShirazi (2010), a member of the assembly of experts, in a fatwa that published on his official
website, regarded Ali Khamenei as a political leader who lacks the essential qualities of a
juristconsult (valeye faqih). The well-known Iranian film maker, Mohsen Makhmalbaf
(2010), in a series of ten pieces of photo digital video clips, illustrates astonishing
information about Khamenei’s lavish, high-priced and wasteful personal and political life.
Khamenei’s attempt to dominate the state is, in many ways, different from Khomeini’s
attitude towards consolidating the power into the hands of his followers in the 1980s. First,
Khomeini was able to take advantage of two major external events - the hostage crisis and
Iran-Iraq war - to repress his rival Ulama and opposition groups within the country. But,
Khamenei has taken advantage of his official power and agencies such as the IRGC, the
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judiciary system, and the Council of Guardian223 to repress his rival reformist (advocates of
Khomeini) camp within the regime. Second, dissimilar to Khomeini’s ideological orientation
in supporting the pragmatist (reformer) camp of the regime, Khamenei has dedicated himself
to empower a self-centred ultra-conservative ideological and political camp. Third, Khamenei
and his conservative camp lack Khomeini’s popularity and religious authority. Fourth,
dissimilar to other radical Islamists in the region who, at least officially, lack the support of
their states, under Khamenei’s reign, one of the most radical and fundamentalist Shiite
factions has found the absolute power over the state. The dominance of this faction, in the
absence of accountability and transparency, has produced a closed, corrupt and brutal
theocratic system (Vygutsky, 1978). Fifth, different from Khomeini’s time, the proliferation
of information and communication technologies have made it almost impossible for the rulers
to repress their opponents in the absence of local public awareness and international
agencies’ reaction. Lastly, under Khamenei’s rule, while the politics of the country has seen a
growing trend of domination by the ultra-conservative faction of the regime, the country’s
intellectuals and opposition groups, by contrast, have rather enhanced their commitment and
dedication to pragmatism and democratisation. If Khomeini’s opposition groups engaged in
armed resistance and aimed at establishing utopian ideological systems, this time the
dominant intellectual paradigm and the political goal of the Khamenei’s opposition groups
have become transforming the society into democracy via a non-violent civil resistance
strategy.
Conclusion
Since the 1979 Revolution, the Islamic Republic regime has succeeded in establishing neither
a truly republican nor the Khomeini's promised utopian Islamic state. During the revolution,
most of the religious and secular intellectuals and groups supported Khomeini’s opposition to
the Shah. As soon as the new regime was established, in order to consolidate power into the
hands of his followers, Khomeini began to eliminate his rival Ulama, modern intellectuals
and political groups by all possible means. After executing many officials of the former
regime, the Khomeinist camp subdued traditional and pragmatist Ulama, targeted modern
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The Guardian Council of the Constitution is the upper chamber within the constitution of the Islamic
Republic of Iran. The council has 12 members from which six clerics are appointed by the supreme leader and
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the Judicial Power (who, in turn, is also appointed by the supreme leader).
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ideological (socialist, liberal and nationalist) intellectuals and groups, and began his
widespread repression against ethnic and religious minority groups. The followers of
Khomeini, then divided into the conservative and pragmatist camps from which he supported
the later left-wing of the regime known as Khatt-e Imamis.
By contrast, Khomeini's successor, Ali Khamenei, has attempted to empower his self-centred
conservative camp. He opposed Rafsanjani’s socio-economic development (Touse'ah) and
utilised his ultimate power to dismantle Khatami’s reformation programs. In the presidential
election of 2009, Khamenei directly intervened to depose the reformer rivals in favour of his
preferred conservative candidate Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. Since then, the conservative camp
has found different factions among which the ultra-conservative camp has appeared to be the
most powerful one. Different from Rafsanjani’s dedication to economic plans and dissimilar
to Khatami’s concentration on political openness and civil society, the ultra-conservative
camp of Khamenei and Ahmadinejad calls for the essence of Islamic tradition and the 1979
Revolution under the absolute rule of the supreme leader.
The qualitative analysis of intellectual trends and politics of Iran under the current Islamic
Republic in this chapter reveals that this regime, since its establishment, has been oriented
towards exertion of a radical, revolutionary, reactionist, populist, and fundamentalist
interpretation of Shiite Islam. This trend, under Khamenei, has brought the most intolerant
ultra-conservative faction of the regime to power. By contrast, the dominant discourse of the
opposition has shifted from utopian idealism and ideological radicalism towards debating
pluralism, pragmatism, secularism, federalism and democracy. This new orientation has
significantly increased the prospect of an intellectually driven home-grown democratisation,
which is to be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER TEN
The Dominant Modern Intangible Factors (5):
Challenges for Democratisation and the Implication of ICOD

Introduction:
Discussing the paradoxical nature of Iran’s intellectual and political landscape throughout
this thesis reaffirms the complexity and urgency of undertaking this research project. The
overall review of explaining the significance of tangible and intangible factors in previous
chapters substantiates this proposition that democratisation in a society under a traditional
religious system is far different from democratising a society under a modern authoritarian
ideological system. In a modern system, where religion and state are separated, the prospect
of democratisation can be explained by conventional social science theories. In Eastern
Europe, South America and South-East Asia, for instance, conventional socio-economic
indicators, such as the level of GDP and the state of the middle class, provide reliable
indications in determining the prospect of democratisation (Vanhanen, 2003, p. 10); while in
the case of a traditional religious system such as that of the Islamic regime in Iran, those
measures do not necessarily convey the feasibility of democratisation. In Iran, due to the
dominance of traditional methods of production and reliance on oil revenues, the society has
so far remained susceptible to foreign interventions, dictatorship and traditional - tribal,
ethnocentric and religious – conflicts. Over the past century, neglecting these fundamental
differences and undertaking a radical approach to Western modernity has proven to be
counterproductive. Radical Westernisation and modernisation programs, in the absence of
political reform, under the Pahlavi regime were reacted to with the rise of nativist Islamism.
Even ideological rivalries in modern Iran have been unable to challenge the dominance of
powerful traditional groups. It can be argued that the extent of benefiting from modern
tangible factors also depends on the degree of shifting from traditional to modern modes of
production and sources of identity and method of governance.
A chain of tangible and intangible factors as well as internal and external actors with a range
of causes, often in conflicting ways, has affected the society's intellectual and political
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transformations over time. The relevant literature and studies in the field (as explained in
Chapter Two) have so far emphasised the significance of different factors in each stage of
Iran's history. Lack of an agreed theoretical framework to explain the significance of these
factors (methodically) stands as a major challenge facing advocates of democracy and
intellectuals in relation to Iran (Hunter, 1992, p. 9). In response, this thesis proposes a grand
theoretical framework according to which various stages of Iran's history and her chances for
democratisation are explained consistently and methodically. This theoretical framework
helps to identify, classify and explain the contribution of dominant traditional and modern,
tangible and intangible, factors to the society's intellectual and political transformations from
past to present. Through this approach, this thesis seeks to define and analyse the crucial role
before and critical challenges ahead of Iranian intellectuals and advocates of democracy in
their endeavours for democratisation.
The proposed grand theory (chapter two) employs the factorisation method of expression to
classify the dominant contributing factors to the state of Iran’s intellectual and political
transformations from past to present, both chronologically (into traditional and modern) and
phenomenologically (into tangible and intangible groupings). By identifying, classifying and
explaining the contribution of various factors and forces of change in Iran, this thesis
embarks on emphasising the significance of intellectual capital of democratisation (ICOD)
(illustrated in Appendix 1, p: 312). It argues that Iranians, in order to proceed with a genuine
home-grown democratisation, in this age of information and communication technology
(ICT), need to maintain a sufficient level of ICOD (explained in Chapter One). To attain this
objective, the society's intellectuals need to overcome their shortcomings in the three key
areas of historical consciousness, understanding of modernity, and undertaking a democratic
orientation. Previous chapters have so far discussed these three parameters. This concluding
chapter is dedicated to explain the implication and importance of ICOD for proceeding with a
home-gown democratisation.
Background Reflection
According to the proposed method of explanation in this thesis, the rise of democracy is in
tandem with the sequence of human societal progress. This method offers a grand
developmental theorem according to which, major forces of change and sources of human
collective (societal) identity are identified and divided into traditional and modern categories.
While tribal, ethnic and religious affiliations represent dominant traditional sources of
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identity, modern ideologies and democracy constitute modern intangible variables. From the
given methodical explanation of these factors in previous chapters, it can be reasonably
argued that if the Agricultural Revolution gave rise to the Mesopotamian ethnocentric
civilisations, the economy of qanats contributed to the rise of religious empires. In the same
pattern, the Industrial and French revolutions manifested the dominance of ideological
nation-state systems; likewise, the information and communication revolution has accelerated
the prospect of democratisation around the globe (Agbese, 2007, pp. 28-30).
In the case of Iran, in particular, as explained in chapter three, among traditional dominant
tangible factors, climate change and geography contributed to the multi-ethnic character of
the society; the introduction of qanats paved the way for the rise of Persian ancient
multicultural (ethnic and religious) empires, which later (under Sassanids) turned into
religious empires. Amongst the dominant modern tangible factors, while the discovery of oil
in modern Iran has been the source of foreign interventions and sustenance of dictatorial
roles, the introduction of new technology and the popular use of social media have played a
crucial role in the growing demands for democratisation (Yahyanejad & Gheytanchi, 2012,
pp. 125-139).
As explained in chapter five, despite the universality of the intangible factors or sources of
identity, each society, depending on its unique circumstances, arrives at its epoch of
modernisation and democratisation at different times and via following distinctive methods.
In Europe, for instance, social class rivalries - as envisioned by Martin Lipset 224 and Larry
Diamond (1999, p. 161) – paved the way for industrialisation, modernization and finally
democratisation. In the Middle East region, by contrast, the last climatic change has
culminated in economic hardship and political instabilities, which together have prevented
the region from developing a sustainable feudalist system. Thus, instead of social classes,
traditional social - tribal, ethnic and religious – groups have so far played the dominant role
in the power rivalries that have shaped the region's politics.
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From critically reviewing Iran’s modern history in previous chapters, four rational inferences
can be drawn. First, a combination of internal and external factors has been responsible for
upholding dictatorship in modern Iran. Factors such as environmental limits, religious
tradition, ethnic separatists, the country's arbitrary ruling systems, economic reliance on oil,
foreign interventions as well as lack of democratic orientation among Iranian intellectuals and
opposition groups have prevented the society from proceeding with democratisation.
Following the discovery of oil, in particular, exploitative interventions of the superpowers for
installing and supporting local tyrant rulers or empowering traditional (ethnic and religious)
forces have played a critical role in preventing or suspending the prospect of democratisation.
Second, for Iran, as a Middle Eastern, multi-ethnic, Muslim-majority, oil producing and
developing country, there is no a better alternative than accommodating the will of its people
through democratisation. As Chua (2003, pp. 211-223) argues, if local authoritarian rulers
continue to ignore the growing demands of their population, they could face a radical reaction
and popular uprise for political change. Third, pragmatist programs such as (the Pahlavis')
modernisation, (Rafsanjani's) economic development, and Khatami’s reformation programs
have been rendered unsuccessful in the absence of being in tandem with democratisation.
Forth, for Iranians, instead of responding to the challenge of local tradition versus Western
modernity in a dualistic fashion (preserving one by rejecting the other), they need to
intellectually review and learn from Western modernity and democracies to be able to
upgrade their local tradition, identities and method of governance.
The Implication of ICOD
The basic implication of ICOD rests in three rationales: first, if intellectuals nurture the spirit
of their society, then promoting the spirit of democracy in a society requires a viable level of
ICOD. As Mohamed Abdalla (2003, p. 51) contends, members of an intellectual community
“bound together by communicating information and knowledge in relation to the most
progressive symbols of the time”. In other words, if the society has left behind in its pursuits
for democratisation in modern times, then this paradigm should stand as the main quest of
local intellectuals. Second, if democracy is the highest level of self-determination for a
society, then intellectual self-sufficiency is a vital prerequisite for attaining that objective.
Third, in the case of Iran, in particular, the implication of ICOD rests in the complexity of the
challenges facing the society to proceed with democratisation. These challenges range from
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ideological and structural to constitutional and institutional burdens. When the society faces
such fundamental burdens, the real challenge is more likely directional (ideological) rather
than merely social or political.
The rulers of Islamic regime (as explained in Chapter 9) have undertaken systematic
measures to control all aspects of the citizens’ public and private lives in Iran. Their
discriminatory and repressive attitude against ethnic and religious minorities as well as
ideological groups has raised the issue of identity crisis, ideological radicalism and political
conflicts. Therefore, the opposition to the regime has spread across all states and within
almost all ethnic, religious, and ideological groups who disagree with the absolute rule of the
supreme leader (Valey-e Faqih). Moreover, given the situation when the ruling regime seeks
its survival via repressing the population, and thus has lost its credibility in several fronts
(ideologically, culturally, economically, politically and socially), the opposition groups are
prone to radicalism. And if radicalism prevails, as noted by Karl Cordell (1999, p. 213), the
“society becomes dysfunctional and enters a state of crisis”. I argue that in this situation,
when a socio-political system fails ideologically, in order to protect the society against sociopolitical crisis, chaos or collapse, the solution should be sought through an intellectuallydriven democratisation. Otherwise, the disillusion of a popular revolutionary ideological
system, as happened in the case of the former Eastern Bloc after the Cold War, would lead to
the collapse of the whole system and society. These circumstances accentuate the importance
of ICOD for promoting a home-grown and knowledge-based democratisation for societies
such as Iran.
1) Home-grown Democratisation
A home-grown democratisation refers to a transition that develops within the frame of local
context by local actors and in response to local demands. According to Stuart A. Umpleby
(2002), for an intellectual movement to be successful, it is very important that “both the ideas
and tactics used be suitable to the society in which the movement is promoted”. A democratic
transition can be endogenous if (1) the society's public aspiration of democracy and resistance
lead to political determination among the ruling elite so that they can be convinced or
compelled to share their power with the opposition via changing a piece of law or holding a
fair and free election - as it was the case in the first wave of democratisation; (2) if it follows
an economic growth and middle-class demands as happened in the second wave of
democratisation in countries such as South Korea; and (3) if the competition between civil
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institutions or civil resistance of the opposition lead to political openness as almost happened
in the third wave of democratisation from Eastern Europe to Indonesia and the Philippines
(Umpleby, 2002).
The key factors that differentiate between a home-grown and an imported or imposed model
of democratisation rest in its distinctive features that revolve around local factors. These
factors include serving local interests and demands, preserving local identity, utilising local
experience, and representing the aspirations of local intellectuals in establishing an ideally
modern, secular, plural and federal democratic system.
1.1) Local Interests and Demands
A home-grown democratisation would take local factors into account more objectively and
sincerely. The absence of these factors makes the Western literature on democratisation
susceptible to criticism of their lack of direct local knowledge and experience, placing more
emphasis on economic liberalisation than democratisation, or preferring a type of transition
that serves their national and hegemonic interests. For instance, the democratisation paradigm
and “the shift from supporting authoritarian regimes to promoting polyarchy", which was
embraced by many intellectuals and academicians in the post-Cold War era, is regarded by
William Robinson (1996, p. 44) as “the new modalities of intervention”. To him, this shift
made democratisation “a veritable boom industry on US campuses and for academic
publishers” so that “by the early 1990s, a whole new body of literature on ‘transitions’ and on
US ‘democracy promotion’ had become established in government circles, policy planning
institutions and mainstream academia”. He explicitly argues that:
Much of this literature is value-laden ... in such a way that the
distinction between those who are writing from the outlook of a
policymaker or power-holder, and those who are writing from the
view point of social science inquiry, often becomes confused. A
critique of (this) ‘democratisation’ literature…sheds important light
on theoretical and practical aspects of the new political intervention,
and also demonstrates how ideology and political practices become
rationalised in intellectual activity, which in turns forms the basis for
developing the ideological dimensions of hegemony. (Robinson,
1996, p. 44)
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In the case of Iran, the conservative religious rulers, in order to stay in power, have
repeatedly compromised on Iran's national integrity and interests. This has happened in a
range of cases from Iran’s border issues and its share in the oil and gas fields of the Caspian
Sea and Persian Gulf to selling cheap oil to China and Syria, and spending petrodollars for
political repression (explained in Chapter 3). Furthermore, the repressive and discriminatory
attitude of the regime against ethnic groups has intensified the ethnocentric (identity)
demands (as explained in Chapter 4), which their escalation can potentially jeopardise the
country’s national integrity (CSHC, 2015, p. 55). These parameters accentuate the
importance of an inborn democratisation through which the vital interests of the country as
well as the demands and diversity of its population can be maintained in a plural, secular,
federal and democratic system.
1.2) Local Experience
James G. Miller (quoted in Umpleby, 2004) in his “living system theory” contends that “all
systems, from cells and organs to organisations and nations, process matter, energy, and
information”. He believes that in this age of the information revolution, each society becomes
more aware of itself. When it comes to socio-political transformations, the major forces that
work in favour of and against democratisation differ between societies. For instance, despite
many historical, cultural, and even economic similarities among the neighbouring
predominantly Muslim societies of the Middle East; and although this region has remained
largely unaffected by the third wave of democratisation (Mitchell, 2008, p. 13); each country
has its own unique modern political experience with a distinct history of struggle for
independence, modernity, development and democracy.
Therefore, despite the universality of tangible and intangible factors (discussed throughout
this thesis), each society, depending on its unique circumstances, arrives at its epoch of
democratisation at different times and via following distinctive methods. In Europe, for
instance, social class rivalries - as envisioned by Martin Lipset 225 and Larry Diamond (1999,
p. 161) – paved the way for industrialisation, modernization and finally democratisation. In
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S. Martin Lipset (1960, pp. 45-46) contends that “economic development, producing increased income,
greater economic security, and widespread higher education largely determines the form of class struggle by
permitting those in the lower strata to develop longer time perspectives and more complex and gradualist views
of politics”.
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the Middle East region, by contrast, the last climatic change has culminated in economic
hardship and political instabilities, which together have prevented the region from developing
a sustainable feudalist system. Thus, instead of social (working or middle) classes, traditional
social - tribal, ethnic and religious – groups have so far had the upper hand and played the
dominant role in the power rivalries that have shaped the politics of the region. (Selvik &
Stenslie, 2011, pp. 50-53)
This thesis contends that in a Muslim-dominated society, democracy wins when Islamic
fundamentalists lose their majority in public and political supports. This has become the case
in Iran; as the society has gone through experiencing the religious system; so that a free
election has become the upper-most demand of the opposition. This demand has become
more appealing since the conservative camp and the supreme leader Ali Khamenei, in order
to prevent the victory of reformer candidates, found it necessary to directly interfere in the
2009 presidential election. Furthermore, as we have seen in previous chapters, oil and
religion have inflicted huge influence on the fate of Iran’s modern politics 226. These two
parameters differentiate the case of Iran from societies that lack these two factors. Reducing
the undemocratic effects of these two factors is a critical determinant in the success of the
opposition for democratisation in Iran. While the effectiveness of oil depends on the rulers'
policies and foreign relations, publicising and promoting religious reformation and pluralism,
political secularity and federalism can be crucial steps towards immunising the society
against the plague of identity crisis and conflicts.
1.3) Local Identities
The voice of nativism has been one of the most appealing Iranian intellectual discourses for
challenging the Western political dominance in modern Iran227. Iranian modern intellectuals
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These two parameters have provided the rulers with the material and moral resources to survive, in the
absence of the freely given consent of a majority of the people. They have further enabled the rulers to
undertake an unprecedented level of repression against the advocates of civil society, modernity, human rights
and democracy. Through this approach, the regime has tried to make its opposition groups being “disenchanted
with politics, migrated, imprisoned, or silenced” (Milani et al., 2005, p. 24).
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The Pahlavi regime propagated celebrating the ancient Persian heritage. Jalal-e Al-e Ahmad, in his book
entitled Gharbzadagi227, rigorously opposed the Pahlavi’s Westernisation programs and pan-Iranism in favour
of Islamism (Boroujerdi, 1992, p. 37). In the 1970s, this orientation was shifted by Ali Shariáti towards the
concept of “Bazgasht be Khishtan” or “Returning to the Self” (identity) of Islamic Shiite heroism (Abu-Lughod,
1998, p. 217). This wave of nativist Islamism then became the dominant discourse of the 1979 Revolution, in
which Khomeini took the lead and the Islamic fundamentalist regime was established.
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have also openly demonstrated their strong sense of nativism and nationalism over the last
two centuries. Taking the society’s valuable cultural heritage and its several experiences of
resisting external occupations (discussed throughout pervious chapters) into account makes
this passion for nativism more conceivable.
As explained in Chapter Seven, Iran’s traditions of tribal/ethnic and religious diversity have
played a critical role in maintaining the society’s affluent cultural heritage. These traditions,
on the other hand, have also contributed to the country's authoritarian ruling systems. For
instance, there are several traditional ethical and moral values that inflict substantial barriers
to democratisation in Iran. According to Stuart A. Umpleby (1987) each system of
government is somehow associated with the culture in which it operates. He argues that
“where a society’s ethical values confirm a willingness to compromise, there is no need for
imposing new ideas by a central authority” (Umpleby, 1987). Perceiving of concepts such as
tolerance and compromise also differs between the Islamic tradition and the Western culture.
The Islamic ethical values and Shari’a law that have been imposed on Iranian society
politically by the Islamic regime seem to be rather conflictive than open to compromise.
Another cultural barrier relates to moral attitude towards individual duties, rights and
responsibilities. Amitai Etzioni’s communitarian philosophy (quoted in Umpleby, 2002)
contends that “Americans are preoccupied with their rights but neglect their responsibilities.”
Both of these elements are understood differently in Islamic tradition. Iran, for most of its
post-Islamic history, has been governed by moral duties and principles originated from
Islamic Sunneh228 and Shari’a229 in forms of religious indult (Fatwa) or kings’ decrees
(Saleh, 2013, pp. 248-250).
The next relevant cultural barrier is pertinent to the three concepts of fate, means and ends.
The Lefebvre theory of ethical cognition (quoted in Umpleby, 1987) explains the opposing
perceptions about means and ends between the West and the East. He argues that in the West,
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Sunneh (also Sunna) refers to a body of Islamic religious law, which is based upon the teachings, and
practices of the Prophet Muhammad.
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Shariá - also called Shariáh or Shariát - is the code of law derived from the Koran and from the teachings and
example of Mohammed. Shariá is only applicable to Muslims; and under Islamic law, there is no separation of
church and state. “Atheists, animists or those believing in other, that is 'irresponsible' religions (dhawi al-millal almahalliya), have no status whatsoever in Islamic law and would therefore be governed by the Shariá”. (Rahimi, 2011, p.
43)
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most people would compromise on outcomes in order to follow the correct methodologies. In
the East, by contrast, most people tend to compromise on methodology for achieving a better
outcome. In Iran, although both means and ends are valued in the Gnostic dualist outlook of
Persian wisdom, the Islamic tradition, however, relates both means and ends to fate. The
Islamic rulers claim their version of Shari’a as God-given sacred principles and insist on
obeying those principles as the duty of a good Muslim. Abdolkarim Soroush, an Iranian
Shiite reformer, has repeatedly criticised this state of being exclusively bound to religious
duties and obligations rather than human rights and responsibilities in Islamic tradition. In an
interview with Farish A. Noor, he argues that:
Ulama may have preserved the discursive coherence and unity of
Islamic teachings, but they were also the ones who shut the doors of
Ijti'had and thus brought to an untimely end the tradition of critical
thinking in Islam… Even a century after the Constitutional
Revolution [of 1905] the mullahs and Ulama of Iran are still speaking
the same language of obligations and duties, and not the language of
rights... They spend their time in endless doctrinal disputes over
matters of law and legal theory (Fiqh and Shari’a), but their response
to the challenge of modernity remains a reactive one (quoted in Noor,
2003).
These cultural reasons reaffirm that the challenge of democratisation in Iran is not just about
political and economic transformation. Rather, it calls for a cultural and even an interreligious renaissance that, instead of remaining tied to native (Persian and Islamic) traditions
or merely relying on the others’ (Western or Eastern) influences, can critically review the
society’s history and constructively upgrade its culture in accordance with modern and
democratic principles. This approach, which is emphasised throughout this thesis, not only
contributes to Iranian intellectuals' historical consciousness but also enables them to critically
acquire the epistemological and philosophical foundations of democracy and modernity from
the West.
1.4) Aspiration of Iranian Intellectuals
Despite of being self-reliant, Iranian intellectuals have almost failed to become self-sufficient
in producing their own ideologically competitive ideas. They have never reached a majority
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agreement in accepting or rejecting any native, Western or Eastern models of political
governance. Even most of those who have been influenced by the scientific, technological,
and democratic ideas and achievements of the West have become critical of the Western
governments' double standards of celebrating democracy at home but supporting dictatorship
in modern Iran. This realisation has convinced many of them to differentiate between
Western values and interests in their rapprochement with the West. They increasingly favour
a type of rapprochement that, as Larbi Sadiki (2004, p. 320) puts it, takes place in the context
of local factors and national interests.
As discussed in previous chapters, until two decades ago, democratisation was largely absent
in the political orientation of Iranian intellectuals. Early intellectuals such as Amir Kabir
(1807-1852) attempted to modernise the society. The leading intellectuals of the
Constitutional Revolution (1905-1911) tried to promote constitutional governance and
cultural modernity (Ghanei-Fard, 2004). Next, the Pahlavi regime (1921 - 1979) promoted
cultural Westernisation, social modernisation and economic industrialisation in the absence
of political openness (Sanasarian, 2000, p. 15). The oil nationalisation movement of 1950s,
under Mosaddeq, was about political and economic independence. During the Cold War,
Iran’s intellectual and political landscape became the battleground of the Cold War
ideological rivalries, which gave rise to the pro-Soviet Tudeh Party and radical leftist groups
versus radical Islamism before the 1979 Revolution. Since then, while the Islamic regime has
found a conservative religious orientation, by contrast, Iranian intellectuals and opposition
groups have increasingly moved away from their former utopian ideological discourses in
favour of more democratic orientations.
Most of the modern ideological paradigms in modern Iran, instead of being genuinely
developed or acquired in response to local interests and demands, have been imported
intellectually or imposed politically (Cronin, 2004, p. 249). Discussing dominant intangible
factors in Iran's intellectual and political transformation (chapters 7-9) demonstrates that
firstly, most of Iran’s modern intellectual discourses and political movements have been
influenced by different aspects of the European Enlightenment. The early generation of
Iranian intellectuals were heavily influenced by the French Revolution and thus had a radical
secularist, modernist, libertarian and nationalist orientation. The Pahlavi regime put into
practices most of these ideas, except political freedom. This approach was reacted to by the
next generation of intellectuals who were persuaded either by the Russian Bolshevik
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(socialist) Revolution (such as Tudeh Party) or influenced by the German enlightenment and
began seeking for returning to self of Islamism in Iran. After the socialist and nationalist
groups were repressed, the advocates of Islamism (Ahmad Fardid, Al-e Ahmad, Ali Shariáti
and Mehdi Bazargan) made Islamism the dominant paradigm of the 1979 Islamic Revolution.
The British Enlightenment, therefore, has received the least consideration in Iran’s modern
intellectual endeavours. This has mainly been due to the British colonial role between Two
World Wars and its involvement in the 1953 coup against Mosaddeq. Different from the
radically secular tendency of the French Enlightenment, the nativist and traditional
orientation of the Germans and the ideological revolutionary path of the Russian Revolution,
the British enlightenment can be credited for updating its monarchical tradition and civilising
its religion in accordance with modernity and democracy. I argue that for Iranian society –
with a similar long religious and monarchical tradition – the British model offers a more
compatible path for reconciling the society's tradition with modernity and democracy.
Second, due to the absence of political freedom, intellectual community in Iran has almost
always been subjected to an inconceivable level of repression by the local tyrant rulers in
modern time. The irony is that these rulers have either been directly installed (Reza Khan),
imposed (Mohammad Reza Shah), or designated and supported (the Islamic regime) by the
Western colonial and superpowers. These superpowers have decisively inhibited independent
and democratic movements in modern Iran in three counts of: (1) the Russian-backed coup
against the first democratically elected parliament after the Constitutional Revolution in
1907; (2) the British-backed coup that brought Reza Shah to power in 1921; and (3) the CIA
and British-led coup against the democratically elected government of Mosaddeq in 1953
(Keddie & Richard, 2006, pp. 132-170). As noted by Larbi Sadiki (2004, p. 17) Iran has
“partly encountered Western democracies through colonial hegemony, in the past, and since
independence, these democracies have been noted for their active sponsoring of subversion or
indifference to authoritarian rule”. In response, most of the local intellectuals’ time, energy
and debates have been spent on accommodating, rejecting, or resisting rather than critically
challenging, reviewing or acquiring the Western ideas and achievements. The sketchy
inclinations to modern ideological paradigms of Westernisation, nationalism, modernism and
socialism were left unattained and proved to be counterproductive. The failings in these
paradigms were followed by counter-trends of anti-colonialism, anti-Westernisation, antimodernisation and anti-communism in the form of Islamic fundamentalism. This perpetual
cycle of ideological reactionary radicalism has negatively affected the prospect of political
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progress and democratisation in modern Iran. In particular, those undemocratic and
exploitative interventions have interrupted the natural process of intellectual maturation and
political progress of the society. Instead, they have produced the paradoxical sense of
alienation and nativism (namely nationalism and Islamism) among Iranians (Boroujerdi,
1996, p. 177).
Third, only in the post-Cold War era, have most Iranian intellectuals begun to concentrate on
democracy and human rights. Since then, there has been a slow but visible shift within
Iranian intellectual and opposition groups towards making efforts for a genuinely native
model of democratisation. So far, as much as the signs of failure of the Islamic regime have
become more pervasive, the quest for political reform and democracy has become more
prevalent. With this new orientation, Iranian intellectuals have become increasingly involved
in discussing and publicising concepts such as democracy, citizenship, civil society, human
rights, federalism, pluralism, multiculturalism, and the relationships between modernity and
tradition as much as religion and state (Mirsepassi, 2011, pp. 113-120). Debating these
concepts has encouraged many of them to move away from various types of (ethnic, religious
and ideological) radicalism. Amid these efforts and debates, they have almost succeeded
producing a public space in which the prospect of democratisation is prevailing (Mirsepassi,
2011, p. 8).
Forth, as discussed in Chapter Nine, the Islamic fundamentalist regime that seized power
after the 1979 Revolution, can be categorised as a theocratic, authoritarian, and oligarchic
system whose opponents are spread among numerous ethnic, religious and ideological groups
with varying political demands (Forozan, 2015, p. 28). Respectively, Iranian intellectuals
represent diverse ideological preferences ranging from religious reformer, secular, liberal,
leftist, and feminist, to nationalist and monarchist groups. Therefore, any effective
transitional strategy should accommodate the varying demands of these different groups by
pursing a multicultural, federal, secular, and plural model of democracy.
Since the 1979 Revolution, several parameters have limited the role of public intellectuals
under the Islamic regime. They include: (1) the regime’s excessive and brutal suppressive
attitude; (2) the absence of external supports for democratisation; (3) the lack of direct
experience of democracy, and (4) the ideological divide within the opposition (Hiro, 1987, p.
124). In recent years, however, these parameters have been challenged and mitigated due to
(1) the growth of democratic orientation among Iranian intellectuals, (2) the widespread use
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of new information and communication technology, (3) the growing level of civil society and
civil resistance such as the popular uprise of the Green Movement in 2009.
2) Knowledge-Based Transition
An viable level of ICOD also can promote a knowledge-based democratisation by mounting
the aptitude of a theory-driven perspective, enhancing the aspiration of democracy within the
society, improving the extent of intellectual consensus, encouraging coalition building among
the opposition groups, and persuading external support. Further discussion of these
parameters follows bellow:
2.1) Theory-Driven Perspective
Like any other field in social science, succeeding with democratisation needs a viable
intellectual ground that provides the advocates of this movement with a sound theoretical
foundation. Laurence Whitehead (2002, p. 65) argues that if “democratisation is a long-term,
complex, and partially open-ended process, then our theoretical metaphor needs to be
supplemented by a more extensive explanatory account”. A sound theoretical approach
fosters critical thinking and methodical analysis, which are among the founding tenets of
rational thinking. According to Christopher Coyne (2008, p. 9), in the absence of “theoretical
understanding of the challenges involved” decision makers would most likely end up with
“bad policy and repeated failures”. Michael Apple (2004, p. 111) contends a theory-driven
approach would rather emphasise objective ideas than ideological ideals to provide “a
technical solution to political and value (-laden) problems”. Hughes and Paterson argue that
in the absence of valid theories, political engagements “principally remain a process of trial
and error experimentations”. They believe developing an advanced theory “can enhance our
social [and political] success rate by the same magnitude that theoretical advances in physics
have multiplied technological achievements in this century”. To them, developing valid
theories stands as “the most profound and practical discovery of all [times]” (Hughes &
Peterson, 1985, pp. 41-50).
In the case of Iran, during the 1979 Revolution, it was partly due to the absence of a viable
theory-driven democratic outlook that religious and ideological radicalism found the
opportunity to attract the mass-based supports. After the revolution, in addition to substantial
levels of structural, constitutional and institutional obstacles, lack of agreed theoretical
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framework within the rulers and their opposition, led to radical ideological orientation and
consequent political polarisation of religious versus ideological radicalism within the society.
This situation, in practice, has projected a serious burden to political reform. Most of those
intellectuals and groups who propagated or acted upon ethno-centrism, religious
fundamentalism, and ideological radicalism have, in one way or another, negatively affected
the prospect of democratic transition in Iran (Azimi, 2008, p. 324). This reaffirms the Lee
McIntyre's (2006, p. xviii) argument that, “political ideology is today doing to social science
what religious ideology did to natural science in the first Dark Ages”.
2.2) Intellectual Consensus
A knowledge-based transition can also enhance the prospect of intellectual consensus within
the society. The term “intellectual consensus” here refers to a “majority agreement” among
intellectuals over a particular socio-political idea, paradigm or strategy (Apple, 2004, p. 111).
In developed societies, due to high levels of professionalism and specialisation, speaking of
reaching an “intellectual consensus” seems to be rather implausible (White & Logan, 1997, p.
47). However, in developing and Muslim societies such as Iran, the matter of arriving at a
general agreement among local intellectuals is crucially important, especially when we want,
as noted by Michael Apple (2004, p. 114) “to engage in serious ethical and political debates”
or when facing powerful internal and external challenges.
In Iran, the diverse nature of population has increased number of political factions, which
reduces the extent of cooperation, influence and contribution of intellectuals and opposition
groups. It was partly due to the absence of intellectual development that public space and
political power were readily occupied by ideological and religious radicalism during the 1979
Revolution (Jahanbegloo, 2011, p. 11). To overcome these deep-seated barriers, it is vitally
important for Iranian intellectuals to reach a majority agreement over a theoretically viable
democratic paradigm and practically sound method of transition (strategy). In order to reach
these objectives, they would need to reconcile their differences and recognise their affinities
in their common path of democratic transition through engagement in a broad national
dialogue. By undertaking this approach, they can lessen their differences over many
seemingly paradoxical concepts such as contradictions between traditional versus modern,
religious versus secular, socialist versus liberal, republican versus monarchic, and centralised
versus federal models of governance.
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Accordingly, intellectual consensus can increase the prospect of democratisation in three
ways of: (1) enhancing the democratic orientation of local intellectuals and opposition
groups; (2) reducing the risk of radicalism, political polarisation and social split over
ethnicity, religion and ideology (Haynes, 2001, p. 27); (3) encouraging and convincing the
advocates of democracy to cooperate in pursuing an agreed democratic transition strategy.
However, any kind of consensus over any idea or paradigm, does not necessarily guarantee
producing modern and democratic outcomes. During the 1979 Revolution, as discussed in
Chapter Nine, there was an overwhelming consensus among the majority of Iranian
intellectuals who thought that Islam, nationalism and modernity could co-exist. As Hamid
Enayat (quoted in White & Logan, 1997, p. 48) argues, such attempts to reconcile “Islam and
nation-state” both in theory and practice have proven to be ambivalent. He contends that in
the case of Iran, the main source of unity across the country has almost always been the preIslamic Persian culture 230. To him, those Arab writers who “try to prove that there is no
contradiction between Islam and Arab nationalism” are only confirming the Arabic identity
of Islam (Ostrom, 1998, p. 195).
In recent years, despite a general agreement on democratisation, some disagreements have
arisen among Iranian intellectuals over their preferred model of democracy and method of
transition. A large number of academics, middle class elite and civil organisations favour
liberal democracy; while the traditional leftist groups prefer social democracy; likewise, most
nationalist secular intellectuals support secular democracy (Nooriala, 2008) 231. I argue that in
response to divers, traditional, religious and authoritarian nature of Iran's politics,
undertaking a combination of modern, secular, plural, federal and democratic paradigm can
generate consensus among intellectuals and help to spread the aspiration of democracy within
the society.
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The pre-Islamic Persian cultural heritage has been shared and celebrated among almost all ethnic, religious
and ideological groups within the society throughout history. (Ostrom, 1998, p. 195)
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2.3) Democratic Inspirations
As noted by Kenneth Boulding (quoted in Umpleby, 2002) ideas and society act upon one
another and through this process, people’s images are reflected in public space. He argues
that “people’s images determine their behaviour” and thus by changing people’s images, their
behaviour can be changed as well. According to this rationale, if the majority of people
inspire democracy and modify their behaviour accordingly, a modification of their social and
political system will follow. Laurence Whitehead (2002, p. 65) argues that:
Before a democratic transition can begin, there must be a political
community receptive to democratic aspirations. After the regime
change has taken place, the same community must respond to the new
possibilities for political participation. The stability and overall
direction of the process will depend on this larger social context.
Critical analysis of the rise and fall of political Islam in Iran (chapters 7-9) conveys that
several factors have contributed in the growth of democratic aspiration within the society in
recent years. First, the democratic orientation of majority of Iranian intellectuals and
opposition groups has contributed to producing a knowledgeable public, whose political
participation can potentially enhance the prospect of political reform and democratisation.
The majority of people then can change the fate of a society in a referendum, an election,
through civil resistance and mass demonstrations or even a revolution.
Second, among Muslim intellectuals 232, similar to the Cold War period in which figures such
as Al-e Ahmad, Ali Shariáti and Mehdi Bazargan attempted to combine Islam with modern
ideologies of socialism, liberalism and nationalism, now that democracy and human rights
have become the dominant intellectual paradigms, Muslim reformer scholars such as
Abdulkarim Soroush, Mojtehed-e Shabestari, and Mohsen Kadivar have attempted to produce
a democratic interpretations of Islam, which increasingly support political secularisation
(Soroush, 2010).
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According to Ghassan Salame (1994, p. 152), as long as political Islam remains a multi-faceted force, there
will be always movements for pure Islamisation as well as democratisation within Islamic movements.
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Third, as much as Khomeini and Khamenei have increased their persistence in putting their
ideas into practice for creating their ideal Islamic state, the religiously fundamentalist
character of the regime have become more evident. On the other hand, as much as the regime
has become more religiously radical, the anti-fundamentalist, democratic and secular
orientations of Iranian intellectuals and opposition groups have become more prevalent. In
tandem with this shift, due to the growing level of the regime’s repression against the
reformer camp, many former followers of Khomeini (Khat-e Imamis) have also been forced
to quit the regime and join the opposition. Theses reformers ( such as Mohammad Khatami,
Said Hajjarian, Mostafa Tajzadeh, and Alireza Alavi-Tabar) have increasingly arrived at
supporting civil society, pluralism and democratisation (Mirsepassi, 2011, pp. 118-122).
Fourth, the advent of the information and communication revolution and the consequent
widespread use of social media (such as weblogs, Facebook and Twitter etc.) has accelerated
the aspiration of democracy by increasing interactions between people with diverse ways of
life, sources of identity, and modes of thinking (Sreberny & Khiabany, 2010, p. 180). This
phenomenon has spread the spirit of democratic values such as tolerance, moderation and
celebrating differences.
Fifth, the growing level of public disenchantment with the regime has also increased the
prospect of political reform and democratisation. Under the Islamic regime, the standard of
living has sunk; the middle and the lower classes have been crushed under the heavy weight
of inflation; and the high level and widespread corruption has become a clear indication of
the moral bankruptcy of the regime in several fronts. “For too many Iranians, drugs... have
become the only cure; estimates are that several million are addicts” (Milani et al., 2005, p.
20). On the other hand, the regime is facing the demands of middle class and Iranian youth
who have no ideological affiliation to the regime and struggle for employment, political
openness and better future. This new generation and the country’s “vigorous, inventive, albeit
constrained, civil society” constitutes further supportive forces for democratic demands.
(Milani et al., 2005, pp. 20-21)
As explained in chapters 2-9, the prevalence of democratic aspiration prevents the problem of
identity crisis within the society. It vaccinates the society against the risk of rolling back to
ethnic nationalism, religious fundamentalism and ideological radicalism. In some Muslim
countries in the region, where aspiration of democracy is less than the popularity of Islamic
fundamentalism, a free and fair election can potentially lead to the triumph of non-democratic
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traditional religious forces. In Iran, however, radicalism has lost most of its political
credibility and popular support in recent years. Under the Islamic regime, the pragmatist,
liberal, secular, and democratic orientation of the opposition has gained more popularity so
that demanding free and fair election or referendum has become one of the dearly quests of
the opposition. It was due to the existence of majority support for political reform that the
rulers felt compelled to interfere in the regime’s recent elections to prevent the victory of the
reformers’ candidates (Khosrokhavar, 2011, p. 3). The emergence of the popular Green
Movement after the 2009 presidential election, in particular, stands as a clear evident of an
unprecedented level of aspiration for democratic change in Iran.
2.4) Uniting Opposition
From the outset of the Islamic Revolution, the political landscape of Iran has been dominated
by rivalries between revolutionists versus reformists. Political radicalism dominated the early
years of the revolution until the end of the Cold War. During this period, the regime’s radical,
fundamentalist, repressive and discriminatory attitude was responded with the rise of radical
ideological opposition. This phenomenon led to political polarisation through which
opposition groups such as the leftist Muslim group of Mojahedin-e Khalq undertook armed
resistance strategy to overthrow the regime. The advocates of radicalism and revolutionary
paradigms share some fundamental characteristics of being ideologically idealist,
strategically revolutionary, and overcritical of liberalism and the West. Due to this state of
‘irregular association’233 between the two opposing radical left and right camps, the society
failed to make a substantial progress in relation to democratisation. Almost four decades after
the 1979 Revolution, not only the rulers have failed to establish their religious utopia but also
those radical opposition groups have been unsuccessful in proceeding with another
revolution.
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Differential Association is a theory developed by Edwin Sutherland proposing that

through interaction with others, individuals learn the values, attitudes, techniques, and
motives for criminal behaviour (S. Rahnema & Behdad, 1995, pp. 154-157).
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In recent years, many pragmatist individuals and groups have given up their affiliation with
either camp by becoming critical of their revolutionary background in favour of pluralism
and democracy. This transition in the country’s political landscape has led to a gradual shift
in the opposition’s orientation from armed resistance towards nonviolent civil resistance
strategies (Holliday, 2016, p. 195). Ideological revolutionary groups such as Mojahedin-e
Khalq, the (Marxist-Leninist) Fadaiyan and Worker’s Communists, and ethnically oriented
groups such as the Kurdish Democratic Party have abandoned most of their former radical
views and armed resistance strategies. This trend has added a democratic dimension to the
ideological affiliation of these groups. Taking into account that these opposition groups differ
in terms of their ethnic and religious background and ideological affiliations, in tandem with
their democratic orientation, they have become increasingly known as, for instance, Muslim
democrats, national democrats, Kurdish democrats, social democrats and liberal democrats.
This shared democratic orientation among opposition groups can help them to settle their
differences and consolidate their power and establish a more united opposition front that can
resist the rulers more effectively. These circumstances, as discussed in Chapter Nine, have
not only accelerated the spread of democratic aspiration within the society but have also
increased the prospect of coalition building among the opposition groups for the first time
since the Islamic Revolution. It can be argued that this phenomenon indicates that the
society’s intellectuals and opposition groups have almost entered into an era of post (ethnic,
religious and ideological) radicalism. This phenomenon reflects the society’s substantial level
of ICOD for proceeding with a home-grown democratisation. This thesis claims that a
sufficient level of ICOD makes a genuine home-grown and knowledge-based democratic
transition possible by convincing the advocates of democracy and opposition groups to be
united in their struggles for democratisation.
Since 2005, the conservative camp - headed by the supreme leader, Ali Khamenei- has tried
to subjugate the reformer camp through systematic pressures and repression. However, the
mass protests of the Green Movement after the 2009 presidential election disputes have
undermined the effectiveness of the regime’s approach. The Green Movement in 2009 gained
an unprecedented level of support and participation among Iranians both inside and outside
the country (Jahanbakhsh, 2001, p. 20). These achievements have further substantiated the
efficacy of the civil resistance strategy. It is, however, notable that for the survival and the
success of the democratic movement in Iran, external support is also vitally important to
offset the extensive level of control and repression inflicted by the rulers. Classifying Iran,
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under the current Islamic regime, as a limited-open society with the persistence of an
effective level of intellectual movement and civil society implies that civil resistance, with
sufficient levels of foreign support, provides the most effective strategy for democratic
transition. This approach can potentially foster intellectual consensus and enhance the level
of popular support and participation during the transitional stage.
3) Encouraging Foreign Support
The methodical analysis of Iran's modern history through this thesis substantiates this
argument that during the past century, the superpowers have predominantly pursued their
national interests in the Middle East (including Iran) by putting priority on stability rather
than democracy (Gasiorowski, 1991, p. 20). According to Houchang Chehabi (1990, pp. 3740), the “dynamics of regime change” in modern Iran demonstrates a history of foreign
meddling in the country’s domestic affairs. Foreign powers have interfered in Iran’s domestic
affairs several times to prevent democratic developments. This happened on three
aforementioned counts of coups234, most notably the coup against Dr. Mosaddeq in 1953,
which reinstalled the “oil-rentier” (Chapter Three) state of Pahlavi (Heradstveit & Hveem,
2004, p. 85). As a result, Iranian intellectuals and opposition groups, who were concerned
with their national interests, civilisational identity and political openness used to be among
the most immediate victims of such anti-democratic foreign interventions (Ghani, 2001, pp.
104-110).
As discussed earlier throughout this thesis, in the post-colonial era, like many other
developing countries, Iran became the battleground of the Cold War’s ideological rivalries.
The triumph of Islamic fundamentalism in the 1979 Revolution has been interpreted as a
reactionary response to that period of foreign dominance and intervention (Kinzer, 2003, p.
204). In the post-Cold War era and especially in the post 9/11 terrorist attack, which was
followed with the invasion of Iraq and Afghanistan, the role of the superpowers and the U.S.,
in the politics of the region has radically increased. Since then, the strong presence of the
United States’ forces near four corners of Iran’s borders has mounted pressures on the rulers
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The first coup was backed by the Russians, who supported Mohammad Ali Shah Qajar against the first
democratically elected parliament (Majles) after the Constitutional Revolution in 1908. The second coup was
backed by the British that brought Reza Khan to power in 1921, and the third coup was against the
democratically elected government of Mosaddeq in 1953.
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in Tehran to adapt to these new changes. In response, the regime has tried to establish a
defensive umbrella in several fronts to ease off foreign pressures and increasing its
bargaining power. These measures include: (1) giving bribes to authorities in neighbouring
states from Lebanon to Afghanistan to influence their position or buying loyalty (Sadegh
Zibakalam, 2007, p. 212); (2) organising unconventional guerrilla wars in the region, (3)
continuing its nuclear program; (4) brutally repressing internal reform movements to
eliminate the possibility of internal mass uprisings; (5) reducing the impacts of the United
States’ sanctions by increasing political and economic ties with mostly authoritarian regional
and international states such as Russia, China, and North Korea. Any foreign support for
democratising Iran should, therefore, challenge the conservative faction of the regime
through these measures.
The relevance of external support for democratisation partly depends on the type and nature
of such interventions. Pridham and Whitehead (quoted in Wichmann, 2007, p. 24) identify
three methods of democratic intervention including “contagion”, “control”, and “consent”.
The first method relies on unintentional transmission of democratic ideas through information
and communication channels. By proximity, the majority of democratisation programs in
Western and Southern Europe have occurred based on this method. The second of
democratisation by “control” includes channels that involve physical interventions either by
war and occupation as well as economic incentives or sanctions. Countries like Serbia and
Croatia in Eastern Europe, or Iraq and Afghanistan in the Middle East, are examples of this
case. The third type of democratic intervention by ‘consent’ emphasises the participation and
competition of various local civil, professional, and political groups. In this model, foreign
interventions play a “subordinate role” in supporting the “pro-active participation” of
democratic forces. (Wichmann, 2007, pp. 22-26)
These three methods may imply the application of three different approaches including
occupation, intervention and influencing. In order to choose the fittest approach and method
in relation to Iran, several factors need to be taken into account, including: (1) the widespread
of information and communication technology, (2) the presence of a strong democratic
orientation within Iranian intellectuals and opposition groups, (3) the difficulties of the
United States and her allies in Iraq and Afghanistan, and (4) the presence of a civil and
democratic resistance movement in Iran, such as the Green Movement. These factors make
undertaking a combination of “contagion” and “consent” methods more plausible for
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democratising Iran. This type of external support can be instrumental in several fronts: (1) to
encourage unity and cooperation within the opposition groups; (2) to put pressure on the
rulers to reduce their repressive measures and violation of human rights; (3) to sanction not
only the key figures responsible for violating human rights but also foreign companies that
supply the regime with the latest technology to control and repress its citizens, and (4) to
challenge the regime’s censorship and repressive measures by investing on freedom of
information, holding referendums and free elections in Iran. In such a case, as argued by
Stephan Keukeleire (2004, p. 161) “the opportunity for sustainable democracy will be
stronger in Iran than in countries where the democratic system has been imposed or steered
by external actors”.
According to Gheissari and Nasr (2006, pp. 6-10) intellectual community and advocates of
democracy in Iran have avidly affirmed a type of external support that takes the aspiration of
Iranian people into account and upholds a home-grown democratisation. Intellectually,
Iranians have learnt after paying a heavy price in modern times that: (1) despite the fact that
they need to learn and benefit from Western democratic ideas and achievements, as discussed
in Chapter Seven, they cannot simply copy Western methods or models mindlessly; (2) they
neither can rely on external ambitions nor wait for Western democracies to bring them an
ideal democracy on a golden tray. Instead, they need to maintain a critical intellectual
approach which takes local factors into account (Jahanbegloo, 2004, p. 13). On a practical
level, the advocates of democratisation in Iran need to encourage external support to be able
to overcome the regime’s powerful undemocratic camp and its external powerful backers
such as Russia and China. This type of rapprochement with the West can potentially add
value to the quality of Iran’s ICOD, force the rulers to ease their repressive measures, and
make the mission of not only democratisation but also updating the local tradition and culture
possible.
Conclusion
This thesis provides a grand theoretical explanation of the dominant contributing (tangible
and intangible, traditional and modern,) factors in Iran’s intellectual and political
transformations from past to present. It makes benefit from relevant works and ideas of both
Western and Iranian intellectuals. The methodical explanation of this thesis reaffirms that
Iran - as a developing, oil producing and majority-Muslim society under a theocratic regime –
requires a home-grown democratisation. It reasonably argues that in order to proceed with a
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home-grown democratisation, the society should arrive at a sufficient level of intellectual
foundation - termed in this thesis as intellectual capital of democratisation (ICOD). Then,
among various democratisation methods, it embarks on a home-grown approach that
accentuates the significance of ICOD and civil resistance. It argues that in order to achieve
this objective, intellectual community of the country should become proficient in three areas
of (1) historical consciousness, (2) an adaptation to modernity, and (3) a democratic
orientation. Providing a grand theoretical explanation that makes these arguments more
apprehensible establishes the principal assignment that this thesis tries to accomplish.
Based on a number of theoretical, historical, and socio-political justifications, this thesis
concludes that Iranians, after almost more than a century of struggle for constitutional and
democratic government, need to arrive at a viable level of ICOD to proceed with a homegrown democratisation. It identifies and discusses five major factors that have negatively
affected the prospect of democratisation in modern Iran including: (1) the religiosity of the
society, (2) the undemocratic nature of most of foreign interventions, (3) the economy of oil,
(4) the extensive level of repression by the local tyrant rulers, and (5) the absence of a viable
level of ICOD. In order to overcome these burdens and shortcomings, I argue that achieving a
viable level of ICOD, in particular, enables Iranian intellectuals to undertake a critical
adaptation of Western modernity via their own frame of civilisational identity, national
interests, and cultural heritage.
This concluding chapter explains the importance of ICOD for a genuinely home-grown
transition to democracy. It provides substantial reasons and the ways this factor appeal to
democratisation in Iran. It discusses that: (1) an ICOD-based transition can make a homegrown transition possible in the context of local factors; (2) this approach rather serves the
aspirations of Iranian intellectuals and enable them to upgrade their cultural tradition and
identities from a modern and democratic perspective; (3) it can help undertaking a
knowledge-based and theory-driven approach through the transitional stage; (5) it can
enhance a general consensus among the intellectual community, which is necessary for
coalition building among opposition groups and uniting advocates of democracy.
I conclude that the new generation of Iranian intellectuals are now on the brink of critically
challenging, reviewing and producing rather than merely following, copying or rejecting
Western or Eastern idea and achievements. They are about to become intellectually mature
enough to proceed with a home-grown democratisation that celebrates modernity, human
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rights, pluralism, federalism, and secularity. This achievement has been substantiated within
the society by arriving at a majority agreed political objective (democratisation) via
undertaking a non-violent strategy (civil resistance). It is envisioned that the democratic
orientation of public intellectuals have already increased democratic aspiration of Iranians,
the magnitude of civil society, the extent of popular support and participation, as happened in
the case of the Green Movement. Moreover, it has encouraged most of the revolutionary
ideological opposition groups to give up some of their radical outlooks and strategies in
favour of democracy, human rights and non-violent resistance strategies. The growing pace
of civil resistance can potentially encourage external support, which together put further
pressures on the rulers to reduce the level of repression or admit democratic reform. A more
detailed explanation of these changes as well as other critical factors for democratising Iran
requires undertaking further studies.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Preconditions for Home-grown Democratisation
Variables

1-Sovereign state

Antecedent

2-Intellectual
capital

Independent

3-Ethnic identity

4-Religious
identity
5-Ideological
identity
6-Spiritual capital

7-Political capital

Principles
Free from foreign
occupation and internal
divide and conflicts

Democratic orientation

Freedom from ethnic &
racial splits or major
conflicts
Religious freedom &
diversity
Ideological freedom:
& pluralism
Freedom of thought &
belief
Freedom of information,
speech, association &
election, opposition

Dependent

9-Economic
capital

Freedom of (private)
ownership

8-Social capital

Freedom of choice,
pray, act, work

9-Justice capital

Freedom from crime,
corruption, violence
discrimination , fear,
and suppression

Infrastructures
Central authority/
independent
government

intellectual freedom,
freedom of
association, civil
society, public
education, rule of
law,
Celebrating diversity
vs. ethnic
polarisation
Dominant religion
support democracy
Pluralism vs. dualism
and monism
Ethics vs. politics
Separation of state
and religion
Democratic
opposition:
leadership, parties &
public
Closed vs. open,
macro vs. micro
economy
Civil vs. populous
society, class
struggle, income gap,
division of labour,
Impartial vs. partial
judiciary, Role of
Law, separation of
power

Mechanism
Independence/ nationstate system with
constructive relations
with other
democracies)
Free media,
intellectual consensus
& public participation,
elites support, civil
resistance
Federalism,
confederacy,
multiculturalism,
cosmopolitanism
Separation of religion
and state

Freedom of
opposition, R &D
Multi-faith: religion
for life vs. life for
religion
Free
election/referendum

Constructive
adaptation of economy
of scale
Participative citizenry:
civil society,
civil disobedience
Check and balance:
accountability &
transparency

Definition: Antecedent variable refers to a preceding variable that determine independent
variables. Independent variables are predefined factors and determine the value of dependent
variables. Dependent variables are factors whose value is influenced by other variables.
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Appendix 2: Human Intellectual and Identity Development Syllabus
Outlook
Identity
Tribal/Ethnic
Religion:
(polytheism,
henotheism &
monotheism)

Ideology

Democracy &
Human Rights

Monism235

Dualism236

Pluralism237

Tribalism, ethnocentrism,
racism

Tribal-ethnic and tribalreligious systems

Fundamentalism, absolutism
(valayet-mutlaqa-faqih)

Mazdakism, (good vs.
evil)

Federalism
confederacies
multiculturalism
Humanism (e.g.
Abrahamic prophets)

Secularism vs. religious
fundamentalism (Saddam vs.
Khomeini) or materialism vs.
idealism
Idealistic democracy: centralist
communism (Marx); religious
messiah or Imam (Khomeini)

National-capitalism vs.
social-nationalism
(Fascism vs. Nazism)

Cosmopolitanism &
universalism
(Kant238, Dahl)

Deliberative democracy
(monarchy, sultanic)

Plural, secular and
federal democracy

235

In philosophy, monism refers to the doctrine that reality consists of a single element. It denies the existence
of a distinction or duality. In theology it means only one Supreme Being exists. Examples of monism include
materialism, pantheism and metaphysical idealism. (Forbes, 1996, p. 177)
236

Dualism refers to the doctrine that mind and matter exist separately (Philosophy); or the belief that good and
evil are embodied in two separate divine beings or principles (Theology). Also, any pair of irreducible, mutually
heterogeneous principles used to analyse the nature and origins of knowledge (epistemological dualism) or to
explain all of reality or some broad aspect of it (metaphysical dualism). Examples of epistemological dualisms
are subject and object; examples of metaphysical dualisms are mind and matter, good and evil, and God and
World. (Bianchi, 1975, pp. 42-46)
237

Pluralism asserts that reality consists of several basic substances or elements. Politically, it refers to a system
of power-sharing among a number of political parties. Pluralism assumes that diversity is beneficial to society
and that the disparate functional or cultural groups of which society is composed including religious groups,
trade unions, professional organizations, and ethnic minorities should be autonomous. Pluralism was stressed
most vigorously during the early 20th century by a group of English writers that included Frederic W. Maitland
and Harold J. Laski; it was defended in the later 20th century by the American scholars Robert Dahl and David
B. Truman. (Eberly, 2005, pp. 1-14)
238

Kant's Categorical Imperative: "Act only according to that maxim by which you can at the same time will
that it would become a universal law." (Shabani, 2005, p. 73)
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Appendix 3: Intellectual/identity/polity Value Continuum in History

Ancient
Medieval

P R E M O D E RN

Societal Development
Periods
Nomadic era
10000-3000bc

Intellectual
Trends
Clans/tribal
(elders’ rules,
symbols)

Starting
Point
Stone age,
huntergatherer

Ethnic era
3000bc 300 ac

Ethnic (citystates, monarch)

Religious era
300 ac- 16th c.

Religious

Bronze & iron
age, incipient
pastoral &
agriculture
Sedentary
agriculture
(qanats) trade
and army
Renaissance

MODERN

Transformation to
Modern Era
16th – 20th c.
Ideological divide
of 20th c.

Post- Modern

Science &
Technology Era.
20th - 21st c

Ideological
(Nationalism)
vs. religious
empires
Ideological
(socialism vs.
capitalism)
Democracy &
human rights

Industrial &
French
revolutions.
Science and
technology
revolution

Peak Point
Egypt under
the pharaohs

Declining
Point
The rise of
Jews

Nature of
Conflicts
Clash between
human & nature
over food

Mesopotamian
ethnic empires

The rise of
Persians

Clashes between
ethnics over
territory

Religious
empires
(Romans &
Islamic, etc)
–(end of 30
years wars)
Nation-State
empires
The Cold War
ideological
empires (the
US vs. USSR)

End of First
World War

Clash between
religion vs.
religion

End of 2nd
World War

Clash between
ideological
colonialism

End of Cold
War

Ideological
clashes between
capitalism vs.
socialism

The US vs.
multiple
hegemonic
empire

Invasion of
Afghanistan
& Iraq

Rivalries
between
national
democracies
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Appendix 4: Iran’s Demographic, Social and Economic Indicators
Population
Percentage of population under 15

68,278,826 (July 2003 est.)
35.2% (2001)

Source: Population Division of the Department of
Economic and Social Affairs of the United
Nations

Percentage of population under 24

59% (2001)

Source: Population Division of the Department of
Economic and Social Affairs of the United
Nations

Annual population growth rate

2.3% (1980-2004)

Source: World Bank 2004 World Development
indicators

Urban population as a percentage of total
population
Source: UNDP Human Development Report
2003
Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
GDP per capita
GDP growth rate
Population below poverty line
Unemployment rate
Inflation rate
Proven oil reserves
Source: U.S. Energy Information
Administration
Proven natural gas reserves
Source: U.S. Energy Information
Administration
Government spending on food subsidies, as
percentage of GDP
Source: IMF
Size of state sector as a percentage of all
industrial enterprises
Source: IMF
Expenditures as percentage of GDP
Source: UNDP Human Development Report
2003
Political Rights
Civil liberties
(on a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 representing the
highest degree of freedom and 7 the lowest
level of freedom)
Source: Freedom House
“Brain drain”: number of annual educated
migrant
Source: IMF
Percentage of Iranians who participate in
weekly or more frequent religious services,
according to 2000-2001 survey Source:
National Science Foundation

45.8% (1975)
64.7% (2001)
$458.3 billion (2002 est.)
$6,800 (2002 est.)
7.6% (2002 est.)
40% (2002 est.)
16.3% (2002 official est.)
15.3% (2002 official est.)
90 billion barrels, 7% of world total

812 trillion cubic feet, 15% of world total

2% (2002 est.)
70%
Military: 4.8% (2001)
Education: 4.4% (1998-2000)
6 (out of 7)
(out of 7)
Status: Not free (2003)
150,000 -180,000
($11 billion in international assets)

12%

6
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Percentage of Iranians who support relations
with the United States, according to 2002
internet poll

74%

Source: Radio

Free Europe/Radio Liberty
Percentage of Iranians who use The internet
Source: Radio BBC
Number of nongovernmental organisation
(NGOs)
Source:
Radio Free Europe/ Radio Liberty
Literacy rate, total population
Source:

32.8%

Men:

79.4%

UNDP Human Development Report 2003

Women: 85.6%

Youth

More than 8,000

(age 15-24): 73%
Total enrolment in public universities and
colleges
Source:
IMF
University acceptances by gender Source:
Statistical Centre of Iran

1,566,000

School enrolment ratio, females as

Primary School: 97%

percentage of males

School: 93%

Male:

48%

Female: 52%
Secondary
(1997-2000)

Source: UNICEF
Women as percentage of total labour force
27%
Source: World Bank GenderStats
(2000)
Women in government at ministerial level (as 9.4%
percentage of total)

Source:

(2000)

UNDP Human Development Report 2003
Size of Military forces
Source: International Institute for Strategic
Studies, The Military Balance, 2002/2003

Army: 325,000

Navy: 18,000

Air Force: 52,000

RGC Navy: 20,000,

RGC Marines: 5,000
RGC Ground Force: 100,000

Adapted from: Iran: Time For a New Approach: Report of an Independent Task Force, by Z.
Brzezinski, R. M. Gates, S. Maloney (2004, pp. 71-73), Washington: Elsevier, Inc.
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Appendix 5: Iran’s Ethnic and Religious Mix
Based on 1996 Census: Religion
List

Percent

Shiá Muslim
89
Sunni Muslim
10
Zoroastrian,
Jewish, 1
Christian, and Baha’i
Ethnicity:
Persians
51
Azeri
24
Galati & Mazandarani
8
Kurd
7
Arab
3
Lur
2
Baluch
2
Turkmen
2
Other
1
Language:
Farsi & Farsi dialect
58
Azeri & Turkic dialect
26
Kurdish
9
Luri
2
Arabic
1
Baluch
1
Turkmen
1
Other
1

Number of People
60, 535000
6,161600
1,360,375

34,389,018
16,324,243
5,441,414
4,761,237
2,040,530
1,360,353
1,360,353
1,360,353
680,177
34,389,018
16,324,243
4,761,237
2,040,530
1,360,353
1,360,353
1,360,353
680,177

Adapted from World and Its Peoples: The Middle East, Western Asia, and Northern Africa,
by M. Cavendish (2007, p. 486), New York: Marshall Cavendish

